1976415 08/06/2010
SUNAIR HOTELS LIMITED
THE METROPOLITAN HOTEL, BANGLA SAHIB MARG, NEW DELHI-110001
SERVICES
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since: 01/04/1997
DELHI
RESTAURANTS, PROVIDING OF FOOD SERVICES, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1568783.
Red Hot Cafe

2504946   01/04/2013
SUNITA CHOPRA
RITU MEHRA
trading as ;RED HOT CAFE
UG-1 CENTRAL POINT SUSHANT LOK-1 GURGAON
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DELHI REGISTRATION SERVICES
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-110 025.
Used Since :01/11/1998

DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING OF FOOD ;DRINK RESTAURANTS HOTELS FAST FOODS
LITTLE CAESAR ENTERPRISES, INC.
2211 WOODWARD AVENUE DETROIT MICHIGAN 48201-3400 USA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF MICHIGAN USA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Used Since : 29/01/2009
DELHI
CATERING FOR THE PROVISION OF FOOD AND DRINKS; RESTAURANT SERVICES, CAFETERIA SERVICES, CANTEEN SERVICES, SNACK BAR SERVICES, PREPARATION OF FOOD AND DRINK FOR CONSUMPTION OFF THE PREMISES
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.. THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.. 1464212..
2590923   04/09/2013
DELHI TOURISM & TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION LTD.
18-A, DDA, SCO COMPLEX, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110 024
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K.DEWAN & CO.
236/237, VARDHMAN FASHION MALL, NEAR MAHAVIR HOSPITAL, LSC ROAD NO. 43, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34
Used Since :28/03/1994
DELHI
RESTAURANTS, CANTEENS; FOOD & DRINK OUTETS, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION SERVICES
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON LABEL..
Shri Radha
2605806   01/10/2013
SJP GLOBAL LTD.
111, JAMUNADHAM, GOVERDHAN CROSSING, MATHURA, UP
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :23/04/2010
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS, RESTAURANT, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, HOTEL, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-43.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..2603759.
MOTI MAHAL GROUP

2673704  06/02/2014
MOTI MAHAL DELUX MANAGEMENT SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
B-30/A, FIRST FLOOR, KALKAJI, NEW DELHI-110019
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Used Since :31/12/2003

DELHI

SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
2683101    20/02/2014

JKC HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
C-1, SECTOR 3, NOIDA-201301, UP
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.
Used Since :28/09/2011

DELI

FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
THE INDIAN HOTELS COMPANY LIMITED
Taj Palace Hotel, Sardar Patel Marg, Diplomatic Enclave, New Delhi -110 021 and Mandlik House, Mandlik Road, Mumbai - 400 001
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers
An Indian Company incorparated under The Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1237151, 1238103, 1238105, 1238107, 1239721, 1239724, 1239725, 1239989, 1239991, 1239993, 1239995, 1239999, 1240001, 1240003, 1240009, 1240011, 1240013, 1240017, 1240021, 1240023, 1240025, 1240027, 1240029, 1270462, 1285342, 1292935, 1430413, 1436942, 153775, 1570490, 1570491, 1570492, 1570493, 1570494, 1570495, 1570496, 1570497, 1570498, 1570499, 1570500, 1570501, 1570511, 1570512, 1570513, 1570514, 1570515, 1570516, 1739027, 1884968, 1884971, 2340985, 2387585, 2387742, 2762904

DELHI
Hotels, motels, inns; restaurant, cafeteria, lounge, tea-room, concierge, lodging and bar services, hotel reservation services; hotel resort; computer services, namely providing on-line information in the field of hotel and restaurant services; printing services for others; provision of temporary accommodation; provision of facilities for meetings, conferences and exhibitions; consultancy services relating to hotels and restaurants, assistance in relation to trademark and brand administration in connection with hotel and restaurant activities.
2766697  02/07/2014
SHANTHI SOCIAL SERVICES
trading as ;SHANTHI SOCIAL SERVICES
SF NO.128/2 (2249), TRICHY ROAD, SINGANALLUR, COIMBATORE - 641 005
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since : 20/11/1996
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, RESTAURANT AND HOTEL.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889, 18/02/2019 Class 43

2766774 02/07/2014
SACHIN AGGARWAL
trading as ;M/S BIKANER KESARVALA
SHOP NO. 1, 2, 3 & 4, PLOT NO. 7, VARDHMAN PRIME PLAZA, B N BLOCK, SHALIMAR BAGH, DELHI - 110088
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since: 01/04/2011
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
2782672  28/07/2014
GPS REALTORS PVT. LTD.
DWARKA VEDMANI,AD-169,SALT LAKE CITY,SECTOR-I,KOLKATA 700064,WEST BENGAL
SERVICE PROVIDER.
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since :18/11/2013

KOLKATA
Providing of services relating to Restaurants, Open Air Restaurants, Hotel, Motels, Inns and Catering Food and Drink
JAMBOREE CREEK
2811158    17/09/2014
PRIYANKA SHARMA
1205 B, BEVERLY PARK II, DLF CITY, GURGAON, HARAYANA- 122002
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Used Since :30/07/2013
To be associated with:
2811157
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2811162.
2812861  19/09/2014
SH. KAPIL KHARBANDA
trading as :LYALLPUR SWEETS
SHOP NO 519-R (B-XVIII-137) MODEL TOWN LUDHIANA PB
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :03/04/2011
DELHI
PROVISION OF FOOD AND DRINKS, RESTAURANTS, SELF SERVICE RESTAURANTS, FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS,
SNACK BARS, FOOD CATERING & BANQUET SERVICES, CAFES, SHAKE PARLOURS, CAFETERIAS & ICE CREAM
PARLOURS.
2818994  26/09/2014
NAZAR HUSAIN GULAM HUSAIN SUNASARA
A-501 HUSANAIN HERITAGE, B/S TORRENT POWER, STATION-ROAD, SURAT-395003
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603
Used Since :24/09/2014
AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING FOOD & DRINK
ENGLISH OVEN

2904346   18/02/2015
MRS. BECTORS FOOD SPECIALITIES LTD
THEING ROAD, PHILLAUR-144410 PB
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS., 6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.
Used Since :01/01/2008

DELHI

SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 43

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.
AJAY MOHAN GADIYAR
KEDARNATH JANARDAN NAIK
trading as; AKS BAKERS AND MORE
A/603, SHREE VALLABH TOWER, KACHPADA, NEAR MALA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI-400064, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH LOKU POOJARI
LEGAL HOUSE, 94, 1ST FLOOR, HEERA PANNA MALL, NEW LINK ROAD, NEAR OSHIWARA POLICE STATION, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI 400102
Used Since : 01/07/2007
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
2913958 03/03/2015
AJAY MOHAN GADIYAR
KEDARNATH JANARDAN NAIK
trading as ;AKS BAKERS AND MORE
A/603, SHREE VALLABH TOWER, KACHPADA, NEAR MALAD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI-400064
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH LOKU POOJARI
LEGAL HOUSE, 94, 1ST FLOOR, HEERA PANNA MALL, NEW LINK ROAD, NEAR OSHIWARA POLICE STATION, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI 400102
Used Since :01/07/2007
To be associated with:
2913955
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
LE GRAND BANQUET

2918288  10/03/2015
MR. RAMESH KUMAR RELHAN
MR. SANJEEV KUMAR GOYAL
MR. MUKESH ARORA
trading as ;S.R.K. HOSPITALITY
E-2, UDYOG NAGAR INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEAR PEERAGARHI METRO STATION, PEERAGARHI, DELHI-110041.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since :14/08/2012

DELHI

PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, CAFES, CAFETERIAS, SNACK BARS, HOTELS, MOTELS, RESORTS, RESTAURANTS,
SELF SERVICE RESTAURANTS, FASTFOOD RESTAURANTS, CANTEENS, COFFEE SHOPS, ICE CREAM PARLOURS AND
CATERING SERVICES.

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word BANQUET..

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2574150..
2925944    20/03/2015
MR. CHAITANYA MATHUR
A - 160, G.F., DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI - 110024
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :01/11/2014

DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
ARRA

2938437  09/04/2015
DHARAMPAL SATYAPAL SONS PVT LTD
4828/24, PRAHLAD LANE ANSARI ROAD, DARYANGANJ DELHI
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :15/04/2008
DELHI
HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, PUBS AND SPA INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
SAN LORENZO

2938443  09/04/2015
DHARAMPAL SATYAPAL SONS PVT LTD
4828/24, PRAHLAD LANE ANSARI ROAD, DARYANGANJ DELHI
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :13/02/2006
DELHI
HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, PUBS AND SPA INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1420753.
2940083   13/04/2015
RAHUL KANAL
SHAMZ TARBEZ SHAIKH
ZAFRULLA SAYED
trading as : BHAIJAANZ
B/14, SHEETAL APTS, GUNPOWER ROAD, MAZGAON, MUMBAI - 400010
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DISHA IP SOLUTION
Disha IP Solutions 12, Calicut Street, 6 Beauman bldg, 2nd Floor, Ballard Estate, Mumbai - 400 001
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, CATERING SERVICES, HOSPITALITY SERVICES, HUKKA PARLOUR
**Trade Marks Journal No: 1889 , 18/02/2019 Class 43**

RAHUL KANAL
SHAMZ TARBEZ SHAIKH
ZAFRULLA SAYED

**trading as :BHAIJAANZ**

B/14, SHEETAL APTS, GUNPOWER ROAD, MAZGAON, MUMBAI - 400010
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

**Address for service in India/Attorney address:**
DISHA IP SOLUTION
Disha IP Solutions 12, Calicut Street, 6 Beauman bldg, 2nd Floor, Ballard Estate, Mumbai - 400 001

**Proposed to be Used**

**MUMBAI**

PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, CATERING SERVICES, HOSPITALITY SERVICES, HUKKA PARLOUR

*THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.*

*THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.*
THE MANU MAHARANI

2953480   30/04/2015
MANU MAHARANI HOTELS LTD
A-85/86, SECTOR-02 NOIDA 201301, UP
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :22/12/2003
DELHI

HOSPITALITY SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.
2954198 30/04/2015
SPIDER METAL PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
A - 56, 57, TALA NAGRI - II, RAMGHAT ROAD, ALIGARH - 202001, U.P
SERVICE PROVIDER.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
2961350    12/05/2015
AMARDEEP SINGH ARORA (KARTA)
trading as : AMRITHAM FOODS (HUF)
C/O, HOTEL MID TOWN, M.G.ROAD, LINK ROAD NO.4, RAIPUR-492 001(CHHATTISGARH)
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since : 28/01/2014
MUMBAI
PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK AND TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
THE OPTIONS

2968388    20/05/2015
HARJEET SINGH HARI SINGH HUF
646 MARHATAL, NEXT TO JAYANTI COMPLEX, JABALPUR (M.P)
Service Provider
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PULASTYA LEGAL SERVICES LLP
C-111, Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Opp. Infiniti Mall, Andheri (West), Mumbai 400053
Used Since :28/10/2006

To be associated with:
2393264
MUMBAI
Hotel, motel, restaurant, bar and catering services; Rental of banquet and social function facilities for special occasions, namely, weddings, birthday parties, corporate events, anniversaries and general celebrations
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2393264..
2969579 21/05/2015
R & A FOODS PVT. LTD.
163-164 Mittal Tower "A", Rajni Patel Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRERAK HORA
105, A/2, Ganga Vihar, Podar Road, Santacruz West, Mumbai 400054
Used Since: 01/04/2004
MUMBAI
Restaurant and catering services, Serving of food and drink/beverages.
2973305   27/05/2015
PARESH MEHTA
trading as ;Mysore Junction
Service Provider
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREM RAJA KUMARI
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar East, Chennai- 600102
Used Since :13/11/2014
MUMBAI
Services for Providing Food and Drink, Restaurants, Self-Service Restaurants, Snack-Bars, Canteens.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889 , 18/02/2019        Class 43

3086948     27/10/2015
DIPAK BHIMABHAI SHINDE
trading as :M/S. LAKEE AMLET
H - 4, BUILDING NO - 276, ROOM NO - A - 1,AMROLI AVAS, NR. RAJAWADI PARTY PLOT, KOSAD, SURAT, GUJARAT - INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
NILL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since: 15/01/2013
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO PROVIDING FOOD ITEMS MADE FROM EGGS AND RESTAURANT INCLUDED IN CLASS - 43.

Transliteration : LAKEE AMLET
TLD

3109003  26/11/2015

NARANG FOOD AND SERVICES LLP
2B-93, KALPATARU ESTATE, JOGESHWARI VIKHROLI LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 093

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABRISE LEGAL
B-703 Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Opp Infinti Mall, Andheri(West) , Mumbai 400 053

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
2560282

MUMBAI

Services for providing food and drinks, temporary accomodation, restaurant, catering, bar and hotel services;
Restaurants featuring home delivery; Take-out restaurant services; Café services
SANJAY CHAMPAKLAL JARIWALA
trading as ;M/S. ZAVER ENTERPRISE
17 - B, T.P - 106, WESTERN CORIDOR, ADAJAN CHAR RASTA, ADAJAN, SURAT, GUJARAT - INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :28/09/2015
SERVICES RELATED TO RESTAURANT,ICE CREAM PARLOUR,CATERING SERVICES, DINNING HALL, HOTEL ,BANQUET, PROVIDING FOOD & DRINKS, RECEPTION PARTY AND BUFEET DINNER INCLUDED IN CLASS - 43
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.device of STATUE OF LIBERTY FACE AND ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
3125331  15/12/2015

BHAvIK FURIA
B/905, MAHAVIDEH CHSL,CHANDAVARKAR ROAD, NEAR MUNICIPAL GARDEN, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400092.
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since : 15/12/2015
MUMBAI
RESTAURANT AND CULINARY CLASSES.
MITHAS 24
3131521  18/12/2015
MR SACHIN RATHORE
trading as :MITHAS 24
674, SCHEME NO- 71, SECTOR – B INDORE 452009 M.P. INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ GUPTE
1314 DWARKAPURI ROAD 60 FEET ROAD INDORE
Used Since :17/12/2015
MUMBAI
FOOD AND DRINKS AND ALL INCLUDING IN CLASS 43
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889 , 18/02/2019       Class 43

3177575  05/02/2016
SIDHANT ICECREAMS LLP
trading as :SIDHANT ICECREAMS LLP
Brighton Bungalow No. 2, Unit-A, Plot No. 356, Lokhandwala, Oshiwara, Andheri (West), Mumbai, 400053
SERVICE PROVIDERS
LLP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABH LAW LLP
205, 2ND FLOOR, SEKSARIA CHAMBERS, NAGINDAS MASTER ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI-400023
Used Since :14/10/2014
To be associated with:
3177573
MUMBAI
ICE CREAM PARLOUR SERVICES; SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS; RESTAURANTS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3177573.
3242113  24/04/2016
M/S TITOS RESORTS AND HOSPITALITIES PRIVATE LIMITED
H. No. 2252, Saunta Vaddo, Baga Calangute, Goa - 403516
Service Provider
A Company Incorporated under Companies Act.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Used Since :15/06/2006

To be associated with:
2704263

MUMBAI
Services for Grill Restaurants, Restaurants providing food and drinks; temporary accommodation

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE TRADE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.GOA.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
AXIS BANK LIMITED
Axis House, Bombay Dyeing Mills Compound, Pandurang Budhkar Marg, Worli, Mumbai- 400025
Service providers.
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.
Used Since :08/02/2016

MUMBAI
Services relating to providing of food and drinks; providing reviews of restaurants and bars.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3250055.
MOGAMBO

3259404  14/05/2016

MOGAMBO
SAUMIL VISHARIA
PAMMY VISHARIA
trading as : MOGAMBO
2339, NANI MAKERIWAD, KADIA KUI, RELIEF ROAD, AHMEDABAD- 380001, GUJARAT INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT

Used Since : 11/05/2016

AHMEDABAD

FOOD AND DRINK CATERING; RESERVATION SERVICES FOR BOOKING MEALS; SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; RESTAURANT INFORMATION SERVICES; SUPPLYING OF MEALS FOR IMMEDIATE CONSUMPTION; MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR RESTAURANTS AND MEALS; RENTAL OF COOKING APPARATUS; TAKE-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES; PREPARATION OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES; APPRAISAL OF HOTEL ACCOMMODATION, BARS, RESTAURANTS AND CATERERS.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE. services is restricted in the state of Gujrat only.
Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING DRINKING WATER.
THE TRADITIONS - PEKING

3267080    24/05/2016

ATMOSPHERE CORE PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as ;ATMOSPHERE CORE PRIVATE LIMITED

2ND FLOOR, H.AAGE, BODUTHAKURUFAANU MAGU, MALE’ 20094, REPUBLIC OF MALDIVES.

SERVICE PROVIDER

A PRIVATE LIMITED CONCERN

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PRADEESH P.L

NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

SERVICES OF PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, RESTAURANTS, HOTEL RESERVATIONS CAFES, CAFETERIAS, SNACK-BARS, SELF- SERVICE RESTAURANTS; RESTAURANTS; CATERING SERVICES

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
UTSAV
3280793  09/06/2016
MR. BASAWAPATNA SRIKANTHAIAH KIRAN KUMAR
trading as ;Basawapatna Srikanthaiah Kiran Kumar
#5-4-187/6/6, Karbala Maidan, M.G.Road, Secunderabad-500003, Telangana State, India.
Service related to providing food and accommodation.
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. V. R ASSOCIATES.
FLAT NO. G-4, #, 3-4-543 & 544, LAXMI NILAYAM, ADJ: YMCA GROUND NARAYAN GUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.
Used Since :30/04/2000
To be associated with:
1652240
CHENNAI
PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS, CAFETERIA, CATERING, COCKTAIL LOUNGE SERVICES, HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, RESTAURANTS (SELF SERVICE), SNACK BAR, PROVIDING TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
3287520  17/06/2016
SANGRAM DILIP DESHMUKH
A-19, PRADYANGAD APARTMENT, 119/3/3, PARVATI SINHGAD ROAD, PUNE-411030
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :02/06/2016
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS, SNACKS AND HOTEL COMING UNDER CLASS 43
3292311 23/06/2016
GANESH GRAND REPRESENTED BY ITS SOLE PROPRIETOR R. SADASHIVA RAO
No. 91/1, Sirsi Road, Chamarajpet, Bangalore – 560018, Karnataka
Service Providers
An Indian Sole Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTELECTIA
35/6, II FLOOR, KRISHNA RESIDENCY, LANGFORD ROAD CROSS, BANGALORE 25,
Used Since :18/06/2016
CHENNAI
Services for providing food and drink; Hotel, motel, restaurant and catering services; Reservation and booking services for hotels and restaurants; Hotel information services; Providing hotel accommodation; Residential hotel services; Resort hotel services; Providing temporary accommodation services; hostels and boarding houses, holiday and tourist accommodation; food preparation services; café and cafeteria services; outdoor catering and canteen services
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND RESTRICT THE AREA ONLY TO SOUTH INDIA.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889, 18/02/2019

3310895 16/07/2016

MILAN SONI
trading as ;MILOO KI BIRYANI
8A, GANESH BHAVAN, OMKAR SOCIETY, NEAR WATER TANK ROAD, AJWA ROAD, VADODARA, INDIA
service provider
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YASH SURYAWALA
N/7, 1st floor, Dhavalgiri Aptment, B/h Dr. Swadiya"s Hospital, Nr. Kuber Bhuvan, Kothi, Vadodara, Gujarat.
Used Since :28/10/2015

To be associated with:
3310894

AHMEDABAD
RESTAURANT FOR FOOD, DRINKS AND CATERING SERVICES, SERVICE PROVIDING FOR TEMPORARY ACCOMODATIONS AND ALLIED SERVICES
3335544  12/08/2016
BELLONA HOSPITALITY SERVICES LIMITED
GROUND FLOOR, R.R. HOSIERY BUILDING, LAXMI WOOLEN MILLS ESTATE, DR. E. MOSES ROAD, MAHALAXMI,
MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA-400011, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ALL KINDS OF CATERING SERVICES, RESTAURANT SERVICES, HOTELS SERVICES AND HOSPITALITY SERVICES FOR
PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, SUPPORT SERVICES FOR BAR, CAFETERIAS,
CANTEENS, SNACK-BARS, FAST FOOD OUTLETs, CATERING, SERVING FOOD AND DRINK, BOARDING SUPPORT
SERVICES FOR HOTELS, CHEF SUPPORT SERVICES, BARTENDER SUPPORT SERVICES AND BAKER SUPPORT
SERVICES, PROVIDING, ARRANGING, BOOKING, RENTALS AND RESERVATIONS OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION,
MOTEL, BANQUETING AND CATERING SERVICES RENTAL OF ROOMS FOR HOLDING FUNCTIONS, CONFERENCES,
CONVENTIONS, EXHIBITIONS, AND MEETINGS, CAFES, INCLUDING SELF-SERVICES, HOLIDAY CAMPS AND CAMPING
GROUNDS, ARRANGING AND PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK IN MARRIAGES AND BANQUET HALLS AND SERVICES
INCLUDED IN CLASS-43

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL GOOD..
XANDARI
3335802   12/08/2016
MUTHOOT LEISURE & HOSPITALITY SERVICES (P) LIMITED
trading as ;MUTHOOT LEISURE & HOSPITALITY SERVICES (P) LIMITED
41/ 408 D SECOND FLOOR, MUTHOOT CHAMBERS, OPP. SARITHA THEATRE COMPLEX, BANERJI ROAD, ERNAKULAM,
KERALA - 682018, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INDO JURIS LAW OFFICES
NEW NO.12, OLD NO.21, GROUND FLOOR, CUSTAIN BEACH ROAD, SANTHOME, CHENNAI - 600 004
Used Since :05/12/2013

CHENNAI
HOSPITALITY SERVICES; SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, PROVIDING OF RORT, CLUB HOUSE, HOTEL,
MOTEL, LODGING AND BOARDING FACILITIES; PROVISION OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, ROOM RENTAL
SERVICES, RESTAURANT, CAFE, BAR SERVICES; PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK AND BANQUETING SERVICES AND
PROVISION FOR CONDUCTING CONFERENCE, SEMINAR, MEETING AND EXHIBITION SERVICES AND FACILITIES
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2691389.
3358605  09/09/2016
G.N.SRINIVASALU, trading as ;A3R AMARAVATI AUTHENTIC ANDHRA RESTAURANT
NO.601, 1 MAIN, 'C' BLOCK, ACES LAYOUT, KUNDANAHILL,, BANGALORE - 560 037
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLO PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C.SARAVANAN & S.THENMOZHI
NO.12 V-BLOCK 14TH ST, ANNA NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 040.
Used Since :01/02/2016
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3362957  15/09/2016
VEL CHAKRA COFFEE PRIVATE LIMITED
No.16/31, Kandappa Chetty Street, Kothawal Bazaar, Parrys corner, Chennai 600 0001
Service Providers
A Company Registered under Companies Act, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K.S. SARAVANAN, ADVOCATE
OLD NO.14, NEW NO. 36, MAHATMA GANDHI ROAD, SHASTRI NAGAR, CHENNAI-600014.
Used Since :23/11/2010

CHENNAI
HOTELS, RESTAURANT, CATERING, SNACK BARS, SELF SERVICE RESTAURANT AND RESORTS.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 17 OF
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2080038.
MR. BHAVANBHAI GANGARAM PATEL

trading as ;Mr. BHAVANBHAI GANGARAM PATEL

GROUND FLOOR, AMBIKA HOUSE, OPP. PATEL AVENUE, S.G.HIGHWAY, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD-380054, GUJARAT, INDIA

Applicant is an Service Provider.
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NANAVATI & NANAVATI ADVOCATES

7th FLOOR, CORPORATE HOUSE, SARKHEJ - GANDHINAGAR HIGHWAY, JUDGES BUNGLOWS CROSS ROAD, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD - 380054, GUJARAT

Used Since :01/01/1999

AHMEDABAD

Services relating to Restaurants; Hotels; Motels; Clubs; Resorts; Meeting rooms; Conference rooms; Exhibition halls; ice-cream parlors; cafeterias; snack bars; coffee shops; fast food; social clubs; lodging-boarding and catering services.
3381789  06/10/2016
YOGESH RAOSAHEB RATHOD
AJINKYA SANJAYKUMAR PALLOD
trading as ;THE LUSCIOUS HOUSE RESTAURANT
SHOP NO. 106, 6TH AVENUE LIFE REPUBLIC BY KOLTE PATIL, MARUNJI, HINJEWADI, PUNE-411057
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW SOLUTIONS
Survey No. 13/6, Near More Park, Shivane, Taluka-Haveli, Dist.-Pune 411 023
Used Since :10/09/2016

MUMBAI
PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK AND TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
V. KAMALAKANNAN
PLOT NO. 1171, 4TH AVENUE, TNHB COLONY, VELACHERY, CHENNAI – 600042, TAMILNADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :09/09/2015

CHENNAI
HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, HOTEL CATERING SERVICES, RESERVATION AND BOOKING OF RESTAURANT PLACES,
RESTAURANT AND ACCOMMODATION SERVICES, PROVISION OF INFORMATION RELATING TO RESTAURANTS,
RESTAURANT SERVICES FOR THE PROVISION OF FAST FOOD, CAFETERIAS

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 17 OF
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999.
3383171  06/10/2016
RAVINDER MANOHAR THAKUR
trading as ;Dreams Hostel
Flat No. 21, 7c , Juhu Sangeeta Co.Op Hsg Society, Opposite Sndt College, Juhu Road, Santacruz West, Mumbai - 400049, Maharashtra
Service Provider
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :07/11/2015
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
IN USE
THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF MAHARASHTRA..
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889, 18/02/2019  Class 43

CHAKRA

3392919  20/10/2016
TULYA FOOD PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
131, RAGAVENDRA GARDEN, THIRUVANAIKOVIL, TRICHY- 620 005, TAMIL NADU.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :01/04/2013
To be associated with:

3392912

CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; ICE CREAM PARLOURS;
RESTAURANTS; HOTELS; MOTELS; CAFÉS; CAFETERIAS; SNACK-BARS; FOOD AND DRINK CATERING.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889, 18/02/2019 Class 43

NIRANJAN HIRANANDANI
514 DALAMAL TOWERS, 211 FPJ MARG, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400021
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABH LAW LLP
205, 2ND FLOOR, SEKSARIA CHAMBERS, NAGINDAS MASTER ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI-400023

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR FOOD AND DRINK; CAFE SERVICES; CAFETERIA SERVICES; RESTAURANT SERVICES; BAR SERVICES; SNACK BARS AND FAST FOOD SERVICES; CATERING SERVICES; HOTEL SERVICES; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION SERVICES; PROVIDING SERVICED APARTMENTS; RESERVATION SERVICES FOR TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; ACCOMMODATION BUREAU [HOTELS, BOARDING HOUSES]; RENTING TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, MEETING ROOMS, TENTS AND TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; DAY-NURSERY; CRECHE SERVICES; BOARDING HOUSE SERVICES; HOTEL OPERATING SERVICES; HOSPITALITY SERVICES; LOUNGE SERVICES
a niranjan hiranandani initiative

3402696  04/11/2016

NIRANJAN HIRANANDANI
514 DALAMAL TOWERS, 211 FPJ MARG, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400021
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABH LAW LLP
205, 2ND FLOOR, SEKASRIA CHAMBERS, NAGINDAS MASTER ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI-400023

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR FOOD AND DRINK; CAFE SERVICES; CAFETERIA SERVICES; RESTAURANT SERVICES; BAR SERVICES;
SNACK BARS AND FAST FOOD SERVICES; CATERING SERVICES; HOTEL SERVICES; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
SERVICES; PROVIDING SERVICED APARTMENTS; RESERVATION SERVICES FOR TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION;
ACCOMMODATION BUREAU [HOTELS, BOARDING HOUSES]; RENTING TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, MEETING
ROOMS, TENTS AND TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; DAY-NURSERY; CRECHE SERVICES; BOARDING HOUSE
SERVICES; HOTEL OPERATING SERVICES; HOSPITALITY SERVICES; LOUNGE SERVICES

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2939054.
3407348   09/11/2016
MOHAMMED SAAD SHAIKH
trading as ;Arsalan's Shawarma King
203, Jubilee Mansion, Jubilee Abad Baug, Yari Road, Versova, Mumbai - 400061, Maharashtra
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proprieter
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :18/09/2004
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, CAFÉ SERVICES, CAFETERIA SERVICES, CANTEEN SERVICES, FOOD AND DRINK CATERING, HOTEL SERVICES, RESTAURANT SERVICES, SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANT SERVICES, SNACK-BAR SERVICES
www.thelivelovelaughfoundation.org

3412772  19/11/2016
THE LIVE LOVE LAUGH FOUNDATION
trading as ;The Live Love Laugh Foundation
703, 1st Cross, 9th A Main, Near CMH, Indiranagar, Bangalore 560 038.
SERVICES
TRUST
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHWANATH & GLOBAL ATTORNEYS
# 42-839, 2ND FLOOR, MAULA ALI, SECUNDERABAD - 500 040.
Used Since :01/06/2015
CHENNAI
Services for Providing Food and Drink; Temporary Accommodation.

DOMAIN NAME.
YOU ARE NOT ALONE

3413182  19/11/2016
THE LIVE LOVE LAUGH FOUNDATION
trading as ;The Live Love Laugh Foundation
703, 1st Cross, 9th A Main, Near CMH, Indiranagar, Bangalore 560 038.
SERVICES
TRUST
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHWANATH & GLOBAL ATTORNEYS
# 42-839, 2ND FLOOR, MAULA ALL, SECUNDERABAD - 500 040.
Used Since :01/06/2015
CHENNAI
Services for Providing Food and Drink; Temporary Accommodation.
WORD MARK USED AS TAGLINE.
3413638   19/11/2016
ANGAARA KABABS ON CHARCOAL
SYED ABID HUSSAIN
SYED TURAB HUSSAIN
2-20/6, Kotha Guda, X road, Kondapur, Hyderabad - 500084, Telangana
SERVICE PROVIDER
A Registered Partnership Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :15/06/2010

CHENNAI
Services for providing food and drinks
ANGAARA KABABS ON CHARCOAL

3413643  19/11/2016
ANGAARA KABABS ON CHARCOAL
SYED ABID HUSSAIN
SYED TURAB HUSSAIN
2-20/6, Kotha Guda, X road, Kondapur, Hyderabad - 500084, Telangana
SERVICE PROVIDER
A Registered Partnership Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :15/06/2010

CHENNAI
Services for providing of food and drinks
3413842  21/11/2016
VCONNECT CLOUD SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED,
trading as ;VCONNECT CLOUD SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED,
8-2-293/82/A/1254/A, ROAD, NO.63, JUBILEE HILLS, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, INDIA - 500033,
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. KAVITHA RANI
401, 4TH FLOOR, WEST WING SVSS NIVAS, BEHIND BHARATH PETROL BUNK, OPP; GOKUL THEATRE, 1ST LINE,
CZECH COLONY, SANATH NAGAR, HYDERABAD - 500 018.
Used Since :21/11/2014
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
3424576  02/12/2016
S S LEISURE AND HOSPITALITY LLP
trading as ;SUNSHINE EVENTS
022, BUILDING NO.7, MHADA COMPLEX, OSHIWARA AVALON CHS LTD, NEW LINK ROAD, OSHIWARA, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053.
SERVICE PROVIDER
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Used Since :16/11/2016
MUMBAI
TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATIONS, SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK
3434668   15/12/2016
KAPIL ANIL KULKARNI
trading as Café Durga
Rohan Society, Flat No. 1, Opposite Rahul Nagar, Above Pune Merchant Bank, Kothrud, Pune 411038, in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
A sole proprietary concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018
Used Since: 19/12/2006

To be associated with:
1538271

MUMBAI
Services of providing coffee and snacks

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1538271, 3102122..
3436296 19/12/2016
MR. EK GIRISH SINGH
trading as : MR. EK GIRISH SINGH
ISSUKAMITTA, NEAR BALA THREEPURA SUNDARI TEMPLE, SULLURPETA MANDAL, SULLURPETA, NELLORE - 524121, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana
Used Since :16/11/2016
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; RESTAURANT SERVICES; FOOD CATERING AND BANQUET SERVICES;
BURGERMAN

3439259  22/12/2016
MISCHEF BISTRO TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD
THE CHERIANS, OLD # 67, NEW # 153, LUZ CHURCH ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004, TAMIL NADU.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Used Since : 20/12/2006

To be associated with:

1542638

CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; RESTAURANTS; HOTELS; MOTELS; CAFÉS; CAFETERIAS; SNACK-BARS; FOOD AND DRINK CATERING.
Durga
3439307    22/12/2016
KAPIL ANIL KULKARNI
trading as ;Café Durga
Rohan Society, Flat No. 1, Opposite Rahul Nagar, Above Pune Merchant Bank, Kothrud, Pune 411038, in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
Service Providers
A sole proprietary concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018
Used Since :19/12/2013
To be associated with:
1538271
MUMBAI
Services of providing coffee and snacks
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1538271.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889, 18/02/2019  Class 43

3443048  27/12/2016
KALPANA ANIL DHANAWADE
SR. NO. 13/2, FLAT NO. 104, SAI HERITAGE, SUKHSAGAR NAGAR, KATRAJ, PUNE 411 046, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since: 05/12/2016

MUMBAI
PROVIDING OF FOODS AND DRINKS, RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES
3452284   07/01/2017
JUWEL SILVEIRA
trading as ;PIC A BITE CAFE
OLIVE B 403 AGARWAL DOSHI COMPLEX, Kaul Heritage City, Bhabola Vasai West Palghar, Palghar 401202.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :21/01/2014
MUMBAI
cafe services.
3462109  19/01/2017
ABAD HOTELS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as Service Provider
Hotel Abad Plaza Building, M.G.Road, Kochi, Ernakulam - 682035
Service Provider
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Used Since :01/02/1986
To be associated with:
1532490, 1936297

CHENNAI
Restaurants, Self service restaurants; Bar services, Bar houses; Boarding Houses, canteens; Hotels, Resorts, Lounge;
tea-room; Cafes, Cafeteria; Snack bars, Food and drink catering services; Rent of meeting rooms; Accommodation;
Tourist Homes, Motels, Rental of temporary accommodation
SURESH GURUBUXSINGH WADHWA  
POONAM SURESH WADHWA  
RISHAB SURESH WADHWA

trading as \textit{SAI SHARAN HOTELS}  
429, ARENJA CORNER, SECTOR 17, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI-400703  
SERVICE PROVIDER  
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

\textbf{Proposed to be Used}  
MUMBAI

HOTELS, RESTAURANTS AND CAFE SHOPS, SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION

\textit{THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.}
AMBARA SUITES
3467948  28/01/2017
K P SURESH BABU
trading as ;HOTEL ROOMS
T.C.14/788 VALLEY VIEW GARDENS KUMARAPURAM THIRUVANANTHAPURAM KERALA-695011
HOTEL INDUSTRY
PROPRIETORSHIP
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Hotels; hotel services; providing hotel accommodation; hotel catering services; hotel reservation services; motels; reservations (temporary accommodation); providing facilities for exhibitions, conferences and meetings; cocktail lounge services; restaurants; self service restaurants; cafeterias; cafes; concierge services relating to restaurant reservations; all included in this class.
AMBARA SUITES.
SWAGATH
3471286 01/02/2017
DHANTURI HARI SHANKAR
DHANTURI RAVINDER
trading as ;HOTEL SWAGATH
D.NO.8-3-944/10&11, MAHBOOB COMMERCIAL COMPLEX,MAIN ROAD,AMEERPET,HYDERABAD (T.S) INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :09/04/1991
CHENNAI
PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK , CATERING, HOTELS, RESTAURANTS AND SNACK BARS, ACCOMMODATION BUREAUX
(HOTELS), RENTAL OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, CANTEENS, BAR SERVICES, FUNCTION HALLS AND HOLIDAY
CAMP SERVICES (LODGING )
associated with the application 2022183.
AVERINA INTERNATIONAL RESORTS PVT.LTD.
GARDEN VIEW, PHASE II, 2ND FLOOR MARGAO GOA-403601
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :17/12/2004
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
3475480    06/02/2017

JIGNESH ARVIND PUJARA
Flat No: B031, DLF Commanders Court, B Tower, 3rd Floor, No. 49, Ethiraj Salai, Egmore, Chennai - 600008, Tamilnadu, India
Service Providers
A citizen of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010
Used Since :15/09/2016

CHENNAI
Ice cream parlour services; Providing and serving of Food and beverages; Restaurants reservation services ; dine-in, take-away and fast food restaurant services

3476917    08/02/2017
N. SELVARAJ
N.S.GOMATHI
trading as ;MAYURA
NO-41-A, TRICHY MAIN ROAD, GUGAI, SALEM- 636 006 , SALEM DIST, TAMI NADU , INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K.SHANMUGASUNDARAM ADVACATE
"SRI ANDAL IIIAM" NO, 37-1, ARUMUGAM NAGAR, RAMANATHAPURAM, COIMBATORE-641 045.
Used Since :06/12/2004
CHENNAI

RESTAURANT, CATERING SERVICES, HOTELS, FOOD AND DRINKS
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application within the state of Tamilnadu.
3480376   10/02/2017

HYPD FOODS
RITESH AGARWAL
VIKASH GUPTA
SUMIT JOSHI
SAKTI BAID

trading as ;HYPD FOODS

No: 16, Anjaneya Complex, No: 147, Kodihalli, Old Airport Road, Bangalore - 560 008, Karnataka, India

SERVICE

Address for service in India/Agents address:

C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.

Used Since :15/01/2017

CHENNAI

SERVICE RENDERED IN THE FIELD OF FOOD & DRINK

COLOR COMBINATION AS IN THE LABEL

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3481034  13/02/2017
N.SURAJ
trading as ;COCOCANE
DOOR NO.91, 2 C CROSS, 2ND MAIN, 1ST STAGE, VIJAYANAGAR, MYSORE - 570 017 .
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRST FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.
Used Since :13/01/2017
CHENNAI
FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
DINE 9 RESTAURANT

3484864    16/02/2017

ABDUL RAHMAN BIN MOHAMMED SOBAN
trading as ;M/s. DINE 9 RESTAURANT

1-1-1, Siddarth Nagar, Above ICICI Bank, Opp REC Petrol Pump, Subedari, Hanmakonda, Warangal - 506001, Telangana
SERVICE PROVIDER

A Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Used Since :20/11/2016

CHENNAI

Services for providing food and drinks

No exclusive right over the word RESTAURANT separately except as substantially shown in the representation of the mark.
SYED ISMAIL
trading as ;M/s. IMPERIAL MULTI CUISINE RESTAURANT
16-2-17, Opp Syndicate Bank, Saeedabad, Hyderabad - 500059, Telangana
SERVICE PROVIDER
A Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :03/11/2016

CHENNAI

Services for providing food and drink
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF TELANGANA STATE ONLY..
3488720    21/02/2017

NIDHI BHALLA
NO.7A, LINK HEIGHTS APARTMENTS , NEAR PASSPORT OFFICE , PANAMPILLY NAGAR , KOCHI 682 036, KERALA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS & RIGHTS
42/2421, THALIATH BUILDING, ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.

Used Since: 07/02/2016

CHENNAI

SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; JUICE BARS; TAKE AWAY AND RESTAURANT SERVICES PROVIDING
MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES;
RESTAURANT, CAFES, COFFEE SHOP, COFFEE BAR, TEA ROOM, BAKERY, CAFETERIA, CANTEEN, FAST FOOD, SELF
SERVICE RESTAURANT, CARRY-OUT RESTAURANT, DRIVE-THROUGH RESTAURANT SERVICES; COFFEE SHOPS,
SNACK BAR SERVICES.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889, 18/02/2019  Class 43

3508862  15/03/2017
R. RAMACHANTHRAN
28, 86th Street, 19th Avenue, Ashok Nagar, Chennai – 600 083
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES,
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :12/08/2011

CHENNAI
SERVICES RELATING TO HOTELS, MOTELS; RESORT LODGING SERVICES; ACCOMMODATION BUREAUX SERVICES [HOTELS, BOARDING HOUSES]; PUBS; BAR SERVICES; RESTAURANT, BAR AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE SERVICES; TAKE-AWAY FAST FOOD SERVICES; SNACK-BAR SERVICES; FAST FOOD AND NON-STOP RESTAURANT SERVICES; SERVING FOOD AND DRINKS; CATERING SERVICES; CAFE AND CAFETERIA SERVICES; CANTEEN SERVICES
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application within the state of Tamilnadu Only.
3512166  22/03/2017
MINARTECH DEVELOPERS PRIVATE LIMITED
Building No. 268/C, Erumelikkara S, Puthenpally Bus Stop, Kumarapuram P.O, Ernakulam District, Kerala – 683565
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS &RIGHTS
42/2421, THALIATH BUILDING, ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Providing food and drink and catering services; self-service restaurants; restaurants; cafeterias, snack bars, lounge bars, restaurant services
Restriction with in Kerala.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889, 18/02/2019 Class 43

3514268 24/03/2017
Brewcraft Hospitality Private Limited, by its Director : Mr. Bhaskar Baile.
No. 175 & 176, “The Pavilion” 6th Floor, Dollars Colony, J.P.Nagar, Bannerghatta Road, Bangalore- 560076.
Body incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRT FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
3519584 03/04/2017
GRANDPRIX(INDIA)PRIVATE LIMITED
FLOOR-2,PLOT-249,402,BWING,FORE SHORE BUILDING,NEXT TO HOTEL SEA,PRINCESS, JUHU TARA ROAD, JUHU, MUMBAI-400049
PRIVATE COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JIGARKUMAR NAVINCHANDRA GANDHI
S.NO.2, RAM NIWAS, RACHOD DAS ROAD, DAHISAR(WEST),
Used Since : 28/11/2006
MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.-for national and international level sorts of sports events & for promotions.
3521813   07/04/2017
SHRUTHI PAVAN RANGA
3005, Gokulam Road, V.V. Mohalla, Mysore – 570002
an Indian Citizen

Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES,
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

services of providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
3527847  17/04/2017
LIVE CARE
IV/275B, South Marady, Muvattupuzha, Kerala 686 673
Partnership firm registered under the Indian Partnership Act of 1932

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS &RIGHTS
42/2421,THALIATH BUILDING , ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.
Used Since :10/02/2017

CHENNAI
Farm house; river and farm side lodges; services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation more specifically to farm house, guest house, hotels and eco- friendly temporary accommodation; temporary accommodation like resorts, farm house having agricultural land and live animals; resorts and farmhouse services; home stay service; services relating to restaurants, takeaway outlets, snack bars, fast food outlets, coffee shop, cafeterias

Subject to no exclusive rights over the word/descriptive matters appearing on the label.
3533227   25/04/2017
VIKING MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT PVT. LTD.
JMJ HOUSE, ORCHARD AVENUE, HIRANANDANI GARDENS, POWAI, MUMBAI-400076. MAHARASHTRA INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBHASH JADHAV
Dosti Florentine, 108, B- Wing, Wadala (East), Mumbai 400037

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
3534252 26/04/2017
BUNCLUB BAKES AND CAFE LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
trading as ;BUNCLUB BAKES AND CAFE LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
ASMA TOWER, MAVOOR ROAD, KOZHIKODE, PIN - 673 001, STATE OF KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA - 673 639
Used Since: 03/09/2014

CHENNAI
Providing food and drink accommodation by way of restaurants cafes refreshment and tea rooms bars hotels coffee shops snacks and juice bars ice cream parlour food kiosks (movable and immovable) canteens outlets boarding lodging catering cafeteria counters luncheon suppliers hospitality services resorts bars drinks and beverages
DESI CREAM JUNCTION

3549785   16/05/2017

ARVIND AGARWAL
NO.114, SRI GURU NIVAS, SBM CROSS, CHIKALASANDRA, BANGALORE, KARNATAKA, INDIA PIN-560061
LIVING PERSON

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Restaurant services
EARTHEN BOWL

3552535    19/05/2017

SAPNA BHARATH
# 39 OMKARA, 3rd MAIN 1 N REDDY COLONY, NEAR ADARSH VISTA, VIGNANA NAGAR, BANGALORE NORTH, MARATHAHALI COLONY, BANGALORE, KARNATAKA, 560037.
ACTIVE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHWANATH & GLOBAL ATTORNEYS
# 42-839, 2ND FLOOR, MAULA ALI, SECUNDERABAD - 500 040.

Used Since :01/04/2017

CHENNAI

Services for Providing Food and Drink; Temporary Accommodation.
subject to use the mark within the state of Karnataka Only.
3555264    23/05/2017
SUDHARMAN SHETTY (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS RATNA FOREVER
No 36, 1st Cross, Model Colony, Yeshwanthpur, Bengaluru - 560022, Karnataka
Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Providing food, drink and temporary accommodation
30TH STATE

3561074   31/05/2017
KEGAN ELVIS PINTO
MOCKING JAY-G FLOOR, #48, BYRATHILAYOUT, HENNUR MAIN ROAD, BANGALORE 560 077
ACTIVE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHWANATH & GLOBAL ATTORNEYS
# 42-839, 2ND FLOOR, MAULA ALI, SECUNDERABAD - 500 040.
Used Since : 01/05/2017

CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, HOOKAH BAR SERVICES
3564920  06/06/2017
DR A MYTHILY PRATHIBHA
2/1088 Parijatham Street, Ezhil Nagar, Iyer Bungalow, Madurai - 625014
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3564918

CHENNAI
Restaurant Information services; Restaurant Services
3572440  16/06/2017
KFOUR APARTMENT AND HOTELS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;KFOUR APARTMENT AND HOTELS PRIVATE LIMITED
GD, VISHWAKARMA FLATS, NO.9 / 18, LAWYER JEGANATHAN ROAD, CHENNAI -600016 TAMIL NADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BAGYA RAGHAVAN.
NO.9, II FLOOR, AMARAVATHI FLATS, II MAIN ROAD, CIT COLONY, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.
Used Since :28/04/2017
CHENNAI
ALL TYPES OF RESTAURANTS, BARS, A RESTAURANT CHAINS, OUTDOOR CATERING SERVICES, HOSPITALITY SERVICES, FAST FOOD OUTLETS, CAFES TAKE AWAY OUTLETS SNACKS BAR FOOD PREPARATION AND CATERING, ALL SERVICES RELATED TO THE PROCUREMENT OF FOOD AND DRINKS AND ALL PRODUCTS / SERVICES.
SUBJECT TO RESTRICTING THE AREA OF USE TO THE STATE OF TAMILNADU.
3572441  16/06/2017
KFOUR APARTMENT AND HOTELS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;KFOUR APARTMENT AND HOTELS PRIVATE LIMITED
GD, VISHWAKARMA FLATS, NO.9 / 18, LAWYER JEGANATHAN ROAD, CHENNAI -600016 TAMIL NADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BAGYA RAGHAVAN.
NO.9, II FLOOR, AMARAVATHI FLATS, II MAIN ROAD, CIT COLONY, MYlapore, CHENNAI - 600 004.
Used Since :28/04/2017

CHENNAI
ALL TYPES OF RESTAURANTS, BARS, A RESTAURANT CHAINS, OUTDOOR CATERING SERVICES, HOSPITALITY SERVICES, FAST FOOD OUTLETS, CAFES TAKE AWAY OUTLETS SNACKS BAR FOOD PREPARATION AND CATERING, ALL SERVICES RELATED TO THE PROCUREMENT OF FOOD AND DRINKS AND ALL PRODUCTS / SERVICES.
Restriction with in Tamil Nadu.
3572442   16/06/2017
KFOUR APARTMENT AND HOTELS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;KFOUR APARTMENT AND HOTELS PRIVATE LIMITED
GD, VISHWAKARMA FLATS, NO.9 / 18, LAWYER JEGANATHAN ROAD, CHENNAI -600016 TAMIL NADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BAGYA RAGHAVAN,
NO.9, II FLOOR, AMARAVATHI FLATS, II MAIN ROAD, CIT COLONY, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.
Used Since :28/04/2017
CHENNAI
ALL TYPES OF RESTAURANTS, BARS, A RESTAURANT CHAINS, OUTDOOR CATERING SERVICES, HOSPITALITY SERVICES, FAST FOOD OUTLETS, CAFES TAKE AWAY OUTLETS SNACKS BAR FOOD PREPARATION AND CATERING, ALL SERVICES RELATED TO THE PROCUREMENT OF FOOD AND DRINKS AND ALL PRODUCTS / SERVICES.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF TAMIL NADU STATE ONLY.
GAZEBO

3573706  19/06/2017

M. AISHWARYA RAO (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS GAZEBO BUFFET RESTAURANT
8-2-270/8/1, Plot No: B1, Road No: 3, 4th Floor, Uptown Banjara, Opp TV9 Office, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad - 500034, Telangana

A Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Used Since: 29/04/2017

CHENNAI

Services for providing food and drink
HAKKA STATION

3579040  27/06/2017

M/s. SURYANEER
M/s. SURYANEER 1-7-1069, RTC X ROADS, ADJACENT SANDYA THEATRE, RAGHAVENDRA PRIYA PREETI PLATINUM PIN-500020.
ACTIVE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHWANATH & GLOBAL ATTORNEYS
# 42-839, 2ND FLOOR, MAULA ALI, SECUNDERABAD - 500 040.
Used Since: 05/06/2016

CHENNAI

CAFE SERVICES, CANTEEN SERVICES, HOTEL SERVICES, RESTAURANT SERVICES, TEAHOUSE SERVICES, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION SERVICES.
3579041    27/06/2017
M/s.SURYANEER
M/s.SURYANEER 1-7-1069, RTC X ROADS, ADJACENT SANDYA THEATRE, RAGHAVENDRA PRIYA PREETI PLATINUM PIN-500020.
ACTIVE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHWANATH & GLOBAL ATTORNEYS
# 42-839, 2ND FLOORL, MAULA ALI, SECUNDERABAD - 500 040.
Used Since :05/06/2016
CHENNAI
CAFE SERVICES, CANTEEN SERVICES, HOTEL SERVICES, RESTAURANT SERVICES, TEAHOUSE SERVICES, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION SERVICES.
Subject to no exclusive rights over the word(descriptorive matters appearing on the label..
3590588  13/07/2017
A. WALTER
trading as : CG RESTAURANT
NO:77-1/8, KAMARAJ NAGAR MAIN STREET, T.KALLIKULAM TIRUNLVELI DISTRICT, PIN:627113.
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Used Since : 01/06/2017
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application within the state of Tamilnadu.
3594774  19/07/2017
ABIDA BEGUM CHARITABLE TRUST
trading as : ABIDA BEGUM CHARITABLE TRUST
3-4-336/1, LINGAMPALLY, KACHIGUDA, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
CHENNAI
Used Since : 11/05/2015
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
Muziris Hotels and Resorts

3596598  21/07/2017
MUZIRIS HOTELS AND RESORTS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
12/971B, Y tower, Civil Lane Road, Kakkanad P.O, Vazhakkala, Kochi - 682030
an Indian company incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES.
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.
Used Since : 19/05/2017

CHENNAI
Food and Drinks, temporary accommodation

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF ERNAKULAM DISTRICT ONLY...
3863927  19/06/2018
K SERA SERA BOX OFFICE PVT. LTD.
UNIT NO. 101 A & 102, 1ST FLOOR, PLOT NO. B-17, MORAYA LANDMARK II, ANDHERI(WEST), MUMBAI- 400053
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHUBHO JANA
UTTAM NAGAR
Used Since :13/06/2017
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK
3873590  28/06/2018
SUNDARRAJ
18/11 MISSION KOVIL STREET, HOSPITAL ROAD, KAYATHAR, THoothUKUDI - 628452
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, RESTAURANT
Epic Cloud Kitchens

3879122  05/07/2018
MR. TANAY VINAY GOREGAOKAR
101/1st Floor, Marve Heaven, Marve Road, Grotto Lane, Malad West, Kharodi, Mumbai-400095
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNNY SABLOK
801 PALAZZO OPULENCE SANTACRUZ WEST

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Providing food and drink, cafe, bar, restaurant & hotels.
HMAN

3899485  27/07/2018

HARMANDEEP SINGH TALWAR
C-474, SHEIKH SARAI, PHASE-I,N.D-17
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
C1A, LGF, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi - 110013

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889, 18/02/2019  Class 43

3946225  15/09/2018
THINKTANC HOSPITALITY LLP
1st Floor, No. 9, Lazar Layout, Frazer Town, Bangalore, Karnataka-560005, India.
SERVICES PROVIDER.
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since:01/07/2017
CHENNAI
Restaurant services.
3971527  12/10/2018
R SUNDHARA KKUMAR
NO. 1 94TH STREET, 21ST AVENUE, ASHOK NAGAR
proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.MEENAKSHI
B1, INDIAN FLATS, EAST CLUB ROAD, SHENOY NAGAR, CHENNAI-600030, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
Used Since : 16/07/2018
CHENNAI
RESTAURANT, SELF SERVICE RESTAURANT, FOOD AND DRINK CATERING, BOARDING HOUSE, PARTY HALL

Trade Mark : MOONGILANAI SRI KAMATCHI THUNAI PATTUKOTAI MESS
3981467  24/10/2018
KIRAN DAMODAR DURUGKAR
269-50 SONILANE BEHIND SUPERMARKET SITABULDI NAGPUR (440012)
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CLASS 43 (FOOD HOSPITALITY)
Kadak Bhagat - A fine dine Restaurant

3984923  27/10/2018

DR. VASANT K BHOJAVIYA
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHETANABEN LANGA
B/2, AVON FLATS, B/H. AMARDEEP SCHOOL, CHANDRA NAGAR, PALDI, AHMEDABAD-380007

Used Since : 10/10/2018

AHMEDABAD

Services for providing food and drink, temporary accommodation.
3992327 05/11/2018
PREFAB HOSPITALITY PRIVATE LIMITED
PREFAB HOSPITALITY, NEAR SAFFRON RESIDENCY VILLAGE WADALA, KALAN, JALANDHAR ROAD KAPURTHALA PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY(INDIA)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARAN KHANNA
1ST FLOOR, SOHAL COMPLEX, SEHDEV MARKET, JALANDHAR PUNJAB-144001.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CAFES, CAFETERIAS, HOTELS, MOTELS, RESTAURANTS, SNACK BARS, SELF SERVICE RESTAURANTS, TAKE AWAY RESTAURANT
3993390    06/11/2018
M/s. PATKUR FOODS AND BEVERAGES INDIA PVT. LTD
#102, REVETHI APARTMENTS, BEHIND MAITRIVANAM, AMEERPET, HYDERABAD-500016, TELANGANA, INDIA.
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Providing food and beverages; Preparation of food and beverages; Juice bar services.
3993843 07/11/2018
M/S. PUMP HOUSE PVT LTD
NO 399, 1ST FLOOR, 24TH CROSS, BSK 2ND STAGE, BENGALURU – 560 070, KARNATAKA, INDIA,
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :20/05/2016

CHENNAI
HOTEL, BAR AND RESTAURANT SERVICES, TAKEAWAY FOOD SERVICES, SERVING FOOD AND DRINKS, FAST FOOD
AND NON-STOP RESTAURANT SERVICES, PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS IN INTERNET CAFES AND MOBILE CAFÉ
SERVICES, PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK CATERING SERVICES FOR SPORTS EVENTS, CONCERTS, CONVENTIONS
AND EXHIBITIONS, SERVING OF TEA, COFFEE, COCOA, CARBONATED DRINKS OR FRUIT JUICE BEVERAGES
3996617  13/11/2018
KARUNA JEROME
590/A, 2nd Cross, 4th C Block, Koramangala, Bangalore, Karnataka-560034
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :07/12/2015

CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, CAFÉ SERVICES
3999048   15/11/2018
KIRAN KALSHETTI  
9,SUTAR PLOT,A/P WAGDARI, TAL- AKKALKOT,SOLAPUR - 413218  
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
VANCHINATHAN  
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used  
MUMBAI  
Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
3999172   15/11/2018
MADHAV SAMPATRAO SURVE TRADING AS SURVES PURE NONVEG
Mantan Residency, Sambhaji Nagar, NH-4, Satara 415 004 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India.
a sole proprietary concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drinks; temporary accommodation
4000214  16/11/2018
CHETAN GOTTIPATI
APARTMENT NO:104, CHANDAN TOWERS, DASARI LINGAIAH STREET, NEAR MADHU KALYANAMANDAPAM, MOGHALRAJPURAM, VENKATESWARAPURAM, VIJAYAWADA – 520010, KIRSHNA DISTRICT, ANDHRA PRADESH INDIA
AN INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADHI LEGAL SOLUTIONS
OLD NO:4/2,NEW NO:9/2, ARMENIAN STREET, 2ND FLOOR, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600 001, INDIA
Used Since :01/11/2018

CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, HOTEL, RESTAURANT, SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANTS, CAFES, CAFETERIAS
4003185  20/11/2018
ABHIJIT MAHADIK
2/C-23, LIC COLONY, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI – 400103 MAHARASHTRA INDIA
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDESH GOPAL ALHAT
ROOM NO. B/6, SONANI NAGAR CHS, BEHIND PENINSULA HOTEL, OPP GANESH TEMPLE, NEAR METRO STATION,
SAKINAKA, MUMBAI – 400072
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
OUTSIDE CATERING SERVICES, CATERING OF FOOD AND DRINKS, MOBILE CATERING SERVICES, TAKE-AWAY FAST
FOOD SERVICES
COLD ROCK CAFE

4006118  23/11/2018
RAJ VARDHAN DHAKA
GAGAN VIHAR EXTENSION, B-4, 2ND FLOOR, KHOSLA APPARTMENT, KRISHNA NAGAR, EAST DELHI, DELHI 110051
CAFE
Proprietorship(Natural Person)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Hotel and Restaurant Services
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889, 18/02/2019 Class 43

NITESH KUMAR
S/O MOOLCHAND, MADINA (9), SONIPAT, HARYANA - 131301
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JYOTI SAINI
Mukhya Ngar, Madrampura, Ajmer Road, Jaipur, Rajasthan-302006
Used Since: 20/11/2018

DELHI
GOODS RELATED TO PIZZA, BURGER, SANDWICH, FRENCH FRIES, NOODLES, MOMOS, SPRING ROLL, SHAKE, SOUP ITEMS COVERED IN AS PER CLASS 43.
TIPSY TAVERN

4007588  26/11/2018

ARUN TRIKHA

trading as : ARUN TRIKHA

A-47, BLOCK-A, SECTOR-49, NOIDA, GAUTAM BUDDHA NAGAR, NOIDA, UTTAR PRADESH-201301

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
Y.VIJAYASHREE, PROPRIETRIX OF M/S. NIRMALA FOODS  
NO: 70/55, PANCHARJAMMAN KOIL STREET, 1st FLOOR, ARUMBAKKAM, CHENNAI-600106, TAMILNADU, INDIA 
PROPRIETORSHIP 
Address for service in India/Attorney address: 
LE INTELLIGENSIA 
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India 
Used Since: 22/10/2018 

CHENNAI 
HOTEL, RESTAURANT AND CAFE SERVICES, FAST FOOD AND NON-STOP RESTAURANT SERVICES, JUICE BAR AND SALAD BAR SERVICES, FOOD PREPARATION AND SCULPTING, TAKEAWAY FOOD SERVICES, SERVING OF TEA, COFFEE, COCOA, CARBONATED DRINKS OR FRUIT JUICE BEVERAGES AND FOOD, PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS IN INTERNET CAFES, MOBILE CAFE SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK
PORTLAND CORNICHE

4020472   07/12/2018
M/S. PORTLAND HOSPITAL PRIVATE LIMITED
9/259, South Beach Road, Near old Passport Office, Kozhikode District, Pin - 673001, Kerala, India
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Services of providing food and drink; temporary accommodation; Hotels and Restaurants; fast food centres, catering services

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word "CORNICHE"
4032320   19/12/2018
MR. UMARFARUK DAUBHAI MAKVANA
S.B.I. ROAD, GHANCHI STREET, DHROL, DIST. JAMNAGAR – 361 210 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESsafe
GHANSHYAM HOUSE, BUNGLOW NO. 9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD – 380 014 (GUJARAT) INDIA
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
HOTEL, RESTAURANT AND SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
4034615   21/12/2018
KIRUTHIKA P
120/3, FIRST MAIN ROAD, SALEM, TAMIL NADU-636016
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS
3/112, GROUND FLOOR, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Catering, Restaurants, Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
S. HEMASUDHA
NO.81/4 SASMITHA ILLAM, VINAYAGAR KOVIL STREET, PERIYAKADU, NADARMEDU, ERODE-638012
PROPRIETRIX

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THYAGARAJAN K
NO.6/18, 2ND FLOOR, AJ BLOCK, 5TH STREET, SHANTHI COLONY, ANNA NAGAR (W), CHENNAI - 600 040

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION IN HOSTELS
4044664  03/01/2019
CHANDAN KUMAR
S/o Kaushal Kishore sharma, Nisarpura, Patna Bihar 801117
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBHAS CHANDRA BOSE
431 GROUND FLOOR KAKROLA HOUSING COMPLEX NEAR METRO PILLAR NO 794 DWARKA MOD 110078

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK AND TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK CATERING SERVICES FOR SPORTS EVENTS, CONCERTS, CONVENTIONS AND EXHIBITIONS, BAR SERVICES, SNACKBAR AND CANTEEN SERVICES, RESTAURANT SERVICES, SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANTS, RENTAL OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, FOOD AND DRINK CATERING, CAFETERIA SERVICES, CAFE SERVICES, BOARDING HOUSE SERVICES, HOTEL RESERVATIONS, HOTEL SERVICES, RENTAL OF ROOMS FOR HOLDING FUNCTIONS, CONFERENCES, CONVENTIONS, EXHIBITIONS, SEMINARS AND MEETINGS, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION RESERVATIONS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
RAHUL CHAUHAN, TRADING AS MVR SERVICES.
A – 197, Sector 47, Noida Sector 37, Gautam Buddha Nagar, Uttar Pradesh - 201303
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIDHI SHARMA
IP NATION;D-177,SHYAM PARK EXT., SAHIBABAD,GAZIABAD
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Temporary accommodation.
4045596  03/01/2019
SARIT SOURABH
H. NO. A-24, MODEL TOWN, KHARAR, S A S NAGAR MOHALI
Services for providing food
PROPRIETOR
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD
MUNCHPAK - SNACK RIGHT

4045892  03/01/2019
AMEDES FOODS (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 2/6, 3RD FLOOR, SIMHARDRI MANSION, NO.2, RAMKRISHNAPPAP ROAD, COX TOWN, BANGALORE KA 560005 IN
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOHAMMAD BILAL
944 GALI NO. 4, JHARKHANDI ROAD, BHOLA NATH NAGAR SHAHDARA DELHI 110032

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK.
4046294  04/01/2019
J.VENKATA PRASAD
trading as ;CEELAM HALL
3, ETHIRAJ SAMY SALAI RD, MR NAGAR, KODUNGAIYUR, CHENNAI, TAMILNADU 600 018
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
**Proposed to be Used**
CHENNAI
HIRING OF HALLS FOR SOCIAL FUNCTIONS.
HIMALAYAN VALLEY HOLIDAYS PVT. LTD.
PLOT KHASRA NO. 3159/295/198, VILLAGE DHARJA, P.O. OACHGHAT, TEHSIL & DISTT. SOLAN - 173223 (H.P)
A BODY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :16/11/2018
DELHI
Providing Food & Drink, Restaurant Services, Fast-food Restaurant Services, Take-away Food Services, Self-service Restaurants, Cocktail Lounge, Resorts, Hotels, Tourist Homes, Banquet Services, Snack-bar Services, Food & Drink Catering, Cafes & Ice Cream Parlours
4046956  04/01/2019

KISHOR DNYANDEO NARKHED
12-5-149 FLAT NO 502 RAJA ROHIT PALACE VIJAYAPURI COLONY TARNAKA, SECUNDERABAD-500017

The Trade Marks Act, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamall Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
R D YADAV PROPRIETOR OF M/S. BLR BAKAITI
NO. 11, 1ST FLOOR, BASAPPA ROAD, SHANTHI NAGAR, BANGALORE- 560027 KARNATAKA, INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

HOTEL, BAR AND RESTAURANT SERVICES, TAKEAWAY FOOD SERVICES, SERVING FOOD AND DRINKS, FAST FOOD AND NON-STOP RESTAURANT SERVICES, PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS IN INTERNET CAFES AND MOBILE CAFE SERVICES, PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK CATERING SERVICES FOR SPORTS EVENTS, CONCERTS, CONVENTIONS AND EXHIBITIONS, SERVING OF TEA, COFFEE, COCOA, CARBONATED DRINKS OR FRUIT JUICE BEVERAGES
4047144    04/01/2019
SHASHANK SINGH CHHAUNKAR
HOUSE NO. 2366, SECTOR-46, GURUGRAM, HARYANA - 122003
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
PLOT NO.62-63, KHASRA NO.103-104, RAJPUR KHURD EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110068

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
RESTAURANT SERVICES, SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD & DRINK.
4047945    05/01/2019
DROAN GARG
1645, Urban Estate 2, Hisar, Haryana, 125005
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ISHANT BANSAL
H. No. 66, Devi Bhawan colony, Hisar, Haryana - 125001

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
TEA & COFFEE SHOPS, RESTAURANT, CAFE, CAFETERIA, SNACK BAR, TEA & COFFEE BAR AND TEA & COFFEE HOUSE, CARRY OUT RESTAURANT, TAKE OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES; CATERING SERVICES; TEA & COFFEE SUPPLY SERVICES FOR OFFICES AND OTHER PLACES; CONTRACT FOOD SERVICES; FOOD PREPARATION; PREPARATION AND SALE OF CARRY OUT FOODS AND BEVERAGES.
4048046  05/01/2019
BASHREE PURE VEG
G & G TOWERS, MAGARPATTA ROAD, S. NO. 153, HADAPSAR, PUNE - 411028
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VITARAG VARDHAMAN DOSHI
Ashtagad Society, Raigad Building Flat NO.6, S.V. Nagar, Ramtekdi, Hadapsar, Pune-411013.
Used Since :12/01/2006

MUMBAI

Services for providing food and drink and hotel business included in class 43.
4048047  05/01/2019
BASHREE PURE VEG
G & G TOWERS, MAGARPATTA ROAD, S. NO. 153, HADAPSAR, PUNE - 411028
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VITARAG VARDHAMAN DOSHI
Ashtagad Society, Raigad Building Flat NO.6, S.V. Nagar, Ramtekdi, Hadapsar, Pune-411013.
Used Since :12/01/2006

MUMBAI

Services for providing food and drink and hotel business included in class 43.
THE AMBARSARHAVELI

4048593   07/01/2019

MR. HARBHAJAN SINGH
30, NEW GARDEN COLONY, NEAR JOSHI COLONY, AMRITSAR, PUNJAB-143001.

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS.
CSJSHAVELI
4048604  07/01/2019
MR. RUBJEET SINGH GROVER
8, NEW GARDEN COLONY, NEAR JOSHI COLONY, AMRITSAR, PUNJAB, 143001
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS.
4048657    07/01/2019
KANDUKURI KALAYAN CHAKRAVATHY
25-568, SRINIVASA NAGAR NANDYAL-518501 ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Used Since :01/02/2018
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, INCLUDING SERVICED APARTMENT AND CORPORATE GUEST HOUSES.
4050413  08/01/2019
WHACKO TACO
Shop No1, Everest Apartments, CHS Ltd, J.P Road, Versova, Andheri (W) Mumbai - 400061
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Restaurants
4050869  09/01/2019
SANJAY KALRA
DE FALCON GOA BEACH RESORT AT 503/A, RESORT, FORT AGUADA ROAD BEHIND CANDOLIM HEALTH CENTER, OPP. BUTTER FINGERS, VADDI, CANDOLIM, 403515.
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIV LAW HOUSE.
H-166, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI - 110 018.
Used Since :01/11/2018
DELHI
HOTEL, RESTAURANT & RESORT, SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; ARRANGING OF HOTEL ACCOMMODATION; BOOKING SERVICES FOR HOTLES.
CAFE PENYA
4051187  09/01/2019
SAROJ SHEKHAWAT
41, JEEVAN VIHAR, 200 FOOT BY PASS, AJMER ROAD, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TARUN AGARWAL
216, PINKCITY TOWER PITAL FACTORY JAIPUR 302016
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
RESTURANT SERVICES
4051197  09/01/2019
RAHUL YADAV  
HOUSE NO. C-268, SECTOR-11, VIJAY NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, UP-201001  
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE MONETIC CO.  
J-62, GOEL NIWAS, STREET NO. 4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation.
4051547   09/01/2019
MR. SATISH PANDURANG JADHAV TRADING AS: SIDDHI AMRUTTULYA
BLOCK NO. 7/B, COOPER COLONY, SECTOR NO.28, NEAR SANJAY KALE GROUND, PUNE- 411044, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :11/04/2006
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEA & COFFEE SHOP SERVICES
4051763    09/01/2019

PLAYDATE ENTERTAINMENT
DM -01 SECTOR 104, NOIDA , GAUTAM BUDH NAGAR 201304
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTELLECT JURIS
604, VICTORIA-C, GRAND OMAXE, SECTOR 93 B, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :17/10/2017

DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; Café services; Cafeteria services; Food and drink catering; restaurant services; takeaway food services; crèche services.
4052227  10/01/2019
SIDDHARTH MALLHOTRA
J-1/163, Second Floor, Rajouri Garden, Delhi-110027
Individual

Address for service in India/Antents address:
JAYA YADAV
C-97, OLD DLF COLONY, NEAR SECTOR 14, GURGAON-122001.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Providing Restaurant Services
4052247   10/01/2019  
ISHANT KHURANA (TRADING AS : THE YELLOW BOWL)  
HOUSE NO- 79/10 NEAR SAI BABA MANDIR KABOOL NAGAR SHAHADARA EAST DELHI -110032  
SOLE PROP. FIRM  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
QUANTUS AND ASSOCIATES  
A-2/104, FF, SHIVA ARCADE, ACHARYA NIKETAN, MAYUR VIHAR, PHASE-1, Delhi India 110091  
Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
Fast Food and Restaurant service Covered in class 43.
4052477   10/01/2019
MR. PRIYAM DAHLAN S/O MR. SHATRUGHAN DAHLAN
C-1, VAIBHAV CINE MULTIPLEX, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS, RESTAURANTS, CAFE, PROVIDING TEMPORARY ACCOMODATIONS UNDER CLASS 43.
4052685  10/01/2019
ALUR NARASIMAIAH KRISHNA KUMAR, PROPRIETOR OF M/S. A N KRISHNAMUKH AND CO
SURVEY NO.147, KSCA STADIUM ROAD, ALUR VILLAGE (PO), NEAR GOLDEN PALMS RESORT, BANGALORE - 562162, KARNATAKA, INDIA

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
RENTAL OF ROOMS FOR FUNCTIONS, SOCIAL FUNCTIONS, WEDDING RECEPTIONS, BIRTHDAY PARTIES, HOLDING FUNCTIONS, CONFERENCES, CONVENTIONS, EXHIBITIONS, SEMINARS AND MEETINGS, PROVIDING BANQUET AND SOCIAL FUNCTION FACILITIES FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS
KOUBEI HOLDING LIMITED
PO BOX 309, UGLAND HOUSE, GRAND CAYMAN, KY1-1104, CAYMAN ISLANDS
A COMPANY DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF CAYMAN ISLANDS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ACCOMMODATION SERVICES; PROVISION OF ACCOMMODATION BY WAY OF HOUSING, HOTELS AND ROOMS (OTHER THAN THE LETTING OF APARTMENTS OR HOUSES); SERVICES RENDERED BY HOTELS, MOTELS, BOARDING HOUSES, HOLIDAY CAMPS, PROVISION OF LODGINGS AND ROOMS; CHILD CARE SERVICES, DAY NURSERIES AND CRECHE FACILITIES; DINING AND RESTAURANT SERVICES; BAR SERVICES; COCKTAIL LOUNGE SERVICES; WINE BAR SERVICES; SERVICES RENDERED BY RESTAURANTS, CAFETERIAS, CAFES, SNACK BARS, SANDWICH BARS, CANTENN, COFFEE BARS, COFFEE SHOPS AND TEA ROOMS; RESERVATION SERVICES FOR BOOKING ACkommodation AND MEALS; PROVISION OF CONFERENCE FACILITIES; PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR HOSTING OF EXHIBITIONS; PROVISION OF EXHIBITION FACILITIES; PROVISION OF FACILITIES FOR SHOWS AND PERFORMANCES; ACCOMMODATION SERVICES FOR TRAVELLERS, TOURISTS, MEETINGS AND FUNCTIONS; BUSINESS CATERING SERVICES; CLUB SERVICES FOR THE PROVISION OF FOOD AND DRINKS; HOTEL CATERING SERVICES; INNKEEPING [BAR, RESTAURANTS AND ACCOMMODATION]; PROVIDING FACILITIES [ACCOMMODATION] FOR CONDUCTING CONVENTIONS; PROVIDING FACILITIES [ACCOMMODATION] FOR FAIRS; PROVISION OF INFORMATION RELATING TO THE PREPARATION OF FOOD AND DRINK; TOURISTS HOMES; CATERING SERVICES; BANQUETING SERVICES; HOTEL LOUNGE SERVICES; PROVISION OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES SERVICES, PREPARATION OF FOOD AND DRINK, SELF-SERVICE AND/OR FAST FOOD RESTAURANT SERVICES; TAKE-AWAY FOOD SERVICES; PROVISION OF FOOD AND DRINK FOR DINE-IN, TAKE-AWAY AND DELIVERY; TAKEAWAY COUNTERS; PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATING TO PREPARATION OF FOODS AND BEVERAGES AND CATERING SERVICES ON-LINE FROM A COMPUTER DATABASE OR VIA THE INTERNET OR EXTRANETS; PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATING TO RESTAURANTS AND BARS SERVICES ON-LINE FROM A COMPUTER DATABASE OR VIA THE INTERNET OR EXTRANETS; RESERVATION SERVICES FOR HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS; ICE-CREAM PARLOUR SERVICES; FOOD SCULPTING; CANTENEN SERVICES; RESTAURANT SERVICES; CONSULTANCY, INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO THE AFORESAID SERVICES ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.
4052869  10/01/2019
NEW YOLK FOODTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
F-1125, 2ND FLOOR, C. R. PARK, NEW DELHI-110019
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AEGIS INC

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink, restaurant services
CHAI FINO
4052987  11/01/2019
KIRAN OSWAL
41/B, RAMCHANDRA APARTMENT, KARVE ROAD, PUNE 411004
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK
4053300    11/01/2019
MR. MUKESH AGGARWAL TRADING AS SHRI RG ENTERPRISES.
B-19, JHILMIL INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110092.
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Providing Food and Drink, Temporary Accommodation, Cafes, Cafeterias, Bars, Hotels, Club, Motels, Resorts, Restaurants, Canteens, Banquet Hall, Coffee Shops, Ice Cream Parlours, Takeaway and Catering Services included in class 43.
4053499   11/01/2019
RAKESH C GAIKWAD
S.No127/1, Walmiki Rowhouse, Nr Omshree Shanti Complex, Sus Rd, Pashan
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NITIN DNYANDEO KATKAR
238, DATTAWADI, BEHIND NAVGGRAH MARUTI TEMPLE, NEAR GADGIL HOSPITAL, PUNE-411030.
Used Since :01/01/2014

MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink;including class-43
JAYASOM
WELLNESS WISDOM

4053813  11/01/2019
Jayasom Pte. Ltd.
Jayasom PTE LTD., 133 Cecil street #15-03, Singapore 069535
A company organized and existing under the laws of Singapore

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Hospitality services [food and drink] and Hospitality services [accommodation]; Hotel and resort services; restaurant and bar services; cafes; cafeterias; cocktail lounge services; snack bars; catering; providing banquet and social function facilities for special occasions; providing convention facilities; providing facilities for exhibitions; Accommodation services; Providing food and drink catering services for sports events, concerts, conventions and exhibitions; Temporary accommodation reservation services in the nature of making reservations and booking of eco-lodgings via a web site; Reservation and booking services for hotels, restaurants and holiday accommodation; Providing travel lodging information services and travel lodging booking agency services for travelers; Accommodation reservation services [time share]; Providing temporary accommodation as part of hospitality packages.
4053906   11/01/2019
GHV HOSPITALITY (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
AML Centre 1, 8 Mahal Industrial Estate, Mahakali Caves Road, Andheri East, Mumbai-400093
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAVITA SURYANRAYAN TRIPATHI
103, Kalyan Bhuvan, Telli Gali, Andheri East, Mumbai-400069,

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Services for providing Food & drinks, Restaurant, Restaurant(Self-Services), Hotels, Food courts
CHEEZONE

4054224  11/01/2019

MRS. PRIYA VIJAY SHARMA
“MEERA KUNJ”, KHAPARDE GARDEN, NEAR HOTEL RANGOLI, AMRAVATI-444601, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
An Indian National (A Natural Person)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISH M BHAGNARI
BLOCK NO. A-168/335, NEAR GURU NANAK HIGH SCHOOL, KURLA-CAMP ROAD, ULHASNAGAR-421004,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Services for providing food and drink; snack-bar services; café services; cafeteria services; restaurant service.
4054260   11/01/2019
VARNIRAJ 100TECH INFRA PRIVATE LIMITED
67, NILKANTH CO. OP. HOU. SOC. LTD MEMNAGAR, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT-380052, INDIA
STARTUP - PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NISHIDH PATEL
C/201, Sarjan Residency, Near Uma Party Plot, Motera, Sabarmati, Ahmedabad - 382424.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4010690

AHMEDABAD
Resort hotels; Resort lodging services; Resort hotel services; Hotel, motel and resort services; Hospitality services
[accommodation]; Providing temporary accommodation as part of hospitality packages; Providing food and drink as part
of hospitality services
4054327  11/01/2019
M/S KANAN DEVAN HILLS PLANTATIONS COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
KDHP House, Munnar - 685612, Kerala
Private Limited Company registered under the Indian Companies Act of 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS & RIGHTS
42/2421,THALIATH BUILDING, ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.
Used Since :24/12/2018

CHENNAI
Services for providing food and drink; restaurant, café, cafeterias, canteens, self service and fast food restaurants, snack-bars, catering and serving food and drinks
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889 ,  18/02/2019           Class 43

4054420    11/01/2019
SANTOSH SHANKAR MARGALE  
C-1, Sada-Shubh Complex, C Wing, Pune-Bangalore Bypass, Narhe, Pune - 411 041  
Sole Proprietor, SMUG  

Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
VAIDEHI GIRISH ODHEKAR  
Flat No. 19 and 20, Building No. 4, Vakilnagar, Erandwana, Pune -411004  

Proposed to be Used  
MUMBAI  
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, RESTAURANT SERVICES, TAKE-AWAY FOOD AND DRINK SERVICES, CAFÉ SERVICES, SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANT SERVICES, FAST-FOOD RESTAURANT SERVICES, CANTEEN SERVICES, FOOD AND DRINK CATERING, CAFETERIA SERVICES, SNACK SERVICES, DELIVERY OF FOOD AND DRINK ORDERED ONLINE, RESTAURANT SERVICES FEATURING HOME DELIVERY, ALL OTHER SERVICES PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
4054508  12/01/2019
M/S. SOLAR SALES (INDIA)
902/290, LANE NO.-4, INDUSTRIAL AREA, SHALIMAR VILLAGE, DELHI-110088
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3446129
DELHI  
services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation including hotels, restaurants, guest house, banquet halls, bars, self services restaurants and catering services
4054651 12/01/2019
ARYA KUMAR
House 2273, Sector,9 Faridabad
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. VARUN CHAUBEY
Chamber 184 A New building Allahabad

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink: temporary accommodations
Speedy Pie

4054761  12/01/2019

KARTIK ANAND
T-11 Konark Campus Viman Nagar Pune 411014

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Provision of pizza parlours, restaurants, hotels, provision of food, drink and beverages, corporate hospitality for provision of food and beverages, provision of food and beverages in restaurants, preparation and provision of food and beverage for immediate consumption, catering services for provision of food and beverage, club services for provision of food and beverages
Circle of Crust

KARTIK ANAND
T-11 Konark Campus Viman Nagar Pune 411014

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Provision of pizza parlours, restaurants, hotels, provision of food, drink and beverages, corporate hospitality for provision of food and beverages, provision of food and beverages in restaurants, preparation and provision of food and beverage for immediate consumption, catering services for provision of food and beverage, club services for provision of food and beverages
4055181  12/01/2019
SUTHEESH MOHANAN
DEVIKRIPA, MUZHAKKUNNU PO, KAKKAYANGAD, KANNUR, KERALA-670673
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LUKMAN SADHIK KM
Karincheri House, Madakkimala Post,Kalpetta wayanad-673122, Kerala.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RESORT, SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, HOTEL, RESTAURANT, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION SERVICES.
MR.D.RAJESH
113, Thangam Nagar, Gandhinagar Post, Vadakuthu, Kurinjipadi Tk, Cuddalore Dist -607308
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARTHIKEYAN. N
Law Office of Karthikeyan, Vista Heights, D43, Level 4, West Avenue, OMR - ECR Link Road, Near Tidel Park, Thiruvanmiyur, Chennai - 600041, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
RAJAT SAINI
R3-20 m3m Cosmopolitan sector 66 gurgaon 122001

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AJAY ASMG
H.NO. 31/13, W.NO. 12, GURUDWARA BASTI, KALANWALL, SIRSA, HARAYNA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Restaurants and Food Chain
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889, 18/02/2019 Class 43

4056718 15/01/2019
M/S HOSPITALITY AQ GASTRONOMY VENTURES
D/6 Ashirwad, Ocean Park, Dona Paula, Goa 403004
A partnership firm registered under the Partnership Act, 1932
Address for service in India/Agents address:
W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHANT CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Restaurant services
4056917   15/01/2019
MAMMOTH FOODS
145, BLOCK B, SOUTH PARK APPARTMENTS, KALKAJI NEW DELHI-110019
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
4057177  15/01/2019
SUKANT BISWAS
FIRST FLOOR, ABOVE PANKAJ ENTERPRISES, SHARMA ARA MILL COMPOUND, SAMTA NAGAR NEAR NEW BUS STAND PENDRA ROAD, DISTRICT BILASPUR, STATE CHATTISGARH PIN- 495117
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANDHUJI TRADE MARK CO.
B-3, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTH APTT-II, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES OF PROVIDING FOOD & DRINKS INCLUDED IN CLASS-43
VAIBHAV SHARMA TRADING AS TRAVITUAL INTERNATIONAL

PLOT NO 175, TOP FLOOR, POCKET A2, SECTOR 17, INDRAPRASTHA ENCLAVE, NEAR ATULYA CHOWK, DWARKA DELHI- 110078

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Restaurant, bar and catering services, Hotel, restaurant, café and bar services, Restaurants (Self-service -), Bars, Bar services, Wine bars, Snack-bars, Juice bars, Dairy bar services, Bar and catering services, Café, Canteens, Catering services for company cafeterias, Services for providing food and drink, Serving food and drink in restaurants and bars, Fast-food restaurant services
MRIDU GUPTA
LIBERTY HOUSE, RAILWAY ROAD KARNAL 132001
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEISTER ADVOCATE & SOLICITOR LAW FIRM
B-151, STREET NO-3, GHAZIPUR VILLAGE, DELHI-110096

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
RESTAURANT, HOTEL, MOTEL, CAFETERIAS, CATERING SERVICES, SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANTS, CATERING SERVICES FOR THE PROVISION OF FOOD AND DRINK, TEA AND COFFEE
4058207   16/01/2019
COLIVING STORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
S. No. 191A/2A/1/2 Techpark One Tower E Yerwada, Pune MH
Active

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VALSANGKAR & ASSOCIATES
2-Madhuvanti, Plot No.210, (Right) Bhusari Colony, Kothrud, Paud Road, Pune-411038, Maharashtra, India
Used Since : 27/08/2018

MUMBAI
Services for providing temporary accommodation, boarding houses or other establishments providing temporary accommodation, boarding house services, providing food and beverages for immediate consumption, boarding house bookings, rental of temporary accommodation, temporary accommodation reservations, tourist home services, rentals/rooms for co-living, reception services for temporary accommodation [management of arrivals and departures] being services included in class 43.
4058260  16/01/2019
MAMMOTH FOODS
145, BLOCK B, SOUTH PARK APARTMENTS, KALKAJI NEW DELHI-110019
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
AKASH MELANI TRADING AS M/S MADHUR ZAYKA SWEETS N CAFE
54, KATJU COLONY, NEAR COLLECTORATE, INDORE (M.P.)
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Services for providing food and drinks, restaurant and hotels
4058667    16/01/2019
CHENAB IMPEX PVT. LTD.
J-1A, ANSA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SAKIVIHAR ROAD, SAKINAKA, MUMBAI- 400072, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Body- incorporate including Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :31/12/2005

MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
4059538  17/01/2019
SHET MUSHET HOSPITALITY
NO E-318, GOPALAN HABITAT, SPLENDOUR, ITPL MAIN ROAD, CMR IT COLLEGE, KUNDALAHALLI, BANGALORE - 560037
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LOVEJEET BEDI
HOUSE NO.2666, HOUSING BOARD COLONY,SECTOR 7,FARIDABAD, HARYANA-121006
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RENDERING CAFE SERVICES
DANNYBOY

4059767  17/01/2019

M/S. SPORTS & LEISURE WORLDWIDE
A-112/113, LOGIX TECHNOVA, PLOT NO. A-4, SECTOR-132, NOIDA-201304 (U.P.)
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation, restaurant and banquet
REVE (BISTRO MODERNE)

4059796  17/01/2019
ISHAN YADAV AND DEBASHISH YADAV
D-30, SECTOR 40, NOIDA, GAUTAM BUDDH NAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH-201301
Joint Owner

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SACHIN SONI & ASSOCIATES
Office No.B-01, A-1 B, Behind Mcdonald’s, Sector-16, Noida, Uttar Pradesh-201301
Used Since: 01/10/2018

DELHI
Restaurant to provide Food and Drink Facility as are included in class 43.
4059808  17/01/2019
THE YAKSHINI RESTAURANT
S. No. 17/4, Shop No 01, Laxmi Properties, Near Capital Tower, Wakad Road, Thergaon, Tal : Haveli, Dist: Pune 411 033
Registered Partnership
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW SOLUTIONS
Flat No. 4, 2nd Floor, Parvati Darshan Building, Opp. Hero Showroom, Near Ingale Bridge, Shivane, Pune -411023
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Providing Food & Drink And Temporary Accommodation
SHARINGSPOON

4060396   18/01/2019

SHARINGSPOON FOOD (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
A-55, SHREEHARI TOWNSHIP, AJWA ROAD, VILLAGE, VADODARA, TAL VADODARA
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YASH SURYAWALA
N/7, 1st floor, Dhavalgiri Aptment, B/h Dr. Swadiya"s Hospital, Nr. Kuber Bhuvan, Kothi, Vadodara, Gujarat.

Used Since : 31/07/2018

AHMEDABAD

RESTAURANT FOR FOOD, DRINKS AND CATERING SERVICES, SERVICE PROVIDING FOR TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATIONS
GREAT FEAST

4060602  18/01/2019

SHAHNAWAZ USMANI
C-11/199, FIRST FLOOR, YAMUNA VIHAR, DELHI-110053.
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS.
4060668 18/01/2019
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION
5555 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood, CA 90038 United States.
a corporation incorporated under the laws of Delaware, U.S.A

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALG INDIA LAW OFFICES LLP
A-2, First Floor, Neeti Bagh, New Delhi – 110049

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
RESTAURANT SERVICES; SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANT SERVICES; FOOD AND DRINK CATERING SERVICES; MOBILE CATERING SERVICES; OUTSIDE CATERING SERVICES; BUSINESS CATERING SERVICES; TAKE AWAY FAST FOOD SERVICES; FISH AND CHIP SHOP (TAKE AWAY) SERVICES; SNACK BAR SERVICES; COFFEE SHOP SERVICES; CAFÉ SERVICES; PUB AND BAR SERVICES; PREPARATION OF FOOD AND DRINK FOR CONSUMPTION ON OR OFF THE PREMISES; PROVISION OF EVENT FACILITIES, TEMPORARY OFFICE FACILITIES AND MEETING FACILITIES; BOOKING, RESERVATION AND RENTAL OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION INCLUDING HOTELS, APARTMENTS AND VILLAS; PROVIDING APPRAISALS, REVIEWS AND INFORMATION RELATING TO TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION INCLUDING HOTELS, APARTMENTS AND VILLAS.
4060800  18/01/2019
C.P RAFIQUE
Garnet, Farook College Post, Ramanattukara, Farook College, Pin - 673632, Kozhikode District, Kerala
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3946143
CHENNAI
Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
NOUSHAD P A
PUTHIYAVEETIL, AVENUE ROAD, THRISUR - 680005, KERALA STATE, INDIA
Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.M. GEORGEKUTTY
PMG ASSOCIATES EF7-10, VASANTH NAGAR PALARIVATTOM COCHIN - 682025

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Restaurants
4061110 18/01/2019
NOUSHAD P A
PUTHIYAVEETIL, AVENUE ROAD, THRISSUR - 680005, KERALA STATE, INDIA

Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.M GEORGEKUTTY
PMG ASSOCIATES EF7-10, VASANTH NAGAR PALARIVATTOM COCHIN - 682025

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Restaurants
4061112    18/01/2019
NOUSHAD P A
PUTHIYAVEETIL, AVENUE ROAD, THRISSUR - 680005, KERALA STATE, INDIA
Indian National
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.M GEORGEKUTTY
PMG ASSOCIATES EF7-10, VASANTH NAGAR PALARIVATTOM COCHIN - 682025
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Restaurants
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889,  18/02/2019   Class 43

4061397   19/01/2019  
S. N. VINOTH  
134, LINE ROAD, GUGAI, SALEM - 636 006  
INDIVIDUAL  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
B VAANISHREE  
11/6 4th Cross Street, Bharathi Nagar, North Usman Road, T.Nagar, Chennai - 600 017. Tamilnadu, India.  
Proposed to be Used  
CHENNAI  
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
4061398    19/01/2019
S. N. VINOTH
134, LINE ROAD, GUGAI, SALEM - 636 006
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B VAANISHREE
11/6 4th Cross Street, Bharathi Nagar, North Usman Road, T.Nagar, Chennai - 600 017. Tamilnadu, India.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
4061492  19/01/2019
M/S JKS OVERSEAS
565/6, MAJITH MANDI, AMRITSAR, PUNJAB-143006
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGALESE LAW FIRM
PLOT NO. 285, SECTOR-14, GURGAON, HARYANA - 122 001, INDIA
Used Since : 17/04/2017
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink
4061515  19/01/2019
CHIRAG MAHADEV VAIDYA
003, SAGAR BHUSHAN SOC. PANDIT WADILBAZAR WARD VIRAR(EAST) 401305
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
4061676   19/01/2019
HARIT ARORA
SHOP NO - 17 SHEKHER PLANET , PU5 SCHEME NO 54 , VIJAY NAGAR , INDORE , M.P , INDIA
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ GUpte
1314 DWARKAPURI ROAD 60 FEET ROAD INDORE

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
RESTAURANT SERVICES
4062519  21/01/2019

HARSHIL B. DAVE
trading as ;TYOURT ORGANISATION
A-703, A BLOCK, HUB TOWN, GITA MANDIR CROSS ROAD, AHMEDABAD- 380022 GUJARAT INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.D.PATEL & CO.
207, 2ND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA COMPLEX, OPP. TEN ACERS, O/S RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA ROAD, AHMEDABAD- 380022. GUJARAT-INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

PROVIDING INFORMATION, NAMELY, RATINGS, REVIEWS, AMENITIES, FEATURES AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF HOTEL AND OTHER ACCOMMODATIONS THROUGH LOYALTY AND INCENTIVE PROGRAM; CONSULTANCY RELATING TO HOTELS; HOTEL AND LODGING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AND RELAYING INFORMATION AND PROVIDING REVIEWS OF HOTELS AND OTHER ACCOMMODATIONS; BOOKING OF HOTEL AND OTHER ACCOMMODATIONS; TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, INCLUDING, MAKING RESERVATIONS FOR HOTELS, OTHER ACCOMMODATIONS AND RESTAURANTS BY VARIOUS MEANS INCLUDING IN CLASS 43.
4062550  21/01/2019
VIVERA GRANDE
Vivera Grande 19, New Agraharam, Palani Road, Dindigul - 624001
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Restaurants, Catering of food and drink, Hospitality services (Food & Drink), Take away food services, Serving food and drinks, Contract food services, Catering in fast food cafeterias, Consultancy services related to food and drinks preparation, Food and drinks catering in guests, restaurants, institutions, bistros, banquets, Corporate hospitality (food and drinking catering), Reservation and booking services for restaurant and meals, Carry out restaurants, Providing reviews of restaurants, Self-Service restaurants.
4062792   21/01/2019
MOR BAGH HOSPITALITY PRIVATE LIMITED
Farm No.1, 4th Avenue, Bandh Road, Gadaipur, New Delhi - 110030, Delhi
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3603241

DELHI
Providing banquet and social function facilities for special occasions, Catering services for hospitality suites, Catering services.
4062814  21/01/2019
ALOK TIWARI
5-Vastu Nagar, R.K Puram, Near Santosh Clinic, haweliya, Andawa, Allahabad-211019
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADARSH TIWARI
A-53, First Floor,Street No. 1, Gurunanakpura, Laxmi Nagar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
SAOJI MEJWANI

4063028    21/01/2019

GAURAV MANKE AND SAMPADA MANKE
86, NEW BALAJI NAGAR EXT, BEHIND BHAGWAN NAGAR, NAGPUR
JOINT OWNERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREMKUMAR GOPALANI
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HOTEL, RESTAURANT, FAST FOOD, PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINKS
4063293   21/01/2019
SAMSRV VENTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
A-063, New Town Heights, Sector-90, Gurgaon, Haryana-122505
SAMSRV VENTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOVIND MAHESHWARI
201, Pooja Complex, V.S. Block, Nirman Vihar, New Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Restaurants, Tourist restaurant services, Mobile restaurant services, Take-away restaurant services, food and drink services.
4063585  22/01/2019
Maruti Shridhar Pawar
Survey Number- 33/14/1, Shop No.5, Ground Floor, Bhagwatgita Apartment, RAHUL KUDALE DEVP, Survey Number- 33/14/1, Wadgaon BK, Pune-411041
ACTIVE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NOOPUR JAIN
1, ANAND VIHAR COLONY, BARGAWAN,KATNI-483501.(M.P.).
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Restaurant & Food Services
AMIN ROJANI
C – 602, Atlantic Ocean, Sugar City, Andheri (West) 58 IN
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAHIL B VORA
TrueBlue Legals, 301 Dalal Nivas, Ground Floor, Mathuradas Road, Kandivali (West) Mumbai 400067

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; SELF-SERVICE, RESTAURANTS; SNACK-BARS; CAFES AND CAFETERIAS
4063684  22/01/2019
99TEAS
FLOWER MARKET,KADIYAPULANKA,KADIYAM MANDAL,EASTGODAVARI - 533126
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
4063693  22/01/2019
NITHAYANANDAN G
No 6, Om Ganapathy Nagar, Ward 4, Rajakoil, KondaSamuthiram, Gudiyatham R S, Gudiyatham, Vellore, Tamil Nadu - 632602
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation, café services,motel services,restaurant services,self-service restaurant services, Catering services for hotels, Catering services for schools, Catering services for hotels, hospitals, Catering services for company cafeterias, Catering services for educational establishments & Catering services for conference centers.
100 street
4063735  22/01/2019
UKSIVAN STREET INDIA PVT LTD
ORCHID MALL,OPP. A N COLLEGE ,SHRIKRISHNAPURI,BORING ROAD,PATNA-800013
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
4063890 22/01/2019
MR. MANOJ UMEDMAL KOTHARI TRADING AS 4K'S FAST FOOD
Rathi Galaxy, Connaught Place, CIDCO Aurangabad -431001
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011
Used Since: 01/01/2018

MUMBAI
PROVIDING FOOD, DRINKS & TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
RAVI KUMAR SHARMA
552, Chajju Quarter Daulatpura Bhatia More, Opposite Loharpura Masjid Model Town, Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh - 201009
Services for providing food and drink, temporary accommodation.
Proprietor

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink, temporary accommodation.
SHANG PALACE

4064013  22/01/2019
SHANGRI-LA INTERNATIONAL HOTEL MANAGEMENT LIMITED
Trident Chambers, P. O. Box 146, Road Town, Tortola, British Virgin Islands
A company organised and existing under the laws of British Virgin Islands.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :14/09/2005

To be associated with:
2796405

DELHI
Bar, cafe, cafeteria, snack bar, coffee-shop, restaurant and catering services, hotel lounge services, food sculpting, provision of food and beverages services, preparation of food and drink, self-service and/or fast food restaurant, providing information relating to preparation of foods and beverages and catering services on-line from a computer database or via the internet or extranets, providing information relating to restaurants and bars services on-line from a computer database or via the internet or extranets.
4064248  22/01/2019
CHANDIGARH SWEETS LIMITED.
PLOT NO.-315, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-1, CHANDIGARH-160002.
BODY INCORPORATE.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Providing Food and Drink, Temporary Accommodation, Cafes, Cafeterias, Bars, Hotels, Club, Motels, Resorts, Restaurants, Canteens, Banquet Hall, Coffee Shops, Ice Cream Parlours, Takeaway and Catering Services included in class 43.
4064338  22/01/2019
MR. SHAILENDRA MUDGAL
NEAR KFC, OPP. ICON TOWER, BANER, PUNE- 411045, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, HOTEL, RESTAURANT, CATERING SERVICES
WEGEM
4064457   22/01/2019
PUNAMCHAND SETHIA
204, Shri Hari Complex, Jada Khadi, Mahidharpura, Surat 395003
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRASHANT KOMAL KUMAR KULSHRESTHA
2014, Trade House Ring Road, Surat-395002.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Providing services of food and drink catering, cafes, canteens, restaurants, temporary accommodation, hotels and motels as included in class 43
MR. KAUSHIK KOTHANDA RAMAN TRADING AS M/S. VKU FOODS
No. 25/34, Thanikachalam road, T.nagar, Chennai-600017(opp. to Hindi Pracharsabha), INDIA
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW AND RIGHTS (ADVOCATE)
SUITE NO-G-8, A BLOCK, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN JUBILEE GARDENS, GURU RAGHAVENDRA FOUNDATIONS, 181, DARGA ROAD, ZAMIN PALLAVARAM, CHENNAI-600043

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Coffee and tea bar services
4064602  23/01/2019
ABDUL JABBAR ATTIERY
KARUVAN POYIL POST, KODUVALLY, KOZHIKODE DISTRICT, KERALA, PIN 673 572
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUNHABDULLA POOLAYULLATHIL, ADVOCATE
KUZHIKHAILIL HOPUSE THODANNUR, P.O. VADAKARA VIA, KOZHIKODE DIST, KERALA-673541.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HOTELS, MOTELS, INNS, RESTAURANTS, CAFETERIA, LOUNGE, TEA ROOM, LODGING, HOTEL RESERVATION, RENTAL OF MEETING ROOMS, RETIREMENT HOMES, HOTEL RESERVATIONS, PROVISION OF TEMPORARY ACCOMODATION, PROVISION OF FACILITIES FOR MEETING, CONFERENCES AND EXHIBITIONS, CATERING SERVICES, BOARDING HOUSE BOOKINGS, RENTAL OF DRINKING WATER DISPENSERS, RENTAL OF TENTS, HOSPITALITY SERVICES RELATING TO ACCOMODATION, FOOD AND DRINKS, CATERING SERVICES FOR HOSPITALITY SUITS.
4064624  23/01/2019
DNYANESHWAR JAGANNATH BAGUL
' SHRIKUNJ ' SNEHANAGAR CHLIGSAO ROAD,KANNAD. TQ – KANNAD, DIST – AURANGABAD - 431103
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Fast-food restaurant services,Fast food and non-stop restaurant services.
4064731  23/01/2019
ORAVEL STAYS PRIVATE LIMITED
Delhi Rectangle Regus, Level 4, Rectangle 1, Commercial Complex, D-4, Saket, New Delhi -110017
Incorporated Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHESTLAW
H 2/4, MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-110017
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
EL TORO-CANTINA AND TAPAS BAR

4064964   23/01/2019
GLOBAL FOODS AND BEVERAGES PRIVATE LIMITED
7,Kashi Kunj, Water field Road, Bandra (West), Mumbai - 400050, Maharashtra
A Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Used Since :01/05/2017

MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
GRASSHOPPER

4065194    23/01/2019
SPECIALITY RESTAURANTS LTD
Morya Landmark – 1, 4th Floor, B-25 Veera Industrial Estate, Off New Link Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai - 400 053
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHAND CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Services For Providing Food And Drink; Temporary Accommodation; Restaurants; Restaurants (Self Services); Bars;
Snack-Bars; Lounge Services; Hotels; Cafes; Cafeterias; Canteens; Caterings; Takeaway Outlets; Banquet Hall; Food
Courts
PINK BUTTER

4065196  23/01/2019
SPECIALITY RESTAURANTS LTD
Morya Landmark – 1, 4th Floor, B-25 Veera Industrial Estate, Off New Link Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai - 400 053
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHAND CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Services For Providing Food And Drink; Temporary Accommodation; Restaurants; Restaurants (Self Services); Bars; Snack-Bars; Lounge Services; Hotels; Cafes; Cafeterias; Canteens; Caterings; Takeaway Outlets; Banquet Hall; Food Courts
4065515  23/01/2019
SHRINATHJI EQUIPMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
H-5/1, KALKA DAS MARG, MEHRAULI, NEW DELHI-110030
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Hotels, Motels, Inns; Concierge, Lodging, Restaurant and self-restaurant services, cafeteria lounge tea-room, and bar services; hotel reservation services; provision of temporary accommodation; consultancy services relating to hotels and restaurants; provision of facilities for meetings.
GO GULLY
4065826    24/01/2019
ASSAYA HOSPITALITY PRIVATE LIMITED
201, Geetanjali, 14A, Ahimsa Marg, Khar West, Mumbai - 400052
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROSHNI LACHHWANI
Silver Croft, B/104, Off Yari Road, Andheri West, Mumbai - 400061
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink; services provided by persons or establishments whose aim is to prepare food and drink for consumption; bar services, café services, cafeteria services, canteen services, food and drink catering, personal chef services, restaurant services, self-service restaurant services, snack-bar services.
SHYAMAL DEVIDAS SHETH
trading as ;SHETH NAROTTAMDAS KARSANDAS
Dhal Road, Junagadh, Gujarat

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KIRAN M. BHATIYA, ADVOCATE
B/7, HARSHNAGAR SOCIETY, D CABIN, SABARMATI, AHMEDABAD - 380019 - GUJARAT, INDIA.

Used Since :21/11/2007

AHMEDABAD
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION WHICH INCLUDES ACCOMMODATION; RENTAL OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; BAR SERVICES; CAFES; SELF – SERVICE RESTAURANTS; SNACK-BARS INCLUDING IN CLASS – 43.
4065937   24/01/2019
SIKANDER BEHL
C-5/26, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi- 110070
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK
NO 2/496,2ND FLOOR, NAKKERAR SALAI, MOGAPPAIR EAST, CHENNAI - 600037
Used Since :09/01/2019
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
Hungry Chitti

4066267    24/01/2019

REHASH TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
18 KNS Complex, Leve-4, HIG, KHB Colony, Basaveshwarnagar, Bangalore- 560079
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIVANI SHRIVASTAVA
C-1101, ORCHID WOODS, HENNUR-BAGALUR MAIN ROAD, NEAR GUBBI CROSS, OPPOSITE TO GOLD SUMMIT, BANGALORE-560077.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Services for providing food and drinks
4066334   24/01/2019
KAPPA CHAKKA KANDHARI FOODS PVT LTD
10A, Haddows Rd, Nungambakkam, Chennai, Tamil Nadu.
An Indian Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since 01/11/2015

CHENNAI
Services for providing food and drink; Catering services; hotel, restaurant, café restaurant and bar services; take away restaurant services; Restaurants featuring home delivery; Provision of conference, exhibition and meeting facilities; Food and drink catering for banquets; booking of restaurant seats; Contract food services; Snack bars; food preparation for others on an outsourcing basis; providing food and drink catering services for sports events, concerts, conventions and exhibitions; providing food and drink as part of hospitality services; Catering services for conference centers; Serving food and drink in retail and takeaway establishments; Preparation and provision of food and drink for consumption in retail establishments
SH. VINOD ARORA TRADING AS HUNDRED RESTRO BAR.
A-66, SURAJMAL VIHAR, DELHI-110092.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Providing Food and Drink, Temporary Accommodation, Cafes, Cafeterias, Bars, Hotels, Club, Motels, Resorts, Restaurants, Canteens, Banquet Hall, Coffee Shops, Ice Cream Parlours, Takeaway and Catering Services included in class 43.
KOYLA DE BARBEQUE

4066359  24/01/2019
RAJKUMAR AWADHESH SHARMA
Dhobri, Jaytipur, Kurua, Ghosi, Jehanabad, Bihar-804432
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBHASH KUMAR
25, CHAUHAN MOHALLA, SARAI PIPALTHALLA, DELHI-110033.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
BLACKBOX

4066804   24/01/2019
M/S. INSTAHOT FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED
Ground Floor Plot No:470&471; SY No:11/8,11/9,11/10 11/11; Sri Swamy Ayappa Society, Khannamet, Hyderabad - 500081 Telangana, India.
tm-01

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Restaurants, Restaurants (Self Services), Bars, Snack-Bars, Lounge Services, Services Relating to Procurement to Sale of Food and Drinks, Hotels, Cafes, Cafeterias, Canteens, Caterings, Takeaway Outlets, Banquet Hall, Food Courts, Ice-Cream Parlour, Takeaway services.
League Of Breaks

4067240  25/01/2019

DIVAKAR KANNAPPAN
NO:119/E VENGAIVASAL MAIN ROAD, SANTHOSHAPURAM, CHENNAI - 600073

Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:

C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation.
4067375  25/01/2019
SAJID PORUTHIYIL, S/O. SAIDALAVI
Poruthiyil House, Near SBI Bank, Chundale, Wayanad District, Kerala, PIN-673 123, Proprietor of M/s. SPICEMUG, Poruthiyil, Near SBI Bank, Chundale, Wayanad District, Kerala, PIN-673 123
Proprietor representing by Trademark Attorney.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Hotel, restaurant and catering services, providing food and drink and temporary accommodation, Providing of food and drinks in restaurants and bars, mobile cafe services for providing food and drink, cafe and cafeteria services, tea room services, hotel reservation services, coffee shop services, snack bar and canteen services, hotel, motel and boarding house services, resort lodging services, providing food and beverages.
VOHRAJI THALL

4067678    25/01/2019
MURTZA MOIEZ KHUMRI
4/4110, Khumri House, 2nd Floor Bhula Modi Chakla Zampa Bazaar, Surat- 395003, Gujarat, India.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DIPEN THAKKAR, ADVOCATE
MAHI COMMUNICATION, A-2, SAGAR COMPLEX B/h. JANTA ICE CREAM, STERLING HOSPITAL LANE, GURUUL,
AHMEDABAD -52

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; HOTEL, MOTEL, RESORT,
RESTAURANT, CAFETERIA, LOUNGE, BAR SERVICES, TOURIST HOMES; FACILITIES OF MEETING, CONFERENCE AND
EXHIBITION RELATING TO HOTEL; RESERVATION SERVICES FOR HOTELS; BANQUETING SERVICES; CATERING
SERVICES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889, 18/02/2019  Class 43

DNT INN PRIVATE LIMITED
8-A National Highway, Behind Real Plaza Complex, Ceramic Association Street, Lalpar-363641, Dist: Morbi, Gujarat, India

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKUNJ V. JOSHI, ADVOCATE
B/801, MANSI COMPLEX, NEAR BAPS WASMINARAYN TEMPLE, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, VASTRAPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380015

Used Since: 05/10/2018

AHMEDABAD
Services for providing food and drink, catering on site and delivery of food, temporary accommodation, reservation services for traveler's accommodation, particularly through travel agencies or brokers, café services, hotel reservations, boarding for animals. Bar services, providing campground facilities, canteen services, rental of meeting rooms, motel services, restaurant services, snack-bar services, rental of tents, tourist home services
4068666  27/01/2019
KAPIL SHIVAJI CHAVAN
A/P VADANAGE, VITTHAL GALLI, TAL-KARVEER , DIST- KOLHAPUR-416229
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRAVIN MAHAVEER NARGACHHE
OFFICE NO 301, 3 RD FLOOR, INDIRA CHEMBERS, ABOVE TILAK HOTEL, SADASHIV PETH TILAK ROAD, PUNE 411030
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BUSINESS OF FOODS AND BEVERAGES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
4068754 28/01/2019
ATMOSFERA UNITED FOOD AND BEVERAGES
ASIATIC BUSINESS CENTER TOWER, TC 2/2408, 5TH FLOOR, ATTINKUZHY, KAZHAKOOTTAM, TRIVANDRUM, KERALA-6955
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EXCELLA GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
2ND FLOOR, SOUPARNIKA, TC 46/1692(1), CIT ROAD, MELARANNOOR, KARAMANA, TRIVANDRUM, KERALA-695002
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK
4069129    28/01/2019
WHITEBOX FOOD AND HOSPITALITY LLP
LGF-004, Satyam Shopping Complex, Block-I, Alpha-2, Greater Noida, Uttar Pradesh - 201310
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Restaurant services, Catering services.
HOTEL AEROFLY

4069150   28/01/2019

SHASHI BATRA
D-7/7415 VASANT KUNJ NEW DELHI-110070

THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELI

Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
MISS INDIA
2533610  18/05/2013
BENNETT, COLEMAN & CO. LTD.
trading as ;BENNETT, COLEMAN & CO. LTD.
The Times of India Building, Dr. D.N.Road, Mumbai-400 001.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS & SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra
Used Since :01/01/1964
MUMBAI
MEDICAL, HYGIENIC & BEAUTY CARE SERVICES; BEAUTY SALONS; SKIN & HAIR CARE SERVICES, HAIR
IMPLANTATION, HAIR DRESSING SALONS; ORGANIZING AND RUNNING MEDICAL CLINICS, NURSING HOMES &
HOSPITALS; CLINICAL & PHARMACY ADVICE; PLASTIC SURGERY; PROVIDING INFORMATION ON HEALTHCARE AND
PERSONAL HYGIENE, CONSULTANCY AND ADVISORY SERVICES THEREOF; PHYSICAL THERAPY, PHYSIOTHERAPY
AND PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPY AND CONSULTANCY OF THEREOF; COUNSELLING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF
HEALTH, HERBALISM & LIFESTYLE WELLNESS; MEDITATION & YOGA SERVICES; HEALTH FITNESS & MEDICAL
INFORMATION SERVICES.
2627967   15/11/2013

ITC LIMITED
VIRGINIA HOUSE, 37 J L NEHRU ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 071, WEST BENGAL.
Service Providers.
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1237227, 1237232, 1245802, 1275563, 1275564, 1481100, 1481102, 1481103

KOLKATA
Medical services, veterinary services, hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.
1245802, 1275563, 1275564, 1481100, 1481102, 1481103.
2705437    25/03/2014
S.VENKATRAJ trading as :SHANTHALA
NO: 6 - 7, SHANPAL COMPLEX, VAMALAI STREET, BROUGH ROAD, ERODE - 638001, TAMILNADU
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEING OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES
2729773 02/05/2014
TEZ NARAYAN SINGH
trading as ;TEZ ENTERPRISES
HOUSE NO 5860 B BLOCK GALI NO 116 SANT NAGAR BURARI DELHI 84
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2014

DELHI
HAIR DRESSING SALON, HEALTH SPA SERVICES, BEAUTY SALON, MASSAGE PARLOR AND SAUNA SERVICES;
INCLUDED IN CLASS 44

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.No Exclusive right to use All Descriptive Matter appearing in the label..
2738173  16/05/2014
SAGAR SHENDE
401 SAGAR VIEW APARTMENT, BEHIND JEEVAN VIKAS KENDRA HOSPITAL, SAHAR ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST),
MUMBAI-400069
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :14/05/2012
MUMBAI
HEALTH CARE SERVICE YOGA AND NUTRITION INCLUDED IN CLASS 44
PEARL FITNESS

2745381  28/05/2014
MR. RISHAB HAN
trading as ;PEARL FITNESS
98-99, JARNAIL KOTHI, KARNAL, HARYANA-132001
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/04/2014

DELH
FITNESS CENTER.

NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE "FITNESS" APPEARING ON LABEL..
CARELINE

2791483    14/08/2014

INDICARE HEALTH SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
23, ZAMRUDPUR COMMUNITY CENTRE, KAILASH COLONY, EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110048
SERVICES PROVIDER
(COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TOTAL IP SERVICES
121, FIRST FLOOR, JEewan PARK, NEAR M.C.D. PRIMARY SCHOOL, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110059
Used Since :01/06/2010

To be associated with:
2791482

DELHI

TELEMEDICINE SERVICES, E-HEALTH. E-MEDICINE. E-HEALTHCARE AND PERSONAL AND HOME-BASED TELE-
HEALTHCARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 44

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2791482..
CORONA DENTAL LABS

2795223  22/08/2014
STAR DENTAL CENTRE PVT LTD.
C-4/7, SAFDARJUNG DEVELOPMENT AREA NEW DELHI-110016
SERVICES
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDEEP BISHT
B-7, ASHADEEP BUILDING, 9-HAILEY ROAD, NEW DELHI-1

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DENTISTRY.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DENTAL LABS.
RattanIndia

2812373  14/09/2014
M/S ARBUTUS CONSULTANCY LLP
trading as : M/s ARBUTUS CONSULTANCY LLP
60, 2nd Floor, Vasant Marg, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi-110057
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR MARKET, NEW DELHI-110065
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medical services, veterinary services, hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services
SMT. NEELAM KHURANA

trading as ;SUNDARI BEAUTY CLINIC

B-II/53, BANSAN WALA MORCHA, SADAR BAZAR, BARNALA-148101 (PB.)

SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAHTTA & CO.

43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/03/2012

DELHI

HYGIENE AND BEAUTY CARE SERVICES, SKIN TREATMENT, HAIR CARE AND TREATMENT, MEHNDI DESIGNING, SPA TREATMENT AND BODY MASSAGE, BEAUTY SALOON AND BEAUTY PARLOUR SERVICES.

do not exclusive right to the use of the word "SUNDARI" and other descriptive matter on the label. Mark should be used as whole.
2939114  10/04/2015

SCISSORS ENRICH BEAUTY AND FITNESS PVT LTD
trading as ;SCISSORS ENRICH BEAUTY AND FITNESS PVT LTD
NO 67,1” FLOOR, 15TH CROSS ROAD, 6TH 'B' MAIN ROAD, 3RD PHASE, J.P.NAGAR, BANGALORE 560 078, KARNATAKA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
N. RAMASWAMI
H-1/5, SWAGATH APARTMETNS, THIRUVALLUVAR NAGAR, TIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI -600 041.
Used Since :19/12/2008

CHENNAI

HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMANS, BEAUTY SALONS, HEALTH SPA SERVICES, HAIRDRESSING SALONS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KARNATAKA STATE ONLY..
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 17 OF
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999.
OPTIMISERX

2941933 13/04/2015

FIRST DATABANK, INC.
701 Gateway Blvd., Suite 600, South San Francisco, California 94080, U.S.A.

A corporation organized under the laws of the State of Missouri USA.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PROVIDING ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASE WHICH COMBINES ACTUAL PATIENT INFORMATION RECORDS AND DRUG INFORMATION RELATING TO PHARMACEUTICALS NAMELY INFORMATION RELATING TO BEST PRESCRIBING PRACTICES, SAFETY COMPLIANCE AND COST EFFECTIVENESS OF PHARMACEUTICALS IN ORDER TO ASSIST AND IMPROVE MEDICATION-RELATED DECISIONS TO ENHANCE CLINICAL CARE.
PARAMOUNT

2948792  23/04/2015
RAJEEV SAUMITRA
1189, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR, DELHI-9.
SERVICES.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Medical services, veterinary services, hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals, agriculture, horticulture and forestry services.
DIAL HEALTHCARE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
T-1, Satyam Shopping Centre, A-Wing, M.G. Road, Ghatkopar (E), Mumbai-77
Service Provider
A Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.
Used Since :01/10/2012
MUMBAI
Pharmacy advisory services; medical and healthcare services; health advice and information services.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889, 18/02/2019 Class 44

2949145  24/04/2015
MATHEW ANDREWS
trading as ;EDAN OJAS HOLISTIC WELLNESS CENTRE
NAMPULLI PURA P.O. MUNDUR, PALAKKAD DISTRICT, KERALA, INDIA - 678 592
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM T,ADVOCATE
JOACHIM & JANSON, SRSRA-2,CC44/2476,SANTHIPURAM ROAD,COCHIN-682025,KERALA, INDIA
Used Since :09/12/2010

CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; THERAPY SERVICES; HOLISTIC TREATMENT; YOGA; NATUROPATHY; WATER-JUICE THERAPY.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE WORDS "PURITY IN LIFE".
2949600 24/04/2015
DR. BHAVIK NATHALAL DARANIYA
MR. RAHUL ABDULHAMID VIRANI
DR. CHIRAG KANJIBHAI GHODASARA
DR. TITHI RAHUL VIRANI
trading as :HORIZON IMAGING
SHOP NO. 4,5,6, GROUND FLOOR, YASHVI COMPLEX, SAVSAR PLOT - 10, MORBI - 363641 (GUJARAT) INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V.B.SHETH & CO.,
"DHANRAJ", DR. RADHAKRISHNA ROAD, NEAR MOTI TANKI, OPP. 15, PANCHNATH PLOT, RAJKOT - 360 001 - GUJARAT
Used Since :30/04/2013
AHMEDABAD
MEDICAL SERVICES, PATHOLOGICAL LABORATORIES, RADIOLOGY CENTER, NURSING HOMES, MEDICAL CAMPS
SUBJECT TO RESTRICTION OF SERVICE IN THE STATE OF GUJARAT ONLY.
2953464    29/04/2015
MEDZUL HEALTH PVT. LTD.
1240, Near Krishna Mandir, Mata Wali Gali, Najafgarh, New Delhi - 110043
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :24/03/2015

DELHI
Medical services, Health care, Medical assistance, Veterinary services.
WAVE SMART XIYO

2959970  11/05/2015

JKC HOLDINGS PVT.LTD.
M-4 MEZZANINE FLOOR, SOUTH EXTENSION PART-II NEW DELHI 110049
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATD UNDER THE LAWS OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.

Used Since :15/04/2015

To be associated with:
2959965

DELHI

PROVIDING SERVICES FOR MEDICAL, HAIR, SKIN AND BEAUTY CARE, HAIR DRESSING AND BEAUTY SALONS, HAIR IMPLANTATION, WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAMS, HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTERS, HEALTH SPA SERVICES, MEDICAL SERVICES, HOSPITALS, NURSING HOMES, GYMS, CLINICS, FITNESS CENTRE, SAUNA SERVICES.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.. THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..1625139,2959980. NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE "SMART XIYO" APPEARING ON LABEL.,..
MAMTA MEDICAL

trading as ;Mamta Medical

Shop No. 1 & 6, Shree Ganesh Park No/2, Sr. No. 29/1, Sasane Nagar, Hadapsar, Pune - 411 028, Maharashtra

SERVICE PROVIDER

Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

PREM RAJA KUMARI

F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar East, Chennai- 600102

Used Since : 25/11/2014

MUMBAI

MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS,
HUMAN HEALTHCARE SERVICES, HEALTH CENTRES / HEALTH CENTERS, NURSING HOMES, MEDICAL SERVICES,
HOSPITALS, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, NURSING, MEDICAL, MEDICAL ADVICE FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES
Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS; AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES.
3157447   12/01/2016
SUNNY DOGRA
SHOP NO. 4, DHANLAXMI BUILDING NEXT TO BRIJWASI SWEET, NEAR PANCHWATI GARDEN, UPPER GOVIND NAGAR, MALAD (EAST) MUMBAI-400097
TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEMARK
2/A-1, KESLEY CHS, RAM NAGAR, BORIVALI WEST, MUMBAI-400092

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BODY AND HAIR SALONS; DERMATOLOGICAL SERVICE; CONSULTATION SERVICE RELATING TO SKIN BODY AND HAIR CARE; COSMETIC ANALYSIS SERVICE FOR DETERMINING THE MOST APPROPRIATE COSMETIC TO BE USED WITH A PERSON FACE SHAPE AND SKIN TONE; BODY ART; THERAPEUTIC TREATMENT OF THE BODY, HAIR AND SKIN; SPA AND FACIAL SERVICE; COSMETIC TREATMENT SERVICES FOR THE BODY, FACE AND HAIR; WAXING SERVICES FOR THE REMOVAL OF HAIR FROM THE HUMAN BODY; CONSULTANCY PROVIDED VIA THE INTERNET; HAIR TREATMENT; HAIR CUTTING SERVICE; HAIR COLOUR SERVICE; MAKE-UP SERVICE; HEALTH AND BEAUTY CARE SERVICE ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 44
MR. M.V.B SRIRAMA MURthy
authoring as;M/s Malladi Healthcare Private Limited
D.No.31-31-23, Sai baba Street, Daba Gardens, Visakapatnam, Andhra Pradesh-530020, India
Medical Services
A Company registered under the companies Act 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. V. R ASSOCIATES,
FLAT NO. G-4, #, 3-4-543 & 544, LAXMI NILAYAM, ADJ: YMCA GROUND NARAYAN GUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.
Used Since:24/02/2016

CHENNAI
Medical services; Veterinary services; Hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services.Poly clinic and diagnostics,

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE DEVICE CROSS.
THE SOUTH INDIA SALESIAN SOCIETY trading as ;THE SOUTH INDIA SALESIAN SOCIETY
CITADEL NO.45, LANDONS ROAD, CHENNAI-600 010, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOCIETIES REGISTRATION ACT OF 1860
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Y.ARUL MANICKAM (ADVOCATE)
NO.A.P.221,6TH STREET, VALLALAR COLONY, ANNA NAGAR WEST, CHENNAI- 600040
Used Since :01/01/2014
CHENNAI
PROVIDING MEDICAL PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES.
3236001  14/04/2016

DR. RAJU BANDEWAR

trading as ; AASTHA ACUPRESSURE AND ACUPUNCTURE CLINIC

SHOP NO.-52, BASEMENT, A-BLOCK, LANDMARK- BEHIND NATIONAL HANDLOOM, NEAR POLICE STATION, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR- 302021, RAJASTHAN.

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

GAUTAM & COMPANY

LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).

Used Since : 01/04/2009

AHMEDABAD

MEDICAL CARE AND MEDICAL SERVICES LIKE ACUPRESSURE AND ACUPUNCTURE CLINIC, HEALTHCARE SERVICES.

SUBJECT TO RESTRICTION OF SERVICE IN THE STATE OF RAJASTHAN ONLY, no exclusive right to device of swastik.
M/S. SAPPHIRE HOSPITALS PVT LTD
3rd Floor, MD Office, Kaveri Heights, Opp Mhatre Talav, Kharegaon, Kalwa (W), Thane, Maharashtra 400605, India
A Company Incorporated under Companies Act.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Used Since: 01/12/2015

MUMBAI
HOSPITAL AND HEALTHCARE SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 44
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2188011.
3256007  10/05/2016
M/S TRINITY CURES
AJITSINGH RAJPUT
HARDIK V GOSWAMI
trading as ;M/S TRINITY CURES
409, AKSHAR COMPLEX, SHIVRANJANI CROSS ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/06/2015
AHMEDABAD
MANAGED HEALTH CARE SERVICES, PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING INFORMATION ABOUT HEALTH, WELLNESS AND NUTRITION, PROVIDING HEALTH CARE INFORMATION BY A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, INTERNET-BASED HEALTH CARE INFORMATION, PROVIDING A WEB SITE FEATURING MEDICAL INFORMATION, TELEMEDICINE SERVICES, PROVISION OF MEDICAL AND HEALTHCARE SERVICES, PROVISION OF HEALTH, MEDICINE, LIFESTYLE, WELLBEING, FITNESS, BEAUTY, FERTILITY SERVICES, PHARMACY AND PHARMACEUTICAL ADVICE MEDICAL CLINICS, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, INCLUDING ONLINE IN RESPECT OF ALL OF THE ABOVE SERVICES.
3275967  03/06/2016
RANGE CERAMIC PVT. LTD.
OPP. CNG PUMP, JETPAR ROAD, AT : BELA, MORBI - 363642. GUJARAT - INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, 2ND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, O/S. RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380022.
GUJARAT - INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS,
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICE INCLUDED IN CLASS 44.
3288782  18/06/2016
VIJAY KUMAR
SINGHANA DIST-Jhunjhunu, Rajasthan
Service provider as
Single firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/01/2014

AHMEDABAD
MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK.
3303761   06/07/2016
DR P S BALAKRISHNA
trading as ;YES4HEALTH
H-61, TNHB, Phase IX, Dinnur Housing Board, Opp Railway station, Hosur-635109, Tamil Nadu, India
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, Flat 201, Sairam Residency, Plot No. 116, 117 & 118, Alkapoor Township, Puppalaguda, Rajendra Nagar, Hyderabad-89.

Used Since :14/08/2009

CHENNAI
Medical services, hospitals, health centres, health counselling, medical clinic services, diagnostic services and nursing homes.

The mark should be used as a whole.
3343593  23/08/2016

DR.S.RAM GOPAL
DR.M.KANAKA DURGA
DR.S.CHANDRAHASA
trading as ;SUN 2 POWER
4-20/I, VIKAS NAGAR, DILSHUK NAGAR, HYDERABAD-500060. TELANGANA
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FORM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMBA CONSULTANCY SERVICES
PLOT NO. 13, ROAD NO. 1, D.NO.54-16-13, VENKATESWARA NAGAR, RING ROAD, VIJAYAWADA - 520 008. ANDHRA
RRADESH, INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2016

CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS
The mark should be used as a whole.
STRIDES
3346330  26/08/2016
STRIDES PHARMA SCIENCE LIMITED
trading as Strides Pharma Science Limited
STRIDES HOUSE, BILEKAHALLI, BANGALORE – 560076, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Used Since :28/06/1990

CHENNAI
MEDICAL AND HEALTHCARE SERVICES
3350400    31/08/2016
DR. NAZAF M. PAREKH
trading as ; Dr. Nazaf M. Parekh
B-3 DARSHAN COMPLEX, OPPOSITE GAZETTED SOCIETY, NEAR SURYANARAYAN SOCIETY, RANNAPARK, AHMEDABAD -380061, GUJARAT, INDIA
Applicant is a Service Provider.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NANAVATI & NANAVATI ADVOCATES
7th FLOOR, CORPORATE HOUSE, SARKHEJ - GANDHINAGAR HIGHWAY, JUDGES BUNGLOWS CROSS ROAD, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD - 380054, GUJARAT
Used Since : 02/02/2016

AHMEDABAD
Women's Physiotherapy and fitness clinic, Orthopaedic Physiotherapy, Neuromuscular Physiotherapy, Obesity & Fitness, Infertility and Pro-conceptual Fitness, Menopause Fitness, Health Care and health counseling.
VYAAN
3350401  31/08/2016
DR. NAZAF M. PAREKH
trading as ;Dr. Nazaf M. Parekh
B-3 DARSHAN COMPLEX, OPPOSITE GAZETTED SOCIETY, NEAR SURYANARAYAN SOCIETY, RANNAPARK, AHMEDABAD -380061, GUJARAT, INDIA
Applicant is a Service Provider.
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NANAVATI & NANAVATI ADVOCATES
7th FLOOR, CORPORATE HOUSE, SARKHEJ - GANDHINAGAR HIGHWAY, JUDGES BUNGLOWS CROSS ROAD, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD - 380054, GUJARAT
Used Since :02/02/2016

AHMEDABAD
Women’s Physiotherapy and fitness clinic, orthopedic Physiotherapy, Neuromuscular Physiotherapy, Obesity & Fitness, Infertility and Pro-conceptual Fitness, Menopause Fitness, Health Care and health counseling.
FIGUREFIRST

3364413  16/09/2016

BHAVNA NAVINCHANDRA PATEL
A-502, STATUS, OPP. DOORDARSHANKENDRA, DRIVE-IN ROAD, THALTEJ, AHMEDABAD - 380054, GUJARAT, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.K.SUTHAR & ASSOCIATES
T-3, VARDHMANKRUPA, NEAR SATTADHAR BUS STOP, SOLA ROAD, GHAJLODIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 061

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

MEDICAL SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS, PROVIDING WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAMS,
SKIN TREATMENTS, HAIR CARE AND COSMETIC BODY CARE SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 44.
3380940  04/10/2016
RAKESH BABUBHAI PAREKH
PRASHANT JAGDISHCHANDRA KANSARA
ALPESH JAGDISHCHANDRA SHAH
BRIJESH RAJESHBHAI PATEL
trading as ;LIVEVEL LIFE SCIENCE
FF-10, KANHA LUXURIO, NR. SOLACE HOSPITAL, OPP. PARIVAR CHAR RASTA, WAGHODIA ROAD, VADODARA-390019.
GUJARAT – INDIA.
SERVICES PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :27/09/2016
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICES, PHARMACEUTICAL ADVISORY SERVICES, INFORMATION
SERVICES RELATING TO VETERINARY MEDICAL AND AYURVEDIC PRODUCTS AND PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN
CLASS- 44
3402419   03/11/2016
BHAVARLAL AND KANTABAI JAIN MULTIPURPOSE FOUNDATION
trading as ;Bhavarlal and Kantabai Jain Multipurpose Foundation
Jain Pipe Park, Jain Pipe Nagar, Old Dhulia Road, Nimkhedi Khurd, Jalgaon – 425001
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROYZZ & CO.
2A/ 54,kalpataru estate JV Link Road, Andheri East 400093, Mumbai
Used Since :01/11/2015
MUMBAI
Medical care, medical analysis services relating to the treatment of persons (such as x-ray examinations and taking of blood samples), pharmacy advice, and medical clinic services, Hospital services.
No exclusive right on the other descriptive image and word netralay and i care for you.
3402470  03/11/2016
M/S EDIFICE HEALTH CARE PVT LTD,
Radhesh seth road, south baluchar, English bazaar, Malda, West Bengal, India 732101
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEENA KHURANA
Cercles, T-2 Back Lane Deer Park, Hauz Khas Village, Hauz Khas , New Delhi 110016
Used Since :10/04/2016
KOLKATA
Health care service, hospital, nursing home, pathology and lab, drug and medicine sales and services.
3402701  04/11/2016
NIRANJAN HIRANANDANI
514 DALAMAL TOWERS, 211 FPJ MARG, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400021
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABH LAW LLP
205, 2ND FLOOR, SEKSARIA CHAMBERS, NAGINDAS MASTER ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI-400023

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2939060

MUMBAI
MEDICAL, HYGIENIC, BEAUTY CARE, HEALTHCARE, VETERINARY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES; HOSPITALS, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, MEDICAL CLINICS AND NURSING HOME SERVICES; HEALTH SPA SERVICES; WELLNESS CENTRES; HEALTH CLINICS; SERVICES PERTAINING TO BEAUTY THERAPY, MASSAGE, SPAS, AROMA THERAPY, SAUNA AND STEAM BATHS; PHYSIOTHERAPY SERVICES; HEALTH CENTRE SERVICES; SERVICES RENDERED IN A BEAUTY SALON AND HAIRDRESSING SALON; PLANT NURSERIES; GARDENING; LANDSCAPE GARDENING AND DESIGN; ORGANIC FARMING; TREE PLANTING FOR CARBON OFFSETTING PURPOSES
3402703  04/11/2016
NIRANJAN HIRANANDANI
514 DALAMAL TOWERS, 211 FPJ MARG, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400021
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABH LAW LLP
205, 2ND FLOOR, SEKSARIA CHAMBERS, NAGINDAS MASTER ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI-400023

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2939058, 2939059, 2939060, 3402701

MUMBAI
MEDICAL, HYGIENIC, BEAUTY CARE, HEALTHCARE, VETERINARY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES; HOSPITALS, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, MEDICAL CLINICS AND NURSING HOME SERVICES; HEALTH SPA SERVICES; WELLNESS CENTRES; HEALTH CLINICS; SERVICES PERTAINING TO BEAUTY THERAPY, MASSAGE, SPAS, AROMA THERAPY, SAUNA AND STEAM BATHS; PHYSIOTHERAPY SERVICES; HEALTH CENTRE SERVICES; SERVICES RENDERED IN A BEAUTY SALON AND HAIRDRESSING SALON; PLANT NURSERIES; GARDENING; LANDSCAPE GARDENING AND DESIGN; ORGANIC FARMING; TREE PLANTING FOR CARBON OFFSETTING PURPOSES
a niranjan hiranandani initiative

3402704  04/11/2016
NIRANJAN HIRANANDANI
514 DALAMAL TOWERS, 211 FPJ MARG, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400021
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABH LAW LLP
205, 2ND FLOOR, SEKSARIA CHAMBERS, NAGINDAS MASTER ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI-400023

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICAL, HYGIENIC, BEAUTY CARE, HEALTHCARE, VETERINARY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES; HOSPITALS, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, MEDICAL CLINICS AND NURSING HOME SERVICES; HEALTH SPA SERVICES; WELLNESS CENTRES; HEALTH CLINICS; SERVICES PERTAINING TO BEAUTY THERAPY, MASSAGE, SPAS, AROMA THERAPY, SAUNA AND STEAM BATHS; PHYSIOTHERAPY SERVICES; HEALTH CENTRE SERVICES; SERVICES RENDERED IN A BEAUTY SALON AND HAIRDRESSING SALON; PLANT NURSERIES; GARDENING; LANDSCAPE GARDENING AND DESIGN; ORGANIC FARMING; TREE PLANTING FOR CARBON OFFSETTING PURPOSES

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2939058.
3402705  04/11/2016
NIRANJAN HIRANANDANI
514 DALAMAL TOWERS, 211 FPJ MARG, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400021
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABH LAW LLP
205, 2ND FLOOR, SEKSARIA CHAMBERS, NAGINDAS MASTER ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI-400023

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2939059

MUMBAI
MEDICAL, HYGIENIC, BEAUTY CARE, HEALTHCARE, VETERINARY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES; HOSPITALS, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, MEDICAL CLINICS AND NURSING HOME SERVICES; HEALTH SPA SERVICES; WELLNESS CENTRES; HEALTH CLINICS; SERVICES PERTAINING TO BEAUTY THERAPY, MASSAGE, SPAS, AROMA THERAPY, SAUNA AND STEAM BATHS; PHYSIOTHERAPY SERVICES; HEALTH CENTRE SERVICES; SERVICES RENDERED IN A BEAUTY SALON AND HAIRDRESSING SALON; PLANT NURSERIES; GARDENING; LANDSCAPE GARDENING AND DESIGN; ORGANIC FARMING; TREE PLANTING FOR CARBON OFFSETTING PURPOSES
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2939059.
YOU ARE NOT ALONE
3413183 19/11/2016
THE LIVE LOVE LAUGH FOUNDATION
trading as ;The Live Love Laugh Foundation
703, 1st Cross, 9th A Main, Near CMH, Indiranagar, Bangalore 560 038.
SERVICES
TRUST
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHWANATH & GLOBAL ATTORNEYS
# 42-839, 2ND FLOORL, MAULA ALLI, SECUNDERABAD - 500 040.
Used Since :01/06/2015
CHENNAI
Medical Services, Veterinary Services, Hygienic and Beauty Care for Human Beings or Animals; Agriculture, Horticulture and Forestry Services.
WORD MARK USED AS TAGLINE.
3418693   25/11/2016
DR. VRINDA V. NAYAK
trading as ;BELIEVE HEALTH AND SKIN CLINIC
ROOM NO. 2, 2ND FLOOR, PHOENIX BUILDING, 457, S.V.P. ROAD, MUMBAI 400 004, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :13/01/2016
To be associated with:
3184037
MUMBAI
CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MEDICAL, DERMATOLOGY AND COSMETIC SKIN CARE
3419126  24/11/2016
SHELIA ABDUL HABIB
trading as ;AMPLE VISION
Shop No. 3, Sainath Shopping Centre, Off Veera Desai Rd, MVM School Lane, Andheri (W), Mumbai-400058, Maharashtra, India
service provider
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK WAIDANDE
39, 1ST FLOOR, MAULI VYAPAR SANKUL, SECTOR - 5, NEAR DATTA MANDIR, AIROLI , NAVI MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :28/10/2016
MUMBAI
optician cervices, sight testing services, human healthcare services
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS..
3424715  02/12/2016
DR.P.ELANGOVAN
T.RAMESH
trading as ;F.O.R. ORTHO HOSPITAL
NO.6 AND 7, PALANIAPPA NAGAR, SRI RANGA GARDEN,(SENTHIL NAGAR BUS STOP) 200 FEET ROAD,
KOLATHUR,CHENNAI-600 099, TAMILNADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FORM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BLUE STAR LAW ASSOCIATES
NO.6A/24A, SELVA VINAYAGAR KOIL STREET, ARUMBAKKAM, CHENNAI-600106, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
Used Since :01/11/2009
CHENNAI
ALL MEDICAL SERVICES
Subject to the mark is allowed as whole and no exclusive rights to the descriptive matters except substantially as shown in the form of representation..
3428376  06/12/2016
DATLA SATISH
74-10-9 Prakash Nagar, Rajahmundry, East Godavari District, Andhra Pradesh
Healthcare
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHUPATHIRAJO V.S.S.R.K.RAJU
501, Sri Sai Style, Plot No.F3, CMC Layout, Kondapur, Hyderabad-500084.
Used Since :22/11/2016
CHENNAI
Medical care
3429651    09/12/2016
K.SENTHILKUMAR
trading as ;GEM, SKIN, HAIR AND LASER CENTRE
NO.203,VAIGAI COLONY, ANNA NAGAR, MADURAI-625 020,TAMILNADU INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K.P.PADMANABHAN,BA,BL.,
NO:90, J.J.COMPLEX, THIRUMANGALAM, ANNA NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600040.
Used Since :01/06/2004
CHENNAI
Providing Treatment for Skin, Hair & cosmetology
*Restriction with in Tamil Nadu and Mark considered substantially as shown in the form of representation.*
AARTI BAROT
KAILASH BHATT
trading as : THE BB SALON
PATEL HERITAGE, SHOP NO- 35, SEC-7, KHARGAR 410210
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANALI BHANUSHALI
b 203 sai sagar complex, sec 13, plot no. 5, palm beach road, sanpada navi mumbai 400705
Used Since : 21/11/2016
MUMBAI
BEAUTY TREATMENT, NAIL EXTENTION, HAIR DRESSER & BODY SPA
AREA RESTRICTED TO MAHARASHTRA.
3446408   01/01/2017
MR. SAURABH KUMAR
trading as :M/S. DR. KUMAR'S HOMEOPATHY
529 - B, GOYAL REGENCY, NEAR GOYAL NAGAR, INDORE - 452001 M.P. INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ GUPTE
1314 DWARKAPURI ROAD 60 FEET ROAD INDORE
Used Since : 21/12/2016
MUMBAI
Homeopathy Clinical Services
Restricted only for M.P..
3450066   04/01/2017
DR. NITIN SHANKAR SHINDE
J.Kanifnath Society, Sasane Nagar, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INAMDAR A N
C1-14, 2nd Floor, Brahma Estate, NIBM, Kondhwa, Pune - 411048
Used Since :30/04/2012

MUMBAI

AYURVEDA TREATMENT CENTRE, HOSPITAL, CLINIC, POORVAKARMA PANCHAKARMA AYURVEDIC TREATMENT, YOGA AND MEDITATION, NATUROPATHY, AYURVEDIC, MEDINAL, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE, PHYSIOTHERAPY, AYURVEDIC SPA.
THRIIVE

3452028  06/01/2017
THRIIVE ART & SOUL LLP
trading as ;THRIIVE ART & SOUL LLP
Floor-4, Plot-17, Western India House, Phirozshah Mehta Road, Handloom House, Fort, Mumbai 400001
service provider
Limited Liability Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANDITTA MALHOTRA HEGDE
56, World Trade Centre, 1st Floor, The Arcade, Cuffe Parade, Mumbai - 400 005
Used Since :03/10/2013
MUMBAI
PSYCHOLOGIST, ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE, MEDITATION & THERAPY SERVICES; PROVIDING INPERSON, LONG DISTANCE & ON-LINE VIBRATIONAL ENERGY HEALING SERVICES; PROVIDING WEBSITE FEATURING INFORMATION CONCERNING ALTERNATIVE HEALTH & HEALING; PROVIDING AN INTERACTIVE HOLISTIC WEB SITE FEATURING HEALTH INFORMATION & PATIENT AUTHORIZED & INITIATED, FEE FOR SERVICE, HOLISTIC APPROACH DISTANCE HEALING SESSIONS BASED ON PATIENT'S SPECIFIC SET OF SYMPTOMS, MEDICAL PROFILE & RECORD ANALYSIS & PATIENT BENEFIT INFORMATION CONCERNING ORGANIC & HOLISTIC PRODUCTS & SERVICES; PHYSIOTHERAPY & PHYSICAL THERAPY; MUSIC & SOUND THERAPY SERVICES; REKIE & ART THERAPY; CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH & WELLNESS FOR PERSONAL HAPPINESS; HEALTH SPA SERVICES FOR HEALTH & WELLNESS OF THE BODY & SPIRIT
3452037  06/01/2017
THRIVE ART & SOUL LLP
trading as ;THRIVE ART & SOUL LLP
Floor-4, Plot-17, Western India House, Phirozshah Mehta Road, Handloom House, Fort, Mumbai 400001
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Limited Liability Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANDITTA MALHOTRA HEGDE
56, World Trade Centre, 1st Floor, The Arcade, Cuffe Parade, Mumbai - 400 005
Used Since :03/10/2013
To be associated with:
3452028, 3452033
MUMBAI
PSYCHOLOGIST, ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE, MEDITATION & THERAPY SERVICES; PROVIDING INPERSON, LONG DISTANCE & ON-LINE VIBRATIONAL ENERGY HEALING SERVICES; PROVIDING WEBSITE FEATURING INFORMATION CONCERNING ALTERNATIVE HEALTH & HEALING; PROVIDING AN INTERACTIVE HOLISTIC WEB SITE FEATURING HEALTH INFORMATION & PATIENT AUTHORIZED & INITIATED, FEE FOR SERVICE, HOLISTIC APPROACH DISTANCE HEALING SESSIONS BASED ON PATIENT'S SPECIFIC SET OF SYMPTOMS, MEDICAL PROFILE & RECORD ANALYSIS & PATIENT BENEFIT INFORMATION CONCERNING ORGANIC & HOLISTIC PRODUCTS & SERVICES; PHYSIOTHERAPY & PHYSICAL THERAPY; MUSIC & SOUND THERAPY SERVICES; REKIE & ART THERAPY; CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH & WELLNESS FOR PERSONAL HAPPINESS; HEALTH SPA SERVICES FOR HEALTH & WELLNESS OF THE BODY & SPIRIT
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3452028.
3456656  13/01/2017
ROBERT HMANGAITHANG
trading as : MED SPA
SHOP NO 13 AND 14, RAVCHI HEIGHTS, SECTOR 07, KHARGHAR, NAVI MUMBAI 410210, MAHARASHTRA INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/02/2015
MUMBAI
UNISEX SALOON, HAIR DRESSER, MAKE UP, NAILS, SPA, BEAUTY TREATMENT, MEDICAL SERVICES HYGIENIC
AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEING BEAUTY SALONS, BEAUTY SOLUTIONS, DRESS STYLE SKIN AND
HAIR CARE, HAIR STYLE, MEDICAL CLINICS, HEALTH CARE, MASSAGE, BATHS FOR HYGIENE, HEALTH PURPOSE,
AYURVEDIC HEALTH TREATMENT THERAPY CENTRE FOR PERSONAL CARE, ADVICE ON POSITIVE HEALM STRESS
RELIEF, ACHES PAINS WEIGHT LOSS CONSULTATION SKIN AND HAIR CARE YOGA SERVICES FACE TREATMENT
BARNES MASSAGE CLEANING SERVICES, INCLUDED IN CLASS 44
NAMAHAYOGA PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as; NAMAHAYOGA PRIVATE LIMITED

# 629, PLOT NO. 1A, AURORA COLONY, ROAD NO. 3, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 034, TELANGANA, INDIA.

SERVICE PROVIDER

BODY INCORPORATE

Used Since: 19/04/2006

CHENNAI

HEALTH CARE SERVICES NAMELY YOGA AND WELLNESS PROGRAMS AND PROVIDING COUNSELING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF HEALTH, HYGIENIC, NUTRITION AND BEAUTY CARE, DIETING, FITNESS CENTER AND LIFESTYLE WELLNESS INCLUDING MEDITATION AND SERVICES LIKE AYURVEDIC TREATMENT, PROVIDING AYURVEDIC MEDICAL INFORMATION, CONSULTANCY AND ADVISORY SERVICES, HEALTH SPA SERVICES FOR HEALTH AND WELLNESS OF THE BODY AND SPIRIT, NAMELY, PROVIDING MASSAGE, FACIAL AND BODY TREATMENT SERVICES, COSMETIC BODY CARE SERVICES
JAYASHREE MULTISPECIALITY HOSPITAL

3466078    25/01/2017
SATISH KUMAR.S
trading as ;M/s. JAYASHREE MULTISPECIALITY HOSPITAL
No-25, 26 & 27, 1st Cross, B' Block, Vishwapriya Nagar, Begur, Bengaluru - 560068, Karnataka
SERVICE PROVIDER
A Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :12/12/2010
CHENNAI

Medical services

The mark should not be dissected and to be considered as a whole, with no exclusive right to the separate words, except substantially as used by the Applicant..
3474658    06/02/2017
SUREJ ALOYSIUS
trading as ;HEALING SIDDHA
11/390, MAYOORI, T.BHAGOM P.O, CHERTHALA, KERALA - 688540
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
NATURAL HEALTH TREATMENT
No exclusive right over words.
Wellbeing Forever

3484770  17/02/2017

WELLNESS FOREVER MEDICARE PVT. LTD.
BLOCK NO.12, LAHER BROS. MANSION, DR.E.BORGES MARG, OPP. KEM HOSPITAL, PAREL (EAST), MUMBAI 400012,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

HUMAN HEALTHCARE SERVICES, HEALTH COUNSELLING, HEALTHCARE CENTERS, HUMAN HYGIENE AND BEAUTY
CARE, CLINICS AND DIAGNOSTIC CENTERS; MEDICAL HEALTH CARE CONSULTANCY SERVICES, ADVISORY
SERVICES RELATING TO COSMETICS AND BEAUTY TREATMENT, SALON AND SPA SERVICES; BEAUTY COUNSELING
AND CONSULTATION; COUNSELING AND CONSULTATION FOR BEAUTY CARE, SKIN CARE, COSMETICS, MEDICINES,
HEALTHCARE AND NUTRITION; AND RENTAL, HIRE AND LEASING IN CONNECTION WITH THE AFORESAID; AND
ADVICE, CONSULTANCY AND INFORMATION FOR THE AFORESAID
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889 , 18/02/2019  Class 44

3501779  03/03/2017
NAKSHATRA
trading as ;M/s. SAGAR HEALTH SEVA FOUNDATION
No 47/26-27, 12th Main, 7th Phase JP Nagar, (Near Petrol Bunk) Puttenahalli Main Road,, Bengaluru - 560078, Karnataka
SERVICE PROVIDER
A Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :22/10/2013
CHENNAI
Provision of health care services in domestic homes
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KARNATAKA STATE ONLY.
3508732  15/03/2017
NETHRAVATHI. P
Mallige, No.340, 5th Main, 9th Block, Vinayaka Layout, Nagarabhaavi 2nd Stage, Bangalore - 560072
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since : 07/03/2017
CHENNAI
Dental services, Dental clinic services.
*subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.*
MakeO ver Studio

3512700    23/03/2017
BHARGAVI BORUSU
SR Avenue, 16/4, Mathikere main road, Next to karnataka bank, Mathikere, Bangalore - 560 054
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/01/2017

CHENNAI
Beauty salon services, Cosmetic body care services.
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application within the state of Karnataka.
3512882  24/03/2017
ASIAN INSTITUTE OF NEPHROLOGY AND UROLOGY PVT. LTD.
trading as : ASIAN INSTITUTE OF NEPHROLOGY AND UROLOGY PVT. LTD.
6-3-562/A, ERRAMANZIL COLONY, SOMAJIGUDA, HYDERBAD -500 082, TELANGANA , INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HOSPITALS, MEDICAL AND HEALTH SERVICES PARTICULARLY UROLOGY SERVICES, MEDICAL ANALYSIS SERVICES RELATING TO THE TREATMENT OF PERSONS, SUCH AS X-RAY, BLOOD EXAMINATIONS, ULTRA SOUND SCANNING, CT SCANNING AND PHARMACY SERVICES
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3512883  24/03/2017
ASIAN INSTITUTE OF NEPHROLOGY AND UROLOGY PVT. LTD.
trading as ;ASIAN INSTITUTE OF NEPHROLOGY AND UROLOGY PVT. LTD.
6-3-562/A, ERRAMANZIL COLONY, SOMAJIGUDA, HYDERBAD -500 082, TELANGANA , INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3198148, 3512882

CHENNAI
HOSPITALS, MEDICAL AND HEALTH SERVICES PARTICULARLY UROLOGY SERVICES, MEDICAL ANALYSIS SERVICES RELATING TO THE TREATMENT OF PERSONS, SUCH AS X-RAY, BLOOD EXAMINATIONS, ULTRA SOUND SCANNING, CT SCANNING AND PHARMACY SERVICES.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3527848 17/04/2017
LIVE CARE
IV/275B, South Marady, Muvattupuzha, Kerala 686 673
Partnership firm registered under the Indian Partnership Act of 1932
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS & RIGHTS
42/2421,THALIATH BUILDING, ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.
Used Since :10/02/2017

CHENNAI
Agriculture, horticulture, aquaculture and forestry services; farm related services; growing of plants; agricultural and farming services; livestock farming services; poultry breeding services; goat, fish and poultry farming services; livestock breeding services; hatcheries; plant nurseries; green house services; consultancy relating to cultivation practices, consultancy relating to soil treatment, plant cultivation; service rendered in the field of agriculture and horticulture
subject to use the mark as a whole and there is no any exclusive right over the word live care.
3530718  21/04/2017

ANITHA J

trading as ; ANBU DENTAL CLINIC

231, EAST VELI STREET, NELPETTAI, MADURAI-625001, TAMILNADU, INDIA.

SERVICE PROVIDER

SOLE PROPRIETOR

Used Since : 28/05/2004

CHENNAI

DENTISTRY SERVICES.

subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
3534267 26/04/2017
SAMANA HEALTH CARE SERVICES LLP
trading as ;SAMANA HEALTH CARE SERVICES LLP
DOOR NO.13/1035-J 1ST FLOOR BLOCK -D, CITY PLAZA, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT, PIN - 676 121, STATE OF KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002, KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since :04/10/2016
CHENNAI
HOSPITAL, ALL MEDICAL AND PARAMEDICAL ACTIVITIES, ALLOPATHIC, AYURVEDIC, HOMEOPATHIC, HERBAL, UNANI AND VETERINARY, DENTAL CARE, MOBILE UNIT, EYE HOSPITAL, LASER EYE TREATMENT, AMBULANCE SERVICE, SURGICAL FACILITIES, OPERATION THEATRE, BLOOD BANK, MEDICAL SHOP, SKIN SPECIALIST CENTRE, CLINIC, YOGA, PHYSIOTHERAPY, PET CARE, CHILDREN"S SPECIALITY CLINIC, LABS AND LABORATORIES, SPECIALISED DIAGNOSTIC CENTRE, X-RAY, ECG, SCANNING, SPECIALITY LAB, BEAUTY CARE AND BEAUTY PARLOUR.
3541659  04/05/2017
1 MONETARY ADVISORY COUNCIL
NO.56/5, 2ND FLOOR, NANDI COMPLEX, NEXT TO SAMAD HOUSE, BOWRING HOSPITAL ROAD, SHIVAJINAGAR,
BENGALURU-560001, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
TRUST
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTELECTIA
35/6, II FLOOR, KRISHNA RESIDENCY, LANGFORD ROAD CROSS, BANGALORE 25,
Used Since :01/03/2017
To be associated with:
3541658
CHENNAI
POLYCLINIC (MEDICAL AND HEALTHCARE CLINIC).
3558315 27/05/2017
PARThA DENTAL CARE INDIA PVT LTD
8-3-168/E/2/152, Rajeevnagar, X Roads, Mothinagar, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana
A Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :01/08/2007
To be associated with:
3558310
CHENNAI
Medical services
3562249    02/06/2017
DR.SEEMANTINI Jwalaprasad
#001, Udaysuryoday Apartment, 3rd Main, Maithri Layout, Hope Farm Landmark, Whitefield, Bangalore- 560 066.
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRST FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medical services, hygienic and beauty care for human beings
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KARNATAKA STATE ONLY.
MEDLOUNGES

3563829    05/06/2017

PALLICHIRA MEDLOUNGES HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
Perumthuruthy PO, Ezhinjillam, Thiruvalla, Kerala 689107
an Indian Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Healthcare services.
3572529    16/06/2017
M.V.HOSPITAL FOR DIABETES (PVT) LTD
4, West Mada Church Street, Royapuram, Chennai -600013, Tamil Nadu
A Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOCHHAR & CO.
SUITE 305, DELTA WING RAHEJA TOWERS # 177 ANNA SALAI CHENNAI-600002
Used Since : 22/01/2017

CHENNAI
Hospitals, health centres providing medical service and health care especially in the field of diabetes, therapy services and pharmacies included in Class 44
3584886    05/07/2017
ROYALCARE SUPER SPECIALITY HOSPITAL LIMITED
Site No- 14, Ram Residency , Co -Operative Colony, Uppilipalayam, Coimbatore- 641 015, Coimbatore Dist, Tamilnadu
A Company Registered under the Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K.SHAMUGASUNDARAM ADVocate
"SRI ANDAL HIAM" NO, 37-1, ARUMUGAM NAGAR, RAMANATHAPURAM, COIMBATORE-641 045.
Used Since :04/12/2013
CHENNAI
Medical, Clinical and Hospital Services
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3587754   08/07/2017
MOM & BABY, REPRESENTED BY ITS PROPREITOR NATARAJ SHANTHARAM REDDY
No: 1068/118/1, 8th Main Road, Vijayanagar, Bangalore - 560 040, Karnataka, India
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medical Services; Hygienic and Beauty care for Human beings
color combination as in the label, subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
3591461  14/07/2017
BALAJEE JAYACHANDRAN
trading as: ELITE DENTISTRY
2/2, BHARATHI NAGAR, PANCHALIAMMAN KOVIL STREET, ARUMBAKKAM, CHENNAI-600 106.
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HUMAN HEALTHCARE SERVICES.
3594775 19/07/2017
ABIDA BEGUM CHARITABLE TRUST
trading as : ABIDA BEGUM CHARITABLE TRUST
3-4-336/1, LINGAMPALLY, KACHIGUDA, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
TRUST
Used Since : 11/05/2015
CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES.
3965767 06/10/2018
NIKUNJA VIDYASAGAR GUJAR
5A/25, VISAVA GHARKUL, D.P.ROAD, AUNDH, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA
EMOTICONS (India) is a psychological counseling, testing, training and research center run by certified psychologists and psychotherapists.
Owner and Founder of Emoticons (India) a psychological counseling, testing, training and research center run by certified psychologists and psychotherapists.
Used Since :15/03/2015
MUMBAI
Medical Service Provider & Health care services by certified and trained psychologists and psychotherapists. We also deliver Pharmacy advice, treatment by our experts for better health.
3979729  22/10/2018
SONALI VYBHAV AGARWAL
850 Subham Niwas, 8th Cross 4th Block, Bangalore North, Karnataka - 560057
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIVESH JHA
1/11, SULAHKUL VIHAR, 1st FLOOR, OLD PALAM ROAD, DWARKA, NEW DELHI 110078

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Acupressure Magnet Therapy
DR. SATYA HOLISTIC CENTRE

3995694  12/11/2018

SUNITA SANGWAN
A-261, 1ST FLOOR, DERAVAL NAGAR, G.T. KARNAL ROAD, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR, DELHI-110009
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS
3/112, GROUND FLOOR, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medical services; Veterinary services; Hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services
Diana Korr Salon de Beaute

4010089    28/11/2018

RAJESH VIJ
5747-48, FACTORY ROAD, NABI KARIM NEW DELHI-110055
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UMANG SRIVASTAVA
BASEMENT, B-25, LAJPAT NAGAR-III, NEW DELHI-110024

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SPA AND SALOON SERVICES
MEHAK KAWATRA MAKEOVERS

4013838  30/11/2018

SHEFFI KAWATRA PROPRIETOR OF MEHAK KAWATRA MAKE-UP ARTIST
506, Premium Apartments, Gurdev Nagar, Ludhiana (Pb.)
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

BEAUTY CONSULTATION; BEAUTY SALONS; BEAUTY CARE; BEAUTY TREATMENT; BEAUTY THERAPY; HUMAN
HYGIENE AND BEAUTY CARE; SKIN CARE SALONS; HAIRDRESSING SALONS; HAIR TREATMENT; HAIR CARE
SERVICES; HAIR TREATMENT; HAIRSTYLING; HAIR COLORING SERVICES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD MAKEOVERS
MEHAK KAWATRA MAKE-UP & HAIR ACADEMY

4013840  30/11/2018
SHEFFI KAWATRA PROPRIETOR OF MEHAK KAWATRA MAKE-UP ARTIST
506, Premium Apartments, Gurdev Nagar, Ludhiana (Pb.)
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BEAUTY CONSULTATION; BEAUTY SALONS; BEAUTY CARE; BEAUTY TREATMENT; BEAUTY THERAPY; HUMAN HYGIENE AND BEAUTY CARE; SKIN CARE SALONS; HAIRDRESSING SALONS; HAIR TREATMENT; HAIR CARE SERVICES; HAIR TREATMENT; HAIRSTYLING; HAIR COLORING SERVICES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS MAKE-UP & HAIR ACADEMY
M/S. SANGITI PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 38, PURVA PARKRIDGE, GOSHALA ROAD, MAHADEVAPURA, BANGALORE – 560048, KARNATAKA, INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI

Used Since : 19/06/2018

HEALTH CARE SERVICES, MEDICAL AND HEALTHCARE CLINICS, AMBULANT MEDICAL CARE, HOME HEALTH CARE SERVICES, NURSING CARE, HOME-VISIT NURSING CARE, PROVIDING HEALTH CARE INFORMATION BY TELEPHONE, RESPITE CARE SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF HOME NURSING AID SERVICES, MEDICAL EVALUATION SERVICES FOR PATIENTS RECEIVING REHABILITATION FOR PURPOSES OF GUIDING TREATMENT AND ASSESSING EFFECTIVENESS
4036610    24/12/2018
ABHISHEK SHANKAR
C-38 SOUTH EXT PART-1 ANDREWSGANJ DELHI 110049
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA PRAKASH
B-2/37, Bharat Vihar, New Delhi-110078
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medical analysis services relating to the treatment of persons
Priority claimed from 28/06/2018; Application No. : 075357 ; Jamaica 4039003 27/12/2018

A9.com, Inc.
101 Lytton Avenue Palo Alto, California 94301, USA
A corporation organised under the laws of Delaware

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; pharmacy services; services relating to the dispensing of medications; information services relating to medications; information services relating to pharmaceuticals; providing information to patients in the field of administering medications; medical information; providing a web site featuring medical information; providing information in the field of health care in connection with retail pharmacy transactions; health care services
4045616  03/01/2019
DR. ASEEM BANSAL TRADING AS BRIJ'S DENTAL CLINIC & ORTHODONTIC CENTRE
11-G, ASHOK VIHAR, RISHI NAGAR, LUDHIANA (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since : 09/05/2018
DELHI
Hospital Services; Dentist Services, Cosmetic Dentistry, Medical Treatment Services provided by Clinics & Hospitals;
Medical Consultancy & Dental Consultations; Medical Counseling; Healthcare Services.
4046896   04/01/2019
M/S SAI KUBERA INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES SKIMS
H.NO: 2-6-71, BARATHNAGAR COLONY, NEAR MASJID, UPPAL, HYDERABAD, MEDCHAL MALKAJGIRI DISTRICT, TELANGANA, 500039, INDIA.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HEALTH CARE SERVICES; MEDICAL SERVICES.
4047141  04/01/2019
DEPAK KUMAR MAHESH KUMAR KATRI
J C 54, GROUND FLOOR, KHIRKI EXT., GUPTA COLONY, NEAR APJ SCOOL, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI.
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
PLOT NO.62-63, KHASRA NO.103-104, RAJPUR KHURD EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110068
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BEAUTY & HAIR SALON SERVICES.
PRETTY DAN GOOD

Salon - Academy

4048112  06/01/2019
PRETTY DAN GOOD SALON AND ACADEMY LLP
No. GF - G 02 in Ground Floor, No. 40, Milwaukee, Promenade Road Bangalore-560005
Limited Liability Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRISH KUMAR M.S.
NO.46, 6TH CROSS, SAMIGE ROAD MALLESHWARAM, OPP:SSLC BOARD, BANGALORE-560 003.
Used Since :25/10/2018

CHENNAI

Beauty care services provided by a health spa, Hygienic and beauty care services and Advisory services relating to beauty care.
4049652  08/01/2019
HARPEET SINGH
HOUSE NO. 675, PHASE NO.-1, URBHAN ESTATE, DUGRI, BASANT AVENUE, LUDHIANA, BASANT AVENUE, PUNJAB-141013.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIMRAT KAUR
THE ENDRETTA- ADVOCATES AND SOLICITORS SECOND FLOOR, 198, SECTOR 38, GURGAON-122001
Used Since :01/08/2008
DELHI
ALL SERVICES COMPRISING OF AND RELATED TO PROVIDING MEDICAL EYE CARE INCLUDING CATARACT SURGERIES AND OPHTHALMIC SURGERIES AND LASER AND OTHER TREATMENTS FOR EYES.
4051088  09/01/2019
GLAMSURE INNOVACION LLP
4, Vardayini Homes, Rupal Village Mansa Gandhinagar 382630
Limited Liability Partnership
Address for service in India/Agents address:
YASH HINESHKUMAR MEHTA
19, CHINUBHAI TOWER, BESIDES H.K. COLLEGE, OPP.HANDLOOM HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3744809
AHMEDABAD
Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services
4051660  09/01/2019
DR. KRUNAL THAKKAR
10, madhuvan, opposite Dev Nagar, new Sai Baba Nagar, Kandivali west, Mumbai 400067
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. K. SABOO & ASSOCIATES
M.K. Saboo & Associates, C/o. Jhawar Cement & Steels, Gandhi Mansion, 3rd Floor, Bomanjee Master Lane, Kalbadevi Road, Mumbai -400 002, Maharashtra
Used Since : 01/01/2019
MUMBAI
PROVIDING ESTHETIC DENTAL TREATMENT, COMPLETE DENTAL CARE AND SOLUTION, SPECIALITY CENTRE FOR COSMETIC DENTISTRY, IMPLANTOLOGY, PROSTHODONTIC CARE CLINIC AND CONSULTANCY, ORAL SURGERY, DENTAL IMPLANT, ORTHODONTICS, ENDODONTICS, PEDODONTICS, DIGITAL DENTAL X RAY, GUM SURGERY, COMPLETE DENTURE, SMILE DESIGNING, REMOVABLE AND CAST PARTIAL DENTURES, DENTAL CROWN, TOOTH WHITENING AND ALL TYPES OF DENTAL RELATED TREATMENT
4051766  09/01/2019
SHAILENDRA PRATAP SINGH
Ward No.3, Rampur Devrai, Bakshi Ka Talab, Lucknow – 226201
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. PAYAL JAIN
218, Second Floor, B Wing, Building No. 3, Mittal Industrial Estate, Marol, Andheri East, Mumbai - 400059

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pest control services for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry, as covered under Class 44.
4052868    10/01/2019
HEALTHVATIONS M HEALTH PRIVATE LIMITED
1A-204, NEIGHBOURHOOD, LOKHANDWALA TOWNSHIP, NR LOKHANDWALA SCHOOL, KANDIVALI E MUMBAI MH 400101 IN,
A Company Incorporated under Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Used Since :11/09/2018
MUMBAI
Health consultancy;
4052947    11/01/2019
NISHA BABU
NUTSHELL, TC 34/1383(3), LENA ROAD, SANGUMUGHAM, VALLAKKADAVU.P.O, TRIVANDRUM, KERALA-695008
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EXCELLA GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
2ND FLOOR, SOUPARNIKA, TC 46/1692(1), CIT ROAD, MELARANNOOR, KARAMANA, TRIVANDRUM, KERALA-695002
Used Since :03/05/2009

CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES
SUKHO THAI

4053286   11/01/2019
SUKHO THAI INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED.
Flat No. 01, Anita Vihar Co-Operative Housing Society Ltd., 253 Mogal Lane, Mahim (West), Mumbai - 400016, Maharashtra, India
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAILENDRA THATTE & ASSOCIATES
1/9, DNYANAYOG SOC., PARANJAPE NAGAR, VAZIRA NAKA, L. T. RD., BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 091
Used Since :14/08/2010
To be associated with:
2356266
MUMBAI
Health spa services; beauty salons, hair, skin and body treatment; massage; hygienic and beauty care for human beings.
4053287   11/01/2019
SUKHO THAI INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat No. 01, Anita Vihar Co-Operative Housing Society Ltd., 253 Mogal Lane, Mahim (West), Mumbai - 400016, Maharashtra, India
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAILENDRA THATTE & ASSOCIATES
1/9, DNYANAYOG SOC., PARANJAPE NAGAR, VAZIRA NAKA, L. T. RD., BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 091
Used Since :14/08/2010
To be associated with:
2356266
MUMBAI
Health spa services; beauty salons, hair, skin and body treatment; massage; hygienic and beauty care for human beings.
4054083   11/01/2019
MYLAN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 1-A/2, MIDC Industrial Estate, Taloja, Panvel, District Raigad, Maharashtra – 410 208, India.
An Indian company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES.
FARMATHON
405556   14/01/2019
TRACTORS AND FARM EQUIPMENT LIMITED
No. 861, Annasalai, Chennai – 600 002, Tamil Nadu
Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURANA AND SURANA
# 61-63, DR. RADHAKRISHNAN SALAI, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004.
Used Since :10/05/2016
CHENNAI
Agriculture and horticulture services.
UNIQURATIVE HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
A-76/3, GROUND FLOOR, JOSHI COLONY, MANDAWALI, FAZALPUR, DELHI- 110092
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULDEEP PATHAK & ASSOCIATES
S-557,3RD FLOOR,OFFICE-10,HEERA COMPLEX,SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :28/08/2018
DELHI
Medical services, physical rehabilitation and physical therapy services,Medical testing service
4058026  16/01/2019
BAIMA VENUGOPAL
9F, SOUBHAGYA APARTMENTS, MAVOOR ROAD, CALICUT, KERALA-673004
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGACY PARTNERS
LAPINTA, MINI-BYPASS ROAD, NEAR APCO HYUNDAI, PUTHIYARA, KOZHIKODE, KERALA-673004

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHYSIOTHERAPY, REHABILITATION AND RELATED SERVICES, PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICES, HEALTH CARE SERVICES, MEDICAL TREATMENT AND COUNSELLING.
4058042  16/01/2019
SHELLAGARWAL AND SONS PRIVATE LIMITED
Row House No 5, Green wood, Mashacha Pada, Mira Road East, Thane Thane MH 401107 IN
BUSINESS
ACTIVE
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR MEDICAL CARE, BEAUTY CARE, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES AND VETERINARY SERVICES, PHARMACY ADVICE
Doq-NuPer
4058935    17/01/2019
RAVISHANKAR POLISETTY
B 1205, Mahindra Ashvita Apartments, Near Hitec City MMTS Railway Station, Kukatpally, Hyderabad - 500072
Ayurvedic Supplements, Doctor consultations
Individual
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services.
SHIKATOKI

4059609  17/01/2019

SHIKATOKI AYUCARE (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
HOUSE NO. 1100, PLOT NO. 326, ABOVE MAHAJAN HOSPITAL, SANGRAMPUR, BULDHANA - 444202

THE TRADEMARKS ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Beauty care services, Beauty salon services, Healthcare services, Hospital services, Health and beauty care services provided by saunas, beauty salons, sanatoriums, hairdressing salons and massage parlours, Medical services; Veterinary services; Hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services
GEJJE’S MARVELLA

4060124  18/01/2019

SOMASHEKAR GEJJE
# 38, Chiranjeevi Hospital, Near V.N. College, Hospete, Ballari- 583201, Karnataka
Indian national aged Major

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SOUMYA SHREE K.A.S.
NO.175,44TH CROSS, 8TH BLOCK, JAYANAGAR, BANGALORE-560082
Used Since : 01/11/2018

CHENNAI

Cosmetic and Plastic Surgery clinic services; dermatology services
4060829  18/01/2019
SATYAVIJ HEALTH CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
Gali No. 1, Devi Lal Colony, Mhalana Road, Sonipat, Haryana - 131001
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :05/09/2018

DELHI
Hospital services, Health care services.
4061291  19/01/2019
AMANDEEP HORA
106B, 12TH FLOOR, ARALIAS, TOWER 1, GOLF COURSE ROAD, SECTOR 42, GURGOAN
A Citizen of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMARJEET KUMAR
A-25/12, DEODAR MARG, DLF PHASE 1 GURGOAN-12202 HARYANA
Used Since :23/05/2018
DELHI
Holistic psychotherapy, Meditation services
4061534  19/01/2019
M & S TECHNOLOGY
OPP. BUILDING NO.168, PANCH GANGA CHS., NAIDU COLONY, GHATKOPAR (E), MUMBAI- 400075, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICAL SERVICES, DENTAL CLINIC SERVICES
M & S TECHNOLOGY
OPP. BUILDING NO.168, PANCH GANGA CHS., NAIDU COLONY, GHATKOPAR (E), MUMBAI- 400075, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICAL SERVICES, DENTAL CLINIC SERVICES
PIGMED LIFE SCIENCE

4061586   19/01/2019

VIJAY BHARATBHAI PATEL., AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR OF M/S. PIGMED LIFE SCIENCE.
CELLAR-2, HARI DARSHAN COMPLEX, NR. MANINAGAR CHAR RASTA, OPP. HDFC BANK, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380023. GUJARAT - INDIA.

NEW

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Used Since :11/01/2019

AHMEDABAD

SERVICES RELATED TO MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS – 44
4061662  19/01/2019

VIKAS BANSAL
37, Shakespeare Sarani, 4th Floor, Kolkata, 700017, West Bengal, India
Citizen of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJAT MALHOTRA
Ideas2IPR, B-115 Chander Nagar, Janak Puri, New Delhi-110058

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Hygienic and beauty care for human beings.
4061692   19/01/2019
ROOH NAZ
W/O MUSHFIQ ATIQ SIDDIQUI , 118/125 , CANT ROAD , LUCKNOW G.P U.P INDIA
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ GUPTA
1314 DWARKAPURI ROAD 60 FEET ROAD INDORE

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BEAUTY AND MAKEOVER SERVICES
MOHAN THOMAS AESTHETICS

4061694  19/01/2019

COSMETIC SURGERY INSTITUTE (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
8 FLOOR, MANGAL MURTI CHS, MAIN LINKING ROAD, ABOVE VERA MODA SHOWROOM, NEAR ARYA SAMAJ,
SANTACRUZ (W), MUMBAI-400054, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
REGISTERED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THAN (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COSMETIC SURGERY SERVICES.
4062476    21/01/2019
MADHU RANJAN
trading as : MIDAASS TOUCH BY MADHU
941, ATS VILLAGE, GREATER NOIDA EXPRESS WAY, SECTOR-93A, GAUTAM BUDDHA NAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH-201304
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
MEDICAL TREATMENT & SERVICES SUCH AS REIKI, HEALING THROUGH MEDITATION, ENERGY HEALING WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS-44.
4062484  21/01/2019
SHAVETA KHURANA
trading as :ANODYNE
HOUSE NO. 55 SHANTI VIHAR GROUND FLOOR, NEAR KARKARDOOMA COURT DELHI-110092
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PAIN MANAGEMENT, PHYSIOTHERAPY/PHYSICAL THERAPY SERVICES, REHABILITATION, DIET COUNSELLING, FITNESS CONSULTANT, SPORTS INJURY HEAL CENTRE, SPINE PAIN MANAGEMENT THEREOF WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 44
MINDTREE LIMITED
Global Village Technology Park, RVCE Post, Mysore Road, Bangalore - 560059
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S ESHWAR CONSULTANTS
HOUSE OF CORPORATE AND IPR LAWS 4, AISHWARYA, 12B/177, KUMARAN COLONY, 6TH STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI-600026.
Used Since :23/07/2018
CHENNAI
Providing Consultancy and advisory services in the field of Agriculture, farming, animal husbandry and forestry.
4063904  22/01/2019
MEDTEL HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;MEDTEL HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO-101, BLOCK-B, 1ST FLOOR, SHUVAM RESIDENCY, PHASE- II, PATIA BHUBANESWAR KHORDHA - 751024
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/01/2017
KOLKATA
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS; AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES.
BUFF BAR

4064035  22/01/2019
KARNEET VOHRA TRADING AS K.V.S. ENTERPRISES
Shalimar Gallant Appartment, Flat No 704, Tower - G, Mahanagar, Lucknow - 226012
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Beauty salon services, Beauty care services.
FARRAGO
4064408    22/01/2019
FEARLESS ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
Amritam, Kumarapuram P.O., Alappuzha, Kerala - 690548
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RANJITHKUMAR D
2/496,Nakeerar Street, Mogapair East,Chennai-600037
Used Since :01/01/2019
CHENNAI
Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services
4064732    23/01/2019
ORAVEL STAYS PRIVATE LIMITED
Delhi Rectangle Regus, Level 4, Rectangle 1, Commercial Complex, D-4, Saket, New Delhi -110017
Incorporated Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHESTLAW
H 2/4, MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-110017

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; Healthcare and wellness services; Health spa services for health and wellness of the body and spirit incorporating massage, facial and body treatment services, and cosmetic body care services; Counselling in the field of mental health and wellness
4065268  23/01/2019
PANKAJ RAWAT SOLE PROPRIETOR OF TRINITY SOLUTIONS
DEVPRAYAG ROAD CIRCUIT HOUSE UTTRAKHAND 246001 PAURI GARHWAL
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services, Leasing of livestock, Livestock farming services. Consultancy relating to farming, Services in the field of agriculture, horticulture and forestry.
4065353  23/01/2019
AMRIN SHAMAYIL
173, 8th Main Road, Byrasandra, Jayanagar, 1st Block East, Bangalore - 560011
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Health care services.
4065374  23/01/2019
TLCA HOLDING LIMITED
P. O. Box – 71148, Jebel Ali Free Zone, Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
An Offshore Limited Liability Company registered in United Arab Emirates.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MR. ROHIT SINGH
ABU-GHAZALEH INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY TMP AGENTS INDIA PVT.LTD. HL ARCADE-3RD FLOOR, PLOT NO 14, SEC-V (MLU) ABOVE AXIS BANK, DWARKA, NEW DELHI 110075
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Beauty salons, Hairdressing salons, Health spa services, Manicuring, Physical therapy, Physiotherapy, Salons (Beauty --- ), Salons (Hairdressing --- ).
KEMINNTÉK

4065739  23/01/2019
KEMINNTÉK LABORATORIES
Plot No: 10/11, Road No: 5, IDA Nacharam, Hyderabad – 500076, Telangana, India
A Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.
Used Since :01/10/2015

CHENNAI
Hospital Services; Pharmacy Advice; Pharmacy Dispensary Services; Medical Consultancy; Medical Treatment Services
Provided By Clinics And Hospitals; Medical Information; Medical Consultations; Medical Care; Medical Testing; Medical
Assistance; Medical And Veterinary Medical Services; Medical Diagnostic Services; Medical Consultancy Services;
Medical Care Services; Medical Information Services; Medical And Surgical Services; Medical And Veterinary Services;
Medical And Healthcare Services; Medical, Hygienic And Beauty Care; Medical Diagnostic Services [Testing And
Analysis]; Medical Analysis Services For The Diagnosis And Treatment Of Persons; Health Consultancy; Nutrition
Consultancy; Medical Consultancy; Psychological And Medical Consultancy; Nutritional And Dietetic Consultancy;
Consultancy Relating To Agriculture, Horticulture And Forestry; Consultancy And Information Services Relating To
Pharmaceutical Products; Consultancy And Information Services Relating To Bio- pharmaceutical Products; Consultancy
And Information Services Relating To Medical Products; Professional Consultancy In The Field Of Medical Technology,
Medical Surgery And Orthopedics; Advisory And Consultancy Services Relating To Weed, Pest And Vermin Control In
Agriculture, Horticulture And Forestry; Pharmaceutical Ad- vice; Pharmacy Dispensary Services; Pharmacy Advice;
Pharmaceutical Consultancy Services; Medical And Pharmaceutical Consultation; Preparation Of Prescriptions In
Pharmacies; Medical, Medicinal And Pharmaceutical Consultancy; Consultancy And Information Services Provided Via
The Internet Relating To Pharmaceutical Products
4065900  24/01/2019
ALLEVIATE
39/2, SANTOSHI MAA ENCLAVE, T DASARAHALLI, TUMKUR MAIN ROAD, BANGALORE - 560057
THE TRADEMARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medical services; Veterinary services; Hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services
4066207   24/01/2019
RAMAN G. BHARDWAJ
701, Bhagirathi, Jangid Complex, Opp Jammu & Kashmir Bank, Mira Road East, Thane- 401107, Maharashtra
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Beauty salon services.
4066633  24/01/2019
MUKESH SHARMA
HOUSE NO 55, RIDDHI SIDDHI COLONY, DONGARGAON ROAD, WARD NO 39, RAJNANDGAON - 491441
THE TRADEMARKS ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Veterinary assistance, Veterinary services, Medical and veterinary services, Medical services; Veterinary services;
Hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services
4066701  24/01/2019

HEARTMATE FOUNDATION
Trust

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :22/12/2017

KOLKATA
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES
HISHAM KALIYIL MANGATTU
AMINA MANZIL, SALAMATH NAGAR, PUTHURPALLIKKAL P.O, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT, PIN: 673636
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MUFEED M.K
AL-NUJOOM, VADAKKANODIPARAMBA, KALLAI P.O, KOZHIKODE, KERALA-673003.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Ayurvedic specialty health clinic, Treatment and consultancy services in Ayurvedic medicine, Yoga and meditation, Ayurvedic Spa
SAMROHA RESORTS

4067523  25/01/2019
GEEBEE HOTELS AND RESORTS PRIVATE LIMITED
Room No. XVII/1087 PP Road, Mayoori Towers, Perumbavoor, 683542
An Indian Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:

P S SREEKUMAR
SVJS & ASSOCIATES, 39/3535, KAUSHUBHAMMANIKKATH ROAD, RAVIPURAM, ERNAKULAM, KERALA-682016.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

in respect of rest homes, agriculture; plant nurseries; Health spa services, medical spa services; Health care services, namely, wellness programs; Providing a website featuring information about health, wellness and nutrition; Providing wellness services, namely, personal assessments, personalized routines, maintenance schedules, and counselling; Counseling services in the fields of health, nutrition and lifestyle wellness; Wellness and health-related consulting services; Health spa services for health and wellness of the body and spirit offered at a health resort; Health resort services [medical]; Health farm services [medical] ;
4068402   26/01/2019
SURAJ SAVALIYA
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL D. SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Ayurvedic Therapy, Treatment Services, Health & Medical Clinical Services.
4069382    28/01/2019
SHALINI SABHARWAL
30, FIRST FLOOR, HARGOBIND ENCLAVE, KARKARDOOMA, DELHI-110092
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS
3/112, GROUND FLOOR, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medical laboratory services for the analysis of samples taken from patients, Medical laboratory services for the analysis of blood samples taken from patients, Medical analysis services relating to the treatment of persons provided by a medical laboratory, Laboratory analysis services relating to the treatment of persons, Medical services; Veterinary services; Hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services
2383948  23/08/2012
SHANTANU MOHAN PURI
trading as :SMA LEGAL
686, 11-B CHANDIGARH 160011
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPUL SHARMA
686, SECTOR - 11 B CHANDIGARH 160011
Used Since :02/05/2012
DELHI
LEGAL SERVICES
2520977  26/04/2013
INTEGRATED QUALITY CERTIFICATION PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as Integrated Quality Certification Private Limited
Platinum City G/1/3/03, Site No 2, Next to CMTI HMT Road, Yeshwanthpur post, Bangalore - 560 022, Karnataka, India.
Service Providers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Used Since :23/04/2003
CHENNAI
Inspection of factories for safety purpose being included in class 45.
2562933  11/07/2013
SPECTACULAR MEDIA MARKETING PVT LTD
403 PRABHAT KIRAN 17 RAJENDRA PLACE NEW DELHI 110008
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :17/08/2012

DELHI
SOCIAL SERVICES TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS; NETWORKING; PROVIDING INFORMATION VIA PORTAL, SEARCHABLE INDEXES & DATABASES OF INFORMATION, INCLUDING TEXT, ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS, DATABASES, GRAPHICS & AUDIO VISUAL INFORMATION, ON COMPUTER AND COMMUNICATION NETWORKS, LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS
LEXCONSULTANTS IP LAW FIRM
2584775  23/08/2013
MRS. HARCHARAN KAUR
trading as :LEXCONSULTANTS IP LAW FIRM
#434, SEC:15-A, CHANDIGARH-160015.
Litigation services, Intellectual property consultancy, Arbitration services, Licensing of intellectual property, Mediation.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since :01/08/2013

DELHI
Litigation services, Intellectual property consultancy, Arbitration services, Licensing of intellectual property, Mediation.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE IP LAW FIRM and MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.
FUTURE DARPAN
2611642  14/10/2013
BHUPESH SINGHAL
1803, MULTANI MOHALLA, RANI BAGH, DELHI-110034
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
ASTROLOGY SERVICES.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.mark to be used as a whole.
2627968    15/11/2013
ITC LIMITED
VIRGINIA HOUSE, 37 J L NEHRU ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 071, WEST BENGAL.
Service Providers.
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1237227, 1237232, 1245802, 1275563, 1275564, 2283337, 2627965
KOLKATA
Legal services; security services for the protection of property and individuals; personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.
1237227, 1245802, 1275563, 1275564, 2627965, 2283337.
2692583  05/03/2014
PAWAN KALYAN KONIDALA S/O VENKAT RAO KONIDALA
trading as :--
#Plot No.91, H.No.8-2-293/91/A, Flat No.201, Living Spaces Valley View, Condominium MLA Colony, Huda Heights, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad-500 003, Andra Pradesh, India
Service Providers
INDIVIDUAL CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address: RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since :05/03/2014

CHENNAI
Personal, Political and Social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; Social Services; Social Welfare Services; all being Services Included in Class 45
MANGLA REGISTRATION SERVICE
2722791  22/04/2014
MOHAN LAL MANGLA
trading as ;MANGLA REGISTRATION SERVICES
1961, KATRA SHAHN-SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI-110006
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA REGISTRATION SERVICE.
Used Since :01/04/1962
DELHI
PROVIDING OF LEGAL SERVICES & LEGAL CONSULTANCY INCLUDING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES
2729774 02/05/2014

TEZ NARAYAN SINGH
trading as: TEZ ENTERPRISES
HOUSE NO 5860 B BLOCK GALI NO 116 SANT NAGAR BURARI DELHI 84
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since: 01/04/2014

DELHI

HOUSE SITTING SERVICES, DATING SERVICES, DETECTIVE SERVICES, ESCORTING IN SOCIETY, MARRIAGE SOCIETY,
PERSONAL BODY GUARDING, CHAPERONING SERVICES; INCLUDED IN CLASS 45

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION. No Exclusive right to use All Descriptive Matter appearing in the label.
2889456    27/01/2015
SHRI RAVINDRA MAHADEVBHAI JOSHI
trading as ;TATVA ASTROLOGY
17, SARJAN HALL OPP SWASTIK HIGH SCHOOL ABUROAD HIGHWAY PALANPUR - 385001 DIST - BANASKANTHA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUNTAL A. JOSHI, ADVOCATE
804 - 805, MILESTONE BUILDING, NEAR DOORDARSHAN KENDRA, BESIDE DRIVE-IN CINEMA, ABOVE ADANI SUPER MARKET, AHMEDABAD - 380052
Used Since :13/07/2012

AHMEDABAD
ASTROLOGY SERVICES.

NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK.
Premier Registration Service

2910783  26/02/2015
MEENA CHUGH
trading as ;PREMIER REGISTRATION SERVICE
8/2, RAJINDER NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110060, INDIA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PREMIER REGISTRATION SERVICE.
8/2, RAJINDER NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110 060.
Used Since :17/09/1972

DELHI
LEGAL SERVICES

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHOULD BE USED AS A WHOLE..
MISS VOGUE

2945284    20/04/2015
ADVANCE MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS INC
ONE WORLD TRADE CENTER NEW YORK, NY 10007
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CORPORATION ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF NEW YORK, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Used Since : 16/04/2015

To be associated with:
1285272, 1601197, 1601198, 2153908, 2153909, 2281147, 2281148, 2945290

DELHI
ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKING SERVICES; SOCIAL NETWORKING SERVICES PROVIDED VIA A WEBSITE; SOCIAL NETWORKING SERVICES PROVIDED VIA ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASES AND ONLINE SEARCHABLE DATABASES; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF SOCIAL NETWORKING; PROVIDING FASHION INFORMATION DISTRIBUTED OVER TELEVISION, SATELLITE, WIRELESS AND GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVISION OF INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF FASHION BY MEANS OF ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS INCLUDING GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; INFORMATION SERVICES (INCLUDING ON LINE INFORMATION) RELATING TO FASHION
HARSHIT

2949887    24/04/2015
RAJEEV SAUMITRA
1189, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR, DELHI-9.
SERVICES.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :13/09/2014

To be associated with:
2948802

DELHI
Legal services, security services for the protection of property and individuals, personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2948802.
NIRANKARI DHUNI

2954750   01/05/2015
SANT NIRANKARI MANDAL (REGD.)
SANT NIRANKARI ADMINISTRATIVE BLOCK, NIRANKARI COMPLEX, DELHI 110009
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A SOCIETY DULY REGD. UNDER THE SOCIETIES ACT, 1860

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since :01/01/1982

To be associated with:
2954742

DELHI
SOCIAL WELFARE ACTIVITIES, CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES, NGO SERVICES, PERSONAL & SOCIAL, SPIRITUAL
RELIGIOUS SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS AND SOCIETY AT LARGE AND
GENERAL PUBLIC.
SANT NIRANKARI SEWA DAL (SNSD)
2954755  01/05/2015
SANT NIRANKARI MANDAL (REGD.)
SANT NIRANKARI ADMINISTRATIVE BLOCK, NIRANKARI COMPLEX, DELHI 110009
SERVICE PROVIDER
A SOCIETY DULLY REGD. UNDER THE SOCIETIES ACT, 1860
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since :01/04/1956
DELHI
SOCIAL WELFARE ACTIVITIES, CHARITABLE ACTIBITIES, NGO SERVICES, PERSONAL & SOCIAL, SPIRITUAL
RELIGIOUS SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS AND SOCIETY AT LARGE AND
GENERAL PUBLIC.
MANGAL MILAAN MARRIAGE HELPLINE
2961613 12/05/2015
SH. NISHI KANT
trading as; MANGAL MILLAN MARRIAGE HELPLINE
B-X-55, MOHALLA BUTA JATT, LUDHIANA, 141008, PB
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
SERVICES RELATING TO MARRIAGE HELPLINE, MATCH MAKING DATABASE & MATRIMONIAL BUREAU
A.S. SECURITY SERVICES

2962948  14/05/2015

SH. DAVINDRA SINGH

trading as : A.S. SECURITY SERVICES

2191 MAIN MARKET ABDULA PURA BASTI, GILL CHOWK, MILLER GANJI LUDHIANA PB

MERCHANDIS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAHTTA & CO.

43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since : 01/02/2012

DELHI

SECURITY SERVICES.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE SECURITY SERVICES and MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.
ANAND SINGH RAJAWAT
trading as ;VATSALYA FOUNDATION TRUST
TF/304,KAMDHENU COMPLEX ,11 SABAR KUNJ SOC, OPP SALES INDIA, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD,GUJARAT,INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
TRUST
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :04/05/2016
AHMEDABAD
NGO,SOCIAL SERVICES,PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS.
3275968  03/06/2016
RANGE CERAMIC PVT. LTD
OPP. CNG PUMP, JETPAR ROAD, AT : BELA, MORBI - 363642. GUJARAT - INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, 2ND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, O/S. RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380022.
GUJARAT - INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

LEGAL SERVICES, SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS, PERSONAL AND
SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 45.
3294419  27/06/2016
ANVAYAA KIN CARE PVT. LTD.
trading as :ANVAYAA KIN CARE PVT. LTD.
1-102/17 AND 18, AYYAPPA ROAD, MADHAPUR, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRADDHA GUPTA
FLAT NO.505, BLOCK NO. VIII, SILICON RIDGE, RAJAPUSHPA, ATTAGAPUR- 500 048.
Used Since : 01/04/2016

CHENNAI
3308771 14/07/2016
WALPLAST PRODUTS PVT LTD
RAINBOW BUILDING, PLOT NO.: 13, SECTOR: 24, MUMBAI PUNE HIGHWAY SERVICE ROAD, NEXT TO HDFC BANK TURBHE, NAVI MUMBAI-400705, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :25/07/2013
MUMBAI
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS
DIPAKBHAI DHOLAKIA, BAIJUBEN DHOLAKIA AND HARDIK DHOLAKIA
DIPAKBHAI DHOLAKIA
BAIJUBEN DHOLAKIA
HARDIK DHOLAKIA
trading as: BLUE CRYSTAL EVENTS

Behind Dhakan Hospital, 14, Kuvadva Rd, Sadguru Nagar, Rajkot 360003 in the State of Gujarat within the Union of India

service providers
a partnership firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018

Used Since: 10/07/2014

AHMEDABAD

planning and arranging of wedding ceremonies

NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK.
3361521  13/09/2016
LINEOLOGY PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;LINEOLOGY
#307 Retreat Garden, Whitecity Layout, Nr. Satya Sai Orthopedic Hospital, Seegehalli, KR Puram, Bangalore - 560049, Karnataka
SERVICE PROVIDER
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :05/01/2011
CHENNAI
ASTROLOGICAL AND SPIRITUAL SERVICES, ASTROLOGY CONSULTANCY, ASTROLOGY CONSULTANCY, SPIRITUAL CONSULTANCY
IN USE
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2082594.
3379144 02/10/2016
LIVE LAW MEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Legal Information Service
4C, JMJ Kittycaren Kalpaka Residency, K.K.Padmanabhan Road, Ernakulam North -Kerala -682018
Legal News Reporter
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINOD P V
INDIALAW, 66/1058, First Floor, Veekshanam Road, Pullepady, Ernakulam 682018
Used Since :08/03/2013
CHENNAI
Legal information and expert legal commentary services in the field of law; Providing online database, website and applications featuring legal information; providing information on legal affairs, litigations, court cases, legal disputes, judgments, legislations, policies, legal articles, publications, law firms, law schools, legal interactive sessions and legal events; compilation of legal information, preparation of legal documents; Legal research and support services; Legal agency services.
3386971  13/10/2016
THAKUR CHARITABLE TRUST
ROOM NO: 2, GANESH SADAN, CHAWL NO 1, SINGH ESTATE ROAD NO: 1, SAMTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI EAST, MUMBAI: 400101
Merchants, Trader and Service provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEMARK
2/A-1, KESLEY CHS, RAM NAGAR, BORIVALI WEST, MUMBAI- 400092
Used Since :15/06/2016
MUMBAI
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS; ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKING SERVICES; PROVIDING A WEBSITE ON THE INTERNET FOR THE PURPOSE OF SOCIAL NETWORKING; PROVIDING ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASES AND ONLINE SEARCHABLE DATABASES IN THE FIELD OF SOCIAL NETWORKING; PROVIDING USER AUTHENTICATION SERVICES FOR ACCESSING A SECURE VIRTUAL COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT, SOCIAL AND CHARITABLE SERVICES FOR THE WELFARE OF HUMANITY; CONDUCTING SEMINARS FOR SPIRITUAL TRUST; ON-LINE SOCIAL NETWORKING SERVICES. ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 45
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
THE PULPIT

3399714  28/10/2016
EL SHADDAI CHRISTIAN FOUNDATION
104/23, 1ST FLOOR, NELSON MANIKAM ROAD, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029, TAMIL NADU.

SERVICE PROVIDER
A TRUST DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN TRUST ACT REPRESENTED BY ITS MANAGING TRUSTEE Mr. REV.V.P.ISAAC

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Used Since : 22/12/2003

To be associated with:
2593687, 3399712

CHENNAI
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS; RELIGIOUS AND SPIRITUAL SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF RELIGIOUS MEETINGS; PROVIDING GATHERINGS AND RETREATS TO DEVELOP AND ENHANCE THE SPIRITUAL LIVES OF INDIVIDUALS; SPIRITUAL COUNSELLING AND REHABILITATION; RELIGIOUS PRAYER AND PREACHING SERVICES; EVANGELISTIC AND MINISTERIAL SERVICES, CHARITABLE OUTREACH SERVICES, PROVIDING COUNSELLING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF RELIGION TO THE NEEDY AND THE SICK; PROVIDING ON-LINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF SPIRITUALITY, SELF-HELP AND PERSONAL EMPOWERMENT.
3402708    04/11/2016
NIRANJAN HIRANANDANI
514 DALAMAL TOWERS, 211 FPJ MARG, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400021
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABH LAW LLP
205, 2ND FLOOR, SEKSARIA CHAMBERS, NAGINDAS MASTER ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI-400023

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2939062, 2939063, 2939064

MUMBAI
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES; ARBITRATION SERVICES;
BABYSITTING; BAGGAGE INSPECTION FOR SECURITY PURPOSES; INSPECTION OF FACTORIES FOR SAFETY;
PERSONAL BODY GUARDING; CHAPERONING; CLOTHING RENTAL; LICENSING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE;
CONSULTANCY AND LICENSING OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND SECURITY SERVICES; COPYRIGHT
MANAGEMENT; DETECTIVE AGENCIES; FIREFIGHTING; LEGAL RESEARCH; LITIGATION SERVICES; MEDIATION;
PLANNING AND ARRANGING WEDDING CEREMONIES
3402711   04/11/2016

NIRANJAN HIRANANDANI
514 DALAMAL TOWERS, 211 FPJ MARG, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400021
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABH LAW LLP
205, 2ND FLOOR, SEKSARIA CHAMBERS, NAGINDAS MASTER ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI-400023

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES; ARBITRATION SERVICES;
BABYSITTING; BAGGAGE INSPECTION FOR SECURITY PURPOSES; INSPECTION OF FACTORIES FOR SAFETY;
PERSONAL BODY GUARDING; CHAPERONING; CLOTHING RENTAL; LICENSING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE;
CONSULTANCY AND LICENSING OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND SECURITY SERVICES; COPYRIGHT
MANAGEMENT; DETECTIVE AGENCIES; FIREFIGHTING; LEGAL RESEARCH; LITIGATION SERVICES; MEDIATION;
PLANNING AND ARRANGING WEDDING CEREMONIES

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2939062,2939063,2939064.
a niranjan hiranandani initiative

3402712  04/11/2016
NIRANJAN HIRANANDANI
514 DALAMAL TOWERS, 211 FPJ MARG, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400021
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABH LAW LLP
205, 2ND FLOOR, SEKSARIA CHAMBERS, NAGINDAS MASTER ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI-400023

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES; ARBITRATION SERVICES;
BABYSITTING; BAGGAGE INSPECTION FOR SECURITY PURPOSES; INSPECTION OF FACTORIES FOR SAFETY;
PERSONAL BODY GUARDING; CHAPERONING; CLOTHING RENTAL; LICENSING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE;
CONSULTANCY AND LICENSING OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND SECURITY SERVICES; COPYRIGHT
MANAGEMENT; DETECTIVE AGENCIES; FIREFIGHTING; LEGAL RESEARCH; LITIGATION SERVICES; MEDIATION;
PLANNING AND ARRANGING WEDDING CEREMONIES

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2939062,2939063,2939064.
3402713  04/11/2016
NIRANJAN HIRANANDANI
514 DALAMAL TOWERS, 211 FPJ MARG, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400021
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABH LAW LLP
205, 2ND FLOOR, SEKSARIA CHAMBERS, NAGINDAS MASTER ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI-400023
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2939062
MUMBAI
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES; ARBITRATION SERVICES;
BABYSITTING; BAGGAGE INSPECTION FOR SECURITY PURPOSES; INSPECTION OF FACTORIES FOR SAFETY;
PERSONAL BODY GUARDING; CHAPERONING; CLOTHING RENTAL; LICENSING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE;
CONSULTANCY AND LICENSING OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND SECURITY SERVICES; COPYRIGHT
MANAGEMENT; DETECTIVE AGENCIES; FIREFIGHTING; LEGAL RESEARCH; LITIGATION SERVICES; MEDIATION;
PLANNING AND ARRANGING WEDDING CEREMONIES
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2939062.
3419613    25/11/2016
ARMMAN
trading as ;mMitra
303 B,Alpha Main Street,Hiranandani Business Park,Powai, Mumbai 400076, Maharashtra
Service Provider
Trust
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :15/09/2008
MUMBAI
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND
SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS, ON-LINE SOCIAL NETWORKING
SERVICES
TEMPUS
3483409  14/02/2017
TEMPUS LAW ASSOCIATES
trading as ;TEMPUS LAW ASSOCIATES
Western Pearl, 8th Floor, Hitech City Road, Kothaguda, Hyderabad, Telangana
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVIPRASAD PISUPATI
Western Pearl, 8th Floor, Hitech City Road, Kothaguda, Hyderabad 500084, Telangana, India
Used Since :01/03/2008
CHENNAI
PROVIDING LEGAL AND RELATED ADVISORY SERVICES ON MATTERS RELATING TO CONTRACTS, COMPANY LAW, CORPORATE ISSUES, SECRETARIAL RULES AND RELATED AGREEMENTS, CORPORATE AND COMMERCIAL MATTERS INCLUDING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY MATTERS; DRAFTING AGREEMENTS INCLUDING INVESTOR AGREEMENTS, TERM SHEETS, LEASE AGREEMENTS, JOINT VENTURE AGREEMENTS, TECHNOLOGY AND LICENSING AGREEMENTS ACROSS VARIOUS INDUSTRY VERTICALS; CROSS-BORDER TRANSACTIONS, IMMIGRATION, LITIGATION BEFORE VARIOUS COURTS, TRIBUNALS, AUTHORITIES AMONG OTHERS, HANDLING ARBITRATION, ALL KIND OF LEGAL SERVICES AMONG OTHERS AND THAT CANNOT BE CLASSIFIED IN OTHER CLASSES
3483411    14/02/2017
TEMPUS LAW ASSOCIATES
trading as ;TEMPUS LAW ASSOCIATES
Western Pearl, 8th Floor, Hitech City Road, Kothaguda, Hyderabad, Telangana
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVIPRASAD PISUPATI
Western Pearl, 8th Floor, Hitech City Road, Kothaguda, Hyderabad 500084, Telangana, India
Used Since :15/12/2016

CHENNAI
PROVIDING LEGAL AND RELATED ADVISORY SERVICES ON MATTERS RELATING TO CONTRACTS, COMPANY LAW, CORPORATE ISSUES, SECRETARIAL RULES AND RELATED AGREEMENTS, CORPORATE AND COMMERCIAL MATTERS INCLUDING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY MATTERS; DRAFTING AGREEMENTS INCLUDING INVESTOR AGREEMENTS, TERM SHEETS, LEASE AGREEMENTS, JOINT VENTURE AGREEMENTS, TECHNOLOGY AND LICENSING AGREEMENTS ACROSS VARIOUS INDUSTRY VERTICALS; CROSS-BORDER TRANSACTIONS, IMMIGRATION, LITIGATION BEFORE VARIOUS COURTS, TRIBUNALS, AUTHORITIES AMONG OTHERS, HANDLING ARBITRATION, ALL KIND OF LEGAL SERVICES AMONG OTHERS AND THAT CANNOT BE CLASSIFIED IN OTHER CLASSES
3517147    31/03/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
trading as ;ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA NEW DELHI-110035
.SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :22/03/2017
To be associated with:
3295533, 3295612, 3295618
DELHI
COPYRIGHT MANAGEMENT; LICENSING OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY INCLUDED IN CLASS 45.

Transliteration : Z HD TAMIL
3531799  22/04/2017
B.B.ANIMA CHARITABLE TRUST, AN INDIAN TRUST
No: 24, Anima Nivas, Hennur Main Road, Kothanur Post, Bangalore - 560 077, Karnataka, India
TRUST
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since 07/05/2015
CHENNAI
Personal and Social services rendered by others to meet the needs of Individuals
3532168  24/04/2017
HAAD MARKETEER PRIVATE LIMITED
#4, 28TH CROSS, 1ST LANE, NARAYANAPPA BUILDING, EJIPURA MAIN ROAD, BNAGALORE, KARNATAKA, PIN 560047
ARTIFICIAL PERSON

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463, 13 TH CROSS, 10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN, BANGALORE, 560027

Used Since: 29/09/2014

CHENNAI
Wedding ceremony planning and arranging consultation services
ABIDA BEGUM CHARITABLE TRUST
trading as : ABIDA BEGUM CHARITABLE TRUST
3-4-336/1, LINGAMPALLY, KACHIGUDA, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
TRUST
Used Since : 11/05/2015
CHENNAI
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF TANGIBLE PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS.
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
OUR IJK CHARITABLE TRUST THROUGH ITS PRESIDENT MR. JOSE VARGESE
Dharmaposhana Building, Opposite SBI, Main Road, Irinjalakuda 680 121
a public Charitable Trust, registered under Maharashtra Public Trust Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018
Used Since :01/11/2016

CHENNAI
Charitable Services

Trade Mark : Ourljk Label
JIVAN DI JYOTI MASIHI MINISTRY CHURCH

3993595  06/11/2018

Pastor Satnam Singh Trading as Jivan Di Jyoti Masihi Ministry Church
St. No. 4, Shaheed Bhagat Singh Nagar, Khothran Road, Phagwara-144401 (Punjab)

Proprietors' address:

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1

Used Since :01/11/2018

DELHI

Conducting Religious Ceremonies, Organization of Religious Meetings & Conducting Religious Prayer Services, Planning and arranging of Wedding Ceremonies, Marriage Guidance Counseling, Social Services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals
SUMAN POSHALA  
H.NO:6-2-462, Near Saptha Matha Temple, Chintal basti, Khairatabad, Hyderabad-500004  
INDIVIDUAL 

Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
VEERENDRA BABU BETHA  
DNO.76-5-30,JAGANATH TOERS S1,DANAVAIPETA GANUGU VEEDHI,RAJAHMUNDRY,ANDHRA PRADESH-533103  

Proposed to be Used  
CHENNAI  
Legal services and secretarial services including but not limited to company formation, property consultancy, legal research, drafting advisory and consulting services, arbitration services, due diligence Services all legal services included in class 45
4003300    20/11/2018
MOHIT KUMAR YADAV
NANGAL KHORIA, TAL. BEHROR, ALWAR, RAJASTHAN INDIA.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
SONI & SONI - 2ND FLOOR SANGH MITRA,OPP. KESHAV BAGH,ASOPALAV LANE,Nr. SHIVRANJANI CROSS ROAD,SATELLITE,AHMEDABAD-380015, GUJARAT INDIA.
Used Since :01/11/2018

AHMEDABAD
Security services for the physical protection of tangible property and individuals; personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.
ACHE KARAM

4005203  22/11/2018
RIA CHOPRA JUNEJA
B-7, 2nd Floor, Vasant Marg, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi – 110057
2747028

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
Daswani House, Green Acres 23B, Ahiripukur 1st Lane, Kolkata - 700019

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Providing Clothing to Needy Persons [Charitable Services]; Providing Shoes To Needy Persons [Charitable Services]; Legal Services; Security Services for the Protection of Property and Individuals; Personal and Social Services Rendered by others to meet the needs of Individuals; Planning and Arranging of Wedding Ceremonies
Proposed to be Used

DELI

Providing legal services including but not limited to drafting agreements, contracts, memorandum of understanding, rental agreements or any other contractual documentations, contractual or any other commercial, legal statutory documentation, providing arbitration and representation services and to act as advisers and consultants on all or any legal matters to any person, individual, business entities either Private Limited, Public Limited, proprietary firm, partnership firms or any other legal entities included in Class 45
TRIBATION

Priority claimed from 19/06/2018; Application No. : 1905162 ;Canada

4031400  19/12/2018

NURHAN TORAMANOGLU

1276-225 The East Mall Etobicoke M9B 0A9 ONTARIO, CANADA

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

KANALYSIS CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD
KH-368/69, FIRST FLOOR, SULTANPUR, MG ROAD, DELHI 30

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Internet-based social introduction and networking services; Providing on-line computer databases in the fields of social networking and social introduction
4042461    31/12/2018
PRADEEP SHARMA
M/S ADBIEN SERVICES, C/O SHARMA BROTHERS, 193, RAILWAY ROAD BAWAL, DISTRICT REWARI-123501, HARYANA
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G L VERMA
VERMA & CO, 221, V. B. PLAZA, PLOT-10, PKT-7, OPP. METRO, SECTOR-12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110078

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

security services for the protection of property and individuals; personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals, included in class 45.
AGNI SIRAGUGAL EDUCATIONAL TRUST
NO.566, GOPALAPATTINAM (VILLAGE), PULIYADITHAMMAN (POST), KALAYAR KOVIL (TALUK), SIVAGANGAI - 630 561, SIVAGANGAI DIST, TAMILNADU.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Personal and social services regarding individual needs, Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals and Personal and social services provided by third parties to meet the needs of individuals.
SHALINI AGARWAL  
B-1/526, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI-110058  
The Trade Marks Act, 1999  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
VANCHINATHAN  
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031  
Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
Religious services, Astrological and spiritual services, Astrological services, Marriage agencies, Legal services; Security services for the physical protection of tangible property and individuals; Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals
MAKRARAND H. PUNDALIK, KARTA OF MAKARAND H. PUNDALIK HUF PROPRIETOR TRADING AS M. P. ASSOCIATES & ENGINEERS
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMCHANDRA R.MANDHANE, ADVOCATE.
NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.
MOONSHOT
4054127  11/01/2019
THINK WORKS PRIVATE LIMITED
M-130, 1st Floor, Greater Kailash II, New Delhi, 110048.
A company organized and existing under the provisions of the Indian Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
J-29, 3rd Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.
4054973  12/01/2019
HARDEV SINGH TRADING AS JBS GROUPS
FLAT 2951/A, CRPF COLONY, URBAN ESTATE, PHASE-1, DUGRI, LUDHIANA (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELHI
Personal & Social Services Rendered by others to meet the needs of Individuals; Security & Safety Services & Security Guard Services.
4055074    12/01/2019
DENAJEE HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS.
GURU KRIPA KUNJ, OPP.-MADHUBANI COLONY, KANTH ROAD, MORADABAD-244001, U.P.
PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Legal services; Security services for the physical protection of tangible property and individuals; Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.
4055420  14/01/2019
KALINGA KUSUM
368/1906, Mahavir Nagar, Patia square, Bhubaneswar-751024
ACTIVE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL DAHAPUTE
101 & 102, First Floor, Gulmohar Apartment, East Street, Pune Camp, Pune - 411001
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Social & Charitable Services
FATRONZ
4057474    15/01/2019
MOHAMED FAVAS
Pangyavaramkanakath House, Vayanashalapadi, K Puram P.O., Tanalur, Malappuram, Kerala - 676307
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM T, ADVOCATE
JOACHIM & JANSON, SRSRA-2, CC44/2476, SANTHIPURAM ROAD, COCHIN-682025, KERALA, INDIA
Used Since: 12/03/2013

CHENNAI
Verification of personal identification [personal background investigations]; Pre-employment background screening services; Background Investigation Services; Investigation services related to insurance claims; Background investigation and research services; Intellectual property consultancy services; Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals
SINGHASANI SECURITY AND FACILITY MANAGEMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
T-94, 3RD FLOOR, BALJEET NAGAR NEAR WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMAR KUMAR
D-23, Ground Floor, Ranjeet Nagar Commercial Complex, Near Satyam Cinema, New Delhi – 110008

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SECURITY SERVICES FOR PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; SECURITY GUARD SERVICES; SECURITY
CONSULTANCY; MONITORING OF BURGLAR AND SECURITY ALARMS SERVICES.
PHARMA 50

4058425  16/01/2019

RAHUL BHIMRAO GHULE
6th Floor, Vikas Centre, Dr C. G. Road, Chembur (East), Mumbai - 400 074, Maharashtra, India
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK WAIDANDE
39, 1ST FLOOR, MAULI VYAPAR SANKUL, SECTOR - 5, NEAR DATTA MANDIR, AIROLI , NAVI MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

ACTIVITY/WORKING FOR HUMAN BENEFITS, PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS
SHAKTIRAJSHINH P ZALA (PROPRIETOR OF M/S. STALLLION SECURITY SERVICES)
B-1, SHAKTI PARK APPARTMENT, B/H ABC TOWER, OLD PADRA ROAD, VADODARA
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKKAR MEHUL RAJESHBHAI
9, Ramlalnagar Society, Opp. Ichhabenwadi, Rambhaug Road, Maninagar, Ahmedabad - 380 008.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Security services for the physical protection of tangible property and individuals; Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals
4061794  19/01/2019
BORZE HEAGER INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
B-23, First Floor, Opp. Shiv Mandir, Gazipur Village Delhi East Delhi-110096
Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUDHANSHU GUPTA
Used Since :07/04/2014
DELHI
Rendering of social and charitable services for the welfare of humanity at large, awareness services for people at large; services to society, poor and orphans, children welfare and health; educational, medical and economical services; community services; medical assistance and clinics including organization of medical camps, rehabilitation, old age homes; promoting public health and medical education in India as a social service; providing support to medical consultants, to promote unity, solidarity, cooperation and sense of brotherhood among the medical consultants; providing of social cooperative activities between medical consultants
4062297    21/01/2019
BHAVESH HIMMATLAL SHAH
Shop No.8, Pranam CHS, Chikuwadi, Shimpoli Road, Borivali West, Mumbai-400092
Trust
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA PRAKASH
B-2/37, Bharat Vihar, New Delhi-110078

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals
4062332  21/01/2019
FORTUNETX VENTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
PURNIMA GUNWANTRAO WADATKAR KHADSE LAYOUT BACHALOR ROAD RDHA WARDHA, MAHARASHTRA - 442001
PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED
PRIVATE LIMITED
Used Since :01/06/2017
MUMBAI
PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET
THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS
 Trade Marks Journal No: 1889 ,   18/02/2019           Class 45

4062548    21/01/2019
DEVASHREE VASTU CONSULTANTS
Plot No.8, Survey No.92/3, Papinath Road, Saswad, Tal - Purandar, Dist- Pune, Pin Code – 412301
Sole Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMOL ATMARAM WALKAR
001, Amardeep Apartment, Plot No.185, Sector 9, New Panvel(E)-410206

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Astrological and spiritual services, Astrology & Vastushastra Consultancy services included in class 45
4062990    21/01/2019
E M IMPROVEMENT INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
814, 8TH FLOOR, LODHA SUPREMEUS-II, ROAD 22, WAGLE ESTATE, THANE - 400604, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
REGISTERED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES,
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603
Used Since :30/07/2011
MUMBAI
SECURITY SERVICES; SECURITY & SAFETY RISK MANAGEMENT; SECURITY CONSULTANCY; FIRE SAFETY SERVICES & CONSULTANCY.
XTO10X

4063614  22/01/2019
XTO10X TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
Villa 96, Adarsh Palm Retreat,, Deverabesenahalli, Bellandur, BENGALURU, Karnataka, India, 560103

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HIMANSHU SHARMA
S & H Partners of the address Flat No.1, Hutchins park Apartment, No.64, Hutchins Road, 2nd cross, Bangalore – 560084

Used Since: 03/10/2018

CHENNAI
SOFTWARE LICENSING INCLUDED IN CLASS 45
4064136   22/01/2019
LIVE YOUR DREAM FOUNDATION PRIVATE LIMITED
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. K. ASSOCIATES
104/2C, 2nd Floor, Lawrence & Mayo House, 276, D. N. Road, Fort, Mumbai - 400 001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Social Services Rendered By Others To Meet The Needs Of Individuals, All Included In Class 45
4065348  23/01/2019
SHRI MATHRUKA CHARITABLE TRUST
Mathruka Krupa, Kalapanahalli Village, Nandagudi Hobli, Hoskote Taluk, Bangalore Rural - 562122, India
Trust
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; Personal and social services regarding individual needs.
LaWorld India

4065752  23/01/2019
SURESHER KUMAR ROHILLA
H.No D-107, Phase 4, Arya Nagar, South Delhi
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PANKAJ KHANEJA
102, CHAUDHARY COMPLEX, 9 VEER SAVARKAR BLOCK, NIRMAN VIHAR, DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Legal services; Security services for the physical protection of tangible property and individuals; Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals
SILVY KALRA MANAGING TRUSTEE OF FIGHTHER
BG-1/231, PASCHIM VIHAR, DELHI-110063
TRUST

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals, Providing on-line information in the field of spirituality, self-help, and personal empowerment subject matters
SIKANDER BEHL
C-5/26, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi- 110070
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK
NO 2/496,2ND FLOOR, NAKKERAR SALAI, MOGAPPAIR EAST, CHENNAI - 600037
Used Since :09/01/2019

DELHI
Legal services; security services for the physical protection of tangible property and individuals; personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals
SIX BY SIX

4066434  24/01/2019

SUSHMITA BHARGAVA
A 67 Rosewood city, Sector 49, Gurgaon, Haryana 122018
AN INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SOCIAL SERVICES
Portstay
4066923  24/01/2019
NIGUS SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.7, OLD NO.143A, 39TH CROSS, 26TH MAIN, 9TH BLOCK, JAYANAGAR, BANGALORE-560069
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Online social networking services
4067229  25/01/2019
SPIENSIUS IP ATTORNEYS
H. No 3-3-796,797,799 TO 805, F.No 302, “Sai Nanditha Enclave”Qutbhiguda, Hyderabad-500027,
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI RANJANA DONGARKAR & M. JAYA PRASAD
3-3-796,797,798 & 799 to 805 F.No 302 Sai Nanditha Enclave, Qutbhiguda-500027, Hyderabad

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
LEGAL SERVICES
MV Master
4067913  25/01/2019
BEIJING DJIA INTERNET INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Room 101D1-7, 1st Floor, Building 1, No. 6, Shangdi West Road, Haidian District, Beijing, China

Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADASTRA IP PVT LTD
B2-1050, Spaze iTech Park, Sohna Road, 122002 Gurgaon Delhi NCR, India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Personal background investigations; Chaperoning; Clothing rental; Marriage agencies; Dating services; On-line social networking services; Copyright management; Licensing of intellectual property; Licensing of computer software [legal services]; Registration of domain names [legal services].
4068571  26/01/2019
DNT INN PRIVATE LIMITED
8-A National Highway, Behind Real Plaza Complex, Ceramic Association Street, Lalpar-363641, Dist: Morbi, Gujarat, India
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKUNJ V. JOSHI, ADVOCATE
B/801, MANSI COMPLEX, NEAR BAPS WASMINARAYN TEMPLE, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, VASTRAPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380015
Used Since :05/10/2018
AHMEDABAD
services provided to individuals in relation with social events, such as social escort services, matrimonial agencies, funeral services, dating services, marriage agency services, organization of religious meetings, planning and arranging of wedding ceremonies
4069379   28/01/2019
JAY KRISHNA YADAV
BHOOR-MAHOLIYA, P.O- KHATIMA, DISTT.-UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, UTTARAKHAND-262308
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS
3/112, GROUND FLOOR, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Legal services; Security services for the physical protection of tangible property and individuals; Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals
ABC DIGITAL

4069804  28/01/2019

GAUTAM PURI
225, HAREFIELD ROAD, UXBBRIDGE, MIDDLESEX, UB8 1PR, UNITED KINGDOM
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHIT GULATI
GM & ASSOCIATES, A-341, DDA COLONY, CHOWKHANDI, TILAK NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110018.
Used Since :01/09/2008

DELHI

LICENSING OF MUSICAL WORKS, LICENSING SERVICES RELATING TO MUSIC PUBLISHING, LEGAL SERVICES RELATING TO THE EXPLOITATION OF ANCILLARY RIGHTS RELATING TO FILM, TELEVISION, VIDEO AND MUSIC PRODUCTIONS, LEGAL SERVICES RELATING TO THE PROTECTION AND EXPLOITATION OF COPYRIGHT FOR FILM, TELEVISION, THEATRE AND MUSIC PRODUCTIONS.
BLUE LAGOON

1520735  27/12/2006
BLAA LONIA HF
trading as : BLAA LONIA HF
NORDURLJOSAVEGI 9, 240 GRINDAVIK, ICELAND
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.3; COSMETICS, SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, SKIN PROTECTIVE PRODUCTS; BATH SALTS, BATH OILS BATH SOAPS, HAND SOAPS, SHOWER GEL, HAIR SHAMPOOS AND CONDITIONERS, SHAVING GEL; FACIAL AND BODY MASKS; CLEANSING MILK, CLEANSING CREAM, TONIC WATER, DAY AND NIGHT CREAM; HAND LOTION, OINTMENT, OILS AND CREAMS FOR THE FACE AND BODY; REFRESHING AND MOISTURIZING WATER SPRAY FOR THE BODY AND FACE; DEODORANTS; PERFUMERY AND ESSENTIAL OILS; SUN PROTECTIVE OILS AND CREAMS; MUD AND SEDIMENT FOR USE ON BODY, FACE AND SCALP; FACIAL AND BODY SCRUB DENTIFRICE, TOOTHPASTE AND MOUTH WASH

Cl.5; SKIN PROTECTIVE AND BATH PRODUCTS FOR MEDICAL USE, ESPECIALLY IN THE THERAPEUTIC TREATMENT OF SKIN DISEASES; BATH SALTS, BATH OILS, FACIAL AND BODY SCRUB; MUD SEDIMENTS AND CREAM FOR THE SKIN AND SCALP, OINTMENT, OILS AND CREAMS FOR THE BODY; SOLUTIONS AND OINTMENTS FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT OF ACNE; ANTI-AGING CREAMS; AIR FRESHENING PREPARATIONS

Cl.42; SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH

Cl.45; SANATORIUMS, PUBLIC BATHS, BEAUTY AND COSMETICS SERVICES, MEDICAL SERVICES
1820724    21/05/2009
GRUPO AB ANTARTICA, S.A. DE C.V.
1510 LOPEZ MATEOS AVENUE, GUADALAJARA, JALISCO, MEXICO.
MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. P. AHUJA & CO.
53, SYED AMIR ALI AVENUE, 4TH FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 019, WEST BENGAL.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Cl.33; ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES; TEQUILA

Cl.35; RETAIL SERVICES; DISTRIBUTION, SALE AND MARKETING OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, ESPECIALLY TEQUILA.
Betek

1878763  30/10/2009

BETEK BERGBAU-UND HARTMETALLTECHNIK KARL-HEINZ SIMON GMBH & CO KG

trading as ; BETEK BERGBAU-UND HARTMETALLTECHNIK KARL-HEINZ SIMON GMBH & CO KG

SULGENER STR 19 93 78733 AICHHALDEN GERMANY

MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Used Since :13/09/2000

DELHI

Betek.

Cl.6; COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; METAL PIPES AND PRODUCTS OF METAL; METAL PARTS (PARTS OF MACHINES), INCLUDED IN THIS CLASS

Cl.7; Parts of machines, accessories for road cutting machine stabilisers, tree stump cutters, trench cutters, shredding machines, recycling machines, mulching equipment, stone cutters and surface grinders, namely mechanical bit holder changing systems, parts of bit holder changing systems, especially chisel, chisel supports and welding supports; tops, chisels for machines, especially round shafted bits, flat teeth, welding teeth, mining bits; especially earth augers, drills for the mining industry, pilot drills; mechanical gap measurers for the splitting of objects; bit holders, bits, supports, supports for casing shoes, flushing heads, pipes, rods; carbide tipped tools for drilling equipment, especially plates, pins.

Cl.8; MANUALLY OPERATED TOOLS, PARTICULARLY TOOLS FOR ASSEMBLING AND DISASSEMBLING BITS (CHISELS)

Cl.42; TECHNICAL CONSULTANCY REGARDING THE FIELD OF ROAD CUTTING TECHNOLOGY
AZVA

2335679  22/05/2012
WGC (IOM) LTD.
trading as ;WGC (IOM) LTD
FIRST FLOOR JUBILEE BUILDING VICTORIA STREET DOUGLAS ISLE OF MAN IM1 2SH
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANTS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF ISLE OF MAN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.14; JEWELLERY, CUFLINKS AND TIE CLIPS; HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS; PRECIOUS METALS AND ALLOYS THEREOF; PRECIOUS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES.”

Cl.35;“ADVERTISING AND PROMOTING THE USE OF GOLD AND PRODUCTS MADE OF GOLD. INCLUDING USE IN JEWELLERY AND INDUSTRIAL, MEDICAL, BIOMEDICAL, ELECTRONIC AND INVESTMENT USES; ADVERTISING AND PROMOTING SERVICES RELATED TO JEWELLERY, CUFLINKS AND TIE CLIPS, HOROLOGICAL AND CBRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, PRECIOUS METALS AND ALLOYS THEREOF, AND PRECIOUS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES; RETAIL SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF JEWELLERY, CUFLINKS, TIE CLIPS, HOROLOGICAL AND CBRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, PRECIOUS METALS AND ALLOYS THEREOF, PRECIOUS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES; THE BRINGING TOGETHER, FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS, OF A VARIETY OF GOODS, ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS IN A RETAIL JEWELLERY STORE, A STORE SPECIALIZING IN PRECIOUS METALS AND ALLOYS THEREOF, A STORE SPECIALIZING IN PRECIOUS STONES AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES, A STORE SPECIALIZING IN HOROLOGICAL AND CBRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, BY MAIL ORDER, OR FROM ON-LINE WEBSITES.”

Cl.36; INSURANCE; FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; ALL RELATING TO GOLD AND OTHER PRECIOUS METALS.
2336217  23/05/2012
LG NANOH2O, INC.

trading as ;LG NANOH2O, INC.
750 Lairport Street, El Segundo, California 90245 United States of America
Manufacturers, Merchants, Traders and Service Providers
A DELAWARE CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2336216.

Cl.11; Selective membrane apparatus; filtration machines; filtration membranes; water treatment equipment namely reverse osmosis equipment; filtration units.

Cl.40; Consulting services for fabrication of selective membranes and reverse osmosis services; monitoring, maintaining and consulting services in connection with selective membrane applications.
2377501  09/08/2012
THE NATIONAL OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP SCHOOL
284 LINCOLN STREET LANDER WYOMING 82520-2848 USA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CYRIL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS
4TH FLOOR, GYS PLATINUM D-3, DISTRICT CENTRE, SAKET, NEW DELHI-110017.
Used Since :30/06/2001
DELHI
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON LABEL..
Cl.9; SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS: APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS
Cl.25; CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR
Cl.28; GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, GYMNASTIC AND SPORTING ARTICLES NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES:
Cl.35; ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
Cl.41; EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING: ENTERTAINMENT: SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
Cl.42; WEBSITE DESIGNING AND HOSTING.
Cl.44; MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS: AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES
CARGILL INDIA PVT. LTD
Y-65, Ground Floor, Hauz Khas, New Delhi – 110016
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALG INDIA LAW OFFICES LLP
A-2, First Floor, Neeti Bagh, New Delhi – 110049
Used Since :01/09/1994
To be associated with:
2358429, 2380784
DELHI
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.,1637725,2612083.
CL.29; MEAT, FISH POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS
CL.30; COFFEE, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIoca, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; WHEAT FLOUR (atta), REFINED FLOUR (maida), MIXED FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING-POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889, 18/02/2019 Class 99

2397869 18/09/2012
BOI TRADING COMPANY LIMITED
Units 1-7, The Eurocentre, 116-118 Bury New Road, Manchester, Lancashire M8 8EB, United Kingdom
Manufacturer and Trader
A company incorporated and existing under the Laws of UK

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
IFAIA CENTRE, S/20-22, GREATER NOIDA SHOPPING PLAZA, UPSIDC SITE IV, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA - 201 308, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, DELHI-

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.3; Toiletries; aftershave; perfume; cologne; cosmetics; essential oils; soaps; shampoos; dentifrices; hair lotions
Cl.9; Optical apparatus and instruments; spectacles; sunglasses; spectacle glasses; contact lenses; spectacle cases; spectacle frames; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods not included in other classes
Cl.18; Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins, hides; bags; purses, wallets, handbags, trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and Walking sticks
Cl.25; Clothing, footwear, headgear
IHEART TRAFFIC
Priority claimed from 24/05/2012; Application No. : 85634640 ;United States of America
2421731   02/11/2012
IHM IDENTITY, INC.
200 EAST BASSE ROAD, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78209, USA
Manufacturers, Merchants & Service Providers
a Texas Corporation
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software for providing music, news, and spoken word performances; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for telecommunications services, namely, providing transmission of voice, data, video, and media content via the Internet and the worldwide web
Cl.38;Broadcasting services via the Internet and worldwide web; digital audio broadcasting services provided via a global communications network; telecommunications services, namely, providing transmission of voice, data, video, and media content via a global communications network
Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, providing a website featuring musical, traffic, and spoken word performances, videos, related film clips, photographs, and other multimedia materials in the fields of music, radio, traffic, and spoken word; providing non-downloadable prerecorded music, traffic, spoken word, and information in the fields of music, radio, traffic, spoken word, and entertainment, and commentary and articles about music, radio, traffic, and spoken word, all online via a global communications network; providing non-downloadable playback of music, traffic, and spoken word and providing non-downloadable prerecorded music, traffic, and spoken word according to consumer preferences, all via a global communications network; providing an Internet website portal in the fields of music, radio, traffic, and spoken word
Cl.42;Providing an interactive website featuring technology that allows users to consolidate and manage voice, data, video, and media content in the fields of music, radio, traffic, and spoken word
2464239  22/01/2013
CRESTECH SOFTWARE SYSTEMS PVT.LTD
C 4/20 MODEL TOWN III DELHI 110009
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS AND SERVICE ADD.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.9; AN AUTOMATION TOOL FOR VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT OF SOFTWARE TESTING
Cl.42; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE
FUTURE BRANDS LIMITED
KNOWLEDGE HOUSE, SHYAM NAGAR, OFF JOGESHWARI VIKHROLI LINK ROAD, JOGESHWARI (EAST), MUMBAI-400060, IN THE STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, WITHIN THE UNION OF INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTERNATIONAL TRADE MARKS BUREAU.
1ST FLOOR, MANEKJI WADIA BUILDING, 127, M.G. ROAD, FORT MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Cl.29: DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES; EGGS, EDIBLE OILS AND FATS, MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, SALTED PEANUTS, CASHEW NUTS, ALMONDS, AND OTHER DRY FRUITS

Cl.30: COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREADS, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST BAKING POWDER; MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE; SALTED BISCUITS, FERMENTED BISCUITS AND CRACKERS, SOFT CENTERED LOZENGES, MOUTH FRESHENERS - COATED & UNCOATED, FLAVOURED CHEWING GUMS, TOFFEES, EXTRUDED AND FRIED CEREALS/PULSES BASED SNACKS, POTATO BASED SNACKS, ENTIRE FRIED INDIAN NAMKEENS; SUGAR BOILED CANDIES
2483503  22/02/2013
HANS SCHMIDT & CO. GMBH
SCHICHTSTRASSE 16, WALDKRAIBURG, GERMANY
Manufacturers and Merchants / Traders
(limited liability company)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.
Used Since :31/12/1978
KOLKATA
Cl.9; Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Measuring apparatus; measuring devices (electric); measuring Instruments; precision measur-ing apparatus; precision balances; scales; material testing instruments and machines; apparatus and instruments for measuring physical, non-geometrical units; gauges; tension meters; screen printing tension meters; force gauges; test stands for force gauges; test stands for cable joints; torque meters; tachometers; speed- and length meters; thickness gauges; shore durometers; textile durometers; leak detecting devices; stiffness testers; area weight balances; textile moisture meters; stroboscopes; wire tension meters; traction meters; force gauges; belt tension meters; durometers; torque testing devices; universal testing machines; tension testing machines; revolution counters; hygrometers for various materials; thickness gauges for textile, fleece, leather and film or composite materials made thereof; the aforesaid goods electronic, mechanical or as hand-heid equipment or for stationary use; software for indicating, recording and analyzing testing and measuring results;
Cl.35; Wholesale and retail services, including online or mail-order by catalog, with measuring devices, measuring instruments, measuring tables, precision instruments, precision balances, scales, gauges, material testing apparatus and machines, including accessories and spare parts therefore, for industrial or laboratory use.
2483504  22/02/2013
HANS SCHMIDT & CO. GMBH
SCHICHTSTRASSE 16, WALDKRAIBURG, GERMANY
Manufacturers and Merchants / Traders
(limited liability company)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.
Used Since :31/12/1978

KOLKATA

Cl.9; apparatus and instruments for measuring physical, non-geometrical units; gauges; tension meters; screen printing
tension meters; force gauges; test stands for force gauges; test stands for cablejoints; torque meters; tachometers;
speed- and length meters; thickness gauges; shore durometers; textile durometers; leak detecting devices; stiffness
testers; area weight balances; textile moisture meters; stroboscopes; wire tension meters; traction meters; force gauges;
belt tension meters; durometers; torque testing devices; universal testing machines; tension testing machines; revolution
counters; hygrometers for various materials; thickness gauges for textile, fleece, leather and film or composite materials
made thereof; the aforesaid goods electronic, mechanical or as hand-held equipment or for stationary use; software for
indicating, recording and analyzing testing and measuring results;

Cl.35; Wholesale and retail services, including online or mail-order by catalog, with measuring devices, measuring
instruments, measuring tables, precision instruments, precision balances, scales, gauges, material testing apparatus and
machines, including accessories and spare parts therefore, for industrial or laboratory use.
Priority claimed from 16/11/2012; Application No. : 2642507 ;United Kingdom  
2487414  01/03/2013  
BOI TRADING COMPANY LTD  
UNITS 1-7, THE EUROCENTRE, 116-118 BURY NEW ROAD, MANCHESTER LANCASHIRE UK  
Manufacturer and Trader  
A UK COMPANY  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
KHURANA & KHURANA  
IFAIA CENTRE, S/20-22, GREATER NOIDA SHOPPING PLAZA, UPSIDC SITE IV, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA - 201 308, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, DELHI-  
Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE LABEL.  
Cl.3; Toiletries; aftershave; perfume; cosmetics; essential oils; soaps; shampoos; dentifrices; hair lotions  
Cl.18; Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins, hides; purses; wallets; and bags; rucksacks; bags; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols  
Cl.25; Clothing, footwear, headgear
2526967   07/05/2013
RWE AG
OPERNPLATZ 1, 45128 ESSEN, GERMANY
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF GERMANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Used Since :01/07/2008
DELHI
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1328835.
Cl.4;FUELS (INCLUDING ENGINE FUELS) AND LUMINESCENT MATERIALS; GAS; COAL; PETROLEUM; ELECTRICAL
ENERGY; GASEOUS AND LIQUID FUELS; HEATING FUELS; LIGHTING FUELS; NATURAL GAS; LIQUEFIED NATURAL
GAS (LNG); COAL (FUEL); FUEL GAS; FUEL BLENDS (GASEOUS); FUEL OILS; OIL GAS.
Cl.35;IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCY SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF ELECTRICITY, FUEL, GAS, OIL, COAL AND OTHER
SOURCES OF ENERGY; TRADING OF ELECTRICITY, FUEL, GAS, OIL, COAL AND OTHER SOURCES OF ENERGY;
PROCUREMENT SERVICES FOR OTHERS (PURCHASING OF GOODS AND SERVICES FOR OTHER COMPANIES) IN THE
FIELDS OF PRODUCTION, PROCESSING, STORAGE, TRANSPORT, DISTRIBUTION AND DELIVERY OF ELECTRICITY,
FUEL, GAS, OIL, COAL AND OTHER SOURCES OF ENERGY; MANAGEMENT FOR THIRD PARTIES OF INSTALLATIONS
THAT PRODUCE, TRANSMIT OR SUPPLY ELECTRICAL AND/OR THERMAL ENERGY, GAS, FUEL, OIL, COAL AND OTHER
SOURCES OF ENERGY.
Cl.39;PACKAGING, STORAGE AND WAREHOUSING OF COAL, FUEL, GAS, OIL AND OTHER SOURCES OF ENERGY;
STORAGE OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY; TRANSPORTATION, DISTRIBUTION AND DELIVERY OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY,
FUEL, GAS, OIL AND COAL AND OTHER SOURCES OF ENERGY.
Cl.40;PROCESSING AND TRANSFORMATION OF FUEL, GAS, OIL, COAL AND OTHER SOURCES OF ENERGY;
PRODUCTION OF PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTS; INCINERATION OF RESIDUAL OIL.
2557612  02/07/2013
SAAMAG AGRO AND DAIRY PRODUCTS PVT LTD
B -67 SARITA VIHAR NEW DELHI 110044
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SRGR LAW OFFICES
A - 3, THIRD FLOOR, SECTOR - 4, NOIDA, U.P.
Used Since :01/01/2013

To be associated with:
2557611

DELHI
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHOULD BE USED AS A WHOLE.

Cl.29; MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS SUCH AS WHOLE MILK PRODUCTS, BUTTER MILK PRODUCTS, SKIM MILK, ICE
CREAM, CONDENSED MILK, KHOA, FLAVOURED MILK, BAKED MILK, BUTTER, GHEE, CHEESE, CURDS, PANEER OR
COTTAGE CHEESE, YOGURT, FROZEN YOGURT; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES;
JELLIES, JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES; EGGS, EDIBLE OILS AND FATS.

Cl.30; COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOOR AND PREPARATIONS
MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONARY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST BAKING POWDER;
SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE.

Cl.32; BEERS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS, AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT
JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES.
theBalm

2566315   18/07/2013
THEBALM COSMETICS
2184 SUTTER STREET 303 SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA 94115 USA
MANUFACTURER ,MERCHANTS & SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JITIN TALWAR
413-P SECTOR 6 PANCHKULA HARYANA -134109
Used Since :13/03/2001

DELHI

Cl.3; COSMETICS
Cl.23; YARNS AND THREADS FOR TEXTILE USE.
Cl.44; BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS
Winder Controls

Priority claimed from 04/02/2013; Application No.: 011542412; Germany

2575074 02/08/2013

SIEMAG TECBERG GROUP GMBH.
trading as: SIEMAG TECBERG GROUP GmbH.
Kalteiche-Ring 28-32, 35708 Haiger, Germany.
Manufacturers, Merchants, Traders & Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
4121/B,6TH CROSS, 19A MAIN, HAL II STAGE (EXTENSION) BANGALORE-560 038. KARNATAKA.

Used Since: 21/12/2001

To be associated with:
2130317, 2574224

CHENNAI

Cl.7; REGULATORS [MACHINE PARTS]; REGULATORS AS MACHINE PARTS; REGULATORS FOR ENGINES; REGULATORS FOR MACHINES.

Cl.9; SENSORS FOR THE CONTROL OF ENGINES; SENSORS FOR SPEED MEASUREMENT; SENSORS FOR ENGINES; SENSORS FOR THE CONTROL OF MACHINES; SENSORS FOR BRAKE PAD WEAR; OPTICAL SENSORS; ELECTRICAL SENSORS; ON/OFF SENSORS; ELECTRONIC SENSORS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE [STORED]; INDUSTRIAL CONTROLS (DEVICES AND/OR INSTRUMENTS) WITH INTEGRATED SOFTWARE; SOFTWARE FOR THE CONTROL OF INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES; SOFTWARE FOR THE INTEGRATION OF MACHINE SEGMENTS; SIMULATION SOFTWARE FOR THE USE IN DIGITAL COMPUTERS; ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEMS; ELECTRONIC CONTROL UNITS; CONTROLS WITH SEVERAL CONNECTIONS; ELECTRIC CONTROL INSTALLATIONS; ELECTRIC CONTROL MACHINES; ELECTRIC CONTROLS; AUTOMATIC CONTROL MACHINES; PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLS; ELECTRONIC REGULATORS; ELECTRICAL CONTROL EQUIPMENT; ELECTRICAL CONTROLS FOR ENGINES AND MACHINES.

Cl.35; ORGANISATIONAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND PROJECT ANALYSIS IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMATION.

Cl.37; INSTALLATION, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE IN THE FIELD OF CONTROL AUTOMATION.

Cl.41; CONDUCTING TRAINING SESSIONS IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGY.

Cl.42; SERVICES OF ENGINEERS; DEVELOPMENT OF AUTOMATION SOFTWARE; RESEARCH CONCERNING THE COMPUTER-ASSISTED AUTOMATION OF TECHNICAL PROCESSES; CUSTOMISED CREATION OF SOFTWARE PACKAGES; PROGRAMMING OF ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEMS; CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE AREA OF CONTROL TECHNOLOGY; PRODUCTION OF CONTROL PROGRAMMES FOR THE AUTOMATIC MEASUREMENT, MOUNTING, ADAPTATION AND THE VISUALISATION LINKED WITH IT; MODERNISATION IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMATION.
2601434  24/09/2013
LA POINTIQUE INTERNATIONAL LTD.
1030 INDUSTRY DRIVE, TUKWILA, WASHINGTON 98188, USA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS & SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE USA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Used Since :20/04/2002

DELHI

CL.10;(1) MEDICAL EQUIPMENT, BLOOD GLUCOSE METER, BLOOD PRESSURE METER, MASSAGE APPLIANCES, ELECTRIC MASSAGE CHAIR, ELECTRIC MASSAGE BED, MASSAGE GLOVES, ANTI-INSOMNIA PILLOW (MEDICAL PILLOW), MEDICAL STOCKINGS, ORTHOTIC SHOE INSERT, ORTHOPEDIC BELT, ORTHOPEDIC BRACES, ORTHOPEDIC SHOES, ORTHOTIC ARCH SUPPORTS, FLAT FEET SUPPORTS, ORTHOTIC SHOE SOLE, SUPPORT BANDAGE, SUSPENSION BANDAGE, EYE MASK, EARMUFFS, MEDICAL EARPLUGS, ICE PILLOW, ICE BAG, HOT WATER BAG, INSTANT COLD PACKS, PREGNANCY BELT, FOOT ARCH BELT, ORTHOPEDIC TOE SEPARATOR, TOE BAND FOR CORRECTION OF OVERTAPPING TOES, FOOT PROTECTION PAD, HEEL BALANCE PAD, ORTHOPEDIC BACK SUPPORTS, MEDICAL PROTECTIVE COLLAR, MEDICAL CHEST SUPPORT, MEDICAL WAIST SUPPORT, MEDICAL ANKLE SUPPORT, MEDICAL WRIST SUPPORT, MEDICAL FINGER SUPPORT, MEDICAL FOOT SUPPORT, MEDICAL KNEE SUPPORT, MEDICAL ELBOW SUPPORT, MEDICAL SHOULDER SUPPORT, MEDICAL FINGER COTS, HERNIA BELT, ABDOMINAL SUPPORT BELT, SURGICAL STERILE SHEETS, MEDICAL COMPRESSION STOCKING, SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS, ELASTIC BANDAGES, PLASTER BANDAGE, TRIANGULAR BANDAGES, KNEE BANDAGE (FOR COSMETIC SURGERY), JOINT BANDAGE (FOR SURGERY), ORTHOPEDIC BELTS FOR COSMETIC SURGERY, Tourniquet, MEDICAL BED, HAND GRIP FOR REHABILITATION, REHABILITATION STANDING EQUIPMENT WITH WALL BARS, BACK REHABILITATION EQUIPMENT, MEDICAL CRUTCHES, ORTHOPEDIC SHOES FOR POLIO SURVIVOR, SKILL REHABILITATION ASSISTIVE DEVICE FOR THE DISABLED, MEDICAL CORSET, COLLAR BONE SUPPORT, SURGICAL SPLINT, ADHESIVE MEDICAL PATCHES (TAPES) TO BE WORN ON THE SKIN, MASKS, INCONTINENT PADS, PROSTHESIS, ARTIFICIAL JOINTS.

CL.28;SPORTS EQUIPMENT, SPORTS KNEE PROTECTION, SPORTS WRIST PROTECTION, SPORT CHEST PROTECTION, SPORTS SHOULDER PROTECTION, SPORTS NECK PROTECTION, SPORTS HAND PROTECTION, SPORTS EAR PROTECTION, SPORTS ELBOW PROTECTION, SPORTS ARM PROTECTION, SPORTS LEG PROTECTION, SPORTS SHIN PROTECTION, SPORTS ANKLE PROTECTION, SPORTS WAIST PROTECTION, SPORTS ABDOMINAL PROTECTION, SPORTS CROTCH GUARDS, SPORTS SHIN GUARDS, DUMBBELLS, MUSCLE WORKOUT MACHINES, HAND GRIPPERS, CHEST EXPANDERS, TOYS, GAMING DEVICES, FISHING DEVICES, CARD GAMES, CHRISTMAS TREE DECORATIONS, LARGE POWERED ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT FOR AMUSEMENT PARK, COIN-OPERATED ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT, SPORTS BALLS, ARCHERY EQUIPMENT, JUMPING BEDS, BAT GRIP TAPES, ATHLETIC PROTECTIVE TAPES TO BE WORN ON THE SKIN.

CL.35;(1) IMPORT AND EXPORT AGENCY SERVICES; ACTING AS THE AGENT FOR LOCAL AND FOREIGN SUPPLIERS.
TO PROVIDE BIDDING, TENDER AND DISTRIBUTION SERVICES OF VARIOUS GOODS; SUPPLY OF BUSINESS INFORMATION; PURCHASE OF GOODS AND PROVISION OF SERVICES TO BUSINESSES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION; BUSINESS AND COMMERCIAL MANAGEMENT SUPPORT; AUCTION; ONLINE AUCTION; SERVICES OF PREPARATION FOR TRADE SHOW, EXHIBITION AND EXPO FOR INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISE; SUPERMARKETS; SHOPPING MALLS; MAIL ORDER; TV SHOPPING; ONLINE SHOPPING (ELECTRONIC SHOPPING); RETAILING OF SPORTS PROTECTION, MEDICAL SUPPORTS, SPORTS EQUIPMENT, MEDICAL EQUIPMENT, AND SPORTS CLOTHES.
SUNFEAST CAKEREX

2678022   13/02/2014

ITC LIMITED

VIRGINIA HOUSE, 37 J L NEHRU ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 071, WEST BENGAL.

Manufacturers, merchants and exporters.

AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S. MAJUMDAR & CO.

5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

1205791, 1376440, 1379950, 1401242, 1466709, 1470704, 2581105, 2581108, 2678022

KOLKATA

Cl.29; Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts, preserved, dried and cooked fruits including fruit chips, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables including ready to eat food made therefrom including potato crisps, potato flakes, potato fritters, potato chips, ultra thin wafers, vegetable soup preparations, soups and other preparations for making soups, tomato puree, tinned vegetables, dried and preserved vegetables, tinned fruits, preserved fruits, frozen fruits, processed peanuts, processed gram, preserved peas, apple puree, ground almonds, jellies jamps fruit sauces, eggs, milk and milk products including yoghurts, edible oils and fats.

Cl.30; Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice and preparations made therefrom such as rice cakes, artificial coffee, tapioca and sago, flour and preparations made from cereals including ready to eat snack foods made from flour, atta, maida, rice, gram, corn, wheat including pasta, macaroni, pizzas, noodles, papad, wafers chips, crispy snacks, rice cakes, popcorn, cornflakes, maizeflakes, oafflakes, vermicelli, spaghetti, tortillas, tacos, semolina, bread, gingerbread, cookies, biscuits, ultra thin biscuits, malt biscuits, crackers, pastry, and confectionery, lozenges, mint for confectionary, bubble gum and chewing gum, pepper mint sweets, marzipan, pralines, puddings, tarts, ices, honey, treacles, yeast, baking powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces (condiments), spices, ice.
MOREISH
2709004    28/03/2014
MOREISH FOODS LIMITED
48/49 Kokar Industrial Area, Ranchi 834001, Jharkhand
Manufacturers, merchants and traders.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Cl.16; Absorbent sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; bags of paper or plastics, for packaging; bottle envelopes of cardboard or paper; bottle wrappers of cardboard or paper; boxes of cardboard or paper; cardboard articles; cardboard tubes; coasters of paper; covers [stationery] / wrappers [stationery]; envelopes [stationery]; flyers; folders [stationery]; folders for papers / jackets for papers; greeting cards; handkerchiefs of paper; magazines [periodicals]; manuals [handbooks]; newsletters; packaging material made of starches; pads [stationery]; paper sheets [stationery]; placards of paper or cardboard; place mats of paper; printed matter; printed publications; sheets of reclaimed cellulose for wrapping; signboards of paper or cardboard; table linen of paper; table napkins of paper; tablecloths of paper; tablemats of paper; towels of paper; viscose sheets for wrapping; wrapping paper / packing paper.

Cl.25; Aprons [clothing]; bibs, not of paper; overalls / smocks; paper clothing; tee-shirts; uniforms.
AMRITA SINGH
101 WEST 55TH STREET APT. 6D NEW YORK NY 10019 USA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOBAL JURIX
S-191/C, 3RD FLOOR, MANAK COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.14; JEWELRY, JEWELRY CASES, BANGLES AND BANGLE TOWER AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 14.
Cl.18; HAND BAGS OF LEATHER
2729095  01/05/2014
SSIPL LIFESTYLE PRIVATE LIMITED
B-1/F4, Mohan Co-Operative Industrial Estate, Main Mathura Road, New Delhi-110044
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/05/2009
To be associated with:
1546436
DELHI
Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.
Cl.35;Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions.
2759549  20/06/2014
CARE INDIA SOLUTIONS FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
E-46/12, OKHLA PHAS II, NEW DELHI
SERVICE PROVIDERS
INCORPORATED UNDER SECTION 25 OF INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIRENDER GOSWAMI & ASSOCIATES
A-14, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI-110013
Used Since: 01/04/2014
DELHI
Cl.36; CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING; FUNDRAISING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES, SUPPORT, ASSISTANCE, AID FOR SOCIAL, HUMANITARIAN, ECONOMIC, CULTURAL SERVICES AND DEVELOPMENT.
Cl.45; SOCIAL SERVICES TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS AND MEMBERS OF THE SOCIETY; SOCIAL, COMMUNITY, CHARITABLE, HUMANITARIAN. PHILANTHROPIC SERVICES; SERVICES FOR COMMUNITY, SOCIAL, ECONOMIC. CULTURAL WELFARE AND DEVELOPMENT.
2778592 22/07/2014
MERCK KGAA
FRANKFURTER STR. 250, 64293 DARMSTADT, GERMANY
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF GERMANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2778587, 2778588, 2778589, 2778592

DELHI

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION
NO. 2778587, 2778588, 2778589, 2778592, 2778587, 2778588, 2778589, 2778592, 2778587, 2778588, 2778589, 2778592, 2778587, 2778588, 2778589, 2778592, 2778587, 2778588, 2778589, 2778592, 2778587, 2778588, 2778589, 2778592. Hence Accepted.

Cl.1:”CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY,
UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS, MANURE, FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS;
TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS;
TANNING SUBSTANCES, ADHESIVE SUBSTANCES USED IN INDUSTRY”

Cl.2:”PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF
WOOD; COLOURANTS MORDENTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS;
DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS”

Cl.3:”BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING,
SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS;
DENTIFRICES”

Cl.5:”PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR
MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PIASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSING; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH,
DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES”

Cl.7:”MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); MACHINE
COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS
OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED; INCUBATORS FOR EGGS”

Cl.9:”SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING AND ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL,
WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND
INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES;
MAGNETIC DATA CARRIER, RECORDING DISCS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-
OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSION EQUIPMENT AND
COMPUTERS; FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS”
Cl.11: “APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES”

TRADE MARK: EMERCK
2778885  23/07/2014
AMALGAMATIONS REPCO LTD
trading as :AMALGAMATIONS REPCO LTD
J, GARDENS,G.N.T.ROAD, PONNIAMMAN MEDU MADRAS 600 110.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :31/12/1964
CHENNAI
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
Cl.6;"CASTINGS OF COMMON METALS
Cl.7;"PISTON RINGS, BALL RINGS FOR BEARINGS, GREASE RINGS WHICH FORM OF PARTS AND MACHINES, GEARS, CLUTCHES OTHER THAN LAND VEHICLES"
Cl.12;"PISTON ASSEMBLY. LINERS, PISTON RINGS, PISTONS, CLUTCHES PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREOF ALL FOR USE IN VEHICLES, LAND, AIR AND WATER".
2781006 25/07/2014
SUPER SEALS INDIA LIMITED
12/1, MATHURA ROAD, FARIDABAD-121003 HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Used Since : 23/07/2014
To be associated with:
2781005
DELHI
Cl.12; "OIL SEALS AND RUBBER PARTS INCLUDING IN CLASS 12 FOR MOTOR LAND VEHICLES"
Cl.16; "PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS' MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS' TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS"
Cl.17; "OIL SEALS AND ALL OTHER RUBBER PARTS AND COMPONENTS USED IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES INCLUDED IN CLASS 17"
BAE, JEOM-GYU


Manufacturers and Traders

A company organised and existing under the laws of The Republic of Korea.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.6; Steel pipes; stainless steel pipes; steel tubes; connectors for pipe joint, of metal; reinforcing materials of metal for pipes; elbows of metal for pipes; handling pallets of metal.

Cl.7; Conveyors (except aerial conveyors).

Cl.12; Carts.

Cl.17; Junctions for pipes, not of metal.
HERSCHEL SUPPLY COMPANY LIMITED
327-611 Alexander Street, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, V6A1E1
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers
A company organised and existing under the laws of Canada.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2667234, 2667237, 2794190, 2794202

DELHI
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..

Cl.9; Bags adapted for laptops; sleeves for laptops; bags and cases specially adapted for holding or carrying portable telephones and telephone equipment and accessories; computer bags; messenger bags especially adapted for holding laptops; messenger bags especially adapted for holding electronic book readers; wheeled messenger bags especially adapted for holding laptops; camera cases; bags for cameras and photographic equipment; carrying cases for mobile computers; rolling cases especially adapted for holding laptops and notebook computers; protective covers and cases for tablet computers; protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; protective cases for smartphones; notebook computer carrying cases; computer carrying cases; laptop carrying cases; cell phone cases; cases for mobile phones; cases for telephones; carrying cases for cell phones; carrying cases specially adapted for pocket calculators and cellphones; cases for music, audio and related electronic equipment, namely, cases for audio tuners, audio receivers, amplifiers, tape players, compact disc players, MP3 controllers/players, audio mixers, audio speakers in the nature of music studio monitors, microphones, audio speakers, compact discs, audio tapes, portable computers, antennas, phonographic record players, audio recording equipment, and the cables associated with all of the foregoing equipment; carrying cases, holders, protective cases and stands featuring power supply connectors, adaptors, speakers and battery charging devices, specially adapted for use with handheld digital electronic devices, namely, computers, mobile phones, tablet computers, cameras, portable media players; carrying cases specially adapted for electronic equipment, namely, computers, mobile phones, tablet computers, cameras, portable media players.

Cl.16; Pen cases; pencil cases; stationery cases; lunch bags made of textile.

Cl.18; Wallets; purses; handbags; clutch bags; evening bags; men”s clutch bags; shoulder bags; sling bags; small bags for men; tote bags; barrel bags; school bags; sack packs, namely, drawstring bags used as backpacks; belt bags and hip bags; book bags; boston bags; bum bags; hip bags; hobo bags; waist bags; satchels; rucksacks; backpacks; duffel bags; courier bags; messenger bags; military duffle bags, garment bags for travel, tote bags, shoulder bags and backpacks; shopping bags made of textile; shopping bags made of fabric; string bags for shopping; textile shopping bags; all-purpose bags; all-purpose carrying bags; carry-all bags; carry-on bags; bags for sports; all-purpose sport bags; all-purpose athletic bags; athletic bags; bags and holdalls for sports clothing; general purpose bags for carrying yoga equipment; general purpose bags for holding dance equipment; general purpose sport trolley bags; gym bags; hard-sided and soft-sided carry-on bags and gym bags; hiking bags; leather and imitation leather sport bags and general purpose trolley bags; diaper bags; bags for carrying babies” accessories; bags for climbers in the nature of all-purpose carrying bags; bags for campers; beach bags; travel bags; traveling bags; luggage; suitcases; garment bags for travel; duffel bags for travel; flight bags; overnight bags; shoe bags for travel; wheeled bags; wheeled duffle bags; wheeled messenger bags; wheeled shopping bags; wheeled tote bags; leather bags; cosmetic bags sold empty; make-up bags sold empty; toiletry bags sold empty; wash bags for carrying toiletries; business card cases; business card holders in the nature of wallets and purses; carrying cases; carrying cases for documents; credit card cases; credit card cases and holders; leather credit card cases; vanity cases sold empty; vanity cases sold empty; overnight cases; travel cases; travelling
cases of leather; cases of leather or imitation leather; key cases; cases for keys; key cases of leather or imitation leather; key cases of leather and skins; leather cases; leather cases for keys; leather key cases; attache cases; attaché cases made of leather; attaché cases made of imitation leather; briefcases and attaché cases; document cases; haversacks; umbrellas.

Cl.25; Footwear; shoes; boots; sandals; headwear; clothing, namely, shorts, pants, sweatpants, shirts, t-shirts, sweaters, sweatshirts, jackets and vests; hats; gloves.

Cl.28; Bags for skateboards; bags specially adapted for sports equipment.

Cl.35; On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring bags, luggage, backpacks, cases, wallets, purses, accessories, clothing, footwear, headwear, eyewear, and general consumer goods; retail store services featuring bags, luggage, backpacks, cases, wallets, purses, accessories, clothing, footwear, headwear, eyewear, and general consumer goods.
2816637 25/09/2014
ROOPA LAKSHMI BHAT
DREAMZ INTERNATIONAL, FLAT NO.502, G-BLOCK, PRINCE TOWN, NEW NO:1 AND 2, SHETTIHALLI, NEAR AIR FORCE
TECHNICAL COLLEGE, BRINDAVAN LAYOUT, SHETTY HALLI, JALAHALLI WEST, BANGALORE, KARNATAKA-560015.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :01/01/2001
To be associated with:
2816637
CHENNAI
CI.10;SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES
AND TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS
CI.11;APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING,
VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
OVERWATCH

2835739  31/10/2014
BLIZZARD ENTERTAINMENT, INC.
16215 Alton Parkway, Irvine, California, 92618, United States of America
Manufacturers and Merchants
A corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.16; Printed matter, namely, strategy guides, comic books, graphic novels, novels, framed art prints, art books, calendars, posters, notebooks, and stickers

Cl.25; Clothing, footwear, and headgear, namely, caps, overcoats, costumes, Halloween costumes, hats, hooded sweatshirts, jackets, pajamas, socks, sweaters, and T-shirts

Cl.28; Toys, games, and playthings, namely, action figures, collectible figures, board games, dolls, plush toys, statues, toy guns, and vinyl figures
SWAY

2855410  03/12/2014
MICROSOFT CORPORATION
ONE MICROSOFT WAY, REDMOND, WASHINGTON 98052-6399, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON U.S.A.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJA DODD
113, UDAY PARK, NEW DELHI-110049.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.9; Computer software; computer application software.
Cl.42; Online computer software, software as a service (SAAS).
Casper

2877148  07/01/2015

Casper Sleep Inc.
230 Park Avenue South, 13th Floor, New York, New York 10003, United States of America
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers
A Delaware Corporation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Saikrishna & Associates
B-140, SEC-51, Noida-201301

Proposed to be Used

Delhi

Cl.20; Beds, Mattresses, Pillows and Bolsters: Feather Beds: Futon Mattresses; Mattress Cushions; Mattress Foundations; Mattress Toppers; Box Springs.

Cl.35; Retail Store Services Featuring Beds, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters, Feather Beds, Futon Mattresses, Mattress Cushions, Mattress Foundations, Mattress Toppers and Box Springs.
2878756    07/01/2015
MILLENIUM & COPTHORNE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
9 Raffles Place, #12-01, Republic Plaza, Singapore 048619
Service Providers
A public company incorporated in Singapore

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS & CO.
AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

The applicant wishes to claim color NAVY BLUE as the distinctive feature of the mark: For the corporate colour for COPTHORNE COLLECTION is: NAVY BLUE - Pantone 2748C (spot coated) / Pantone 281U (spot uncoated) / C100% M95% Y2% K10% (4-colour) / R0 G24 B113 #001871 (digital).

Cl.35; Business management of hotels and motels and other temporary accommodation including serviced apartments and apartment hotels; public relations services in relation to temporary accommodation, including hotels and motels, serviced apartments and apartment hotels; marketing of temporary accommodation including hotels and motels, serviced apartments and apartment hotels including the advertising of the aforementioned services via the Internet and other global computer networks.

Cl.43; Temporary accommodation services, accommodation (rental of temporary), catering (food and drink), rental of meeting rooms, restaurants, cafes, reservations of temporary accommodation; providing temporary housing accommodation; providing serviced apartments; hotel services.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889 , 18/02/2019 Class 99

2902226 13/02/2015
ARNAV JAIN
trading as ;BB
E-66 Pandurang Society, A.B Nair Road, Juhu, Next to Juhu post office, Mumbai -400049, Maharashtra
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREM RAJA KUMARI
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar East, Chennai- 600102
Used Since :22/01/2015
MUMBAI
Cl.14; PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
Cl.18; LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS; WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY
2902233  13/02/2015

ARNAV JAIN

trading as ;BE.BAJRANG

E-66 Pandurang Society, A.B Nair Road, Juhu, Next to Juhu post office, Mumbai -400049, Maharashtra

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

PREM RAJA KUMARI

F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar East, Chennai- 600102

Used Since :22/01/2015

MUMBAI

Cl.14; PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS

Cl.18; LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS; WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY
2902248  13/02/2015

ARNAV JAIN
trading as ;BB
E-66 Pandurang Society, A.B Nair Road, Juhu, Next to Juhu post office, Mumbai -400049, Maharashtra
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREM RAJA KUMARI
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar East, Chennai- 600102
Used Since :22/01/2015

MUMBAI

Cl.24; TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BED COVERS; TABLE COVERS
Cl.25; CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, SHIRTS, TEE-SHIRTS, READY-MADE CLOTHING
Sivantos

Priority claimed from 19/09/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 061 875. 3/10 ;Germany

2904844 18/02/2015

SIVANTOS PTE. LTD
Block 28, Ayer Rajah Crescent No. 06-08, Singapore 139959, Singapore
Manufacturers Merchants and Service Providers
A Company organised under the laws of Singapore

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.5; Pharmaceutical preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; ear drops; medication for treating ear-related illnesses; plasters; materials for dressings; disinfectants.

Cl.9; Software for hearing instruments; wireless transmission and receiving devices, particularly for hearing instruments; batteries; scientific, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating and controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound and images; magnetic data carriers; data processing equipment and computers; data processing programs; electronic publications [downloadable]; data media.

Cl.10; Medical devices; medical apparatus and instruments; devices for hearing-impaired persons; hearing instruments; hearing aids; prosthetic hearing devices; audiometers; components and parts of the above-mentioned goods as well as accessories for the above-mentioned goods.

Cl.35; Retail, wholesale, online and mail order retail services for pharmaceutical preparations, sanitary preparations for medical purposes, ear drops, medication for treating ear-related illnesses, plasters, materials for dressing, disinfectants, software for hearing instruments, wireless transmission and receiving devices, particularly for hearing instruments, batteries, scientific, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating and controlling electricity, apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound and images, magnetic data carriers, data processing equipment and computers, data processing programs, electronic publications [downloadable], data media, medical devices, medical apparatus and instruments, devices for hearing-impaired persons, hearing instruments, hearing aids, prosthetic hearing devices, audiometers, components and parts of the above-mentioned goods as well as accessories for the above-mentioned goods.

Cl.37; Repair and installation of medical devices, medical apparatus and instruments, devices for hearing-impaired persons, hearing instruments, hearing aids, prosthetic hearing devices, audiometers as well as components and parts of and accessories for the above-mentioned goods.

Cl.42; Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software; development of hearing instruments, devices for hearing-impaired persons and hearing aids.

Cl.44; Audiology services; medical advisory services for persons relating to restricted hearing capacity; services in audiological diagnosis; medical services; hygienic care for human beings; hospital services; medical clinic services; medical assistance.
MAINFREIGHT

2908053   23/02/2015
MAINFREIGHT LIMITED
2 RAILWAY LANE, OTAHUHU, AUCKLAND 1062, NEW ZEALAND
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1383037.

Cl.35; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES; BUSINESS SERVICES IN RELATION TO SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Cl.36; CUSTOMS BROKERAGE; INSURANCE SERVICES
Cl.39; TRANSPORTATION; STORAGE OF GOODS; FREIGHT-FORWARDING SERVICES; SUPPLY CHAIN LOGISTICS SERVICES; WHARF CARTAGE SERVICES; WORLD-WIDE DISTRIBUTION SERVICES; CUSTOMS CLEARANCE SERVICES
UPWORK

Priority claimed from 26/08/2014; Application No. : 2303/2014; United States of America

2910847 26/02/2015

UPWORK, INC.,
441 LOGUE AVENUE, MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94043, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A CORPORATION OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.9; COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR COMPUTERS AND MOBILE DEVICES, NAMELY, SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATABASE MANAGEMENT, ELECTRONIC STORAGE OF DATA AND ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR CREATING SEARCHABLE DATABASES OF INFORMATION AND DATA; PROVIDING ONLINE TOOLS, NAMELY, DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR COLLABORATION WITH AND MULTI-PARTY ACCESS TO DOCUMENTS, EMAILS, VIDEOS, DATA, FILES AND OTHER INFORMATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN MATCHING SKILL SETS AND CAPABILITIES OF WORKERS WITH PROJECT REQUIREMENTS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MONITORING WORKERS, NAMELY, SOFTWARE FOR TRACKING, MONITORING AND RECORDING THE ACTIVITIES AND ACTIVITY LEVEL OF REMOTE AND ONLINE WORKERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT ENABLES COMMUNICATION AND SHARING OF RESOURCES AMONG MEMBERS OF AN ONLINE WORK TEAM; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CREATING A VIRTUAL OFFICE FOR COLLABORATIVE ONLINE WORK BY MULTIPLE PARTIES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CONNECTING WORKERS WITH EACH OTHER AND WITH PROJECT VENDORS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ONLINE PROJECT MANAGEMENT, AND FOR MONITORING, CREATING AND MAINTAINING RECORDS OF WORK PERFORMED; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, SOFTWARE TO IDENTIFY AND DEFINE THE SCOPE AND COMPONENTS OF PROJECTS; PROJECT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE; SOFTWARE FOR TRACKING OF TIME, TASKS, EXPENSES AND OTHER PROJECT MANAGEMENT DATA AND FOR THE CREATION OF WORK DIARIES, TIME SHEETS, INVOICES, EXPENSE REPORTS AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT REPORTS; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, REPORTS, MAGAZINES, E-ZINES, NEWSLETTERS, JOURNALS, WHITE PAPERS AND SUPPLEMENTS ON TOPICS OF PROFESSIONAL INTEREST, ALL IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS, JOBS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE, RECRUITING AND EMPLOYMENT, AND PERSONAL AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT; MOBILE APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR PROJECT MANAGEMENT.

Cl.35; EMPLOYMENT RECRUITING, PLACEMENT, STAFFING, AND CAREER NETWORKING SERVICES; PROVIDING AN ONLINE SEARCHABLE DATABASE FEATURING JOB POSTINGS, EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AND RESUMES; PROVIDING ON-LINE EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HUMAN RESOURCES AND MANAGEMENT OF FREELANCE AND REMOTE WORKERS; ADMINISTRATION, MANAGEMENT, IMPLEMENTATION AND COORDINATION OF HUMAN RESOURCES; REMOTE MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES, WORKERS AND WORK OUTSOURCING; PROVIDING AN ONLINE WEBSITE AND COMPUTER DATABASE FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF STAFFING, MONITORING WORKERS, FINANCIAL COMPENSATION AND METHODS FOR RETAINING WORKERS AND FOR WORKERS TO PROVIDE SERVICES VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING AN ONLINE PORTAL FOR SUBMITTING AND POSTING OF RESUMES BY PROFESSIONALS AND POSTING OF JOB OPENINGS AND PROJECTS BY INDIVIDUALS AND COMPANIES; PROVIDING JOB PLACEMENT SERVICES AND CAREER INFORMATION SERVICES TO JOB APPLICANTS AND FREELANCE WORKERS; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT AND ADVISING ONLINE WORKERS ON HOW TO PRESENT THEIR CREDENTIALS EFFECTIVELY AND ACCURATELY AND DELIVER HIGH QUALITY SERVICES EFFICIENTLY; BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ONLINE MARKETPLACE FOR WORKERS AND INDIVIDUALS AND COMPANIES SEEKING THE SERVICES OF WORKERS AND PERFORMING ANALYSIS TO MATCH THE BACKGROUND, SKILLS AND CAPABILITIES OF WORKERS WITH THE NEEDS OF THOSE SEEING THE SERVICES OF SUCH WORKERS; ADVERTISING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS VIA A WEB SITE ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING BUSINESS CONSULTATION AND BUSINESS INFORMATION, NAMELY, TRACKING, ANALYZING AND GENERATING REPORTS FOR OTHERS REGARDING THE OPERATION, USE AND USERS OF AN ONLINE MARKETPLACE; PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ONLINE TWO-WAY SYSTEM FOR USERS OF AN ONLINE MARKETPLACE TO EVALUATE AND PROVIDE FEEDBACK REGARDING PARTIES THEY HAVE INTERACTED WITH VIA THE ONLINE MARKETPLACE; INVOICING; PROVIDING EMPLOYMENT RELATED SERVICES, NAMELY, ON-LINE INVOICING AND PAYMENT, ON-LINE VALIDATION OF TIME SHEETS, ON-LINE BUDGET REPORTING, ON-LINE ACCESS TO PERFORMANCE DATA, AN ON-LINE CUSTOMER FEEDBACK SYSTEM AND CUSTOMIZED MANAGEMENT REPORTS; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HUMAN RESOURCES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, PROVIDING TIME SHEETS, INVOICES FOR PAYROLL REPORTS AND HUMAN RESOURCES FORMS; CONTRACT MANAGEMENT AND CONTRACTING SERVICES, NAMELY, ADMINISTERING AND NEGOTIATING CONTRACTS; COLLECTING, ANALYZING AND REPORTING FEEDBACK, REVIEWS AND INFORMATION REGARDING PERFORMANCE OF WORKERS AND PROJECT VENDORS; BUSINESS CONSULTATION REGARDING COMPLIANCE WITH REGULATIONS

Cl.36; PROVIDING BILL PAYMENT AND TRACKING SERVICES; FINANCIAL INFORMATION PROCESSING; FINANCIAL
TRANSACTION SERVICES, namely, providing secure commercial transactions and payment options; payment processing services in the field of making third party payments; arranging for and managing the payment of workers or contract services; on-line escrow service for facilitating the payment for services.

CI.38; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF SOFTWARE, MESSAGES AND DATA VIA THE INTERNET; PROVISION OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO THE INTERNET; TELECOMMUNICATIONS GATEWAY SERVICES; ELECTRONIC STORAGE OF MESSAGES, DATA AND SOFTWARE VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ON-LINE CHAT ROOMS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS; TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, namely, providing online chat, online bulletin boards and online message boards featuring topics of general interest in the field of business and the rendering of professional services; network conferencing services provided on a website on a global computer network to enable buyers and sellers of professional services to negotiate and collaborate on business projects from any location; mobile telecommunications services; providing communication capabilities via mobile and handheld devices for transmission of messages.

CI.41; COMPUTER SERVICES, namely, providing online publications, namely, reports, magazines, e-zines, newsletters, journals, white papers and supplements, and summaries thereof, on topics of professional interest, all in the fields of business, jobs, staffing, personal development and career development, computer software and hardware, recruiting and employment, and personal and career development; educational and informational services, namely, arranging and conducting educational conferences, seminars, tutorials and workshops in the field of rendering and obtaining services on a freelance or outsourced basis; providing a website featuring a database in the field of business training and employment training.

CI.42; APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP), namely, hosting computer software applications of others; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in database management, electronic storage of data and electronic communication, for use in in matching skill sets and capabilities of workers with project requirements, for creating searchable databases of information and data, and for monitoring workers, namely, software for tracking, monitoring and recording the activities and activity level of remote and online workers; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for project management, for collaboration with and multi-party access to documents, emails, videos, data, files and other information, for online project management, and for monitoring, creating and maintaining records of work performed, and for connecting workers with each other and with project vendors; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software that enables communication and sharing of resources among members of an online work team, and for tracking of time, tasks, expenses and other project management data and for the creation of work diaries, time sheets, invoices, expense reports and project management reports; computer services, namely, providing non-downloadable computer software for others to facilitate and coordinate real time and asynchronous interpersonal communications and collaboration, and for sharing information; computer services, namely, consultation, design and development of computer software programs for use by others; support services, namely, software maintenance, help desk services, computer and user directory services in the field of development, deployment, use and distribution of software used to facilitate and coordinate real time and asynchronous interpersonal communications and collaboration, and for sharing information; computer services, namely, digital content protection; hosting web sites for others; providing an online calendar; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software used to define the scope of, schedule, track and fulfill professional service projects, and to identify, source, negotiate and collaborate with, evaluate and provide feedback on vendors of professional services projects; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for the transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; computer services, namely, providing online non-downloadable software that allows users to store data electronically and communicate electronically: providing a secure electronic online system featuring technology which allows users to communicate, share information and resources, and engage in business and professional networking via global communication networks; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for use in matching skill sets and capabilities of workers with project requirements; providing a website featuring temporary use of non-downloadable software enabling users to search, locate and communicate with others; non-downloadable software for tracking of time, tasks, expenses and other project management data and for the creation of work diaries, time sheets, invoices, expense reports and project management reports.
Gadgets 360

2912532    27/02/2015
NDTV CONVERGENCE LIMITED
207 Okhla Industrial Estate, Phase III, New Delhi-110020
Service Providers
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.
Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
KIMBERLY-CLARK PROFESSIONAL

2913905   02/03/2015
KIMBERLY - CLARK WORLDWIDE, INC.
NEENAH, WISCONSIN 54956, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Manufacturers and merchants
A corporation existing under the laws of the state of Wisconsin
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Used Since :18/04/2001

To be associated with:
1347824, 1524338

DELHI

Cl.3; Washroom liquid hand soap, waterless cleanser, hand cream, body shampoo, medicated soap and hand lotion; premoistened or impregnated cleansing tissues or wipes; mouthwash
Cl.16; Facial tissue, toilet tissue, paper towels, paper table napkins
Cl.21; Wipers or cloths of non-woven fabric, including cleaning cloths and drying cloths; dispensers for tissues, towels, liquid soaps and mouthwash
DOOM

2913911  02/03/2015

ID SOFTWARE LLC,
1500 NORTH GREENVILLE AVENUE, FLOOR 7, RICHARDSON, TEXAS 75081, USA
Manufacturers, merchants and service providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Used Since: 31/12/2007

DELHI

Cl.9: Downloadable computer game software offered via the internet and wireless devices; computer game software for use with computers and video game consoles; computer game software for use on cell phones and other handheld wireless devices; computer game software for use with on-line interactive games; Downloadable publications, namely, guides featuring computer and video game strategy; Motion picture theatrical films in the field of fantasy games; pre-recorded CDs and DVDs featuring music

Cl.41: Entertainment services, namely, providing websites featuring news, information, art, video clips, trailers, and other multimedia materials in the fields of video and computer games; Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line interactive computer games; entertainment services, namely, providing information relating to electronic computer games via the Internet; Entertainment services in the nature of on-going television programs in the field of fantasy
THE SIAM CEMENT PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED
1 Siam Cement Road, Bangsue Sub-district, Bangsue District, Bangkok, Thailand
Manufacturers and Service Providers
A company organised and existing under the laws of Thailand.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1828230, 2089748, 2089749, 2898199, 2898200

DELHI
Cl.1; Chemicals used in industry.
Cl.2; Paints, Anti-rust coatings, Anti-decay coatings for wood.
Cl.6; Metal, Alloys, Building materials made of metal...
Cl.17; Insulation Sheets, Plastic sheets used for hiding hole or joint of fiber cement materials, Rubber sheets used for hiding hole or joint of fiber cement materials, Sound proofing insulations, Insulation materials.
Cl.19; Building Materials (not of metal), Rigid pipes for building (not of metal).
Cl.35; Advertising, Business Management, Business Administration (Distributing or Selling Services), Distribution of building materials.
Cl.36; Trading houses, lands, and properties, Developing land for construction, Allocating housing and land.
Cl.37; Construction services, Renovation services, Installation services.
Cl.42; Landscape design, Exterior design for area around building or residence.
Cl.44; Landscape decoration, Exterior decoration for area around building or residence, Landscape gardening, Landscape design for lawn.
NISMO

2916177  05/03/2015
NISSAN JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (ALSO TRADING AS NISSAN MOTOR CO. LTD)
NO 2, TAKARA-CHO, KANAGAWA KU, YOKOHAMASHI, KANAGAWA KEN, JAPAN

Merchants and Manufacturers
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.1; Glass-staining chemicals; Glass-frosting chemicals; Preparations for preventing the tarnishing of glass; Antistatic preparations, other than for household purposes; Chemical preparations for automotive repair and maintenance; Chemical preparations for water repellent; Chemical compositions for repairing windshield glass; Adhesives for industrial purposes; Chemical sealants for vehicle parts and surfaces; Epoxy resins, unprocessed; Grease-removing preparations for automotive use; Separating and unsticking [ungluing] preparations; Chemical additives for oils; Chemical additives for fuel injection system cleaners; Chemical additives for use in radiators to prevent rust; Chemical additives to air conditioner refrigerant; Chemical additives to motor fuel; Acidulated water for recharging batteries; Brake fluid; Power steering fluid; Transmission fluid; Coolants for vehicle engines.

Cl.2; Paints, varnishes, lacquers; Preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; Colorants; Mordants; Raw natural resins; Metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists; Undercoating for vehicle chassis; Primers; Coatings [paints]; Anti-rust greases; Anti-rust oils; Anti-rust preparations for vehicles; Protective preparations for metals.

Cl.3; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; Soaps; Perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; Dentifrices; Windshield cleaning liquids; Polishing wax; Rust removing preparations; Paint stripping preparations; Shining preparations [polish]; Eau de cologne.

Cl.5; First-aid boxes, filled; Deodorants, other than for human beings or for animals; Air purifying preparations; Air deodorising preparations; Medicine cases, portable, filled; Food for babies; Disinfectants for hygiene purposes; Vermin destroying preparations; Fungicides; Herbicides.

Cl.8; Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); Cutlery; Side arms; Razors; Manicure sets; Pedicure sets; Nail nippers; Nail files; Nutcrackers; Hand tools, hand-operated; Cutters; Scissors; Screwdrivers; Shaving cases; Spanners [hand tools]; Wrenches [hand tools]; Emergency hammers.

Cl.26; Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; Buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; Artificial flowers; Ornamental novelty badges (buttons); Brooches [clothing accessories]; Buckles [clothing accessories]; Shoe buckles; Lanyards, lanyards (cords) for wear; Braids.

Cl.36; Accident insurance underwriting; Brokerage for hire-purchase; Credit and cash card services; Financial information; Financing services; Issuance of credit cards; Used automobiles appraisal; Insurance of land vehicles; Providing of comprehensive warranty service for land vehicles, structural parts and fittings therefor; Extended warranty/insurance services; Factoring; Lending against security; Loans [financing]; Automobile lease financing.

Cl.38; Telecommunications; Telecommunication services by vehicle apparatus; Communications by computer terminals; Communications by telephone; Providing user access to global computer networks; Computer aided transmission of messages, sound and images; Transmission of digital data, obtained from vehicle apparatus; Providing access to databases; Rental of telecommunication equipment.

Cl.39; Transportation information; Car transport; Vehicle rental; Vehicle breakdown assistance [towing]; Passenger transport; Providing information relating to the transportation of goods and passengers; Information services, namely, providing best forecast route guidance, voice routing, location assistance and convenience services to drivers through components integrated into land vehicles; Car parking; Leasing of vehicles; Transport brokerage.
BE THE MUSE

2917520    05/03/2015

SUNAR GOLD REFINERIES PRIVATE LIMITED
Shop No. 404, 4th Floor, 2633-34, Plot No. 249-50, Bank Street, Karol Bagh, Delhi-110001
Manufacturers and Service Providers
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.14; Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and other chronometric instruments.
Cl.35; Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions.
ONVATION

2918336  09/03/2015

KIMBERLY - CLARK WORLDWIDE, INC.
NEENAH, WISCONSIN 54956, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Manufacturers and merchants
A Wisconsin corporation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.9; Data processing equipment and accessories; data storage devices; communication equipment; sensors and
detectors; software for tracking, analyzing and reporting foot traffic, visitor data, consumption, and stock levels; software
for use in monitoring supplies, ordering new supplies, and optimizing efficiency and operations

Cl.16; Facial tissue, toilet tissue, paper towels, paper wipers, paper table napkins

Cl.21; Automated dispensers for soaps, lotions, tissues and towels
BREITLING
2919234  10/03/2015
BREITLING SA
Schlachthausstrasse 2, 2540 Grenchen, Switzerland
Manufacturers
A company organised and existing under the laws of Switzerland.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
687274, 687275, 2919234
DELHI
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..687274,687275..
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; computer software; smartwatches.
Cl.14;Jewelry, horological and chronometric instruments, time measuring instruments; smartwatches.
Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins; trunks and traveling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; suitcases, sports bags, briefcases (leatherware).
Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.
2919237  10/03/2015
HARI CHAND SHRI GOPAL
SRI GOPAL GUPTA
APOORV GUPTA
VINEETA GUPTA
339 Functional Industrial Estate, Patparganj, Delhi-110092.
Manufacturers and Service Providers
An Indian Partnership Firm.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
Cl.29; Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.
Cl.30; Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, pastry and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice.
Cl.31; Grains and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products not included in other classes; live animals; fresh fruits and vegetables; seeds; natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals; malt.
Cl.35; Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.
Priority claimed from 03/03/2015; Application No.: 86551915; United States of America

2921719 12/03/2015

TABLEAU SOFTWARE, INC.
837 North 34th Street, Suite 400 Seattle, Washington 98103
Manufacturers & Traders and Services Providers
A Delaware corporation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201308

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

2791188

DELHI

Cl.9; Computer software for data mining, data query, and data analysis

Cl.41; Educational services, namely, conducting seminars, conferences, workshops, and computer application training in the fields of data mining, data query, and data analysis

Cl.42; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for data mining, data query, and data analysis
FIREPOWER

2922449    14/03/2015
CISCO TECHNOLOGY, INC.
170 WEST TASMAN DRIVE, SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95134, U.S.A.
Manufacturers, merchant and service providers
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of California, U.S.A.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.9; Computer software; computer hardware; software and network security hardware for use in detection and prevention of network intrusions and malware and for controlling and managing network user access and for enforcement of network policies; computer software and network security hardware for monitoring, analyzing or reporting of network information, data and traffic; computer software and network security hardware for optimizing computer system resources and availability

Cl.42; Consulting services in the field of design, selection, implementation, management and use of computer hardware and software systems for others; technical support services in the fields of computer, data, email, web and network security, namely, monitoring of network systems and troubleshooting of computer hardware and software problems; computer services, namely, detecting, blocking, removing, and preventing computer network intrusions and malware, encrypting and authenticating data, preventing data-loss, recovering data, securing networks, and detecting, filtering, analyzing, managing and blocking electronic communications; and software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for detecting, blocking, removing, and preventing network intrusions and malware, encrypting and authenticating data, preventing data-loss, recovering data, securing networks, and detecting, filtering, analyzing, managing and blocking electronic communications
2922767   16/03/2015
LRC PRODUCTS LIMITED
103-105 BATH ROAD, SLOUGH, SL1 3UH, ENGLAND
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF ENGLAND AND WALES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Used Since :18/11/2014
To be associated with:
439722, 439724, 1056475, 1307733, 2124398, 2918670
DELHI
Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word VELVET SMOOTH..
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1307733, 2124398..
Cl.3;NON-MEDICATED PREPARATIONS FOR THE CARE OF THE FEET, HANDS, NAILS, BODY AND SKIN AND FOR
ADORNMENT; CREAMS, GELS, LOTIONS, OILS, BALSAMS, POWDERS, TALCUM POWDERS AND SPRAYS FOR USE ON
THE FEET, HANDS, NAILS, BODY AND SKIN; NON-MEDICATED PREPARATIONS FOR DIE TREATMENT, CARE,
CLEANSING, SOOTHING, REVITALISING AND RELAXING OF THE FEET, HANDS, NAILS, BODY AND SKIN; NON-
MEDICATED PREPARATIONS FOR THE BATH IN THE FORM OF SALTS, OILS AND SOAKS; SOAKS IN DIE FORM OF
TABLETS; NON-MEDICATED TOILET PREPARATIONS; DEODORANTS; DEODORISING CREAMS, GELS, LOTIONS,
POWDERS, TALCUM POWDERS AND SPRAYS; DEODORANTS IMPREGNATED INTO INSOLES; DEODORANTS FOR THE
FEET.
Cl.8;HAND OPERATED HOUSEHOLD TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS ALL FOR MANICURE OR PEDICURE; HAND TOOLS
FOR REMOVING HARDENED SKIN; HAND TOOLS FOR EXFOLIATING SKIN; FOOT FILE ROLLER HEADS FOR REMOVING
HARDENED SKIN; FOOT FILE ROLLER HEADS FOR EXFOLIATING SKIN; NAIL CLIPPERS, NAIL FILES; FOOT FILES;
SCISSORS; TWEEZERS; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL DIE AFORESAID GOODS.
Cl.10;ORTHOPAEDIC, ORTHOTIC, CHIROPODY AND FOOT CARE APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; SUTURE
MATERIALS; INSTRUMENTS, EQUIPMENT AND APPARATUS FOR THE TREATMENT AND CARE OF THE FEET AND SKIN;
CUSHIONS FOR CARE OF THE FEET; AIDS FOR THE CORRECTION OF THE FEET, INCLUDING SUPPORTS FOR THE
ARCH OF THE FOOT; APPARATUS FOR THE SEPARATION AND THE STRAIGHTENING OF THE TOES; PROTECTIVE
APPARATUS AGAINST THE HARDENING OF AREAS OF SKIN CALLUSES AND INFLAMMATION OF THE TOES;
ELECTRONIC DEVICES USED TO REMOVE HARDENED SKIN; ELECTRONIC DEVICES USED TO EXFOLIATE SKIN;
ELECTRONIC 02922767 FOOT FILE; ELECTRONIC NAIL FILE; ROLLER HEADS FOR ELECTRONIC FOOT FILE; ROLLER
HEAD REFILLS FOR ELECTRONIC FOOT FILE; ROLLER HEADS FOR ELECTRONIC NAIL FILE; ROLLER HEAD REFILLS
FOR ELECTRONIC NAIL FILE; CUSHIONS FOR THE HEELS AND UNDER- HEELS; PROTECTION FOR METATARSAL
CUSHIONS; BOOT INSERTS, FOOT RINGS AND FOOT SUPPORTS; SHOE INSOLES, ORTHOPAEDIC INSOLES,
DISPOSABLE INSOLES, DEODORIZED INSOLES FOR ORTHOPAEDIC FOOTWEAR; COMPRESSION HOSIERY;
GRADUATED COMPRESSION HOSIERY; MEDICAL SUPPORT HOSIERY; ORTHOPAEDIC AND THERAPEUTIC HOSIERY;
HOSIERY FOR MEDICAL, SURGICAL AND/OR PROPHYLACTIC PURPOSES; MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SOCKS;
STOCKINGS FOR VARICOSE VEINS; APPARATUS FOR EXERCISING THE FOOT; ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES;
INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS FOR PLACING BANDAGES; APPARATUS FOR THE FIXING OF FINGERS AND TOES;
ELASTIC BANDAGES FOR JOINTS, ELASTIC GAITERS, ELASTIC KNEE JOINTS, ELASTIC BANDAGES, BANDAGES FOR
DIE WAIST, BANDAGES FOR ORTHOPAEDIC PURPOSES; APPARATUS FOR MEASURING, EXAMINING AND TAKING IMPRESSIONS OF THE FEET; BODY MASSAGERS; ELECTRICALLY OPERATED MASSAGERS; FOOT MASSAGERS; THERAPEUTIC APPARATUS AND APPLIANCES FOR MASSAGING AND/OR BATHING; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS.
LISTERINE CAVITY FIGHTER

2925788  19/03/2015
JOHNSON & JOHNSON
ONE JOHNSON & JOHNSON PLAZA, NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY 08933-7001, USA
Manufacturers and merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
1641696, 1641697, 1787193, 2236065, 2252999, 2325999, 2599069, 2599070

DELHI

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE CAVITY FIGHTER.

Cl.3; Oral care products, namely antiseptic, mouthwash, and gargle; non-medicated mouth rinses and breath fresheners

Cl.5; Medicinal products, namely antiseptic, mouthwash, and gargle; medicated mouth rinses and breath fresheners

Cl.21; Small domestic utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith), combs and sponges, brushes (other than paint brushes), including toothbrushes, brush making materials, instruments and materials for cleaning purposes, steelwool, glassware, porcelain and earthenware, not included in other classes and dental floss, dental flossers and dental flosser refills
ADKAR
2927824   23/03/2015
PROSCI, INC.
1367 S. Garfield Avenue, Loveland, Colorado 80537, U.S.A.
Manufacturers and Service Providers
A corporation of Colorado, U.S.A.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since : 14/01/2008

DELHI
Cl.9; Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus.
Cl.16; Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' type; printing blocks.
Cl.35; Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.
Cl.41; Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
TELETRACKING

2929900  25/03/2015
TELETRACKING TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
The Times Building, 336 Fourth Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15222, USA
Manufacturers and Service Providers.
A U.S. corporation, incorporated in the state of Delaware.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1241840
DELHI

Cl.9;Computer software, computer software for mobile computing devices, and computer software applications, all for facilitating the optimization of clinical, financial, and operational efficiencies and outcomes of hospitals and other healthcare facilities.

Cl.35;Business consulting services in the healthcare field, namely, facilitating the optimization of clinical, financial, and operational efficiencies and outcomes of hospitals and other healthcare facilities; Consulting services in the fields of healthcare operations management and hospital operations management, namely, facilitating the optimization of clinical, financial, and operational efficiencies and outcomes of hospitals and other healthcare facilities.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for facilitating the optimization of operational efficiencies in hospitals and healthcare facilities.

Cl.44;Consulting services in the health care field.
TELETRACKING ORCHESTRATE

2929904  25/03/2015

TELETRACKING TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
The Times Building, 336 Fourth Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15222, USA

Manufacturers and Service Providers
A U.S. corporation, incorporated in the state of Delaware.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2929900, 2929901

DELHI

Cl.9; Computer software, computer software for mobile computing devices, and computer software applications, all for facilitating the optimization of clinical, financial, and operational efficiencies and outcomes of hospitals and other healthcare facilities; computer software for use by clinical and support personnel in the healthcare field relating to the observation and flow of patients in a clinical environment.

Cl.42; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for facilitating the optimization of operational efficiencies in hospitals and healthcare facilities; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for use by clinical and support personnel in the healthcare field relating to the observation and flow of patients in a clinical environment.
TELETRACKING TRANSFERCENTER

2929907  25/03/2015
TELETRACKING TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
The Times Building, 336 Fourth Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15222, USA

Manufacturers and Service Providers
A U.S. corporation, incorporated in the state of Delaware.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2929900, 2929901, 2929904

DELHI

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE TRANSFERCENTER AND MARK SHOULD BE USED AS A WHOLE.

Cl.9: Computer software, computer software for mobile computing devices, and computer software applications, all for facilitating the optimization of clinical, financial, and operational efficiencies and outcomes of hospitals and other healthcare facilities; computer software for coordination of medical care resources among health care facilities.

Cl.42: Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for facilitating the optimization of operational efficiencies in hospitals and healthcare facilities; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for coordination of medical care resources among health care facilities.
2934780  01/04/2015
SMT. MANDAKINI B BIRADAR
trading as ;Indian Air Filters Co
102 Oxford CHS Ltd, Yogi Hill, Yogi Hill Road Mulund (w), Mumbai - 400080, Maharashtra
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREM RAJA KUMARI
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar East,Chennai- 600102
Used Since :01/01/1982
MUMBAI
Cl.11: AIR PURIFYING APPARATUS AND MACHINES, AIR FILTERING INSTALLATIONS, AIR DEODORISING
APPARATUS, AIR VALVES FOR STEAM HEATING INSTALLATIONS, AIR DRIERS [DRYERS] / AIR DRIERS / AIR DRYERS,
AIR COOLING APPARATUS, AIR CONDITIONING APPARATUS, AIR CONDITIONING INSTALLATIONS / INSTALLATIONS
FOR CONDITIONING AIR, AIR CONDITIONERS FOR VEHICLES
Cl.35: ADVERTISING, IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCIES, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND
SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, MARKETING, SALES
PROMOTION FOR OTHERS
Priority claimed from 02/10/2014; Application No.: 86413276(Cl.42)86413314(Cl.40); United States of America

2934879 02/04/2015

ALBANY MOLECULAR RESEARCH INC.
26 Corporate Circle, P.O. Box 15098, Albany, New York 12212-5098, United States of America.

Service Providers
State of Delaware, USA corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since: 31/03/2015

DELHI

There shall be no right on the descriptive matters.

Cl.40; Custom manufacture of pharmaceuticals and chemicals.

Cl.42; Research and development and consultation related thereto in the field of pharmaceuticals and chemicals.
2936594  07/04/2015
HEARST HOLDINGS, INC.
300 West 57th Street, New York, New York 10019, USA.
Manufacturers
A Delaware Corporation.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
THE TRADE MARK SHALL BE USED AS A WHOLE.

Cl.16: PRINTED MATTER; MAGAZINES PERIODICALS, NEWSPAPERS; COMICS AND COMIC STRIPS; BOOKS, PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES.

Cl.18: LEATHER AND Imitations of LEATHER AND Goods Made of THESE Materials, Namely, HAND BAGS, TOTE BAGS, MOBILE TELEPHONE CASES, WALLETS, PASS AND IDENTIFICATION CARD CASES, COIN PURSES, COSMETIC BAGS, KEY CASES, DRAWSTRING BAGS, BACKPACKS, SHOPPING BAGS, BEACH BAGS, CAMPING BAGS, COMPUTER BAGS AND CASES, COMPUTER NOTEBOOK BAGS AND CASES, ORGANIZER COVERS AND CASES, PDA COVERS AND CASES, AND PASSPORT HOLDERS; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY.

Cl.25: SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS; PANTS; SHORTS; SKIRTS; HEADWEAR; SCARVES; GLOVES; SWIMWEAR; UNDERWEAR; COATS; SWEATERS; VESTS; CLOTHING; GARTERS; STOCKING SUSPENDERS; SUSPENDERS; BANDS; BELTS; SHOES; BOOTS; SNEAKERS; FOOTWEAR; MASQUERADE COSTUMES; SPECIAL SPORTS CLOTHING; SPECIAL SPORTS SHOES; SOCKS.
MUSTANG

2937954    08/04/2015
FORD MOTOR COMPANY
One American Road, Dearborn, Michigan 48126, United States of America
Manufacturers
A company organised and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, U.S.A.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2937954

DELHI

Cl.6; Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings for metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores; key chains.

Cl.21; Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; mugs, tumblers, coaster sets, and coolers.
MOBITV CONNECT

Priority claimed from 10/10/2014; Application No. : 86/421,114 ;United States of America
2938655 09/04/2015

MOBITV, INC.
6425 Christie Ave., 5th Floor, Emeryville, California 94608, United States of America
Manufacturers, merchants and service providers
A corporation of the State of Delaware

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.9: Computer hardware and peripheral devices; computer networking hardware; computer hardware, software, and peripheral devices for accessing and transmitting data and content among consumer electronics devices and displays; computer hardware, software, and peripheral devices for wireless content delivery; computer hardware, software, and peripheral devices for upload, storage, retrieval, download, transmission and delivery of digital content; computer hardware, software, and peripheral devices for controlling the operation of audio and video devices and for viewing, searching and playing audio, video, television, movies, photographs and other digital images, and other multimedia content; computer operating software; computer software for browsing the global computer network and private networks; computer software for providing access to the Internet; computer software

Cl.38: Telecommunications and broadcasting services; streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual material via the Internet and wireless networks; video on demand transmissions; broadcasting services, namely, digital audio broadcasting services provided via a global communications network; transmission of television programming, movies and other audio-visual content over the Internet; broadcasting services, namely, delivering live streaming interactive and non-interactive television, media, data streams, and prerecorded video and audio programming in real-time to wireless receivers, wireless hand sets, cellular telephones, computers, and televisions

Cl.42: Software as a Service (SaaS) services; application service provider (ASP) services; application service provider (ASP) services, namely, hosting computer software applications of others; providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable software for use in personalized, interactive television programming and accompanying manuals distributed therewith; providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable software for use in generating, displaying and manipulating visual media, graphic images, photographs, illustrations, digital animation, video clips, film footage and audio data; providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable software for use in accessing, viewing and controlling streaming and static audiovisual content over digital media streaming devices; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer software problems; technical support services, namely troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware problems all related to hardware for accessing and transmitting data and content among consumer electronic devices and displays; providing a website featuring information relating to computer software for accessing and transmitting data and content among consumer electronics devices and displays.
MOBITV

Priority claimed from 10/10/2014; Application No.: 86/421,112; United States of America

2938657  09/04/2015
MOBITV, INC.
6425 Christie Ave., 5th Floor, Emeryville, California 94608, United States of America
Manufacturers, merchants and service providers
A corporation of the State of Delaware

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2938655

DELHI

Cl.9; Computer hardware and peripheral devices; computer networking hardware; computer hardware, software, and peripheral devices for accessing and transmitting data and content among consumer electronics devices and displays; computer hardware, software, and peripheral devices for wireless content delivery; computer hardware, software, and peripheral devices for upload, storage, retrieval, download, transmission and delivery of digital content; computer hardware, software, and peripheral devices for controlling the operation of audio and video devices and for viewing, searching and playing audio, video, television, movies, photographs and other digital images, and other multimedia content; computer operating software; computer software for browsing the global computer network and private networks; computer software for providing access to the Internet; computer software

Cl.42; Software as a Service (SaaS) services; application service provider (ASP) services; application service provider (ASP) services, namely, hosting computer software applications of others; providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable software for use in personalized, interactive television programming and accompanying manuals distributed therewith; providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable software for use in generating, displaying and manipulating visual media, graphic images, photographs, illustrations, digital animation, video clips, film footage and audio data; providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable software for use in accessing, viewing and controlling streaming and static audiovisual content over digital media streaming devices; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer software problems; technical support services, namely troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware problems all related to hardware for accessing and transmitting data and content among consumer electronic devices and displays; providing a website featuring information relating to computer software for accessing and transmitting data and content among consumer electronics devices and displays
Bottega Veneta

2941844    15/04/2015
BOTTEGA VENETA SA
Via Industria 19, 6814 CADEMPINO, Switzerland
MANUFACTURERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A Swiss company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Used Since :29/02/2012

DELHI

29/02/2012

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.1471134..

Cl.3:PERFUMES, PERFUME EXTRACTS, EAU DE PARFUM, EAU DE COLOGNE, TOILLET WATER, AFTER SHAVE CREAMS, AFTER SHAVE LOTIONS, SHAVING LOTIONS, SHAVING CREAMS AND FOAMS, HAIR LOTIONS, SHAMPOOS, HAIR CONDITIONERS, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, BEAUTY MASKS, COLD CREAMS, HAND CREANS, BODY AND FACIAL CREAMS, DEODORANTS FOR PERSONAL USE, ANTIPERSPIRANTS FOR PERSONAL USE, SKIN CLEANSERS, SOAPS FOR PERSONAL USE, TOILET SOAPS, BATH SOAPS, BATH AND SHOWER FOAMS, BATH AND SHOWER GEL, BODY OILS, BODY LOTIONS, SKIN LOTIONS, LIPSTICKS, LIP GLOSS, FACE-POWDER, EYE-PENCILS, ROUGE, MASCARA, EYE SHADOWS, FOUNDATION MAKE-UP. LIP PENCILS, EYELINER, TALCUM POWDER, NAIL POLISH, DENTIFRICES, SANTAN LOTIONS, CLEANSING MILK, MAKEUP REMOVER.

Cl.9: EYEGLASSES, SUNGLASSES, SPECTACLE GLASSES, LENSES, EYEGlass FRAMES, EYEGlass CASES: BAGS AND CASES SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR HOLDING OR CARRYING MOBILE PHONES, MP3 PLAYERS, LAPTOP COMPUTERS, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS, CAMERAS AND VIDEOCAMERAS.

Cl.14: PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES: HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS; JEWELRY BOXES, BROOCHES (JEWELRY), BRACELETS (JEWELRY), CUFF-LINKS, NECKLACES (JEWELRY), EARRINGS (JEWELRY), RINGS (JEWELRY), ORNAMENTS (JEWELRY), CLOCKS, WATCHES, WRISTWATCHES, POCKET WATCHES, WATCH BANDS AND STRAPS, WATCH CASES, ALARM CLOCKS, CHRONOGRAPHS FOR USE AS TIMEPieces AND FOR USE AS WATCHES; CHRONOMETERS.

Cl.18: LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES: TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS: UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS: WHIPS, HARNESs AND SADDLERY: SHOULDER BAGS, TRAVELLING BAGS, HANDBAGS, WAIST PACKS, WALLETs, BRIEFCASES, ATTACh CASES, POUCHES OF LEATHER FOR PACKAGING, SCHOOLBAGS, Purses, KEYCASES MADE OF LEATHER, BOSTON BAGS (TWO-HANDED OBLONG BAGS), BACKPACKS, TOILET CASES SOLD EMPTY, CARRY ON BAGS, OPERABAGS: BEACH BAGS, GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVELLING, CREDIT CARD CASES MADE OF LEATHER, SHOPPING BAGS MADE OF LEATHER OR TEXTILE, TOTE BAGS.

Cl.25: CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR; PULLOVERS, CARDIGANS, SWEATERS, JERSEYS, JUMPERS, JACKETS, SWEATSHIRTS, PARKAS, BATHING SUITS, BLOUSES, SHIRTS, TROUSERS, JEANS, WAISTCOATS, SKIRTS, SHORTS, T-SHIRTS, DRESSES, MEN'S SUITS, COATS, RAINCOATS, OVERCOATS, FUR COATS AND JACKETS, HALF COATS, EVENING DRESSES, COMBINATION SUITS, TANKTOPS, WEDDING DRESSES, BODY SHIRTS, SPORTS SHIRTS, DRESS SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, STOLES, OVERALLs, UNDERWEAR, BODY UNDERWEAR, VESTs, HOSIERY AND PANTY HOSE, BATHROBES, SHAWLS, SCARVES, NECKties, GLOVES FOR CLOTHING, BELTS FOR CLOTHING, SHOES, BOOTS, SANDALS, SLIPPERS, FLIP-FLOPS, CLOGs, HATS AND CAPS.

Cl.35: ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS; RETAIL SERVICES AND WHOLESALE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PERFUMERY; COSMETICS; CANDLES; CUTLERY; CASES AND COVERS FOR MOBILE PHONES; CASES AND COVERS FOR TABLET COMPUTERS; CASES AND COVERS FOR COMPUTERS; CASES AND COVERS FOR E-BOOK READERS; CASES AND COVERS FOR MP3 PLAYERS; CASES AND COVERS FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS; CASES AND COVERS FOR VIDEO CAMERAS; STRAPS FOR MOBILE PHONES; STRAPS FOR PEN DRIVES; STRAPS FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS; STRAPS FOR VIDEO CAMERAS; EYEGLASSES; SUNGLASSES, JEWELLERY; COSTUME JEWELLERY; HOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS; PAPER HOLDERS; PENDRAyS; PEND HOLDERS; PAPER HOLDERS; MEMOPAD HOLDERS; DESK PADS; PLACE MATS; DESK TRAYS; DESK BLOTTERS; WASTE PAPER BASKETS; BAGs; WALLETs AND OTHER LEATHER GOODS; KEYHOLDERS; UMBRELLAS, COLLARS FOR PETS; LEASHES FOR PETS; FURNITURE; MIRRORS; PICTURE FRAMES; PHOTO FRAMES; GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE; HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN UTENSILS; DOG BOWls; DOG HOUSEs; PERFUME SPRAYERS; TABLEWARE; TABLE COVERS; TABLECLOTH; TABLE MATS; BED COVERS; PILLOWS; BLANKETS; TOWELS, CLOTHING; FOOTWEAR; HEADGEAR; ELECTRONIC COMMERCE SERVICES, namely, PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT PRODUCTS VIA TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS FOR ADVERTISING AND SALES PURPOSES.
BLINK LID CLEAN

2948057   22/04/2015
JOHNSON & JOHNSON SURGICAL VISION, INC.
1700 E. ST. ANDREW PLACE SANTA ANA CALIFORNIA 92705-4933 USA
Manufacturers and merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D - 17, SOUTH EXTENSION PART - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2933961, 2933962

DELHI

Cl.5; Medicated wipes; sanitized wipes; eyelid wipes; facial wipes; disinfecting solutions; contact lens cleaning, disinfecting and soaking solutions; eye wash and eye care solutions; artificial tears; saline solutions; ophthalmic formulations; eye care treatments and preparations; medicated drops; eye drops; ophthalmic eye drops

Cl.9; Optical apparatus and instruments; spectacles; glasses; sunglasses; contact lenses; lenses; frames and cases for spectacles, glasses and sunglasses, cases for contact lenses; eye wear; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods

Cl.10; Medical and surgical apparatus and instruments; ophthalmic apparatus and instruments; artificial eyes; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods
DYWIDAG-SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL GMBH
Destouchesstrasse 68, 80796 Munich, Germany
Manufacturers
A limited liability company organised and existing under the laws of Germany.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :31/05/1979

DELHI

Cl.6; Building materials of metal; portable buildings of metal; goods of metal, (not included in other classes), namely metal goods-namely, steel tendons for pre-stressed concrete in the form of rods, concrete reinforcing steel in the form of bars, rods, wires and strands; metal anchoring material; metal fittings, nuts, sockets, shims, sheathing tubes, metal formworks, molds; tension elements of steel for ground and rock anchors; cladding tubes of metal; movable scaffolding of metal for bridge construction in cantilever construction and incremental launching; sliding mouldings and climbing forms and armaments of metal.

Cl.7; Mechanical and hydraulic presses; bending machines; mechanical machines for injecting substances which are capable of setting such as cement mortar; machines for the manufacture of prefabricated concrete parts; resistance welding machines for the manufacture of reinforcing cages.

Cl.9; Optical, electric and electronic apparatus for use in structural and civil engineering, especially for measuring and registering distances, angles, heights and positions; apparatus for measuring and/or monitoring the registered tension force by optical, electric or electronic means.
VC CIRCLE
2954565  01/05/2015
MOSAIC MEDIA VENTURES PVT LTD.
B-16, SHEKHAR APARTMENTS, MAYUR VIHAR, PHASE I, NEW DELHI-110091
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASJ LAW ASSOCIATES
NO. 347, BLOCK NO. 7, LEVEL-3, SANSKRITI MULTISTOREY, SECTOR-19B, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075
Used Since :30/11/2005
To be associated with:
1955071
DELHI
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1955071..
Cl.16;PRINTED MATTER, PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, INSTRUCTIONAL, TEACHING & TRAINING MATERIAL,
NEWSLETTERS, NEWSPAPER, STATIONERY, PERIODICALS, TRADE JOURNALS, DATABASES, MAGAZINES, MANUALS,
REFERENCERS, BOOKS & BOOKLETS, GRAPHIC PRINTS, REPRESENTATIONS & REPRODUCTIONS, LITHOGRAPHIC
WORKS, ADVERTISEMENT AND PUBLICITY MATERIAL, BROCHURES, DIARIES, CALENDARS, CATALOGUES,
PAMPHLETS, HANDBOOKS, MANUALS & SCRAPBOOKS INCLUDED IN CLASS-16
Cl.35;BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, ADMINISTRATION, CONSULTANCY, RESEARCH, APPRAISAL, INQUIRY,
INVESTIGATION, FORECASTING, EVALUATION, OUTSOURCING, ANALYSIS & INFORMATION SERVICES, OFFICE
FUNCTIONS, ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR COMMERCIAL AND ADVERTISING PURPOSES, OPINION POLLING,
ADVERTISING, PUBLICITY AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES, COMPILATION OF INFORMATION IN TO COMPUTER
SEARCHABLE DATABASE & INDICES FOR PUBLISHING ON GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS, INTERACTIVE
COMPUTER DATABASE OR INTERNET
Cl.36;FINANCIAL, INVESTMENT AND MONETARY SERVICES INCLUDING FINANCIAL CONSULTANCY, ADVISORY,
VALUATION, EVALUATION, INFORMATION, MANAGEMENT, RECORD-KEEPING, APPRAISAL, RESTRUCTURING &
ANALYSIS SERVICES, PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT SERVICES, UNDERWRITING AND FUND MANAGEMENT SERVICES,
FINANCIAL DEALS INCLUDING Mergers & ACQUISITIONS, LIQUIDATION SERVICES, VENTURE CAPITAL SERVICES,
DEBT MANAGEMENT SERVICES; ALL THE ABOVE SERVICES DELIVERED ONLINE VIA A COMPUTER DATABASE OR
INTERNET INCLUDED IN CL-36
Cl.38;TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, INTERNET MANAGEMENT SERVICES, E-COMMERCE SERVICES & ONLINE
SERVICES.
Cl.41;EDUCATION, INFORMATION, TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, EVENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES, ARRANGING &
CONDUCTING OF COLLOQUIUMS, CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, SYMPOSIA, WORKSHOPS & COMPETITIONS,
PLACEment PORTALS, ELECTRONIC/ONLINE PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, JOURNALS & INFORMATION DATABASE,
PRODUCTION, REPRODUCTION, RENTAL, ONLINE VOTING, PAY PER VIEW OF RADIO & TELEVISION PROGRAMMES,
FILMS, VIDEOS, BUSINESS, RESEARCH, MARKETING, TECHNICAL & EDUCATIONAL SHOWS INCLUDING LIVE SHOWS
OR TAPED FOR LATER BROADCAST VIA INTERNET, WIRELESS, SATELLITE, CABLE AND OTHER MEDIA.
Cl.42;ONLINE RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY AND RELATED COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT, CONTENT AND COMPUTER PROGRAM LICENSING SERVICES, ARRANGING TECHNICAL
CONSULTATION & EXPERT OPINION THEREOF, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH,
DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT SERVICES RELATING THEREO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES
2970723  25/05/2015
M/S V KAMP POLY CARPERS LLP,
trading as :V KAMP POLY CARPERS LLP
KINFRA SIP, VALLEY ROAD, NELLAD P.O., MUVATTUPUZHA, ERNAKULAM DISTRICT KERALA STATE, PIN-686 669,INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABRAHAM CHERIAN P
C/o Cherian & Associates, Advocates, Kallath Apartments, Mathai Manjuran Road, Cochin - 682018
Used Since :26/09/2011

CHENNAI

Cl.20;FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS

Cl.21;HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES); BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES

Cl.35;ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, WHOLESALING, SUPPLYING, DISTRIBUTING, TRADING, RETAILING, IMPORTING AND EXPORTING OF ALL KINDS OF FURNITURES, PLASTIC CHAIRS AND TABLES, PLASTIC PRODUCTS, MATTRESS, PILLOWS
3004256   08/07/2015
TALKING ASSETS EDUVENTURE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Talking Assets
605, Tiara, Hiranandani Estate, Patlipada, Ghodbunder Road, Thane - 400607, Maharashtra
SERVICE PROVIDER
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREM RAJA KUMARI
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar East, Chennai- 600102
Used Since :25/04/2015
MUMBAI
Cl.35; ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, MARKETING, PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT AND RECRUITMENT SERVICES, PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT, PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING FOR THE SELECTION OF PERSONNEL
Cl.36; INSURANCE; FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS
Cl.41; EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, EDUCATION INFORMATION, EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE [EDUCATION OR TRAINING ADVICE], ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS [TRAINING]
3206646   10/03/2016

FAJEENA POOLAKKAL
'ARAFA', 33/451 A, A.R. CAMP ROAD, MARIKUNNU P.O. KOZHIKODE - 673 012, KERALA STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS SERVICES PROVIDER
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002,
KERALA, INDIA.

Used Since :08/12/2012

CHENNAI

Cl.14; GOLD AND SILVER JEWELLERY, BULLIONS , DIAMONDS, PLATINUM , OTHER PRECIOUS METALS, PRECIOUS
STONES, PEARLS AND WATCHES

Cl.35; TRADING, SUPPLYING, DISTRIBUTING, IMPORTING, EXPORTING, RETAILING AND WHOLESALING OF ALL
KINDS OF GOLD , SILVER , BULLIONS, DIAMONDS, PLATINUM , PRECIOUS STONES, WATCHES AND OTHER
JEWELLERY ORNAMENTS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889  18/02/2019  Class 99

3318990  26/07/2016

JITENDRA C BHATIA
BLOCK A-2, SECTOR 7 - A, NIRNAYNAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 382481, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAYA A MANGHWANI
D-7, SHEEL APTS., 16TH ROAD, BANDRA -W, MUMBAI-400050

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Cl.29; MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME, MEAT EXTRACTS, PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, JELLIES, JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES, EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS, EDIBLE OIL, GHEE AND FATS, PEANUT, ALMOND AND OTHER NUT BUTTER/SPREAD, PLAIN AND FLAVOURED/ PROCESSED NUTS AND DRY FRUITS.

Cl.30; COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE, FLOUR AND PREPARATION MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, BISCUITS, PASTA, CAKES, COOKIES, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES, CHOCOLATES, ICE CREAM AND DESSERTS, BAKERY PRODUCTS, HONEY, TREACLE, YEAST, BAKING POWDER, SALT, MUSTARD, VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS), SPICES, ICE.

Cl.32; BEERS, MINERALS AND AERATED WATER, AND OTHER NON ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES, SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES.
KUBOTA CORPORATION (A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN)
2-47, Shikitsuhigashi 1-chome, Naniwa-ku, Osaka, 556-8601 Japan
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.

CL.7; Construction machines and apparatus and their parts and fittings; loading-unloading machines and apparatus and their parts and fittings; food or beverage processing machines and apparatus and their parts and fittings; plowing machines and implements [other than hand-held tools] and their parts and fittings; cultivating machines and implements and their parts and fittings; harvesting machines and implements and their parts and fittings; plant fiber processing machines and implements for agricultural purposes and their parts and fittings; non-electric prime movers, not for land vehicles [other than water mills and wind mills]; engines and motors, not for land vehicles; parts for non-electric prime movers, not for land vehicles [other than water mills and wind mills]; parts for non-electric prime movers for land vehicles; parts for engines and motors, not for land vehicles; parts for engines and motors for land vehicles; power transmissions and gearing [machine elements not for land vehicles]; electricity generators and their parts and fittings; compressors [not for specified purposes] and their parts and fittings; pumps [not for specified purposes] and their parts and fittings; lawn mowers and their parts and fittings; riding lawn mowers and their parts and fittings; shafts, axles or spindles [machine elements not for land vehicles]; bearings [machine elements not for land vehicles]; shaft couplings or connectors [machine elements not for land vehicles]; shock absorbers [machine elements not for land vehicles]; springs [machine elements not for land vehicles]; brakes [machine elements not for land vehicles]; valves [machine elements not for land vehicles].

CL.12; Tractors and their parts and fittings; tractors for agricultural purposes and their parts and fittings; utility vehicles and their parts and fittings; automobiles and their parts and fittings; ropeways for cargo or freight handling and their parts and fittings; tipping apparatus [parts of railway freight cars]; pusher cars for mining; puller cars for mining; towing vehicles and their parts and fittings; non-electric prime movers for land vehicles [not including their parts]; engines and motors for land vehicles; shafts, axles or spindles [machine elements for land vehicles]; bearings [machine elements for land vehicles]; shaft couplings or connectors [machine elements for land vehicles]; power transmissions and gearing [machine elements for land vehicles]; shock absorbers [machine elements for land vehicles]; springs [machine elements for land vehicles]; brakes [machine elements for land vehicles].
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889, 18/02/2019 Class 99

3376429 29/09/2016
VIEGA HOLDING GMBH & CO. KG
Viega Platz 1, 57439 Attendorn, Germany
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Used Since: 01/04/2010

CHENNAI

The mark may be restricted to the colours as represented herein.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.

Cl.6: Building materials made of metal; metal pipes; pressure pipelines made of metal; branch pipes made of metal; flanges (clamps) made of metal; pipe connection pieces and fastening material made of metal for pipelines in drinking water installations, heating installations, cooling installations, gas installations, fuel oil installations, fire-extinguishing installations, sprinkler installations, compressed-air and solar installations; sealing caps made of metal; valves or slides made of metal, other than machine parts; backflow preventers (as parts of pipes) predominantly made of metal for underground pipes; binders made of metal for plastic pipes; pedestals made of metal (as building material) for sanitary pre and interior wall installations in dry construction as well as for sanitary pre wall installations in wet construction; actuator plates made of metal (as building material) for rendering cisterns and urinals; grids made of metal for floor, bathroom, balcony and terrace drains; shower drains (floor drains) made of metal and grids made of metal for shower drains; accessories and individual parts to the above-mentioned products, as far as included in this class; floor drains with and without backflow preventers as well as bathroom, balcony, terrace drains, as building material made of metal.

Cl.7: Electrically and battery-operated machine pressing tools for pressing pipeline connections; accessories and individual parts to the above-mentioned products, as far as included in this class.

Cl.11: Shut-off and regulating valves for drinking water installations, heating installations, cooling installations, gas installations, fuel oil installations, fire-extinguishing installations, sprinkler installations, compressed-air and solar installations, as far as included in this class; thermostat valves (parts of heating plants); regulation and safety equipment for gas pipes; sanitary intake, discharge, overflow fittings for bathtubs and shower trays, wash basins, bidets, sinks, washing machines and drippers for water pipes; WC and urinary drains (parts of sanitary installations); shower drains (parts of sanitary installations); distribution fittings and pipe fittings for drinking water and heating systems and their parts; water tanks for toilet flushing, urinal flushing, fitting and drainage connections for assembly in pedestals; accessories and individual parts to the above-mentioned products, as far as included in this class; washbasin valves and washbasin stench traps made of metal; adapted actuator rosettes and cover hoods made of plastic and/or glass for sanitary intake, discharge, overflow fittings for bathtubs and shower trays; water distributor cabinets, namely metal cabinets for storing water distributors for water and heating installations; washbasin valves; washbasin stench traps; bidet stench traps predominantly made of glass; actuating panels as part of the built-in flushing cistern for activating the flushing function.

Cl.19: Building materials not made of metal; water pipes and protective pipes made of plastics for drinking water installations, heating installations, cooling installations, gas installations, fuel oil installations, fire-extinguishing installations, sprinkler installations, compressed-air and solar installations; drain pipes not made of metal; branch pipes not made of metal; pressure pipelines not made of metal; panelings made of plasterboard for mounting racks (as building material); backflow preventers (as parts of pipes) mainly consisting of plastics for ground pipes; floor drains with and without backflow preventers as well as bathroom, balcony, terrace drains, as building material mainly consisting of plastics; accessories and individual parts to the above-mentioned products, as far as included in this class.
3382785  06/10/2016
LILY TOBEKA CO., LTD
700/170 M.1, Amata Nakorn Industrial Estate, T.Bankao, A.Panthong, Chonburi 20160 Thailand
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018

Used Since :06/11/2009

MUMBAI

Cl.29; Nuts and nut products (Processed/Preserved); Peanuts (Preserved/Processed); Green Peas (Processed/Preserved); Cashews (Processed/Processed); Broad beans (Preserved/Processed); Coconut coated peanuts; milk coated peanuts; strong coffee coated peanuts; mexican spicy peanuts; wasabi coated peanuts; wasabi coated green peas; wasabi broad beans; cuttlefish broad beans; honey roasted peanuts; honey roasted cashews; roasted green peas; salted jumbo peanuts; salted cashews and salted garlic cashews; salted premium mixed nuts; coffee coated peanuts; soy sauce nuts.

Cl.30; Cuttlefish crackers; shrimp crackers; sesame crackers; mixed rice crackers; coconut crackers; premium rice crackers; crackers; rice-based snack food.
NIO

3385410  10/10/2016

NIO NEXTEV LIMITED
trading as ; Nio Nextev Limited

30th Floor, Jardine House, One Cannaught Place, Central, Hong Kong, P.R.China.
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
a company organized and existing under the laws of Hong Kong

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURA STRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Cl.7; embossing machines; paints making machines; Stereo-garage with lifter; metalworking machines; carburetor; guards [parts of machines]; electric industry equipment; starters for motors and engines; taps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; vehicle bearing.

Cl.9; computer programs [downloadable software]; automatic meter; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; detectors; mirrors [optics]; anti-dazzle shades; theft prevention installations, electric; batteries used for electric automobile; battery chargers used for electric automobile.

Cl.12; sports cars; automobiles; engines for land vehicles; bicycles; tires for vehicle wheels; steering wheels for vehicles; electric automobiles; driverless cars [autonomous cars]; motorcycles.

Cl.14; boxes of precious metal; medals; tie clips; statues of precious metal; cuff links; tie pins; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; wristwatches; watch chains; badges of precious metal.

Cl.25; trousers; outer clothing; motorists’ clothing; waterproof clothing; shoes; headgear for wear; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; girdles; neckties

Cl.35; on-line advertising on a computer network; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; production of advertising films; providing business information via a web site; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; import-export agencies; sales promotion for others; business management of sports people.

Cl.36; insurance consultancy; insurance brokerage; loans [financing]; financing services; Land vehicle credit sale (Financing lease); capital investment; leasing of real estate; trusteeship; lending against security; charitable fund raising.

Cl.37; motor vehicle maintenance and repair; vehicle wash; anti-rust treatment for vehicles; vehicle service stations [refuelling and maintenance]; vehicle breakdown assistance [repair]; vehicle battery charging; rubber tire repairing

Cl.42; research and development of new products for others; quality testing; technical project studies; automobile roadworthiness testing; industrial design.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889, 18/02/2019 Class 99

HAW PAR CORPORATION LIMITED
401 Commonwealth Drive, #03-03 Haw Par Technocentre, Singapore 149598
Manufacturers and Merchants
a public limited company limited by shares and incorporated under the laws of the republic of Singapore

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018
Used Since: 01/12/1991

To be associated with:
504898, 547659, 655923, 763605, 763606, 2977975

MUMBAI
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 3396379.

Cl.3: Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, deodorants for personal use; essential oils, toiletries; cosmetics, hair lotions; after-shave lotions; antiperspirants; aromatherapy oils; artificial eye lashes and fingernails; baby oils; baby wipes; bath gels; bath powder; beauty masks; blush; body creams, lotions, and powders; breath freshener; bubble bath; cologne; dentifrices; dusting powder; dentifrices; eye liner; eye shadows; eyebrow pencils; face powder; facial creams; facial lotion; facial masks; facial scrubs; fragrances for personal use; hair gel; hair conditioners; hair shampoo; hair mousse; hair creams; hair spray; hand cream; hand lotions; hand soaps; lip balm; lip stick; lip gloss; liquid soaps; makeup; mascara; mouthwash; nail care preparations; nail glitter; nail hardeners; nail polish; non-medicated toiletries; perfume; potpourri; room fragrances; shaving cream; skin soap; talcum powders; toilet water; skin creams; skin moisturizer; sun block; sun screen; bath preparations (not for medical use); preparations for the care, cleaning, colouring and/or grooming of the hair, scalp and/or nails; preparations for the care and/or cleaning of the skin; non-medicated bath salts; non-medicated bath capsules and tablets; non-medicated bath capsules and tablets in the form of bath crystals; incenses; non-medicatedointments.

Cl.5: Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; herbal compositions and mixtures; medicated ointments; gels and creams, bath preparations for medical/therapeutic purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides; germicides, oils prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy and embrocation for human use; insecticides; insect repellents; medicated plasters, corn plasters, plasters for bunions, plasters for callosities, plaster for medical purposes; medicated preparations in the nature of oil, tablets, powders and mixtures including hard and soft gelatine capsules, bandages for dressing; wool for medical or medicated use (impregnated with medical preparations), medicated balm and oil, medicated preparations for human use.
BEON
3399837  28/10/2016
DR. PAUL JAMES
KACHAPPILLY HOUSE, ANGAMALY SOUTH, ERNAKULAM - 683 573.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUDWIL & GOODWILL
41/785, ‘SWATHI’ C.P. UMMER ROAD, COCHIN-35,KERALA
Used Since :19/10/2016
CHENNAI
Cl.35; WHOLESALE AND RETAIL MARKETING OF PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS,
MEDICAL EQUIPMENTS, SURGICAL EQUIPMENTS, ARTIFICIAL TEETH & ALLIED DENTAL PROSTHESIS, DISPOSABLE,
MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC PRODUCTS, HOSPITAL EQUIPMENTS, MEDICAL STORE & SUPERMARKET.
Cl.44; HOSPITALS, HEATH CARE SERVICES, DIAGNOSTICS LABORATORIES, CLINICS, MEDICAL LAB SERVICES.
3399885  01/11/2016
MAHEEP P
GANGA, THAZHE CHOVA, KANNUR - 670 006, KERALA STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS’ ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since :01/11/2016
CHENNAI
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
Cl.25; CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR.
Cl.35; WHOLESALING, RETAILING, MARKETING, EXPORTING AND IMPORTING OF ALL KINDS OF READYMADE GARMENTS, MADE-UPS, TEXTILE PRODUCTS, COSMETICS, STATIONERIES, FOOT WARES, CONSUMABLES AND LIFE STYLE PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES.
3412341  17/11/2016
SRISAI TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : SRISAI TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
#57, 4TH STREET, BHARATHY NAGAR, IAF AVADI, CHENNAI - 600055
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since : 29/09/2016
CHENNAI
Cl.41; Pertaining to education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
Cl.42; Pertaining to scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research; design and development of computer hardware and software.
3418979  24/11/2016
MOIZ FARAZDAQ BHANPURAWALA
trading as :MAS-TEK
19 Firdous Buiding 1st floor r no 02, Vasil Khan Marg Surti Mohalla Nagpada, Mumbai-400008
TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, CALCUTTA- 700 025.
Used Since :31/10/2016
MUMBAI

Cl.7; MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES [EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES]; MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS [EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES]; AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED; INCUBATORS FOR EGGS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES

Cl.8; HAND TOOLS, HAND-OPERATED, CIRCULAR SAW BLADES FOR CUTTING MARBLE AND GRANITE, CIRCULAR SAW BLADES FOR CUTTING WOOD, GRINDING WHEEL BALL BEARING, SPONG WHEEL FOR POLISHING.
GARV THE PRIDE OF INDIA BRAND

3426857  04/12/2016
ZIAULLA FIRDOS NOMANI
B-311, MADHAV NAGAR CO. OP. HSG SOC., RAFI AHMED KIDWAI ROAD, OPP. HARI MASJID, WADALA, MUMBAI 400031
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAMITHA .K
NO.-2, LALANI BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, 83/85, JANMABHOOMI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Cl.35; ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
Cl.41; EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
3427957  06/12/2016
RHENO ECO SYSTEMS PVT LTD
trading as ;RHENO ECO SYSTEMS PVT LTD
B-2-102, RUNWAL ESTATE GHODBUNDER ROAD, NEAR R-MALL, MANPADA, THANE - 400607
MANUFACTURER ,TRADER AND SERVICES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :07/06/2016

MUMBAI

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE...Live Life Better...

Cl.12;Bicycles and parts thereof included in class 12.
Cl.35;Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
Cl.41;Sporting activities
3430410 12/12/2016
Bharat Petroleum Corporation Ltd.
Bharat Bhavan, 4 and 6 Currimbhoy Road, Ballard Estate, Mumbai-400 001
Manufacturers, Merchants, Traders, Service Providers
A Company Incorporated Under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TAS&CO.
Office 503, The Central, Shell Colony Road, Chembur, Mumbai 400071.

Proposed to be Used

Mumbai

Cl.9; Computer software to handle, store, retrieve, edit, manage, print on site or remotely and distribute documents of all types; Software applications for mobile and tablets; Computer software to perform electronic fund transfer namely electronic payment, electronic processing and transmission of bill payment data; Computer software for facilitating, processing and calculating of payments and making payments; Computer software for receiving, storing, editing, and transmitting purchase information over a computer network; Computer software to log commercial transactions.

Cl.35; Providing retail services for bringing together for the benefit of others a variety of consumer goods in store or via electronic media such as, web platform or mobile or other wireless device application, in order to enable customers to conveniently view & purchase such goods; Retail and departmental stores, wholesale and distribution of clothing, kitchen appliances and accessories, crockeries, personal care merchandise, books, periodicals, stationery, cards; Watches, recorded music, audio-video equipments, leather products, luggage, cosmetics and perfumery, gift article.

Cl.36; Providing financial services, banking access services, insurance services, monetary services through telecommunication networks namely wireless, satellite, cable, internet; Mobile phone banking services, banking services through electronic channels and modes, through television, telephones and mobile phones and/or electronic apparatus and instruments.

Cl.37; Vehicle maintenance and servicing

Cl.38; Providing user access to global computer networks and mobile internet platforms; Providing access to websites, web portals, blogs, forums and chat-rooms on the internet or any other communications network; Webcasting services; Electronic bulletin board services (telecommunications services); Computer aided transmission of messages and images; Transmission of messages and images between mobile telecommunications devices; Communications by mobile telephones.
BHARAT PETROLEUM CORPORATION LTD.
BHARAT BHAVAN, 4 AND 6 CURRIMBHOOY ROAD, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS, TRADERS, SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TAS&CO.
OFFICE 503, THE CENTRAL, SHELL COLONY ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI 400071.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.

Cl.9; COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO HANDLE, STORE, RETRIEVE, EDIT, MANAGE, PRINT ON SITE OR REMOTELY AND DISTRIBUTE DOCUMENTS OF ALL TYPES; SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS FOR MOBILE AND TABLETS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC FUND TRANSFER NAMELY ELECTRONIC PAYMENT, ELECTRONIC PROCESSING AND TRANSMISSION OF BILL PAYMENT DATA; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR FACILITATING, PROCESSING AND CALCULATING OF PAYMENTS AND MAKING PAYMENTS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR RECEIVING, STORING, EDITING, AND TRANSMITTING PURCHASE INFORMATION OVER A COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO LOG COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS.

Cl.35; PROVIDING RETAIL SERVICES FOR BRINGING TOGETHER FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS A VARIETY OF CONSUMER GOODS IN STORE OR VIA ELECTRONIC MEDIA SUCH AS, WEB PLATFORM OR MOBILE OR OTHER WIRELESS DEVICE APPLICATION, IN ORDER TO ENABLE CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW & PURCHASE SUCH GOODS; RETAIL AND DEPARTMENTAL STORES, WHOLESALE AND DISTRIBUTION OF CLOTHING, KITCHEN APPLIANCES AND ACCESSORIES, CROCKERIES, PERSONAL CARE MERCHANDISE, BOOKS, PERIODICALS, STATIONERY, CARDS; WATCHES, RECORDED MUSIC, AUDIO-VIDEO EQUIPMENTS, LEATHER PRODUCTS, LUGGAGE, COSMETICS AND PERFUMERY, GIFT ARTICLE.

Cl.36; PROVIDING FINANCIAL SERVICES, BANKING ACCESS SERVICES, INSURANCE SERVICES, MONETARY SERVICES THROUGH TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS NAMELY WIRELESS, SATELLITE, CABLE, INTERNET; MOBILE PHONE BANKING SERVICES, BANKING SERVICES THROUGH ELECTRONIC CHANNELS AND MODES, THROUGH TELEVISION, TELEPHONES AND MOBILE PHONES AND/OR ELECTRONIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS.

Cl.37; VEHICLE MAINTENANCE AND SERVICING

Cl.38; PROVIDING USER ACCESS TO GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS AND MOBILE INTERNET PLATFORMS; PROVIDING ACCESS TO WEBSITES, WEB PORTALS, BLOGS, FORUMS AND CHAT-ROOMS ON THE INTERNET OR ANY OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK; WEBCASTING SERVICES; ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARD SERVICES [TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES]; COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES; TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES BETWEEN MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS DEVICES; COMMUNICATIONS BY MOBILE TELEPHONES.
3446430    30/12/2016
FUTURE CONSUMER LIMITED
Knowledge House, Shyam Nagar, Off Jogeshwari Vikhroli Link Road, Jogeshwari (East), Mumbai- 400 060 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3151582

MUMBAI
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3151582.

Cl.3; Cosmetics non medicated included in Class 3, Nail Paints; Nail Paint Remover; Kajal; Eyeliner; Mascara; Eyebrow Pencil; Bindi; Eye Lashes; Lipsticks; Lipbalms; Face Compact; Face Loose Powder; Foundation; Concealer; Eyeshadow; Face Primer; Blush; Nail Art Kits; Makeup Remover; Perfumes; Deodorants; Roll-on; Body Mist; Hair Color; Soaps; Shampoo; Talc; Body Lotion, Cotton Ear Buds

Cl.16; Body Art Tattoo

Cl.26; Safety Pins, ribbons and braids, artificial flowers, hair buckle, brooches (clothing accessories)
3461501  19/01/2017
CLEAN TODAY INDIANS TRUST
77-New Market Street, Tirupur, Tamil Nadu - 641604
Service Providers
An Indian Trust
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
No exclusive claim over descriptive words NAMMAOORU TIRUPUR.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
Cl.45;Legal services; security services for the protection of property and individuals; personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.
3474646     06/02/2017
SHV ENERGY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SHV ENERGY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
"SUPER GAS HOUSE", IV FLOOR, SDE SERENE CHAMBERS, 8-2-334, ROAD NO.7, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 034, TELANGANA , INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :01/01/2017
To be associated with:
693954, 733428, 733429, 1474400, 1875232, 3346110, 3346111, 3474645

CHENNAI
Cl.1;CHEMICALS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY , ADDITIVES (CHEMICAL) FOR COOLING AGENTS, GASES FOR USE IN REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS, GASES FOR INDUSTRIAL USE, GASES AND GAS MIXTURES FOR USE IN AGRICULTURE, ADDITIVES (CHEMICAL) FOR COMBUSTION ENHANCERS, CATALYSTS FOR IMPROVING COMBUSTION, CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE AS ADDITIVE TO FUELS FOR IMPROVING COMBUSTION, COMBUSTION PROMOTING CHEMICALS , CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE FILLING OF AEROSOLS, PROPELLANT GASES FOR AEROSOLS, CHEMICAL AND ORGANIC COMPOSITIONS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES , STEARIC ACID.
Cl.3;BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES.
Cl.4;FUEL GASES, GASES FOR USE AS FUELS, INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES, LUBRICANTS, DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS, FUELS AND ILLUMINANTS, COAL GAS , CANDLES AND WICKS FOR LIGHTING , INDUSTRIAL OILS AND FATS, PARAFFIN , PETROLEUM JELLY FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES, LIQUEFIED GAS.
Cl.5;PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
Cl.6;LIQUID STORAGE TANKS (CONTAINERS) MADE OF METAL , LIQUEFIED GAS STORAGE TANKS OF METAL.
Cl.11;INSTALLATION FOR LIGHTING , HEATING, COOLING , DRYING, VENTILATING, REFRIGERATING, COOKING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES, AIR CONDITIONING, GAS HEAT GENERATORS, PYROTECHNIC GAS GENERATORS, BURNERS FOR THE COMBUSTION OF GAS IN BOILER UNITS, RECUPERATORS FOR PRE- HEATING COMBUSTION AIR IN HEATING SYSTEMS BY THE USE OF HOT FLUE GAS, WATER PRESSURE REDUCERS (REGULATING ACCESSORIES ), WATER PRESSURE REDUCERS(SAFETY ACCESSORIES )
Cl.12;VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER.
Cl.37;BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES.
Cl.39; TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT.

Cl.42; SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES INCLUDING RESEARCH, CONSULTANCY AND DESIGN SERVICES RELATED THERETO IN THE FIELD OF RENEWABLE ENERGY, ALTERNATIVE ENERGY GENERATION, SOLAR CELLS, ELECTRICITY, BIOTECHNOLOGY AND ENERGY SUPPLY, TECHNICAL DESIGN AND PLANNING OF PIPELINES FOR GAS, ENGINEERING SERVICES RELATING TO GAS TRANSPORT AND SUPPLY SYSTEMS, INDUSTRIAL PACKAGING DESIGN SERVICES.
3474649 06/02/2017
SHV ENERGY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SHV ENERGY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
"SUPER GAS HOUSE", IV FLOOR, SDE SERENE CHAMBERS, 8-2-334, ROAD NO.7, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 034, TELANGANA , INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :01/01/2017
To be associated with:
693954, 733428, 733429, 1474400, 1875232, 3346110, 3346111, 3474645, 3474646, 3474647, 3474648

CHENNAI

CL.1;CHEMICALS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY , ADDITIVES (CHEMICAL) FOR COOLING AGENTS, GASES FOR USE IN REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS, GASES FOR INDUSTRIAL USE, GASES AND GAS MIXTURES FOR USE IN AGRICULTURE, ADDITIVES (CHEMICAL) FOR COMBUSTION ENHANCERS, CATALYSTS FOR IMPROVING COMBUSTION, CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE AS ADDITIVE TO FUELS FOR IMPROVING COMBUSTION, COMBUSTION PROMOTING CHEMICALS , CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE FILLING OF AEROSOLS, PROPELLANT GASES FOR AEROSOLS, CHEMICAL AND ORGANIC COMPOSITIONS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES , STEARIC ACID.

CL.3;BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES.

CL.4;FUEL GASES, GASES FOR USE AS FUELS, INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES, LUBRICANTS, DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS, FUELS AND ILLUMINANTS, COAL GAS , CANDLES AND WICKS FOR LIGHTING , INDUSTRIAL OILS AND FATS, PARAFFIN , PETROLEUM JELLY FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES, LIQUEFIED GAS.

CL.5;PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.

CL.6;LIQUID STORAGE TANKS (CONTAINERS) MADE OF METAL , LIQUEFIED GAS STORAGE TANKS OF METAL.

CL.11;INSTALLATION FOR LIGHTING , HEATING, COOLING , DRYING, VENTILATING, REFRIGERATING, COOKING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES, AIR CONDITIONING, GAS HEAT GENERATORS, PYROTECHNIC GAS GENERATORS, BURNERS FOR THE COMBUSTION OF GAS IN BOILER UNITS, RECUPERATORS FOR PRE- HEATING COMBUSTION AIR IN HEATING SYSTEMS BY THE USE OF HOT FLUE GAS, WATER PRESSURE REDUCERS (REGULATING ACCESSORIES ), WATER PRESSURE REDUCERS/SAFETY ACCESSORIES )

CL.12;VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER.

CL.37;BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES.

CL.39;TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT.

CL.42;SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES INCLUDING RESEARCH, CONSULTANCY AND DESIGN SERVICES RELATED THERETO IN THE FIELD OF RENEWABLE ENERGY, ALTERNATIVE ENERGY GENERATION, SOLAR CELLS, ELECTRICITY, BIOTECHNOLOGY AND ENERGY SUPPLY, TECHNICAL DESIGN AND PLANNING OF PIPELINES FOR GAS, ENGINEERING SERVICES RELATING TO GAS TRANSPORT AND SUPPLY SYSTEMS, INDUSTRIAL PACKAGING DESIGN SERVICES.
SHV ENERGY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as SHV ENERGY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
"SUPER GAS HOUSE", IV FLOOR, SDE SERENE CHAMBERS, 8-2-334, ROAD NO.7, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 034, TELANGANA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

To be associated with:
693954, 733428, 733429, 1474398, 1474400, 1875232, 3346110, 3346111, 3474645, 3474646, 3474647, 3474648, 3474649

CHENNAI

The mark should not be dissected and to be considered as a whole, with no exclusive right to the separate words, except substantially as used by the Applicant.

Cl.1; CHEMICALS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY, ADDITIVES (CHEMICAL) FOR COOLING AGENTS, GASES FOR USE IN REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS, GASES FOR INDUSTRIAL USE, GASES AND GAS MIXTURES FOR USE IN AGRICULTURE, ADDITIVES (CHEMICAL) FOR COMBUSTION ENHANCERS, CATALYSTS FOR IMPROVING COMBUSTION, CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE AS ADDITIVE TO FUELS FOR IMPROVING COMBUSTION, COMBUSTION PROMOTING CHEMICALS, CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE FILLING OF AEROSOLS, PROPELLANT GASES FOR AEROSOLS, CHEMICAL AND ORGANIC COMPOSITIONS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES, STEARIC ACID.

Cl.3; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICIES.

Cl.4; FUEL GASES, GASES FOR USE AS FUELS, INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES, LUBRICANTS, DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS, FUELS AND ILLUMINANTS, COAL GAS, CANDLES AND WICKS FOR LIGHTING, INDUSTRIAL OILS AND FATS, PARAFFIN, PETROLEUM JELLY FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES, LIQUEFIED GAS.

Cl.5; PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.

Cl.6; LIQUID STORAGE TANKS (CONTAINERS) MADE OF METAL, LIQUEFIED GAS STORAGE TANKS OF METAL.

Cl.11; INSTALLATION FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, COOLING, DRYING, VENTILATING, REFRIGERATING, COOKING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES, AIR CONDITIONING, GAS HEAT GENERATORS, PYROTECHNIC GAS GENERATORS, BURNERS FOR THE COMBUSTION OF GAS IN BOILER UNITS, RECUPERATORS FOR PRE-HEATING COMBUSTION AIR IN HEATING SYSTEMS BY THE USE OF HOT FLUE GAS, WATER PRESSURE REDUCERS (REGULATING ACCESSORIES), WATER PRESSURE REDUCERS (SAFETY ACCESSORIES).

Cl.12; VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER.

Cl.39; TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT.
Cl.42; SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES INCLUDING RESEARCH, CONSULTANCY AND DESIGN SERVICES RELATED THERETO IN THE FIELD OF RENEWABLE ENERGY, ALTERNATIVE ENERGY GENERATION, SOLAR CELLS, ELECTRICITY, BIOTECHNOLOGY AND ENERGY SUPPLY, TECHNICAL DESIGN AND PLANNING OF PIPELINES FOR GAS, ENGINEERING SERVICES RELATING TO GAS TRANSPORT AND SUPPLY SYSTEMS, INDUSTRIAL PACKAGING DESIGN SERVICES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889 ,  18/02/2019     Class 99

3474651   06/02/2017
SHV ENERGY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SHV ENERGY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
"SUPER GAS HOUSE", IV FLOOR, SDE SERENE CHAMBERS, 8-2-334, ROAD NO.7, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 034, TELANGANA , INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :01/01/2017
CHENNAI
associated with the application no. 1875232.

CI.1;CHEMICALS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY , ADDITIVES (CHEMICAL) FOR COOLING AGENTS, GASES FOR USE IN REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS, GASES FOR INDUSTRIAL USE, GASES AND GAS MIXTURES FOR USE IN AGRICULTURE, ADDITIVES (CHEMICAL) FOR COMBUSTION ENHANCERS, CATALYSTS FOR IMPROVING COMBUSTION, CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE AS ADDITIVE TO FUELS FOR IMPROVING COMBUSTION, COMBUSTION PROMOTING CHEMICALS , CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE FILLING OF AEROSOLS, PROPELLANT GASES FOR AEROSOLS, CHEMICAL AND ORGANIC COMPOSITIONS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES , STEARIC ACID.

CI.3;BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES.

CI.4;FUEL GASES, GASES FOR USE AS FUELS, INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES, LUBRICANTS, DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS, FUELS AND ILLUMINANTS, COAL GAS , CANDLES AND WICKS FOR LIGHTING , INDUSTRIAL OILS AND FATS, PARAFFIN , PETROLEUM JELLY FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES, LIQUEFIED GAS.

CI.5;PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLasters, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.

CI.6;LIQUID STORAGE TANKS (CONTAINERS) MADE OF METAL , LIQUEFIED GAS STORAGE TANKS OF METAL.

CI.11;INSTALLATION FOR LIGHTING , HEATING, COOLING , DRYING, VENTILATING, REFRIGERATING, COOKING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES, AIR CONDITIONING, GAS HEAT GENERATORS, PYROTECHNIC GAS GENERATORS, BURNERS FOR THE COMBUSTION OF GAS IN BOILER UNITS, RECUPERATORS FOR PRE- HEATING COMBUSTION AIR IN HEATING SYSTEMS BY THE USE OF HOT FLUE GAS, WATER PRESSURE REDUCERS (REGULATING ACCESSORIES ), WATER PRESSURE REDUCERS(SAFETY ACCESSORIES )

CI.12;VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER.

CI.37;BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES.

CI.39;TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT.

CI.42;SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES INCLUDING RESEARCH, CONSULTANCY AND DESIGN SERVICES RELATED THERETO IN THE FIELD OF RENEWABLE ENERGY, ALTERNATIVE ENERGY GENERATION, SOLAR CELLS, ELECTRICITY, BIOTECHNOLOGY AND ENERGY SUPPLY, TECHNICAL DESIGN AND PLANNING OF PIPELINES FOR GAS, ENGINEERING SERVICES RELATING TO GAS TRANSPORT AND SUPPLY SYSTEMS, INDUSTRIAL PACKAGING DESIGN SERVICES.
3479396  10/02/2017
SHARDLOW INDIA LTD
trading as ;SHARDLOW INDIA LTD
HUZUR GARDENS, SEMBIAM , STATE OF TAMIL NADU , INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :06/08/1973

CHENNAI

Cl.7 ;CRANK SHAFTS, GEARS, OTHER THAN FOR LAND VEHICLES, UNIVERSAL JOINTS [CARDAN JOINTS], JOINTS (UNIVERSAL) [CARDAN JOINTS], JOINTS(PARTS OF ENGINES), PISTONS FOR CYLINDERS , PISTONS FOR ENGINES , RODS (CONNECTING) FOR MACHINES, MOTORS AND ENGINES, ROLLER BEARINGS, SHAFT COUPLINGS [MACHINES], SHAFTS (BEARINGS FOR TRANSMISSION---), TRANSMISSION CHAINS OTHER THAN FOR LAND VEHICLES,TRANSMISSION SHAFTS (BEARINGS FOR --- ), VALVES [PARTS OF MACHINES]

Cl.12 ;AXLES FOR VEHICLES, CONNECTING RODS FOR LAND VEHICLES, OTHER THAN PARTS OF MOTORS AND ENGINES , GEAR BOXES FOR LAND VEHICLES, GEARING FOR LAND VEHICLES, RAILWAY COUPLINGS, REDUCTION GEARS FOR LAND VEHICLES, TORSION BARS FOR VEHICLES , TRANSMISSION SHAFTS FOR LAND VEHICLES , VEHICLES (CONNECTING RODS FOR LAND--- ) OTHER THAN PARTS OF MOTORS AND ENGINES , WHEEL HUBS (VEHICLE---)
SANCELLA
3481345  13/02/2017
SCA HYGIENE PRODUCTS AB
SE-405 03 Goteborg, Sweden
Manufacturers, Merchants, Traders and Service Providers
A company existing under the laws of Sweden
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Cl.3; Bleaching preparations; substances for laundry use; detergents; cleaning polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; skin care products, namely washing creams, cleansing creams, moisturizers, skin lotions, barrier creams, zinc creams, hand-washing substances, soaps, cakes of soap; perfumery, essential oils; bath oils; shampoos and conditioners; hair gels; after-shave lotions; toothpaste; deodorants; disposable impregnated paper and cotton articles for cleaning, sanitary and cosmetic purposes; cotton wool; cotton sticks

Cl.5; Disposable paper and cotton articles impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions for cleaning and sanitary purposes; breast nursing pads; disposable diapers; diaper pants; liners; tampons; sanitary napkins (towels) and other absorbent articles for sanitary purposes; ointments for pharmaceutical purposes; diagnostic agents for pharmaceutical use; wound cleansing set composed of medical cleansers for wounds and wound dressings; plasters, dressings, wound dressings, medical strips, bandages for sanitary purposes (and/or medical purposes)

Cl.9; Computer software in all forms containing information relating to all aspects of health care, personal care, incontinence care and geriatric care; computer software related to the measurement of patterns of urination; apparatus for the transmission of data; data processing equipment and accessories, communication equipment; sensors and detectors; software for analyzing business management and customer services for analyzing traffic and visitor data, consumption and stock levels; software for steering and optimizing operations, software for improvement of quality; software for providing information to customers and staff relating to traffic and visitor data, consumption and stock levels; software in form of apps; computer systems for automatic control of ventilating, air-purifying and air-freshening apparatus and installations, sanitary apparatus and installations, in particular toilets, urinals (sanitary fixtures), wash bowls, hand drying apparatus, towel dispensers, soap dispensers, toilet paper dispensers, aerosol containers

Cl.10; Orthopedic support dressings and orthopedic bandages and hosiery; medical compression stockings, tights and socks, medical support stockings; casting tapes and bandages for orthopedic purposes; splints for surgical purposes; orthopedic articles; padding material for orthopedic purposes (included in this class)

Cl.16; Paper and paper articles, namely: paper wiping, drying, cleaning and polishing cloths and paper wash cloths in rolls and preformed; cellulose wipers; paper towels, paper handkerchiefs, paper napkins, kitchen rolls and toilet rolls made of paper; wash gloves made of paper; paper and plastic sachets and bags; protective covers made of paper; protective covers made of paper with plastic back sheet; bibs; paper tablecloths

Cl.20; Non-metallic fixed stands, holders and dispensers for products made of paper, such as towels, serviettes, kitchen rolls and toilet rolls; packagings made of paper or plastic; plastic material for packaging of soaps, degreasing agents, detergents

Cl.21; Stands, holders, containers and dispensers for paper, paper towels, liquid soap, air fresheners and other household, kitchen and toilet products; bins, bins for sanitary products, cleaning cloths; household and kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith)

Cl.24; Woven fabrics and textile goods not included in other classes; bed and table linen, woven, non-woven or combined with paper; bed and table covers, under-sheets

Cl.35; Business information services provided on-line from a computer database or the internet; distribution of samples; systematization of data in databases

Cl.38; Providing access to a compilation of information from computer databases matter in relation to health care, hygienic care and geriatric care; providing access to a global computer network for the transfer and dissemination of information

Cl.41; Education; education services relating to personal care, health care and geriatric care; arranging and conducting of educational seminars in relation to personal care, health care and geriatric care

Cl.42; Industrial analysis and research services in the field of the paper industry including area of paper and cotton products for household, hygienic, sanitary and cosmetic purposes; quality assurance consultancy; advice and analysis
relating to improvement of quality in relation to analysis of traffic and visitor data, product consumption and stock levels

Cl.44; Healthcare; consulting services relating to health; services for planning, organizing and monitoring for individualised healthcare, including such services provided online or via the internet; hygienic and beauty care for human beings
TAPESTRY COLLECTION BY HILTON

3482047  13/02/2017
HILTON WORLDWIDE HOLDING LLP (A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM)
Maple Court Central Park, Reeds Crescent, Watford WD24 4QQ, United Kingdom

Service Providers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3482046

CHENNAI
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..

Cl.35; Arranging and conducting of business functions, conferences, conventions, exhibitions, seminars and meetings.
Cl.36; Real estate brokerage services, real estate management services.
Cl.41; Entertainment services in the nature of presenting live dance, variety and musical performances; nightclub services; health club services, namely, providing instruction and equipment in the field of physical exercise; arranging and conducting of live exhibitions, functions, conferences, conventions, seminars and meetings in the fields of education, culture, sports and entertainment for non-business and non-commercial purposes; theatre and opera reservations.
Cl.43; Rental of temporary accommodation; reservations of temporary accommodations; hotel, motel, bar, café, restaurant, banquet and catering services; rental of rooms for holding functions, conferences, conventions, exhibitions, seminars and meetings.
Cl.44; Beauty salons, hairdressing salons, barber services; massage services; health spa services for health and wellness of the body and spirit; provision of sauna, whirlpool, solarium and sun deck facilities; aromatherapy services; beauty, hairdressing and aromatherapy advice.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

the mark may be restricted to the colour as represented herein.

Cl.1; Adhesives used in industry; Putties, and fillers and pastes for use in industry.

Cl.2; Coatings; Lacquers and varnishes; Preservatives; Preservatives against rust; Undersealing for vehicle chassis; Preparations for preventing the deterioration of wood; Colorants; Mordants; Raw natural resins; Colours.

Cl.3; Cleaning and fragrancing preparations; Abraders; Vehicle cleaning preparations; Automobile polishes; Car shampoos; Automatic washing fluids; Emery paper; Emery cloth; Laundry preparations.

Cl.6; Building and construction materials and elements of metal; Shaped metal portions; All the aforesaid goods being other than expansion and expansion joint elements of metal, sheet profiles, sheet form parts, all the aforesaid goods being other than for use with jointing tapes, buildings and transportable buildings of metal; Framework scaffolding of metal; Metal step ladders; Tool storage containers of metal [empty]; Metal containers for the storage and transportation of goods; Tool chests of metal, empty; Tool boxes of metal, empty; Containers, and transportation and packaging articles, of metal; Cables, wires and chains; Nuts, bolts and fasteners; Locks and keys; Welding and soldering materials; Anchors; Metallic mountings; Bushings of metal [other than parts of machines]; Springs [metal hardware]; Knobs of metal; Sprigs [dowel pins] of metal; Adjustable collars [metal]; Ferrules of metal.

Cl.7; Machines and machine tools for treatment of materials and for manufacturing; Electric rotary hammers; Power operated tools; Hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; Agitators for circulating liquid media; Percussion hammers [machines]; Trueing machines; Screw extractors [machines]; Portable air tools; Portable electric power tools; Tool bits for use in power operated hand tools; Tools [parts of machines]; Hot air guns [electric]; Hot melt glue guns; Dispensing machines; Pallet loading belts; Lifting apparatus;

Cl.8; Hand-operated tools and implements for treatment of materials, and for construction, repair and maintenance; Lifting Tools; Agricultural, gardening and landscaping tools; Hand tools, hand-operated; Bench vices [hand implements]; Tool bags [filled]; Tool pouches for attachment to tool belts; Lifting jacks, hand-operated.

Cl.9; Detection and surveillance instruments; Safety, security, protective and signalling apparatus and safety and signalling equipment; Counting, alignment and calibrating instruments; Current measuring instruments and apparatus; Laser measuring systems; Tyre-pressure measurers; Bubble levels; Electric current meters; Breathing masks; Respiratory masks, other than for artificial respiration; Fall arrest apparatus; Filters for respiratory masks; Respiratory mask filters [non-medical]; Protective masks; Welding masks; None of the aforesaid goods being for use in connection with overvoltage protection devices.

Cl.11; Electric light fittings; Halogen lamps; Inspection lamps; LED luminaires; Apparatus for lighting; Pocket torches, electric.

Cl.12; Tool trolleys.

Cl.20; Fasteners; Cable fasteners, connectors and holders; Pipe fasteners, connectors and holders; Fixing bolts, not of metal; Fixing plugs, not of metal; Threaded fasteners made of plastic; Rivets made of plastics materials; Screws, not of metal; Nuts, not of metal; Screw bushings, not of metal; Broom handles.

Cl.35; Commercial trade and consumer information; Retail services in relation to metal hardware; Retail services in relation to lubricants; Retail services in relation to cleaning preparations; Retail services in relation to hand-operated implements for construction; Retail services in relation to hand-operated tools for construction; Wholesale services in relation to metal hardware; Wholesale services in relation to cleaning preparations; Wholesale services in relation to hand-operated implements for construction; Wholesale services in relation to hand-operated tools for construction; Wholesale services in relation to lubricants; E-commerce services, wholesaling, retailing and mail order trading of assembly and fastening parts of all kinds, hand tools, machine tools, building materials and technical chemical goods for craft and industry, machine accessories; Electronic commerce (e-commerce), namely sales consultancy by means of telecommunications networks for advertising and sales purposes; Electronic commerce (e-commerce), namely providing of online marketplaces for the arranging of contracts for the buying and selling of goods via the internet.
BNR17

3489493  21/02/2017
BIONEER CORPORATION (A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF REPUBLIC OF KOREA)
8-11, Munpyeongsco-ro, Daedeok-gu, Daejeon, 34302, Republic of Korea
Manufacturers and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

CL.1; Microorganisms other than for medical and veterinary use; Probiotic microorganisms; Lactic acid bacteria; Anti-diabetic functional lactic acid bacteria; Functional lactic acid bacteria for body fat breakdown and anti-obesity; Functional lactic acid bacteria for improving immunity; Functional lactic acid bacteria for improving skin diseases and atopic diseases; Functional lactic acid bacteria for improving intestinal function and irritable colon symptoms; Cultures of microorganisms other than for medical and veterinary use; Chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs.

CL.5; Food for babies (except lacteal flour for babies); Milk sugar for pharmaceutical purposes; Pharmaceutical preparations; Lacteal flour for babies; Microorganisms for medical purposes; Probiotic microorganisms; Lactic acid bacteria; Anti-diabetic functional lactic acid bacteria; Functional lactic acid bacteria for body fat breakdown and anti-obesity; Functional lactic acid bacteria for improving immunity; Functional lactic acid bacteria for improving skin diseases and atopic diseases; Functional lactic acid bacteria for improving intestinal function and irritable colon symptoms; Medicines for veterinary purposes; Baby food made from livestock products; Dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; Dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; Medicated confectionery; Medicinal drinks; Nutritional foods based on milk for medical use; Health supplement foods based on milk for medical use; Dietary supplements for medical purposes.
I'mRight
3493476 27/02/2017
ARKA INSURANCE BROKING PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as: ARKA INSURANCE BROKING PRIVATE LIMITED
39 K B DASAN ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI 600018, STATE OF TAMILNADU, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D-4, III FLOOR, 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018.
Used Since: 25/05/2016
CHENNAI
associated with the application no. 3493475.

Cl.35; ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES RELATING TO INSURANCE; ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSING OF INSURANCE
CLAIMS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF INSURANCE AGENCIES AND BROKERS ON AN OUTSOURCING BASIS;
PROMOTION OF FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE SERVICES, ON BEHALF OF THIRD PARTIES; THE BRINGING TOGETHER,
FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS, OF A VARIETY OF INSURANCE SERVICES, ENABLING CONSUMERS TO CONVENIENTLY
COMPARE AND PURCHASE THOSE SERVICES.

Cl.36; INSURANCE PORTFOLIOS; INSURANCE CLAIMS; INSURANCE PLANS; ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO
INSURANCE AND REINSURANCE; APPRAISALS FOR INSURANCE CLAIMS FOR REAL ESTATE; BANKING, FINANCIAL
AND INSURANCE SERVICES; BROKERAGE OF INSURANCE, REINSURANCE, INVESTMENT AND PENSIONS.
SOUKYA INDIAN HOLISTIC HEALTH CENTRE PRIVATE LIMITED (AN INDIAN COMPANY)
No. 202, Parvathi Plaza, 105, Richmond Road, Bangalore 560 025, Karnataka, India
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Used Since :18/12/2003

CHENNAI

Cl.3;Body and bath products (soaps, shampoo, conditioner, hair oil, body oil, hair wash, bath scrubs and wash lotions, creams), aroma and essential oils, perfumery, cosmetics, etc.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental; fungicides and herbicides.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, pastry and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice.

Cl.31;Grains and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products not included in other classes; live animals; fresh fruits and vegetables; seeds; natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals; malt.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
3507358 10/03/2017
RNA INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LIMITED
trading as: RNA INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LIMITED
LEVEL 1 PALM GROVE HOUSE, WICKHAM'S CAY 1, ROAD TOWN, TORTOLA BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Cl.14; PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOOD IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS.
Cl.25; CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR.
ARJJUN CHANDER
trading as ;KARYA SPACE
NEW NO.23, RATHNA NAGAR, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018 TAMILNADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Used Since :01/05/2015

CHENNAI

Cl.35;ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATIONS, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
Cl.36;INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AFFAIRS, MONETARY AFFAIRS, REAL- ESTATE AFFAIRS
Cl.43;SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
Glamira

3517304  30/03/2017

GLAMIRA INTERNET KUYUMCULUK ANONIM SIRKETI
Yenibosna Merkez Mah. 29 Ekim Cad., Vizyopark Ofis Plazalari Vizyon 4, Kat 6, Bahcelievler, 34197 Istanbul, Turkey
a legally incorporated company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Cl.14: Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; jewellery, precious stones; jewellery; horological and chronometric instruments; alarm clocks; wall clocks.

Cl.18: Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins, hides; coverings of skins (furs); trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; bags, all the aforesaid goods included in this class, in particular pocket wallets, tote bags, handbags, travelling bags, rucksacks, wheeled shopping bags, briefcases, documents wallets.

Cl.25: Clothing, footwear, headgear; neckerchiefs; bandanas (scarves); dress handkerchiefs; belts (clothing); ties; ascots; gloves (clothing).

Cl.35: Retailing, including via the internet, of precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, jewellery, precious stones, horological and chronometric instruments, alarm clocks, wall clocks, leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials, animal skins, hides, coverings of skin (fur), trunks and travelling bags, umbrellas and parasols, walking sticks, bags, in particular pocket wallets, shopping bags, handbags, holdalls, rucksacks, wheeled shopping bags, briefcases, document wallets, clothing, footwear, headgear, scarves, bandanas (neckerchiefs), handkerchiefs, belts (clothing), neckties, ascots, gloves (clothing); advertising; rental of advertising space, including on the internet; arranging of commercial transactions, for others, including within the framework of e-commerce; arranging contracts for the buying and selling of goods and the provision of services, for others.
3518296 31/03/2017
MENDA FAMILY TRUST
The Millenia, Tower B, Level 12-14, No. 1 & 2, Murphy Road, Ulsoor, Bangalore – 560008, Karnataka, India
Service Providers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
4121/B,6TH CROSS, 19A MAIN, HAL II STAGE (EXTENSION) BANGALORE-560 038. KARNATAKA.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
The mark to be considered as a whole, there is no exclusive right over the descriptive words in the mark.
Cl.36; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS.
Cl.37; BUILDING CONSTRUCTION.
3518301   31/03/2017
SERVICE & TRADE INVESTMENT HOLDING LLC
PO Box 823, PC 112, Ruwi, Muscat, Sultanate of Oman
Merchants, Traders & Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
4121/B,6TH CROSS, 19A MAIN, HAL II STAGE (EXTENSION) BANGALORE-560 038. KARNATAKA.
Used Since :01/03/2016

CHENNAI
Cl.20;FURNITURE
Cl.37;BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR; REPAIR OF BUILDINGS; REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF BUILDING SCAFFOLDS, WORKING AND BUILDING PLATFORMS; REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF BUILDINGS IN CASE OF DEMOLITION; INSTALLATION OF BUILDING INSULATION; INSTALLATION SERVICES OF BUILDING SCAFFOLDS; INSTALLATION OF WORKING AND BUILDING PLATFORMS; INSTALLATION OF FITTINGS FOR BUILDINGS.
3523334  11/04/2017
M.C. SARANGAN
trading as ;LEONIX
D-3, GUINDY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032., TAMIL NADU , INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Cl.9;BATTERY CHARGERS, DIGITAL PANEL METERS, TEMPERATURE INDICATORS, PID CONTROLLERS, INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION CARDS, RELAY BOARDS, LED MOVING DISPLAYS, ELECTRONIC OEM CARDS, INVERTERS (ON GRID, OFF GRID, SOLAR) WIRELESS CONTROL SYSTEMS, PROTECTION RELAYS, WEIGHING SCALE, WEIGHING SCALE DISPLAY.

Cl.11;LED LIGHTS, AIR PURIFIERS, AIR STERILIZERS
3533238    25/04/2017

YEM CHIO CO., LTD.
7F., No.397, Xingshan Rd., Neihu Dist., Taipei City 114, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
A company organized and existing under the laws of Republic of China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI


Cl.16; Binding strips [bookbinding]; adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; adhesive tape dispensers [office requisites]; correcting tapes [office requisites]; gummed tape [stationery]; paper tapes and cards for the recordal of computer programmes.

Cl.17; Adhesive tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes; duct tapes; electrical tapes.
3534287  26/04/2017
BPL MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
11th KM, Bannerghatta Road, Arakere, Bangalore-560 076, India.
an Indian and Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.:781004.

Cl.9; Software for use in medical field.
Cl.10; Medical apparatus and instruments such as medical imaging equipments.
Cl.35; Marketing and Advertising of medical equipments.
3534288  26/04/2017
BPL MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
11th KM, Bannerghatta Road, Arakere, Bangalore-560 076, India.
an Indian and Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3534287

CHENNAI
Cl.9; Software for use in medical field.
Cl.10; Medical apparatus and instruments such as medical imaging equipments.
Cl.35; Marketing and Advertising of medical equipments.
3537077  28/04/2017
CHLOROPLAST FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED
No 160/R48, 56th Street, TVS Colony, Anna Nagar West Extension, Chennai-600101, Tamil Nadu, India
A company registered under the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Vailiammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010
Used Since :09/04/2014

CHENNAI

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.

Cl.29; Almonds, ground; dates; flavoured nuts / flavored nuts; fruit, preserved; fruit chips; fruit-based snack food; nuts, prepare; peanuts, prepared; raisins; seeds.

Cl.30; Almond confectionery; biscuits / cookies; candy; cereal preparations; confectionery / sugar confectionery; crackers; muesli; oat-based food.

Cl.35; Computerized on-line ordering featuring prepared food; computerized on-line retail store services in the field of groceries; delivery of customer-selected goods; undertaking promotional & advertising activities in relation to the goods offered by others via electronic media; direct mail advertising; retail and on-line services connected with the sale of packaged food products and confectionery.
3542784    05/05/2017
STORART TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
3F, No.1 Creation Rd. II, Hsinchu Science Park, Hsinchu 300, Taiwan
A company organized and existing under the laws of Taiwan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Cl.9; Computer memory devices; Data storage device; Data processing apparatus; USB flash drives; Data retrieving machine; Computer memory cassette; Random access storage; Flash memory; Laptop; RAM module; RAM; Portable telephones; Smart phone; Chips [integrated circuits]; Semi-conductors; Semiconductor chip; Semiconductor component; Integrated circuit board; Silicon chip; Wafers [silicon slices];

Cl.42; Consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; Design of integrated circuits; Design of semiconductor chip;
KOOL SOLUTIONS

3546466   11/05/2017
KOOL SOLUTIONS INDIA PVT. LTD
301, Kshamalaya, 37, New Marine Lines, Mumbai 400020
A company incorporated under Indian Company Law

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LUTHRA & LUTHRA LAW OFFICES
103 ASHOKA ESTATE 24 BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI-1
Used Since: 08/09/2012

MUMBAI

Cl.35; accepting, handling and processing of orders; customs clearance; inventory management services; logistic management services; automated registration for tracking and tracing of goods in transit over computer network; information services and information management services including real-time inventory; supply chain and supply chain visibility and synchronization services; all services relating to transportation, storage, delivery and warehousing of goods of third parties.

Cl.39: transport, packaging and storage of goods for others, namely, cargo ship transport, delivery, delivery services, trans-shipment of goods; cold storage, refrigerator rentals, rental of storage containers; warehousing services namely storage, distribution, pick-up, packing, re-packing, re-labeling, loading and unloading of goods, warehouse rental services; transport information; logistic services.
KOOL SOLUTIONS INDIA PVT. LTD.
301, Kshamalaya, 37, New Marine Lines, Mumbai 400020
A company incorporated under Indian Company Laws
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LUTHRA & LUTHRA LAW OFFICES
103 ASHOKA ESTATE 24 BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI-1
Used Since: 30/10/2012
MUMBAI
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE TRADE MARK.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 3546466.
Cl.35; accepting, handling and processing of orders; customs clearance; inventory management services; logistic management services; automated registration for tracking and tracing of goods in transit over computer network; information services and information management services including real-time inventory; supply chain and supply chain visibility and synchronization services; all services relating to transportation, storage, delivery and warehousing of goods of third parties.
Cl.39; transport, packaging and storage of goods for others, namely, cargo ship transport, delivery, delivery services, trans-shipment of goods; cold storage, refrigerator rentals, rental of storage containers; warehousing services namely storage, distribution, pick-up, packing, re-packing, re-labeling, loading and unloading of goods, warehouse rental services; transport information; logistic services.
3551679  18/05/2017

ABB SCHWEIZ AG.
Brown Boveri Strasse 6, CH-5400, Baden, Switzerland
a Public company incorporated under the laws of Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.

Cl.9; Hardware and Software for the configuration, operation, calibration and maintenance of industrial devices including field devices such as sensors, actuators, etc., in industrial environments.

Cl.37; Maintenance, calibration and commissioning services and technical consultation services for industrial devices such as sensors, actuators, etc. in industrial environments.

Cl.42; Scientific and engineering Services in relation to industrial device configuration, commissioning, maintenance, lifecycle assessment, health audits, prognostics and diagnostics, and other engineering and consultancy aspects associated with industrial devices including field device; cloud computing featuring software, and non downloadable remote software as a service for maintenance, calibration and commissioning of industrial devices such as sensors, actuators, etc. in industrial environments.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889, 18/02/2019 Class 99

3556283 24/05/2017
VIDAL HEALTHCARE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
Tower 2, 1st Floor, SJR I Park, EPIP Zone, Whitefield, Bangalore - 560066, State of Karnataka, India
Service Providers
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Cl.38; PROVIDING USER ACCESS TO COMPUTER PROGRAMMES ON DATA NETWORKS RELATING TO INSURANCE
Cl.42; ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO COMPUTER SOFTWARE RELATING TO INSURANCE; COMPUTER AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE RENTAL RELATING TO INSURANCE; COMPUTER AND SOFTWARE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT RELATING TO INSURANCE
PEOPLESOUT

3558849  29/05/2017

TRUEBLUE, INC.
1015 A Street, Tacoma, Washington, 98401, United States of America
A corporation incorporated under the laws of State of Delaware, United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010
Used Since :01/11/2015

CHENNAI

Cl.9; Computer software for interface on a global computer network for use to manage a database and monitor the entire process of recruitment of personnel; Software for use in recruiting, registration and management of third party vendors and vendor contracts; software for use in management of third party invoices; software for use in performance tracking of third party vendors; software used for human resource management, staffing, recruiting, employment compliance and hiring.

Cl.35; Employment recruitment services, namely, candidate management services; Business services, namely, recruiting, registration and management of third party vendors and vendor contracts for retailing, logistics, call center operations, food production, event management, manufacturing, administration, information technology, engineering, and skilled and semi-skilled labor; business management, namely, performance tracking of third party vendors; business management assistances in the form of contract management services; payroll administration and management services, namely, vendor payment management services; human resource management; employment staffing services in the fields of retailing, logistics, call center operations, food production, event management manufacturing, administration, information technology, engineering, and skilled and semi-skilled labor; employment recruiting services; employment hiring services.

Cl.42; Non-downloadable online software used for vendor and contract management; non-downloadable online software for vendor payment management; non-downloadable online software used for human resource management, staffing, recruiting, employment compliance and hiring.

Cl.45; Employment compliance services, namely, employment background screening of current employees of others, pre-employment background screening, verification of authorization to work, and workplace safety risk assessment services.
3559301  29/05/2017
RESONANCE DIGITAL LLP
F-802, LOTUS CORPORATE PARK, OFF WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, GOREGAON EAST - 400063
A Limited Liability Partnership
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISLAW CONSULTANTS
BUILDING NO.4, C/104, SHANKESHWAR PALMS, BEHIND MODEL SCHOOL, KUMBHARKHANPADA, SUBHASH ROAD,
DOMBIVILI(W) 421202
Used Since :15/07/2016
MUMBAI
Cl.35: ADVERTISING AGENCIES, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, OUTDOOR ADVERTISING,
ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, PRODUCTION OF ADVERTISING
FILMS, RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE, RENTAL OF ADVERTISING TIME ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA, RADIO,
SATELLITE CHANNELS ADVERTISING
Cl.41: FILM AND VIDEO FILM PRODUCTION, MEDIA PRODUCTION SERVICES, NAMELY, VIDEO AND FILM
PRODUCTION, PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS.
Cl.42: DESIGNING SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ELEMENTS FOR PRINT VIZ LOGO, LEAFLETS, FLYERS BANNERS &
BROCHURES, OUTDOOR, BROADCAST, ON-LINE & OTHER COMMUNICATION MEDIA & GRAPHIC ART DESIGN,
MULTIMEDIA DESIGN , WEBSITE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT FOR OTHERS
LEP

3561470 01/06/2017
LINTEC KABUSHIKI KAISHA ALSO TRADING AS LINTEC CORPORATION
23-23, Honcho, Itabashi-ku, Tokyo 173-0001, Japan
A Japanese Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Used Since: 19/01/2017

CHENNAI

Cl.16; Adhesive labels; Plastic adhesive labels; Address labels and delivery slips for attaching to cartons and plastic containers, for commodity distribution; Plastic adhesive labels for use in campaigns and posters at shops.

Cl.17; Plastic sheets coated with adhesives; Plastic films coated with adhesives; Plastic sheets for decoration, for surface protection, for marking and for warning in relation to electrical appliances such as TV sets, refrigerators, personal computers, cameras, and the like; Plastic adhesive films for decoration, for surface protection, for marking and for warning in relation to electrical appliances such as TV sets, refrigerators, personal computers, cameras, and the like; Plastic sheets for marking, for warning, for decoration and for advertising in relation to daily commodities such as shampoo, detergent and the like, cosmetics, food and beverages, and medicine; Plastic adhesive sheets for marking, for warning, for decoration and for advertising in relation to daily commodities such as shampoo, detergent and the like, cosmetics, food and beverages, and medicine; Plastic basic products.
MillionsMart.in

3563202  04/06/2017

TULASI SRIDHAR BOLLA
SRI VARASIDDI DIGITALS, SHOP NO.4, BAYYANA SHOPPING COMPLEX, OPPOSITE ABAYA HOSPITAL, JN ROAD
Online Store and E-commerce Marketplace Business Services Under Class35 & Manufacturing and Selling of Sunglasses, Eyewear, Lens, Frames, Photochromic UV lens Under Class9
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Cl.9; Manufacturing Optical apparatus and instruments; spectacles and sunglasses; frames and lenses for spectacles and sunglasses of our own brand name MillionsMart.in

Cl.35; Online Store & E-commerce Marketplace Business Services to Sell all multibrand gadgets online on our website https://millionsmart.in/
B-LIFT
3564614  06/06/2017
SYRIO S.R.L.
Via Drovetti 16, 10138 Torino (TO), Italy
an Italian Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Cl.3; Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; non-medicinal soaps; perfumery, essential oils, non-medicinal cosmetics, non-medicinal hair lotions; non-medicinal dentifrices.
Cl.5; Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
3580002 28/06/2017
AGFA-GEVAERT NV
Septestraat 27, 2640 Mortsel, Belgium
a Belgian company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Cl.1; Chemical products for use in photographic, graphic, reprographic, cinematographic, micrographic, radiographic, thermographic, echographic, medical, cardiological, veterinary and industrial arts, such as photographic, graphic, reprographic, cinematographic, micrographic, radiographic, thermographic, echographic, medical, cardiological, veterinary and industrial films, plates and papers; processing compositions for treating the aforementioned films, plates and papers; chemicals and chemical cleaning preparations used in the print and photographic industry; pressroom chemicals; plate room chemicals; plate and plate processor cleaning preparations, desensitizers and etching solutions; ink and contaminant removers; fountain solutions and washes, being chemical preparations; gums and additives used in the printing industry; rejuvenator chemicals for blankets and rollers for use in the printing industry; chemicals used in correction materials for the printing industry such as gels, fluids and correction pens; chemical preparations used for cleaning dampening systems of printing presses and for cleaning plate processors.

Cl.2; Toners and inks; printing inks and inkjet inks.

Cl.7; Printing plates, printing machines and phototypesetting machines, inkjet machines, processing machines, chemical mixers, xerographic (color)printing machines as well as their components and accessories; apparatus for the manufacture of printing plates by electrophotographic, thermal or digital way; filtration membranes as parts for engines.

Cl.9; Apparatus, instruments and systems for photographic, graphic, reprographic, cinematographic, micrographic, radiographic, thermographic, echographic, medical, cardiological, veterinary and industrial applications; film or plate exposure apparatus; processing apparatus; developing machines; film, plate or paper handling machines; analogue and digital cameras; reprographic cameras; identification cameras; radiographic intensification screens; radiographic or industrial storage screens; radiographic or industrial cassettes; medical screens; cassettes, x-ray apparatus; apparatus, instruments and systems for the recording, archiving, treating, managing, sending, showing, reproducing or writing out information or data in analogue or digital way such as computers and hardware components; text and/or phototypesetting systems; scanners; phototypesetters; printing plate exposure machines; video imagers; impact or non-impact printers; thermal printers; display screens; keyboards, voice recognition apparatus and instruments, buffer systems, networking hardware and software, interfaces, workstations, memory carriers, such as tapes, disks or electronic components, CDs, DVDs and memory sticks, batteries and charging apparatus; computer programs and software for recording, storing, archiving, treating, sending, showing, reproducing or writing out of photographic, graphic, medical, or industrial information or data in analogue or digital way; software incorporated or meant for use in aforementioned apparatus, instruments or systems; computer programs and software for implementing or supporting workflows and processes in a graphic, media or communication environment in general and more specific in the printing business, editorial and typesetting offices; components and accessories for aforementioned apparatus, instruments, programs and software; computer hardware and software for use in graphic prepress; computer hardware and software for high-end workflow automation, integration and distribution in the process of creating printed materials in the graphic prepress industry, namely, computer software for estimating and ordering print jobs; computer software for creating, organizing, converting and sharing content, creating preflighted PDFs, capture of colorized TIFFs, multitones, spot gradients, and spot colors, creation of Job Definition Format (JDF) files; import of preflight profiles, PDFs, image formats, production profiles and job tickets from the production shop; computer software for management of printed material content, namely, automated normalizing, processing and remote viewing of content files, integrated preflight and imposition, local and remote image reference checking; page composition, page selection, page manipulation, determining (spot) color behavior and preparing and forwarding pages for rendering and further processing; computer software for rendering files, digital film management, color profiling, composing pages and flats, PDF processing, creating files and digital films that can be previewed and checked for accuracy; computer software for prepress output management, viewing and adjusting, managing output to digital proofers, inkjet printers, computer-to-file devices, and the creation of multiple versions of output, image setters, platesetters, computer-to-file devices, computer-to-plate devices, and providing for creation of multiple versions of plates, all for use in graphic arts; software for recording, working-up, managing and transferring medical data in a web browser; software for accessing medical images and related information across multiple distributed sources, software for simplifying enterprise wide multispecialty imaging, with critical results notification workflows and tools to enhance mobile collaboration within a medical environment; computer programs and software for supporting...
workflows and processes in laboratories or in a specific department of such institutions such as hospital information systems, clinical information systems, laboratory information systems, image archiving and communication systems, radiological information systems, cardiologic information systems; software quality management, document management and protocol management; software for the automation of biological and biotechnological validation; communications software; database management software in a medical environment; software to support the workflow for requesting laboratory research in multiple domains and applications for medical imaging examinations within a care environment; data warehouse capable of combining and harmonizing different heterogenous sources and to deduct and export new derived data and indicators.

Cl.10: Medical, surgical, cardiological, veterinary and dental apparatus and instruments, such as apparatus for medical diagnosis including x-ray intensifying screens and film cassettes, apparatus for medical diagnosis by means of computer-controlled radiography, printers using heat sensitive recording materials to be used with image processing apparatus, radiographic apparatus and instruments for medical applications; x-rays for medical use; echographic and radiographic apparatus and instruments among which processing apparatus, exposure apparatus and film handling apparatus for medical use; electrical ultrasonic apparatus and instruments, for medical use; systems for treating images obtained by means of radioscopic and ultrasonic techniques, x-ray apparatus, x-ray amplifiers, x-ray generators and x-ray tubes, all for medical use; components and accessories for the aforementioned goods, insofar not included in other classes.

Cl.42: Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solution for high-end workflow automation, integration and distribution in the process of creating and distributing publications on mobile devices; software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solution for providing a platform for providing multimedia patient records in a healthcare facility; services in connection with the design, development, programming and maintenance of computers and software; services in connection with the design, development, programming and maintenance of a communication platform on the internet; software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solution to simplify enterprise-wide multi-specialty imaging with workflows for notification of critical results and tools to enhance mobile collaboration within a medical environment; software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solution for access to medical images and related information across multiple distributed sources; Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) allowing to search for correlations between data and to perform previsions.
3583411   03/07/2017
BAYER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GMBH
Alfred-Nobel-Str. 10, 40789 Monheim am Rhein, Germany
a German company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3261708

CHENNAI
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.

Cl.1; Chemicals for water purification, water treatment preparations; microorganism and enzymes for water purification in a cultivated pond.

Cl.5; Veterinary preparations; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
3589249  11/07/2017
USTER TECHNOLOGIES AG
Sonnenbergstrasse 10, CH-8610 Uster, Switzerland
a stock company incorporated under the laws of Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Used Since : 14/05/2014

CHENNAI
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.

Cl.7; Machines and apparatus for the textile industry, especially for the spinning preparation; machines for detecting and removing impurities and/or burning matter from an incessant stream of material.

Cl.9; Textile testing machines, especially for the spinning preparation; application software for storing, evaluating and outputting results of textile tests.

Cl.37; Installation and repair of machines and apparatus for the textile industry; installation and repair of textile testing machines.
Dr. Certo

3594258  18/07/2017

WIPRO ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED

C Block, CCLG Division, Doddakannelli, Sarjapur Road, Bangalore - 560035, Karnataka, India

A company registered under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES

9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

**Cl.5:** Preparations including disinfectants, insecticides, fungicides, pesticides for killing and destroying vermin, insects and mosquitos and insect repellant substances, sanitary preparations, mosquito and insect repellants / killers in the form of paper, mats, coils, liquid vaporizer, creams, patches, incense sticks, aerosol, gels, roll-ons, spray included in class 5

**Cl.11:** Electrically or electronically operated heating apparatus and vaporizers for heating mats, gel and vaporizing liquids, coated or impregnated with insect repelling and destroying substances all included in class 11.

**Cl.21:** Plug in diffusers for mosquito repellants and killers, Electrical insect killing apparatus; insect traps; Electric devices for attracting and killing insects
MONSTER ENERGY COMPANY
1 Monster Way, Corona, California 92879, USA
a Delaware corporation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2860571, 3554854

CHENNAI

Cl.5; Nutritional supplements; nutritional supplements in liquid form; nutritional supplements sold as a component in a beverage; nutritional supplements sold as an ingredient in a beverage; herbal beverages; nutritional beverages; vitamin-enriched beverages; nutrient-enriched beverages; amino acid-enriched beverages; herb-enriched beverages.

Cl.29; Dairy-based beverages and milk-based beverages containing coffee, chocolate and/or fruit juice; shakes.

Cl.30; Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; coffee-based beverages; tea-based beverages; chocolate-based beverages; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, pastry and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice.

Cl.32; Non-alcoholic beverages; beer.

Cl.33; Alcoholic beverages except beers.
MONSTER ENERGY COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

CHENNAI

Cl.5; Nutritional supplements; nutritional supplements in liquid form; nutritional supplements sold as a component in a beverage; nutritional supplements sold as an ingredient in a beverage; herbal beverages; nutritional beverages; vitamin-enriched beverages; nutrient-enriched beverages; amino acid-enriched beverages; herb-enriched beverages.

Cl.29; Dairy-based beverages and milk-based beverages containing coffee, chocolate and/or fruit juice; shakes.

Cl.30; Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; coffee-based beverages; tea-based beverages; chocolate-based beverages; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, pastry and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice.

Cl.32; Non-alcoholic beverages; beer.

Cl.33; Alcoholic beverages except beers.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889, 18/02/2019, Class 99

CCAdvanced

3759967 21/02/2018

Eppendorf AG
Barkhausenweg 1, 22339 Hamburg, Germany
A company incorporated under the laws of Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
GLOBSYN CRYSTALS, TOWER 1, 2ND FLOOR, BLOCK EP, PLOT NO.11 & 12, SALT LAKE, SECTOR V, KOLKATA 700 091, WEST BENGAL, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Cl.9: Disposable products for laboratories, in particular plates, vessels, containers, cuvettes, pipette tips, petri dishes, test tubes, plates and flasks for tissue cultures, collection containers for laboratory samples, filters for laboratory use, pipettes, microscope slides and cover glasses for microscopy; laboratory articles made of plastic or glass;

Cl.10: Disposable products for laboratories, in particular plates, vessels, containers, cuvettes, pipette tips, petri dishes, test tubes, plates and flasks for tissue cultures, collection containers for laboratory samples, filters for laboratory use, pipettes, microscope slides and cover glasses for microscopy, all the afore-mentioned goods for medical purposes only; laboratory articles made of plastic or glass for medical purposes only;
Sycure

3855507  08/06/2018

SCHOTT KAISHA PRIVATE LIMITED
70, Nagindas Master Road, Fort, Mumbai-400023
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS
709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Cl.10: Caps, seals and stoppers for medical bottles and syringes; articles used for medical purposes included in class 10.

Cl.20: Packaging containers not of metal; plastic caps; packaging containers and boxes made of plastic; goods made of plastic not included in any other classes.
3946933  17/09/2018
BEIJING DA MI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
ROOM 10-1003, FLOOR 1, NO. 1 SHANYUAN STREET, HAIDIAN DISTRICT, BEIJING, CHINA
MANUFACTURER & SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3369717
MUMBAI
Cl.9; SMARTPHONE SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS, DOWNLOADABLE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS, DOWNLOADABLE; ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, DOWNLOADABLE; USB FLASH DRIVES; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; DOWNLOADABLE MUSIC FILES; DOWNLOADABLE IMAGE FILES; SMARTWATCHES; DICTATING MACHINES; PORTABLE MEDIA PLAYERS; AUDIOVISUAL TEACHING APPARATUS; ANIMATED CARTOONS; HEADPHONES; ELECTRONIC BOOK READERS; LEARNING MACHINES.
Cl.16; PAPER; NOTE BOOKS; STAMPS [SEALS]; PEN CASES; SCHOOL SUPPLIES [STATIONERY]; BOOKS; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS; PENCILS; BAGS [ENVELOPES, POUCHES] OF PAPER OR PLASTICS, FOR PACKAGING; STATIONERY; OFFICE REQUISITES, EXCEPT FURNITURE; WRITING MATERIALS; DRAWING MATERIALS; TEACHING MATERIALS [EXCEPT APPARATUS]; PASTELS [CRAYONS].
Cl.41; TEACHING; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; INSTRUCTION SERVICES; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS [TRAINING]; ORGANIZATION OF COMPETITIONS [EDUCATION OR ENTERTAINMENT]; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONGRESSES; ON-LINE PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND JOURNALS; PROVIDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE; PROVIDING ON-LINE VIDEOS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE; GAME SERVICES PROVIDED ON-LINE FROM A COMPUTER NETWORK; COACHING [TRAINING]; ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS [IMPRESARIO SERVICES]; FILM PRODUCTION, OTHER THAN ADVERTISING FILMS; TRANSLATION.
Cl.42; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN; INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE [SaaS]; PLATFORM AS A SERVICE [PaaS]; TECHNICAL RESEARCH; RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF NEW PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTS; PACKAGING DESIGN; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; CONVERSION OF DATA OR DOCUMENTS FROM PHYSICAL TO ELECTRONIC MEDIA; DATA CONVERSION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND DATA [NOT PHYSICAL CONVERSION]; GRAPHIC ARTS DESIGNING; PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINES FOR THE INTERNET.
ONE DROP

3988532   31/10/2018
FOUNATION ONE DROP
8400, 2nd Avenue, Montreal Quebec H1Z 4M6, CANADA
a Quebec (Canada) Corporation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
INDIA

Used Since :01/12/2011

DELHI

Cl.35; Promoting public awareness concerning water problems in the world relating to the lack of access to safe water and concerning sanitation and hygiene relating to water consumption through publications, books, conferences, websites and other digital platforms, broadcast media, fundraising activities and events, social arts activities and workshops, pre-recorded electronic and digital media, multidisciplinary artistic shows, and educational workshops and exhibitions; development, planning and management of humanitarian projects for the improvement of quality of life and living conditions of underprivileged populations; promoting behavioural change through social art for the improvement of quality of life and living conditions of underprivileged populations

Cl.36; Charitable fund raising; financing of humanitarian projects for the improvement of quality of life and living conditions of underprivileged populations
BENORI

3995734  12/11/2018

BENORI KPO PRIVATE LIMITED
14/903, Heritage City, MG Road, Gurugram – 122002

Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

GNP LEGAL
J-223, Lower Ground Floor, J Block, Saket, New Delhi - 110017

Used Since :14/12/2016

DELHI

Cl.9; Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; data processing equipment, computers; computer software; Business intelligence software, Computer software that provides real-time, integrated business management intelligence by combining information from various databases and presenting it in an easy-to-understand user interface; Customer relation management (CRM) software

Cl.35; Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; Business, Competitive, sales and marketing intelligence reporting and services; Knowledge/Business process outsourcing; Business knowledge management services; marketing research / marketing research, market studies, marketing, targeted marketing, market intelligence services; talent management; sales management, sales promotion; Customer relationship management; Customer service management; Outsourcing services in the field of business analytics; business research and evaluations

Cl.36; Financial affairs and monetary affairs including but not limited to capital investment, investment of funds; financial research; financial management and advisory; Insurance; real estate affairs

Cl.41; Sales and marketing training services; other training; educational research

Cl.42; Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software. Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software; analytic services.
DELIVEROO

3996735 13/11/2018
ROOFOODS LTD
The River Building - Level 1 Cannon Bridge House, 1 Cousin Lane, London, EC4R 3TE, United Kingdom

A company incorporated under the laws of United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.9; Computer software; downloadable, non-downloadable, interactive software, files and applications for computers, multi-function hand-held computers, electronic personal organizers, e-readers, tablet computers, personal audio players, mobile phones; magnetic data carriers, audio CDs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital information carrying mediums, including with recordings; downloadable application software; downloadable video games; electronic and downloadable vouchers and coupons; encoded loyalty cards; interactive software; downloadable digital animations and moving images; download of fast food; take away services; corporate hospitality services relating to food and drink; charitable and benevolent provision of food and drink; provision of information relating to food, drink, restaurants, bars, supermarket food courts, providers of food and drink; providing food and drink via mobile transportation, mobile vans, mobile trucks, mobile vehicles; food truck services; personal chef services; membership-based restaurant, café, take-away and bar services; membership-based services for providing food and drink; private members dining and drinking club services; club services for the provision of food and drink; provision of information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to the aforesaid services.

Cl.25; Clothing; footwear; headgear; jackets; gloves; jumpsuits; trousers; clothing for cycling; clothing for riding motorcycles and scooters; aprons; chef’s hats.

Cl.35; Retail and wholesale services relating to food and drink, prepared meals; processing purchase orders; customer loyalty and loyalty card services; business intermediary and broker services for the provision of goods, services, food, drink; business introductions; advertising and promotion services; order procurement services; consumer research; marketing research; procuring consumer generated reviews for market research purposes; managing and tracking credit card, debit card, gift card, pre-paid card, deferred payment card, and other forms of payment transactions for business purposes; business services and business information services, provided via a web-based system and online portals in the field of consumer-to-business commerce; business information management, namely, electronic reporting of business information, business analytics, namely, information and analytics regarding the sale of products and services of others, and regarding the authenticating, processing and management of mobile payments; preparation of business reports; preparing reports for others regarding the sale of products and services of others; business information management, namely, electronic reporting of business analytics relating to payment processing, authentication and tracking; electronic processing of orders for others; invoicing services; loyalty card and loyalty scheme services; loyalty, incentive and bonus program services and the administration, organisation, management thereof; customer loyalty services for commercial, promotional and/or advertising purposes; loyalty, incentive and bonus program services; provision, organisation and administration of a loyalty scheme; provision, organisation and administration of a loyalty scheme for the sale of food and drink; provision, organisation and administration of a loyalty scheme featuring a subscription to a delivery service; provision, organisation and administration of a loyalty scheme featuring a discounted pricing scheme; customer incentive services; bonus program services for customers; administration of a business program enabling participants to obtain discounts on shipping services, early access to product discounts and offers, access to free products, access to promotional and marketing events; customer club services for commercial, promotional and/or advertising purposes; provision of information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforementioned services.

Cl.43; Services for providing food and drink; restaurant, café, bar services; catering services; contract food services; serving food and drink; food and drink consultancy; preparation of food and drink; restaurant services for the provision of fast food; take away services; corporate hospitality services relating to food and drink; charitable and benevolent provision of food and drink; provision of information relating to food, drink, restaurants, bars, supermarket food courts, providers of food and drink; providing food and drink via mobile transportation, mobile vans, mobile trucks, mobile vehicles; food truck services; personal chef services; membership-based restaurant, café, take-away and bar services; membership-based services for providing food and drink; private members dining and drinking club services; club services for the provision of food and drink; provision of information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to the aforesaid services.
IDG Energy
Priority claimed from 24/05/2018; Application No.: 304538449; Hong Kong

INTERNATIONAL DATA GROUP, INC.
5 Speen Street, Framingham, Massachusetts 01701, United States of America.
A company duly incorporated under the laws of U.S.A

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LAW FIRM LLP
C-139, Defence Colony, New Delhi - 110024

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.1; Brake fluid; Chemical additives for oils; Detergent additives to petrol/detergent additives to gasoline; Drilling muds; Ethane; Transmission fluid; Transmission oil; Fuel-saving preparations; Petroleum dispersants.

Cl.4; Fuel with an alcohol base; Fuel; Fuel gas; Fuel oil / combustible oil; Gas for lighting; Gasoline; Industrial oil; Diesel oil / gas oil; Ethanol [fuel]; Motor oil; Oil-gas; Petrol; Petroleum ether; Petroleum jelly for industrial purposes; Petroleum, raw or refined; Producer gas; Solidified gases [fuel]; Vaporized fuel mixtures; Biomass fuel.

Cl.37; Drilling of wells; Drilling of deep oil or gas wells; Mining extraction; Pipeline construction and maintenance; Hydraulic fracturing services / fracking services; Quarrying services.

Cl.40; Refining services.
BITRUE

4005614 23/11/2018
BITRUE SINGAPORE PTE. LTD
8, Wilkie Road #03-01, Wilkie Edge, Singapore

private company limited by shares

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AJAY SAHNI.
14/55, PUNJABI BAGH (WEST ) NEW DELHI - 110 026.

Proposed to be Used

DELI

Cl.9; Computer software, namely an electronic financial computer software platform that processes cryptocurrencies, supports side-chain transactions, currency conversions, split transactions, tokenization, price stabilization, scalability, digital wallets, multiple consumer marketplace uses, valuation of digital content, online messaging, transmission of digital information; Payment software for joining private digital channels and viewing private digital content; computer software for the distribution of public blockchain content; Software to facilitate the use of a blockchain or distributed ledger technology to execute and record financial transactions, including trades, transactions, transaction with parties, and authentication of party identity in connection with the issuance and management of cryptographic keys used for authentication or encryption of digital communications in an electronic transaction or communication over the internet and other computer networks; computer software, software platforms and mobile device software for enabling secure transmission of digital information over the internet, as well as over other modes of communication between computing devices; computer and mobile device software for authentication and identity management information security;
distributed ledger platform software for use in processing financial transactions, electronic funds transfer, currency conversion, identification management, authentication, authorization, and/or access controls; distributed ledger platform software for use in an online network to allow users to perform electronic communications or transactions via a global computer or mobile device network; distributed ledger platform software for use in general-purpose event stream processing, data processing, and data management; distributed ledger platform software for use in data management, data governance, data distribution, data storage, and data archiving; distributed ledger platform software for use in workflow definition and workflow automation; distributed ledger platform software for use in document management, document digitization, and document authentication; Cryptocurrency wallets; Cryptographic apparatus; Data encryption apparatus; Security tokens [encryption devices]; Self-synchronizing digital encryptors; Computer software for encryption; Electronic encryption units; Encoded computer programs; Encoded data in the form of computer listings; Encoded integrated circuit cards; Encoded keys; Encoded programmes for computers; Encoded programmes for data processing apparatus; Encoded programs; Encoded programs for computers; Encoded programs for data processing apparatus; Encoding and decoding apparatus and instruments; Information carriers, encoded or magnetic; Information carrying materials, encoded or magnetic; Information storage devices, encoded or magnetic; Materials bearing computer programs in encoded form; Materials bearing data in encoded form; Materials bearing data in encoded form for use with computers; Multifunction cards, encoded; for financial services; Programs written on data carriers for processing encoded data on computers; Recorded data, encoded; Website development software; Application software; Augmented reality software for use in mobile devices; Augmented reality software for use in mobile devices for integrating electronic data with real world environments; Communication software; Communication software for connecting computer network users; Communication software for connecting global computer networks; Communications processing computer software; Compiler software; Computer application software for mobile phones; Computer communication software to allow customers to access bank account information and transact bank business; Computer interface software; Computer operating software; Computer operating system software; Computer programs [downloadable software]; Computer programs and recorded software distributed online; Computer software adapted for use in the operation of computers; Computer software applications, downloadable; Computer software designed to estimate; Computer software designed to estimate resource needs; Computer software development tools; Computer software downloaded from the internet; Computer software for accounting systems; Computer software for analysing market information; Computer software for application and database integration; Computer software for authorising access to data bases; Computer software for authorising access to databases; Computer software for business purposes; Computer software for communicating purposes between microcomputers; Computer software for communication between computer processes; Computer software for controlling and managing access server applications; Computer software for controlling self-service terminals; Computer software for database management; Computer software for processing address files; Computer software for processing market information; Computer software for producing financial models; Computer software for use in computer access control; Computer software for use in providing multiple user access to a global computer information network; Computer software for wireless content delivery; Computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; Computer software that assists computers in deploying parallel applications and performing parallel computations; Computer software to automate data warehousing; Computer software to enable searching of data; Credit screening software; Data compression software; Decoder software; Downloadable computer security software; Downloadable computer software for remote monitoring and analysis; Industrial process control software; Integrated software packages; LAN [local area network] operating software; Network access server operating software; Network management computer software; Network software applications being downloadable computer programs; Privacy protection software; Security devices for computer software; Software; Software and applications for mobile devices; Software applications for use with mobile devices; Software for facilitating secure credit card transactions; Software for searching and retrieving information across a computer network; Software for the operational management of portable magnetic and electronic cards; VPN [virtual private network] hardware; VPN [virtual private network] operating software; WAN [wide area network] operating software; Value cards for accreditation purposes, encoded; Value cards for financial purposes, encoded; Value cards for security purposes, encoded; Value cards, optically, magnetically, or electronically recorded or encoded information; Cards encoded with security features for authentication purposes; Cards encoded with security features for identification purposes; Cards for use as data carriers, encoded or magnetic; Cards for use with data processing apparatus, encoded or magnetic; Computer cards, encoded; Data encoding apparatus; Encoded cards for use in relation to the electronic transfer of funds.

Cl.36;Financial services, namely the provision of cryptocurrency and/or a virtual currency for use by members of an online community via a global computer network; Providing financial information by means of a computer database; Providing financial information about virtual currency and/or digital assets by means of a computer database; Issuance of tokens of value; Financing services, namely the issuance of digital tokens of value; Financial services, namely the provision of a peer-to-peer digital cryptocurrency via a global computer network and incorporating cryptographic protocols, being a method of payment for goods and services; Financial services, namely, providing a virtual currency for use by members of an online community via a global computer network; Providing financial information in the nature of pricing and market capitalization information for digital and cryptocurrencies and application tokens; Financial services, namely, providing a decentralized and open source crypto-currency on a global computer network utilizing a blockchain; Computer software for data processing apparatus; Data processing apparatus; Computer software for the operational management of portable magnetic and electronic cards; Computer software for authorising access to data bases; Computer software for authorising access to databases; Computer software for business purposes; Computer software for communicating purposes between microcomputers; Computer software for communication between computer processes; Computer software for controlling and managing access server applications; Computer software for controlling self-service terminals; Computer software for database management; Computer software for processing address files; Computer software for processing market information; Computer software for producing financial models; Computer software for use in computer access control; Computer software for use in providing multiple user access to a global computer information network; Computer software for wireless content delivery; Computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; Computer software that assists computers in deploying parallel applications and performing parallel computations; Computer software to automate data warehousing; Computer software to enable searching of data; Credit screening software; Data compression software; Decoder software; Downloadable computer security software; Downloadable computer software for remote monitoring and analysis; Industrial process control software; Integrated software packages; LAN [local area network] operating software; Network access server operating software; Network management computer software; Network software applications being downloadable computer programs; Privacy protection software; Security devices for computer software; Software; Software and applications for mobile devices; Software applications for use with mobile devices; Software for facilitating secure credit card transactions; Software for searching and retrieving information across a computer network; Software for the operational management of portable magnetic and electronic cards; VPN [virtual private network] hardware; VPN [virtual private network] operating software; WAN [wide area network] operating software; Value cards for accreditation purposes, encoded; Value cards for financial purposes, encoded; Value cards for security purposes, encoded; Value cards, optically, magnetically, or electronically recorded or encoded information; Cards encoded with security features for authentication purposes; Cards encoded with security features for identification purposes; Cards for use as data carriers, encoded or magnetic; Cards for use with data processing apparatus, encoded or magnetic; Computer cards, encoded; Data encoding apparatus; Encoded cards for use in relation to the electronic transfer of funds.
to incentive schemes; Providing information relating to the issue of tokens of value; Agency services for the exchange of currency; Brokerage of currency; Currency exchange and advice; Currency trading; On-line real-time currency trading; Trading in currencies; Providing multiple payment options by means of customer-operated electronic terminals available on-site in retail stores; Monetary transaction services; Financial services; Financial services provided by electronic means; Financial services provided over the Internet and telephone; Computerised financial services; Financing services; Electronic money transfer services.
4007115  24/11/2018
M/S. UPDATES CLOTHING INC
No. 05, BOMMANAHALI, BEGUR MAIN ROAD, BENGALURU - 560 068.
PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUDWIL & GOODWILL
41/ 785, 'SWATHI' C.P. UMMER ROAD, COCHIN-35,KERALA
Used Since :24/10/2018

CHENNAI

Cl.18; LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND LEATHER ARTICLES MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS, UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS, WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLER

Cl.25; READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDING BOOTS, SHOES AND SLIPPERS

Cl.35; ONLINE PROMOTION AND SALE, WHOLESALE, RETAIL, EXPORT OF READYMADE GARMENTS, PERSONAL ACCESSORIES, FOOTWEAR, PERSONAL HYGIENE PRODUCTS.

Cl.40; PROCEESING OF GARMENTS, TEXTILE ARTICLES
SISISI
4009074    27/11/2018
CAROGUSTO AG
Fehlwegstrasse 14, 8580 Amriswil, Switzerland
a Swiss Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Cl.11; Baking and cooking apparatus and equipment; apparatus for steam generating.
Cl.29; Meat, fish, poultry and game, charcuterie; ham; fruit, preserved, dried and cooked vegetables; jellies; eggs; edible oils and fats; prepared meals, mainly consisting of meat and/or sausage and/or fish and/or game and/or poultry and/or vegetables and/or potatoes; salads, included in class 29; prepared meals and/or desserts mainly consisting of eggs; including all the aforesaid goods in frozen, preserved or cooked form.
Cl.30; Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, coffee substitutes; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, honey, treacle, yeast and baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); chutneys (condiments), fruit sauces; spices; ready meals mainly made from rice and/or flour and/or cereal preparations and/or pasta; sandwiches; pastry and confectionery; including all the aforesaid goods in frozen, preserved or cooked form; puddings; desserts mainly consisting of rice and/or flour and/or preparations made from cereals and/or pasta.
Cl.35; Procurement services for others (purchasing of goods and services for other businesses); retail services in the fields of: food and drink, wholesale services in relation to the following goods: food and drink; professional business and organisational consultancy concerning the establishing and operation of franchising businesses.
Cl.43; Rental of baking and cooking apparatus and equipment and steam generating devices; services for operating restaurants and other establishments or facilities engaged in providing food and drink prepared for consumption including the preparation and provision of carry-out foods; catering services.
GYMSQUARE

4013739    30/11/2018

GYMSQUARE
1st Floor, Old no 13, New no 33, Rutland Tower, 1st Street, Shafee Mohamed Road, Thousand Lights, Nungambakkam, Chennai, Tamil Nadu, 600006

my trade mark classes are 41 & 44

Partnership

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Cl.41: Health club services; provision of gym facilities; training services relating to health and fitness; provision of instruction and training in relation to sports, yoga and aerobics; provision of entertainment, sporting and cultural activities; rental of sports equipment; sports club facilities; provision of swimming bath facilities; gymnasium instruction; information and advice relating to all the aforesaid services; all the aforesaid services also provided online, from a computer database, from the Internet, via mobile telephone or by other means of communication

Cl.44: Provision of sauna and steam room facilities; beauty salon services; massage services; hairdressing salon facilities; suntanning salon services; advisory and information services in relation to health, hygiene, slimming and beauty; rental of towels; information and advice relating to all the aforesaid services; all the aforesaid services also provided online, from a computer database, from the internet, via mobile telephone or by other means of communication
4027242  14/12/2018
TOUCHBEAUTY BEAUTY & HEALTH (SHENZHEN) CO., LTD
7/F, Marina Bay Centre A, South of Xinghua Road, Bao'an Centre Area, Xin'an Street Bao'an District, Shenzhen - 518133, China
A company incorporated under the laws of China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS
709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001

Used Since :19/06/2018

DELHI

Cl.11; Fumigation apparatus, not for medical purposes; lamps; ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes; cooking apparatus and installation; ionization apparatus for the treatment of air or water; desiccating apparatus; fountains; cooling installations and machines; steam facial apparatus [saunas].

Cl.21; Glass flasks [containers]; toilet cases / fitted vanity cases; make-up removing appliances; basins [receptacles]; aerosol dispensers, not for medical purposes; tea services [tableware]; combs*; electric combs; brush goods; toothbrushes, electric.
4030083    18/12/2018
SHALINI MINOCHA
1102, Ground Floor, Sector 47, Gurgaon
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARUL GUPTA & ASSOCIATES
H.NO. 100/3, NEAR JAIN MANDIR, JACOBPURA, GURGAON, HARYANA-122001.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cla.24; Bed Clothes and Blankets, Bed Covers/Bedspreads/coverlets/Quilts. Kitchen and Table linens, Table Napkins.
Cla.30; Edible items like biscuits and cookies made from flour, and preparations made from cereals like namkeen, bhujia, wafers included in class 30.
Cla.35; Advertising, Provision for online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services, online advertising on computer network, marketing retail, or wholesale services
MARKK

4032941    20/12/2018
MARKK INC.
1013 Centre Road, Suite 403-B Wilmington, Delaware 19805-1270

Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LYNN BOUT LAZARO
C-401 Arge Helios, 44/1B Hennur Bagalur Road, Kothanur 560077, Bangalore

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Cl.38; Communications by cellular phones; message sending
Cl.45; Social networking
4037270  26/12/2018
SHARFUDDIN SHAIKH
1-B-53, BUSTAN APARTMENT, 271, BELASSIS ROAD, NEXT TO CITY CENTER, MUMBAI CENTRAL, MUMBAI-400008
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cl.43; SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
Cl.44; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS
CORTICEIRA AMORIM, S.G.P.S., S.A.
Lugar de Meladas, Santa Maria da Feira, 4535 Mozelos, Portugal
a Portuguese company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Used Since : 29/09/2004

CHENNAI

Cl.17; Insulating materials; insulating materials with cork; cork for insulation.

Cl.19; Building materials (non-metallic); parquet wood flooring; parquet flooring and parquet boards; parquet of wood; parquet flooring made of cork; laminates of non-metallic materials for building; non-metal laminate flooring.

Cl.20; Bottle capsules; bottle stoppers; cork stoppers.

Cl.25; Footwear, footwear wedges, footbeds and insoles.

Cl.27; Floor coverings; cork sheets (materials for covering existing floors); floor covering materials for existing floors; vinyl floor coverings; carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors; floor coverings for existing floors; wall hangings (non-textile).
4043421 01/01/2019
MIMA INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS LIMITED
c/o SAMPLE (BVI) limited, Road Town, Tortola, British Virgin Islands.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A company of British Virgin Islands

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANJAN SEN & ASSOCIATES
17 CHAKRABERIA ROAD (SOUTH), KOLKATA 700025, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Cl.12; Baby carriages; Strollers; Prams/baby carriages; pushchair covers/Stroller covers; Fitted footmuffs for prams;
Pushchairs; Pushchair covers; Pushchair hoods; Safety seats for children, for vehicles; Safety belts for vehicle seats;
security harnesses for vehicles seats; seat covers for vehicles; sun-blinds adapted for automobiles; infants' carriages;
fitting pushchair mosquito nets; Tricycles.

Cl.18; Suitcases; suitcases with wheels; wheeled shopping bags; umbrellas and parasols; umbrella rings; frames for
umbrellas or parasols; umbrella covers; umbrella handles; handbag frames; pouch baby carriers; Slings for carrying
infants; luggage; imitation leather; leather straps.

Cl.20; Cradles; high chairs for babies; bassinets; bumper guards for cots, other than bed linen; cribs for babies;
playpens for babies; mats for infant playpens; infant walkers; pillows; cushions; mattresses; bolsters; head positioning
pillows for babies; anti-roll cushions for babies.

Cl.24; Fabrics; sleeping bags for babies; baby bunting; covers for cushions; mattress covers; bed covers; table linen,
not of paper.
GUMPS
4046280   04/01/2019
DETECT TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
Module 1, Block D, 3rd Floor, Phase 2, IIT Madras Research Park, Kanagam Road, Taramani, Chennai – 600113, Tamil Nadu, India
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUDESHNA BANERJEE
K&S PARTNERS, 4121/B, 6th Cross, 19 "A" Main, HAL II Stage (Ext.), Bangalore-560038, Karnataka, India
Used Since :16/05/2016
To be associated with:
3508060
CHENNAI
CL.9; ELECTRONIC ULTRASOUND FLAW DETECTORS; ULTRASOUND INSPECTION DEVICES FOR NON-MEDICAL, NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING; LEAK DETECTION APPARATUS; SENSORS FOR USE WITH MACHINE TOOLS; SENSORY SOFTWARE; SOFTWARE FOR THE ANALYSIS OF BUSINESS DATA; SOFTWARE FOR MONITORING AND CONTROLLING COMMUNICATION BETWEEN COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATED MACHINE SYSTEMS; DATA PROCESSING SOFTWARE; APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR MOBILE DEVICES, SMART PHONES; DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE IN THE NATURE OF A MOBILE APPLICATION FOR MONITORING PIPELINES, DETECTION OF LEAKS IN PIPELINES.
CL.37; DETECTION OF LEAKS WITHIN BUILDINGS.
CL.42; INSPECTION SERVICES, NAMELY, DETECTION OF LEAKS IN PIPELINES; INSPECTION SERVICES, NAMELY, DETECTION OF LEAKS IN EXPOSED OR SUBMERGED PIPELINES; INSPECTION OF BUILDINGS [SURVEYING]; PIPELINE INSPECTION SERVICES; ELECTRONIC MONITORING AND REPORTING OF PIPELINES USING COMPUTERS OR SENSORS [ELECTRONIC DATA COLLECTION]; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE CLOUD-BASED SOFTWARE FOR MONITORING PIPELINES; COMPUTER MONITORING SERVICE WHICH TRACKS APPLICATION SOFTWARE PERFORMANCE, Performs PERIODIC MAINTENANCE AND PROVIDES REPORTS AND ALERTS CONCERNING SUCH PERFORMANCE [QUALITY CONTROL].
SOFTOFEET

4047040    04/01/2019
MRS. MAHESHWARI W/O MAHESH PADALGE
C/O FLAT NO. 701, JUHI GREENS, PLOT NO. 15, 17, SECTOR-OLD 50, NERUL, NAVI MUMBAI, THANE-400706.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDEEP BABAN PANDE
PLOT NO. 79, MAHAKALI NAGAR, BADRINATH LAYOUT, MANEWADA RING ROAD, NAGPUR -440034

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cl.25;FOOTWEAR.
Cl.35;ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
PINXIA NIA PRIVATE LIMITED
4/64, GROUND FLOOR PADAM SINGH ROAD, KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI New Delhi- 110005
Private company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANSHU
7/300A, LALITA PARK, LAKSHMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092.
Used Since : 17/12/2018
DELHI
Cl.9; HEADPHONE, BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS, EARPHONES, PEN DRIVE AND OTHER GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
Cl.11; AIR PURIFIERS, AIR FILTERS, AIR EVAPORATOR AND OTHER GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11
Cl.35; ADVERTISEMENT, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES AND OTHER SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
4048652   07/01/2019
VANS, INC.
1588 South Coast Drive, Costa Mesa, CA 92626, United States of America
a Delaware Corporation, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3946938

DELHI

Cl.9: Protective covers and cases for cellphones, laptops and portable media players; Headsets for mobile phones; headphones, earphones; Eyewear, sunglasses, sunglass cases

Cl.41: Entertainment, competition, and education services featuring music, art and sports; Providing sports facilities in the nature of action sports; Entertainment services producing and distributing on-line television programs featuring sports, music, and news
NaniQo

4050169  08/01/2019

SHERPA ADVENTURE GEAR PRIVATE LIMITED
Ward No-9 Dhapasi, Kathmandu, Nepal
A company incorporated under the laws of Nepal

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS
709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.18; Bags.
Cl.25; Apparel and shoes.
Cl.28; Plush toys and dolls.
4050607  09/01/2019
SHUBHAM GUPTA
C-24 MULTAN NAGAR NEW DELHI-110056
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NISHANT GOYAL & ASSOCIATES
B-4/418, FIRST FLOOR, SEC-8, ROHINI, DELHI-110085.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.30; COFFEE, FLAVOURED COFFEE, COFFEE CONCENTRATES, COFFEE DRINKS AND BEVERAGES, COFFEE MIXTURES, COFFEE BEANS, ICED COFFEE, INSTANT COFFEE, COFFEE ESSENCE, COFFEE EXTRACTS, COFFEE BAGS AND SIMILAR PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 30
Cl.43; COFFEE SHOPS, COFFEE BARS, COFFEE SUPPLY SERVICES, CAFETERIAS, CAFÉ SERVICES AND SIMILAR SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
4050894   09/01/2019
Sahaj Marg Spirituality Foundation
3/246, Babuji Memorial Ashram, SRCM Road, Manapakkam, Chennai - 600018.
Public Charitable Trust.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H.V. WILLIAMS & CO.
GLOBSYN CRYSTALS TOWER 1,2ND FLOOR, BLOCK EP, PLOT NO. 11 & 12, SALT LAKE, SECTOR - V, KOLKATA - 700091
Used Since: 13/06/2017

CHENNAI
Cl.41; Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
Cl.45; Legal services; security services for the protection of property and individuals; personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.
4051866    10/01/2019
BRF S.A.,
Rua Jorge Tzachel, 475, Itajai, Santa Catarina, BRAZIL
A corporation of Brazil

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
C-915, Kailas Business Park, Hiranandani Link Road, Parksite, Vikhroli (West), Mumbai - 400079, India

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2510359

MUMBAI

Cl.29; Meat, fish, poultry and game; Meat extracts; Beef, turkey, chicken, and pork extracts; Liquid or powdered meat extracts containing proteins, amino acids, vitamins and minerals; Liquid or powdered meat extracts containing soluble amino acids derived from bone and connective tissues; Beef, turkey, chicken, and pork broths and stocks; Food ingredients for non-medical use containing concentrated proteins, amino acids and fatty acids; Food additives, namely, mixtures of proteins, fats, and collagen for use in food for alimentary purposes; Flavor enhancers derived from meat products.

Cl.31; Animal feed; Foodstuffs for animals and animal foodstuff concentrates; Aqua feed; Cattle feed; Pig feed; piglet feed; Livestock feed; Animal feed ingredients, pet food.
4052860   10/01/2019
MR.JAYESHBHAI HARSHUKHBHAI HIRPARA TRADING AS M/S. JABROYD
33, Sai Shraddha Row House, Pasodara, Tal - Kamrej, Surat-Gujarat: 394180
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NILESH DEOKAR
S-14,Heta Complex,Nr.L.P.Savani School, Honey Park Road, Adajan,Surat(Gujarat)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Cl.9;Driven decision models, Decision circuits, Decision-making software, Computer software for use in medical decision support systems, Augmented reality software, Artificial intelligence software, Artificial intelligence and Robotics software, Virtual reality software, Data processing systems, Business intelligence software, Humanoid robots with artificial intelligence

Cl.42;Design and Development of virtual reality software, Programming of computers for the regulation of data between buyers and suppliers digital data processing systems, Design and development of data processing systems, Computer programming for data processing and communication systems, Design services relating to the development of computerised information processing systems, Design and development of systems for data input, output, processing, display and storage
UVOL

4053025   11/01/2019

A&C BRAID & ROPE CO PVT LTD
201, Parv Lok, 4/278B (4A), Vishnupuri, Kanpur
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRATEEK WADHAWAN
39/11, 1st Floor, Meston Road, Kanpur

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.22; Ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags (not included in other classes) padding and stuffing materials (except of rubber or plastics); raw fibrous textile materials,

Cl.23; Yarns and threads, for textile use

Cl.24; Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers.

Cl.26; Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial flowers

Cl.27; Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors; wall hangings (non-textile)
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL NO: 1889, 18/02/2019 CLASS 99

GRAVITY CO., LTD.
(Sangam-dong) 15F. Nuritkum Square R&D Tower, 396, World Cup Buk-Ro, Mapo-Gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

PROPOSED TO BE USED

CHENNAI

Cl.9; Downloadable mobile game software; Recorded game software for mobile phones; Disc featuring video game software; Video games software; Electronic circuits storing video game programs; Electronic circuits recording programs for amusement apparatus for use with liquid crystal screens; Downloadable game programs, provided from online; Electronic media featuring computer game program; Virtual reality game software; Downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; Computer programs for pre-recorded games; Video and computer game programs; Interactive multimedia computer game programs; Computer game software for use on mobile and cellular phones; Computer games programmes downloaded via the internet; Computer game programmes; Computer game software; Pre-recorded optical discs of music; Pre-recorded optical discs of music; Downloadable music files; Animated cartoons; Mouse pads.

Cl.41; Gaming services; Online game services provided via a mobile applications; Game services provided on-line from a computer network; Providing of PC gaming facilities; Providing amusement arcade services; Distributor of game software; Providing and operating of amusement facilities; Planning/operating/arranging of online game competitions/other game competitions; Holiday camp services [entertainment]; Provision of information relating to game services; Provision of game information; Providing of game contents via online; Provision of games via the internet; Instruction of game skills; News reporters services; Providing on-line videos, not downloadable; Publication of books; Providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; On-line publication of electronic books and journals.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889, 18/02/2019  Class 99

4053986  11/01/2019

Stock Holding Corporation of India Limited
301, CENTRE POINT, DR. BABASAHEB AMBEDKAR ROAD, PAREL, MUMBAI – 400012
A Company registered under Indian Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
C-915, Kailas Business Park, Hiranandani Link Road, Parksite, Vikhroli (West), Mumbai – 400 079, India

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Cl.16: NEWSLETTERS, BROCHURES, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, CATALOGUES, PRINTED MATTER, PAMPHLETS, PUBLICATIONS, RESEARCH REPORTS RELATED TO SECURITIES, SHARES, STOCKS, BONDS, DEBENTURES, DERIVATIVES, OPTIONS, MUTUAL FUNDS AND OTHER FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS AND INVESTMENTS, BROCHURES, VISITING CARDS, HOARDINGS, BOOKS, EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS, OFFLINE MARKETING MATERIALS; WORKS OF ART AND FIGURINES OF PAPER AND CARDBOARD; FILTERING MATERIALS OF PAPER; BAGS AND ARTICLES FOR PACKAGING, WRAPPING AND STORAGE OF PAPER; PAPER, CARDBOARD, PRINTED MATTER, BOOKBINDING MATERIAL, HOTOGRAPHS, HOARDINGS DISPOSABLE PAPER PRODUCTS, AND PARTS AND FITTINGS OF ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS, INCLUDED IN THE CLASS 16.

Cl.35: ADVERTISING, PUBLICITY, MARKETING, ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS & TRADE FAIRS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, DEMONSTRATION OF GOODS, DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLES, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK & PRESENTATION OF GOODS ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA, FOR RETAIL PURPOSES, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICES FUNCTIONS; ANALYSIS OF ACCOUNT, ACCOUNT INFORMATION, ANALYSIS BUSINESS APPRAISALS, AUCTIONEERING, BUSINESS CONSULTANCY, BUSINESS INFORMATION, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION CONSULTANCY, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE, BUSINESS RESEARCH, COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AGENCIES, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE, COMPILATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES, ECONOMIC FORECASTING, STATISTICAL DATA; SYSTEMIZATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATA BASE, ADVERTISING SERVICES FOR PROMOTING THE BROKERAGE OF STOCKS AND OTHER SECURITIES, ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES; AUCTIONEERING SERVICES, BUSINESS CONTACT SERVICES, COLLECTIVE BUYING SERVICES, COMMERCIAL EVALUATION SERVICES, FRANCHISING SERVICES, MEDIATION AND NEGOTIATION SERVICES, PRICE COMPARING SERVICES, SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES, BUSINESS ASSISTANCE, MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES, BUSINESS ANALYSIS, RESEARCH AND INFORMATION SERVICES, AND RENTAL, HIRE AND LEASING IN CONNECTION WITH THE AFORESAID; AND ADVICE, CONSULTANCY AND INFORMATION FOR THE AFORESAID included in class 35.

Cl.36: FINANCIAL EVALUATION, TRACKING, ANALYSIS, FORECASTING, CONSULTANCY, ADVISORY AND RESEARCH SERVICES RELATING TO SECURITIES AND OTHER FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS; PROVIDING INFORMATION AND RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF FINANCE AND FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS; FINANCIAL INVESTMENT ANALYSIS AND STOCK RESEARCH; ELECTRONICALLY PROVIDING THE SERVICES OF A SECURITIES TRADING BROKER AND FINANCIAL ADVISORY SERVICES; ONLINE ELECTRONIC TRANSACTION PLATFORMS FOR FINANCIAL SECURITIES AND INSTRUMENTS INCLUDING FINANCIAL INDEX, STOCKS, BONDS, DEBENTURES, DERIVATIVES AND CONTRACTS RELATING THERETO. INSURANCE; FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS; ACTUARIAL SERVICES; APPRAISAL, BROKERAGE CAPITAL INVESTMENT, FINANCIAL CONSULTANCY; FINANCIAL EVALUATION; FIDUCIARY; FINANCIAL INFORMATION; FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL EVALUATION; FIDUCIARY; FINANCIAL INFORMATION; FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL SPONSORSHIP, FINANCING SERVICES, FISCAL ASSESSMENT, FUND RAISING; GUARANTEES; BANKING; MANAGEMENT OF SECURITIES; LENDING AGAINST SECURITIES; STOCK EXCHANGE QUOTATIONS; STOCK AND BOND BROKERAGE; SECURITY AND SURETY SERVICES; FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS VERIFICATION AND FISCAL VALUATIONS, INSURANCE SERVICES OF ALL KINDS; PAWN, STOCK DEBENTURE, BROKERAGE AND ALL KINDS OF SERVICES RELATING TO STOCKS; REGISTRATION, MANAGEMENT, TRADING, BROKERAGE, ADMINISTRATION AND OTHER SERVICES RELATING TO SHARES; CORPORATE, TRADE, MONETARY, COMMERCIAL, PERSONAL AND OTHER SERVICES RELATING TO FINANCE; CORPORATE HOLDING OF...
SHARE CAPITAL SERVICES; FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT; INVESTMENT, VALUATION, CONSULTANCY AND INFORMATION SERVICES FOR THE AFORESAID, BROKERAGE, INVESTMENT PLAN AND SERVICES RELATING TO PRECIOUS METALS, LOANS AND MORTGAGE SERVICES, FOREX SERVICES. BUSINESS OF SHARE AND STOCK BROKING AND UNDERWRITING OF SHARES, STOCKS, DEBENTURES, BONDS, NOTES, UNITS, OBLIGATIONS, WARRANTS, NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS, (HERE IN AFTER REFERRED TO AS THE SECURITIES) OPTIONS, FUTURES, AND ONWARDS, COMMODITIES, FOREIGN EXCHANGE, MONEY MARKET INSTRUMENTS included in class 36.

Cl. 42: SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE NAMELY FOR FINANCIAL RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS, TRADING IN SHARES, STOCKS AND SECURITIES, COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN; COMPUTER SOFTWARE INSTALLATION; RENTAL OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTERS SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE AND RELATED SERVICES, ONLINE MARKETING, ONLINE WEBSITE, ONLINE TRADING, ONLINE SALE OF GOODS AND SERVICES; PROVISION OF SECURITY SERVICES FOR COMPUTER NETWORKS, COMPUTER ACCESS AND COMPUTERIZED TRANSACTIONS, IT SERVICES NAMELY HOSTING SERVICES, SOFTWARE SERVICES AND RENTAL OF SOFTWARE; ELECTRONIC AND PHYSICAL SAFEKEEPING SERVICES; DATA DUPLICATION AND CONVERSION SERVICES, DATA CODING SERVICES, DATA MINING, TECHNOCAL SERVICES RELATING TO COMPUTERS, COMPUTER NETWORK SERVICES, UPDATING OF MEMORY BANKS OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS, DATA MIGRATION SERVICES, MONITORING OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS BY REMOTE ACCESS Included in class 42.
Rylan

4054955  12/01/2019
MANISH RASIKBHAI VAVADIYA (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS SHREEJI ETHNIC
Flat-H/101, Welcome Residency, Near Srushti Row House, Kosad, Surat - 394107
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DHRUVALKUMAR D. BALADHA
DHRUVALKUMAR BALADHA & CO., PARTH COMPLEX, 2ND FLOOR, OPP. BHARAT DAIRY, NR. INDIRA CIRCLE,
UNIVERCITY ROAD, RAJKOT-360002.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Cl.11; Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying ventilating, water supply and
sanitary purposes included in class 11.

Cl.15; Musical instruments included in class 15.

Cl.21; Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); combs and sponges;
brushes (except paints brushes); brush making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or
semiworked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes.
Besque

4055195   12/01/2019

BHAVESH RASIKBHAI VAVADIYA (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS HARIKRISHNAVILLA
21, JAY RESIDENCY, NEAR SHRUSHTI ROW HOUSE, KOSAD - AMROLI, SURAT - GUJARAT - 394107

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DHRUVALKUMAR D. BALADHA
DHRUVALKUMAR BALADHA & CO., PARTH COMPLEX, 2ND FLOOR, OPP. BHARAT DAIRY, NR. INDIRA CIRCLE,
UNIVERCITY ROAD, RAJKOT-360002.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Cl.11; Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying ventilating, water supply and
sanitary purposes included in class 11.

Cl.15; Musical instruments included in class 15.

Cl.21; Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); combs and sponges;
brushes (except paints brushes); brush making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or
semiworked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes.
Ardith

4055196    12/01/2019

CHIRAG PRAVINBHAI GOHIL (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS KBF
14, Ashvin Soc-2, A.K Road, Khodiyar Nagar Road, Surat - 395008

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DHRUVALKUMAR D. BALADHA
DHRUVALKUMAR BALADHA & CO., PARTH COMPLEX, 2ND FLOOR, OPP. BHARAT DAIRY, NR. INDIRA CIRCLE,
UNIVERCITY ROAD, RAJKOT-360002.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Cl.11; Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes included in class 11.

Cl.15; Musical instruments included in class 15.

Cl.21; Household or kitchen utensils and containers(not of precious metal or coated therewith); combs and sponges; brushes(except paints brushes); brush making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semiworked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes.
Piesome
4055197  12/01/2019
PRAVINBHAI AMRUTBHAI GOYAL (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS CLOTHFAB
14, Ashwin Society-2, Khodiyar Nagar Road, Varachha, Surat - 395008
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DHRUVALKUMAR D. BALADHA
DHRUVALKUMAR BALADHA & CO., PARTH COMPLEX, 2ND FLOOR, OPP. BHARAT DAIRY, NR. INDIRA CIRCLE,
UNIVERCITY ROAD, RAJKOT-360002.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Cl.11; Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes included in class 11.
Cl.15; Musical instruments included in class 15.
Cl.21; Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); combs and sponges; brushes (except paints brushes); brush making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes.
Wazdorf

4055198  12/01/2019
HITESHBHAI NARSINHBHAI BHADALIYA (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS KITCHEN POINT
B-403, Welcome Residency, Near Srushti Row House, Kosad, Amroli, Surat - 394107
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DHRUVALKUMAR D. BALADHA
DHRUVALKUMAR BALADHA & CO., PARTH COMPLEX, 2ND FLOOR, OPP. BHARAT DAIRY, NR. INDIRA CIRCLE,
UNIVERCY ROAD, RAJKOT-360002.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Cl.11; Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes included in class 11.

Cl.15; Musical instruments included in class 15.

Cl.21; Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); combs and sponges; brushes (except paints brushes); brush making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semiworked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes.
RENIL MON P.S.
POTTANPLACKAL,ANAKULAM,IDUKKI-685 565,KERALA STATE,INDIA
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Cl.39; Sightseeing, Arranging tours, Operating tours, Arranging and booking of city sightseeing tours, Arranging of transportation for travel tours, providing vehicles for tours.

Cl.43; Tourist hostels, Boarding Houses, Holiday and tourist accommodation, accommodation services, hospitality services, accommodation reservation services, booking services for accommodation, tourist camp services, providing information about temporary accommodation via the internet, take-away fast food services, services for providing food and drinks.
4055457    14/01/2019
SUPERB FIXER
1/F Kakad House B Wing 10, Barrack Road, Near Bombay Hospital
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BAIJAYANTI ROY
V1 Business Consultants, 4th Floor, Cambata Building, 42, Maharshi Karve Rd, Churchgate, Mumbai, Maharashtra 400020

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4029751, 4029752

MUMBAI

Cl.3; Cosmetics, Adhesives for cosmetic purposes, Adhesives for cosmetic use, Make-up bases in the form of pastes

Cl.16; Adhesive paper, Tapes (adhesive -) [stationery], Adhesives for stationery, Adhesive corners for photographs, Adhesives for art use, Adhesives for household purposes, Adhesives for stationery purposes, Adhesive bands for stationery purposes, Adhesive tapes for stationery purposes, Adhesive materials for office use, Self-adhesive tapes for stationery use, Adhesives for do-it-yourself purposes, Double-sided adhesive tapes for household use, Double sided adhesive tapes for stationery use, Adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes, Adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes, Starch paste [adhesive] for stationery or household purposes, Self-adhesive tapes for stationery and household purposes
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889 , 18/02/2019 Class 99

GOFIGURE
Priority claimed from 20/12/2018; Application No. : 00003362499 ;United Kingdom
4056014 14/01/2019
Optibiotix Limited
Innovation Centre, Innovation Way, Heslington, York, YO10 5DG, United Kingdom
Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S.DAVAR & CO.
Globsyn Crystals, Tower 1, 2nd Floor, Block EP, Plot No. 11 & 12, Salt Lake Sector V, Kolkata – 700 091, India

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Cl.5: Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use for weight management; dietary supplements for human beings and animals for weight management; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; nutritional supplements; dietary supplements; vitamin supplements; food supplements for dietetic use; meal replacement powders; carbohydrate supplements; protein supplements; nutritional supplements containing vitamins, minerals, omega-3 fatty acids, microbial extracts, plant extracts, probiotic ingredients and prebiotic ingredients; nutritional powdered supplements; nutritional supplements in the form of tablets, capsules, caplets; nutritional supplements in the form of soluble preparations; nutritional supplements in the form of powder sachets and soluble sticks; dietetic preparations; food supplements and health care preparations; dietary supplements in the form of dairy products; dietary supplements in the form of yoghurts; dietary supplements in the form of beverages; carbohydrate supplements; protein supplements; vitamin and mineral supplements; metabolism modifying dietary supplements; nutritional and dietetic beverages; beverages containing nutritional supplements and preparations for making the same; protein supplement shakes; meal replacement shakes; probiotic supplements; prebiotic supplements.

Cl.29: Preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables for use in weight management; milk, cheese, butter, yoghurt and other milk products for use in weight management; oils and fats for use in weight management; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; milk, cheese, butter, yoghurt and other milk products; oils and fats for food; processed fruits, fungi and vegetables (including nuts and pulses); preserved nuts; edible nuts; mixtures of fruit and nuts; fruit, preserved; dried fruit; dried fruit mixes; dried fruit-based snacks; organic nut and seed-based snack bars; oils and fats; edible seeds; protein milk; organic milk; vitamin, protein and mineral enriched foods and foodstuffs; nutritional foodstuffs; dried milk-based products for meal replacements; milk based beverages; edible oils and fats; dairy products; fruit-based meal replacement bars; nut-based meal replacement bars; milk shakes; probiotic enriched dairy products; prebiotic enriched dairy products; nutritional foodstuffs namely dairy and preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruit and vegetable products comprising added microbial strains.

Cl.30: Flour and preparations made from cereals for use in weight management; bread, pastries and confectionery for use in weight management; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and confectionery; cereal snacks; cereal preparations; cereal bars; high-protein cereal bars; cereal bars and energy bars; cereal-based meal replacement bars; protein-based nutritional drink mixes for use as a meal replacement; probiotic enriched cereal products; prebiotic enriched cereal products; cereal products comprising added microbial strains.

Cl.32: Non-alcoholic beverages and preparations for making the same for use in weight management; non-alcoholic beverages; syrups and other non-alcoholic preparations for making beverages; drinks with added vitamin, mineral, and/or protein concentrates and powders and other preparations for making such drinks; protein drinks and powders and other preparations for making such drinks; vitamin- and mineral-enriched drinks; probiotic enriched non-alcoholic beverages and preparations for making the same; non-alcoholic beverages comprising added microbial strains and preparations for making the same.
Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.35: Market research services; business and marketing research services, namely, conducting, processing, and analyzing qualitative and quantitative business and marketing research and public opinion surveys; consulting services in the field of market research and public opinion surveys; organization and management of focus groups, panel groups and online opinion panel participants for business and market research purposes; business information services, namely, data collection and data sampling; and providing customer and prospective customer relationship management consultation services to businesses.

Cl.42: SAAS featuring software for designing, conducting and managing online, offline and mobile surveys, polls and other feedback and data collection activities; SAAS featuring software for the administration, distribution, collection, reporting, analysis and presentation of respondents’ feedback and other information gathered; PAAS featuring computer software platforms enabling panel integrated research tools; PAAS featuring computer software platforms enabling customers to conduct market research on a self-serve basis, the ability to customize surveys and the ability to customize the panel of survey respondents; providing a website featuring technology enabling users to design, conduct and manage online, offline and mobile surveys, polls and other feedback and data collection activities.
Proposed to be Used

Mumbai


Cl.41; Coaching, Training, Life Coaching, Career Counselling and Coaching, Career and Vocational Counselling, Coaching in Economic and Management Matters, Employment Counselling, Counselling on Business Matters, Psychological Counselling, Providing Training, Training Courses, Language Training, Teaching Services, Employment Training, Personnel Training, Spiritual Training, Counselling Relating To Spiritual Direction
LINDAYS
4056515 14/01/2019
PARIMAL SHAH
10th Floor, Parijat, NSRD - 10, Juhu, Vile Parle (West), Mumbai - 400069
INDIAN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROSHNI LACHHWANI
Silver Croft, B/104, Off Yari Road, Andheri West, Mumbai - 400061

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cl.29; milk beverages (milk predominating); preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; milk and milk products; oils and fats for food; seeds prepared for human consumption, not being seasonings or flavourings; milk beverages flavoured with coffee, cocoa, chocolate or tea; milk substitutes, for example, almond milk, coconut milk, peanut milk, rice milk, soya milk.

Cl.43; Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation including without limitation café services, cafeteria services, canteen services, food and drink catering, personal chef services, restaurant services, self-service restaurant services, snack-bar services.
4056765    15/01/2019
FENA PRIVATE LIMITED
A-237, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-I, NEW DELHI-110020
An Indian company within the meaning of the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Used Since : 08/04/2018

DELHI

Cl.35; Advertising and marketing; TV Advertising and social media advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions.

Cl.41; Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities; electronic books and journals; organisation of competitions and award ceremonies; organization of Webinars.
Charcoal Fresh

4059628   17/01/2019

WELSPUN INDIA LIMITED
Welspun House, 6th Floor, Kamala City, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel (W), Mumbai 400013.
MANUFACTURER, TRADER, MERCHANT, WHOLE SELLER, RETAILER, DISTRIBUTOR, DEALER, IMPORTER, EXPORTER

Body Incorporate

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Cl.24; TOWELS, BED SHEETS, QUILTS AND DUVET

Cl.27; Bath Rug and Bath Mat.
GOJELLY

4060763  18/01/2019

GOLDEN OMEGA S.A.
Av. Apoquindo 5550, Las Condes, Región Metropolitana, Chile
a Chilean company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJA DODD
113, UDAY PARK, NEW DELHI-110049.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.5: Pharmaceutical, veterinary products and diet foods for medical and pharmaceutical use that comprise fats and oils, including fats and oils derived from fish comprising omega-3 fatty acids; Pharmaceutical, veterinary products and diet foods for medical and pharmaceutical use that are derived from fats and oils, including fats and oils derived from fish comprising omega-3 fatty acids; Dietary, vitamin and food supplement and medical foods, for either humans or animals, that comprise fats and oils, including fats and oils derived from fish comprising omega-3 fatty acids; Dietary, vitamin and food supplement and medical foods, for either humans or animals, that are derived from fats and oils, including fats and oils derived from fish comprising omega-3 fatty acids.

Cl.29: Edible fats and edible oils, including, fats and oils derived from fish comprising omega-3 fatty acids; Fish oil; food additives derived from edible fats and edible oils, including, fats and oils derived from fish comprising omega-3 fatty acids, and fish oil.
4061157  18/01/2019
DESIGN MANUFACTURE LIMITED
ROOM 306, 3/F., WAH YIU INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, 30-32 AU PUI WAN STREET, FOTAN, N.T., HONG KONG
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of Hong Kong

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIDHAR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.8; Sharpening instruments; beard clippers; pedicure sets; razors, electric or non-electric; nail buffers, electric or non-electric; hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric; depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; scissors; hair clippers for animals (hand instruments); table cutlery (knives, forks and spoons).

Cl.10; Nursing appliances; massage apparatus; mirrors for dentists; physiotherapy apparatus; gloves for massage; breast pumps; sex toys; hair prostheses; orthopaedic belts; suture materials

Cl.11; Light-emitting diodes (LED) lighting apparatus; lanterns for lighting; kettles, electric; cooling installations for water; hair dryers; water heaters; hot water heating installations; steam facial apparatus (saunas); fumigation apparatus, not for medical purposes; filters for drinking water

Cl.21; Basins (receptacles); glass flasks (containers); liqueur sets; shoe trees (stretcher); electric combs; toothbrushes, electric; floss for dental purposes; make-up removing appliances; lint removers, electric or non-electric; insect traps.
DEHRES

4062383  21/01/2019

DEHRES LIMITED
Rooms 3501-3504, Edinburgh Tower, The Landmark, 15 Queen’s Road, Central, Hong Kong, CHINA
a corporation incorporated under the laws of Hong Kong

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.9; Electronic gem and jewelry identification certificates that are provided to purchasers of gems and jewelry to authenticate the origin, quality or characteristics of the purchased gems and jewelry

Cl.14; Diamonds; precious and semi-precious gems and gemstones; pearls; precious metals, namely, gold, silver and platinum; alloys of precious metals, alloys of precious metals, gems, and gemstones, namely, jewelry, bracelets, rings, necklaces, pendants, chains, anklets, earrings, brooches, charms, tie pins, tie clips, pendants, and cufflinks; jewelry, namely, bracelets, rings, necklaces, pendants, chains, anklets, earrings, brooches, charms, tie pins, tie clips, pendants, and cufflinks; luxury jewelry composed of precious gemstones or precious metals; luxury chronometric instruments, namely, luxury watches and clocks composed of precious gemstones or precious metals; luxury watch bracelets, bracelet fasteners and watch cases composed of precious gemstones or precious metals, and luxury chronometers composed of precious gemstones or precious metals; timepieces and chronometric instruments, namely, watches, stop watches, chronometers, clocks, watch-bracelets, bracelet-fasteners, watch-cases, and watch-movements

Cl.16; Printed gem and jewelry identification certificates that are provided to purchasers of gems and jewelry to authenticate the origin, quality or characteristics of the purchased gems and jewelry; certificates attesting the authenticity of gems and jewelry sold as a unit thereof

Cl.35; Operation of a jewelry store selling jewelry, diamonds, watches, precious and semi-precious gems and gemstones, pearls, precious metals, alloys of precious metals, and cufflinks; wholesale sales of jewelry, diamonds, watches, precious and semi-precious gems and gemstones, pearls, precious metals, alloys of precious metals, and cufflinks; purchasing diamonds for others, wholesale ordering services and distributorship of diamonds; online retail sales of jewelry, diamonds, watches, precious and semi-precious gems and gemstones, pearls, precious metals, alloys of precious metals, and cufflinks; providing website featuring consumer information on diamonds, precious and semi-precious gems and gemstones, pearls, precious metal, jewelry and watches; providing consumer information via a website in the field of diamonds, gems, gemstones, jewelry, and processing of diamonds and gems

Cl.37; Repair and maintenance of jewelry and watches; Jewelry mounting in the nature of remounting jewelry, including remounting jewelry incorporating semi-precious stones and precious stones

Cl.40; Laser scribing services of precious gemstones and diamonds; cutting of diamonds, jewels, precious stones and gemstones; Engraving precious and semi-precious metals, engraving of jewelry made of precious and semi-precious metals; cutting precious and semi-precious gems and gemstones; engraving precious stones and jewelry; jewelry mounting in the course of custom construction of jewelry for others, including mounting jewelry incorporating semi-precious and precious stones

Cl.42; Gemological services, namely, verifying the integrity of a diamond to assure the origin of the diamond, and verifying and certifying the origin, character and quality of diamonds, gems and gemstones; providing information via a website in the field of gemological services; providing information via a website in the fields of diamond mining and gemological services, namely, grading precious stones; scientific and laboratory research services in the field of minerals and gems
Trade Marks Journal No: 1889 , 18/02/2019 Class 99

**pfttx**

4065578 23/01/2019

STERLITE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED

IFFCO TOWER, 3RD FLOOR, PLOT NUMBER 3, SECTOR 29, GURUGRAM, HARYANA-122002

Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:

NEELAM DAIHYA

37B, NAVYUG APARTMENT, F-BLOCK, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI-110018.

**Proposed to be Used**

**DELHI**

Cl.9; Scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire extinguishing apparatus; Computer programmes for use in telecommunications and telecommunication apparatus, computer software, computer software applications, computer software platforms, computer programs

Cl.35; Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions, compilation of information into computer databases, software for computerized file management, marketing in the framework of telecom software publishing

Cl.38; Telecommunication Services

Cl.42; Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software Computer network design and development; Computer software engineering; Development and testing of computing methods, algorithms, and software for generating and processing telecommunication data, computer software consultancy for telecommunication, installation of telecom computer software, maintenance of computer software relating to telecommunication sector, software as a service, updating of computer software, computer programming, conversion of computer programs and data, computer programming services for the protection of software

Cl.45; Legal and Security Services. Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; Computer licensing or Licensing of computer software and programs, Licensing of databases; Monitoring telephone calls from subscribers and notifying emergency facilities, licensing in the framework of software publishing
programmable fttx

4065579    23/01/2019

STERLITE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
IFFCO TOWER, 3RD FLOOR, PLOT NUMBER 3, SECTOR 29, GURUGRAM, HARYANA-122002
Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NEELAM Dahiya
37B, NAVYUG APARTMENT, F-BLOCK, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI-110018.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.9; Scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire extinguishing apparatus; Computer programmes for use in telecommunications and telecommunication apparatus, computer software, computer software applications, computer software platforms, computer programs

Cl.35; Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions, compilation of information into computer databases, software for computerized file management, marketing in the framework of telecom software publishing

Cl.38; Telecommunication Services

Cl.42; Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software Computer network design and development; Computer software engineering; Development and testing of computing methods, algorithms, and software for generating and processing telecommunication data, computer software consultancy for telecommunication, installation of telecom computer software, maintenance of computer software relating to telecommunication sector, software as a service, updating of computer software, computer programming, conversion of computer programs and data, computer programming services for the protection of software

Cl.45; Legal and Security Services. Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; Computer licensing or Licensing of computer software and programs, Licensing of databases; Monitoring telephone calls from subscribers and notifying emergency facilities, licensing in the framework of software publishing
pdwdm
4065580    23/01/2019
STERLITE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
IFFCO TOWER, 3RD FLOOR, PLOT NUMBER 3, SECTOR 29, GURUGRAM, HARYANA-122002
Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NEELAM DAHIYA
37B, NAVYUG APARTMENT, F-BLOCK, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI-110018.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.9; Scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire extinguishing apparatus; Computer programmes for use in telecommunications and telecommunication apparatus, computer software, computer software applications, computer software platforms, computer programs
Cl.35; Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions, compilation of information into computer databases, software for computerized file management, marketing in the framework of telecom software publishing
Cl.38; Telecommunication Services
Cl.42; Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software Computer network design and development; Computer software engineering; Development and testing of computing methods, algorithms, and software for generating and processing telecommunication data, computer software consultancy for telecommunication, installation of telecom computer software, maintenance of computer software relating to telecommunication sector, software as a service, updating of computer software, computer programming, conversion of computer programs and data, computer programming services for the protection of software
Cl.45; Legal and Security Services. Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; Computer licensing or Licensing of computer software and programs, Licensing of databases; Monitoring telephone calls from subscribers and notifying emergency facilities, licensing in the framework of software publishing
WEBBIT

4065817  23/01/2019

BINNY KALRA
B-25, NIZAMUDDIN WEST, NEW DELHI - 110013
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IRA LAW
I-34, 4th Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi - 110014

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.9; Safety nets; Safety apparatus for the prevention of accident or injury; Safety restraints, other than for vehicle seats and sports equipment

Cl.20; Pet crates; Metal safety gates for babies, children, and pets; Non-metal safety gates for babies, children, and pets;

Cl.21; Cages for pets
LabelBlind

4065822  24/01/2019

THE NUTRITION ALCHEMY
A102, Floor-1, Plot-CS 1/412, A, Saifee Park, Opp. Post Office, Dr. Mascarenhas Road, Mazgaon, Mumbai – 400010

SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROSHNI LACHHWANI
Silver Croft, B/104, Off Yari Road, Andheri West, Mumbai - 400061

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Cl.42: services provided by persons, individually or collectively, in relation to the theoretical and practical aspects of complex fields of activities; Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; software as a service [SaaS]; platform as a service [PaaS]; quality control; surveying.

Cl.44: health care, health counselling; medical care, hygienic and beauty care given by persons or establishments to human beings and animals; diet, dietician and nutritionist consultation services; dietary advice; health and wellness services.
ARDELL

4066296  24/01/2019

ARDELL INTERNATIONAL, INC.
2220 Gaspar Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90040, USA
A California Corporation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Cl.3; Cosmetic preparations for the eye, artificial eyelashes, artificial individual eyelashes, adhesives for affixing artificial eyelashes, adhesives for affixing individual artificial eyelashes, eyelash adhesive remover, eyebrow gel, eyebrow cosmetics, eyebrow pencil, hair color stain removers, hair color preparations and enhancers, depilatory preparations, non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, moisturizing lotions, depilatories, cleaning lotions, emollient lotions, and cleaning preparations, lipstick, lip gloss, mascara, lip liner, eyeliner, eye shadow.

Cl.8; Artificial eyelash applicators in the nature of a tweezer tool, eyelash curler, tweezers, eyebrow trimmer.
TRUSIGHT

4066659  24/01/2019

ILLUMINA, INC.
5200 Illumina Way, San Diego, California 92122, United States of America
a corporation of Delaware, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Used Since: 10/08/2015

DELHI

Cl.1; Reagents, assays, enzymes, chemical preparations, biological specimens in the nature of human tissue or human body fluid, animal tissue or animal body fluid, cultures of microorganisms, plant tissue and nucleotides for scientific and research use, not for medical or veterinary purposes; reagents kits comprised primarily of nucleotides, reagents, enzyme substrates, buffers, chemical preparations, biological preparations in the nature of human tissue or human body fluid, animal tissue or animal body fluid, cultures of microorganisms, plant tissue and enzymes for scientific and research use, not for medical or veterinary purposes

Cl.5; Reagents, clinical diagnostic reagents, medical diagnostic assays for medical and diagnostic purposes, enzymes, nucleotides, buffers, chemical reagents, and biological preparations in the nature of human tissue or human body fluids, animal tissue or animal body fluids, cultures of microorganisms, or plant tissue for medical and veterinary purposes
NEXTSEQ
4066660  24/01/2019
ILLUMINA, INC.
5200 Illumina Way, San Diego, California 92122, United States of America
a corporation of Delaware, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Used Since :13/11/2015

DELHI

Cl.1;Reagents, assays, enzymes, chemical preparations, biological specimens in the nature of human tissue or human body fluid, animal tissue or animal body fluid, cultures of microorganisms, plant tissue and nucleotides for scientific and research use, not for medical or veterinary purposes; reagents kits comprised primarily of nucleotides, reagents, enzyme substrates, buffers, chemical preparations, biological preparations in the nature of human tissue or human body fluid, animal tissue or animal body fluid, cultures of microorganisms, plant tissue and enzymes for scientific and research use, not for medical or veterinary purposes

Cl.5;Reagents, clinical diagnostic reagents, medical diagnostic assays for medical and diagnostic purposes, enzymes, nucleotides, buffers, chemical reagents, and biological preparations in the nature of human tissue or human body fluids, animal tissue or animal body fluids, cultures of microorganisms, or plant tissue for medical and veterinary

Cl.9;Computer hardware and computer software for use with medical patient monitoring equipment, for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying data in the fields of nucleic acid sequencing, genotyping, medical diagnostics, veterinary diagnostics, clinical diagnostics, medical research, veterinary research, diagnostic research, clinical research, drug development, drug development research, medical laboratory research, veterinary science and research, life sciences, biology, microbiology, biotechnology, agriculture, forensics, food safety, metagenomics, and genetics; scientific apparatus and instruments, namely, nucleic acid sequencers for laboratory use in the fields of nucleic acid sequencing, genotyping, medical diagnostics, veterinary diagnostics, clinical diagnostics, medical research, veterinary research, diagnostics, clinical research, drug development, drug development research, medical laboratory research, veterinary science and research, life sciences, biology, microbiology, biotechnology, agriculture, forensics, food safety, metagenomics, and genetics

Cl.10;Clinical and medical diagnostic instruments, namely, nucleic acid sequencers; scientific apparatus and instruments, namely, nucleic acid sequencers for use in medical and veterinary diagnosis and in medical and veterinary treatment
disaggregated bbu

STERLITE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
IFFCO TOWER, 3RD FLOOR, PLOT NUMBER 3, SECTOR 29, GURUGRAM, HARYANA-122002
LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NEELAM DAHIYA
37B, NAVYUG APARTMENT, F-BLOCK, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI-110018.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.9: Scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire extinguishing apparatus; Computer programmes for use in telecommunications and telecommunication apparatus, computer software, computer software applications, computer software platforms, computer programs

Cl.35: Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions, compilation of information into computer databases, software for computerized file management, marketing in the framework of telecom software publishing

Cl.38: Telecommunication Services

Cl.42: Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software Computer network design and development; Computer software engineering; Development and testing of computing methods, algorithms, and software for generating and processing telecommunication data, computer software consultancy for telecommunication, installation of telecom computer software, maintenance of computer software relating to telecommunication sector, software as a service, updating of computer software, computer programming, conversion of computer programs and data, computer programming services for the protection of software

Cl.45: Legal and Security Services. Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; Computer licensing or Licensing of computer software and programs, Licensing of databases; Monitoring telephone calls from subscribers and notifying emergency facilities, licensing in the framework of software publishing
EGREGORE

4067153    24/01/2019
EGREGORE INFORMATION SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No 1, Second Floor Ring Road, Lajpat Nagar-IV New Delhi 110024
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IRA LAW
I-34, 4th Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi - 110014
Used Since :31/05/2017

DELHI
Cl.35; Business management
Cl.36; Financial affairs; monetary affairs
ROMULUS
4067157  24/01/2019
EGREGORE INFORMATION SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No 1, Second Floor Ring Road, Lajpat Nagar-IV New Delhi 110024
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IRA LAW
I-34, 4th Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi - 110014
Used Since :10/12/2018
DELHI
Cl.35;BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Cl.36;FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS
APSTRA AOS

Priority claimed from 06/08/2018; Application No.: 40-2018-0108200; Republic of Korea

4067793  25/01/2019

APSTRA, INC.
333 Middlefield Road, Suite 200, Menlo Park, California 94025, U.S.A.
a Delaware corporation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RNA, IP ATTORNEYS
401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA)

Used Since: 08/12/2017

DELHI

Cl.9; Software for automation of operation of a compute infrastructure; software for automation of operation of a networking infrastructure; software for automation of operation of a storage infrastructure; software for visibility into the operation of a compute infrastructure; software for visibility into the operation of a networking infrastructure; software for visibility into the operation of a storage infrastructure; software for operation of a compute infrastructure; software for operation of a networking infrastructure; software for operation of a storage infrastructure; software for management and control of a compute infrastructure; software for management and control of a networking infrastructure; software for management and control of a storage infrastructure; software for management, control and operation of compute, networking and storage applications

Cl.42; Providing on-line non-downloadable software for automation of operation of a compute infrastructure; providing on-line non-downloadable software for automation of operation of a networking infrastructure; providing on-line non-downloadable software for automation of operation of a storage infrastructure; providing on-line non-downloadable software for visibility into the operation of a compute infrastructure; providing on-line non-downloadable software for visibility into the operation of a networking infrastructure; providing on-line non-downloadable software for visibility into the operation of a storage infrastructure; providing on-line non-downloadable software for operation of a compute infrastructure; providing on-line non-downloadable software for operation of a networking infrastructure; providing on-line non-downloadable software for operation of a storage infrastructure; providing on-line non-downloadable software for management and control of a compute infrastructure, applications and services; providing on-line non-downloadable software for management and control of a networking infrastructure, applications and services; providing on-line non-downloadable software for management and control of a storage infrastructure, applications and services
SignatureWings
4070064  29/01/2019
NEDHE CHAKK
NEAR SUYESH SHRI SHRTI, S. NO. 37/09/04, LAXMAN SADAN, BIJLINAGAR, KALE PADAL, HADAPSAR, PUNE 411028
Indian National
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMCHANDANI NEETU LALCHAND
2, D. G. COMPLEX, PURNANAGAR, CHINCHWAD, PUNE 411019
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cl.25; Clothing, footwear, headgear
Cl.41; Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
Cl.44; Medical services, veterinary services, hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services.
HomeWhiz
4070116  29/01/2019
VOLTBEK HOME APPLIANCES PRIVATE LIMITED
Volts House 'A', Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar Road, Chinchpokli, Mumbai-400036
A company incorporated under the Companies Act 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
Alakananda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, India

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Cl.7;Machines, looms and industrial robots for working and shaping wood, metal, glass and plastic material and metals (including galvanizing machines and electroplating machines). Heavy machinery, robotic mechanisms for working and shaping wood, metal, glass and plastic material and metals. Lifting, conveying and transportation machines, robotic mechanisms with the same function (including lifts, escalators, cranes). Machines and robotic mechanisms used in the agriculture and viticulture and in processing cereals / fruits / vegetables / food. Engines, electrical engines, their parts and equipments other than for land vehicles (including parts, electric door openers-closers used in land vehicles and included in this class). Bearings, ball-bearings or roller bearings. Tire mounting and dismounting machines. Alternators, generators, generators of electricity, generators working with solar energy. Painting machines, automatic spray guns for paint, electric punching machines and punches for punching machines, electric glue guns, guns for compressed air or liquid spraying machines, hand electric drills, motor hand saw, jigsaw machines, spiral machines, compressed air pumps, compressors, vehicle washing installations, and robots with the same function as the above-mentioned machines and tools. Welding machines, electric arc welding apparatus, electric welding apparatus, electric arc cutting apparatus, electrodes for welding machines and robots with the same function as the above-mentioned. Printing machines. Packaging machines, filling-plugging and finishing machines, labeling machines, separators and robots and robotic mechanisms with the same function as the above-mentioned machines (including electrical apparatus for sealing plastics [packaging]). Textile milling, scotching, tentering or washing machines, sewing machines and industrial robots with the same function as the above-mentioned machines. Pumps other than parts of machines or engines (including fuel dispensing pumps and guns for these). Electrical appliances used in kitchen for chopping, grinding, crushing, whisking and milling; washing machines (laundry / dishwashing machines); electrical machines for cleaning floors and carpets, vacuum cleaners and their parts. Vending machines. Power supply apparatus [generators]. Laundry dryers, namely machines not drying with heating method. Waste management installations.

Cl.8;Forks, spoons, knives and non-electric cutlery for cutting, chopping, peeling purposes, including those of precious metals. Cutting and jabbing/stabbing arms. Tools and appliances included in this class used for personal care in shaving, depilation, manicure, pedicure and beauty-care (including hair straighteners and hair curling implements, scissors). Hand-operated tools for repair of machines, appliances and vehicles, hand-operated tools for building, agriculture, gardening and forestry. Electric and non-electric irons.

Cl.9;Measuring apparatus and instruments, indicators including those for scientific research in laboratories other than for medical use. Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images (including apparatus and peripheral devices for data processing, telecommunication, reproduction, loudspeakers, and earphones). Magnetic and optical data carriers and software recorded in these; television and phone applications, downloadable electronic publications, recorded to magnetic and optical media; magnetic/optical cards. Antennas, satellite dishes, amplifiers and their parts. Ticket dispensers, automated teller machines. Electronic components used in machines and apparatus. Counters measuring amount of consumption in unit time and time clocks. Protective suits and life saving apparatus and equipment (including ear plugs for divers). Glasses, sunglasses, contact lenses and their boxes, covers, parts and accessories. Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity (including cables used for electric and electronic purposes, batteries, accumulators, anodes and cathodes). Apparatus for warning and alarms [other than for vehicles], electric bells. Signaling devices and apparatus used in traffic. Fire extinguishing apparatus including fire engines (including fire hoses and fire hose nozzles). Radar apparatus, sonars, apparatus and devices providing night vision. Magnets, decorative magnets.

Cl.11;Lighting apparatus and installations (lighting installations for vehicles, interior and exterior spaces). Devices for cooking, heating and vapor producing installations and apparatus (including electric ovens, microwave ovens, gas ovens, electric heating apparatus or heating apparatus for solid, liquid or gaseous fuels, electric tea and coffee makers and machines). Air conditioning devices. Cooling apparatus, namely refrigerators, milk coolers, water coolers, ice-boxes, ice machines and devices, freezers. Electric and gas operated apparatus, machines and devices used in cooking, drying and boiling (including electric and heating-operated laundry dryers, hair dryers and hand drying apparatus). Sanitary installations, sanitary ware. Water softening apparatus, water purifying apparatus, water purification installations. Bedwarmers and electric blankets not for medical purposes, heating cushions and pads not for medical purposes, electric or non-electric footwarmers, hot water bottles. Filters and filter-motor combinations for aquariums. Industrial type cooking, drying and cooling installations. Pasteurizers and sterilizers. Laundry dryers.